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Abstract
This thesis describes an experimental and theoretical investigation of phase inversion in
concentrated liquid-liquid dispersions, as part of a joint project between University College
London (UCL) and Imperial College London (ICL).

Experimental studies of phase inversion behaviour and associated phenomena in pipeline
flows were carried out on the Water-Oil Liquid Flow (WOLF) facility at the Department of
Chemical Engineering at UCL. Two inversion routes (w/o to o/w and o/w to w/o) were
followed to elucidate the hysteresis effect in pipeline flows in both upward and downward
flows at either constant or increased mixture velocity. System parameters, such as frictional
pressure gradient, in-situ holdup, velocity ratio, drop velocity and drop size distribution were
studied for flows before and after phase inversion. The velocity ratio of two liquid phases
was shown to play a key role in the phase inversion process. A hot-film anemometer (HFA)
was also employed in this work to measure the mean and turbulent fluctuation velocities of
the continuous phase at different dispersed phase input fraction. Enhancement or attenuation
of turbulence level of the continuous phase was found to depend on a number of parameters
such as local concentration, drop size, flow direction and velocity. It is evident that high
concentrations and large drops of the dispersed phase are likely to increase local turbulence.

An improved analytical method was also developed to derive stable drop size
distributions (DSD) from the distributions of chord lengths (CLD), measured by an
impedance probe. The effect of biased sampling towards larger drops was included while
smoothing equations were introduced to eliminate the negative DSD values that can arise
from direct backward transformation of CLD.

Two PBEs models were developed for liquid-liquid dispersions formed in stirred vessels
and pipeline flows, respectively. A novel combination of population balance equations
(PBEs) model with studies of phase inversion was presented in this work, which provided
further understanding of the influence of breakage and coalescence of dispersed drops on the
process of phase inversion. PBEs model indicated that there is a difference in the distance
required to achieve the fully-developed state for different inversion routes, which suggests
the existence of an ambivalent region in terms of location rather than input oil fraction in
pipeline flow; this distance from the inlet where inversion occurs depends on the initial

conditions, mixture velocity and fluid physical properties. Also, modelling of phase
inversion and the ambivalent region in stirred vessels with heterogeneous and homogeneous
distribution on turbulent energy were presented. To achieve better predictions for stirred
vessels, a ‘two-region’ model was postulated which assumed that drop breakup and
coalescence take place preferentially in the vicinity of the impeller and away from that
region, respectively. The predictions from the two-region model were found to be in good
agreement with experimental data.

Finally, a framework of studying the behaviour of secondary dispersions was developed
and incorporated into a PBEs model, by taking into account the inclusion and escape of
secondary droplets.
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Frictional pressure gradient at different input oil fractions and mixture
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velocities for upward and downward flows. The vertical line indicates
the phase inversion given by the hot film probe.
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Experimentally measured friction factor (/) as a function of mixture
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Reynolds (Re) number, compared with Blasius equation.
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Average in-situ holdup at different input oil fractions in upward (a) and
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) and output of hot-film probe (which indicates
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velocity at various input oil fractions (€0) for (a) upward and (b)
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upward flow and e0=76% and 80% in downward flow.
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velocity at various input oil fractions (e0) for (a) upward and (b)
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Figure 5.15

Cross-sectionally averaged drop size (.D) distribution at 2.0 m/s
mixture velocity and different input oil fractions (eo=20% - 80%) in
downward flow. Blue colours represent water continuous while red
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colours represent oil continuous dispersions.
Figure 5.16

Sauter mean diameter (D32) vs. the input oil fraction for oil drops
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Figure 5.17
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Critical input oil fraction for complete phase inversion at different
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Figure 5.19

Schematic of the phase inversion process in vertical oil-water pipeline
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flow in either upward or downward direction (not to scale).
Figure 5.20

Photograph of highly concentrated oil-in-water dispersion observed at
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1.5 m/s mixture velocity and 60% input oil fraction in downward flow.
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Figure 6.2
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(a) water flow and (b) oil flow.
Figure 6.3
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flows compared with published data in similar conditions.
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flows obtained by the TSI 1276-10AW and Dantec 55R14 probes.
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Figure 6.7

Axial mean velocity (U) profiles obtained by Dantec 55R14 and TSI
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Figure 6.8

Axial turbulent velocity (u) profiles obtained by Dantec 55R14 and
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TSI 1276-10AW probe at 1.5 m/s mixture velocity in o/w (30%) and
w/o (90%) upward flows.
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Mean axial velocity (U) profiles of the continuous phase at different
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input oil fractions measured with Dantec 55R14 probe at 1.5 m/s
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continuous.
Figure 6.10

Relative mean axial velocity (U/Uc) profiles of the continuous phase at

192

different input oil fractions measured with Dantec 55R14 probe at L5
m/s mixture velocity in upward flow, (a): water continuous, (b): oil
continuous.
Figure 6.11

Mean axial velocity (Udrop) profiles of the dispersed phase at different

194

input oil fractions measured with the dual-impedance probe at (a) 1.5
and (b) 2.0 m/s mixture velocity in upward flow, in comparison with
the single-phase velocity profile at the same as the mixture velocity
obtained by the HFA. The open marks denote water continuous and the
red-solid marks denote oil continuous flow.
Figure 6.12

Mean axial velocity (U) profiles of the continuous phase at different

197

input oil fractions measured with Dantec 55R14 probe at 1.5 m/s
mixture velocity in downward flow, (a): water continuous, (b): oil
continuous.
Figure 6.13

Relative mean axial velocity (U/Uc) profiles of the continuous phase at

198

different input oil fractions measured with Dantec 55R14 probe at 1.5
m/s mixture velocity in downward flow, (a): water continuous, (b): oil
continuous.
Figure 6.14

Mean axial drop velocity profiles of the dispersed phase at different

199

input oil fractions, measured with the dual-impedance probe at (a) 1.5
and (b) 2.0 m/s mixture velocity in downward flow, in comparison
with the single-phase velocity profile at the same as the mixture
velocity obtained by the HFA. The open marks denote water
continuous and the red-solid marks denote oil continuous flow.
Figure 6.15

Axial turbulent fluctuating velocity (u) profile of the continuous phase
at different input oil fractions measured with Dantec 55R14 probe at
1.5 m/s mixture velocity in upward flow, (a): water continuous, (b): oil
continuous.
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202

Figure 6.16

Axial turbulent intensity (u/Uc) profiles of the continuous phase at

203

different input oil fractions measured with Dantec 55R14 probe at L5
m/s mixture velocity in upward flow, (a): water continuous, (b): oil
continuous.
Figure 6.17

Axial turbulent fluctuating velocity (w) profiles of the continuous phase

205

at different input oil fractions measured with Dantec 55R14 probe at
1.5 m/s mixture velocity in downward flow, (a): water continuous, (b):
oil continuous.
Figure 6.18

Axial turbulent intensity (u/Uc) profiles of the continuous phase at

206

different input oil fractions measured with Dantec 55R14 probe at JL5
m/s mixture velocity in downward flow, (a): water continuous, (b): oil
continuous.
Figure 6.19

Fluctuating turbulence velocity (w) profiles at mixture velocities of (a)

208

1.0 m/s and (b) 1.5 m/s, measured in upward flow by Dantec 55R14
probe.
Figure 6.20

Comparisons of turbulence velocity (m) profiles in (a) upward and (b)

210

downward flows, measured by Dantec 55R14 probe at 1.5 m/s mixture
velocity.
Figure 6.21

Reynolds number, Re* of the dispersed phase profiles in (a) o/w and

216

(b) w/o dispersed flows, calculated by Equation (6-4) for various input
oil fractions at 1.5 m/s mixture velocity in upward (U) (open marks)
and downward (D) (solid marks) flows.
Figure 6.22

Comparisons between the predictions of Equation (6-5) and the

217

experimental data in (a) o/w and (b) w/o dispersed flows, at various
input oil fractions and 1.5 m/s mixture velocity in upward (U) and
downward (D) flows. Here, the open marks indicate turbulence
enhancement and the solid marks indicate turbulence attenuation.
Figure 6.23

Axial mean velocity (U) profiles of the continuous phase at different

219

input oil fractions measured with Dantec 55R14 probe at 3.5 m/s
mixture velocity in horizontal flows, against the predictions of the 1/7*
Power law (dot line), (a): water continuous, (b): oil continuous.
Figure 6.24

Axial turbulence velocity (u) profiles of the continuous phase at
different input oil fractions measured with Dantec 55R14 probe at 3.5
m/s mixture velocity in horizontal flow, (a): water continuous and (b):
oil continuous
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Chapter 7
Figure 7.1

Effect of drop size and energy dissipation rate on the specific breakage

228

rate, g(v: f vv)l{\-(p) , in an oil-in-water dispersion (pw=1000 Kg/m3
and p0=828 Kg/m3).
Figure 7.2

Variation of the daughter drop size distribution with the parameters a

230

and b which appear in Equation (7-17).
Figure 7.3

Normalised coalescence frequency calculated using Equations (7-20)

231

and (7-21) in a benzene-in-water system.
Figure 7.4

Equilibrium drop size distributions obtained from three different initial

234

distributions at 800 rpm agitation speed in a benzene-in-water system.
Figure 7.5

Comparisons on the Sauter mean diameters between the PBEs

236

predictions and the correlation given by Equation (7-27) in benzene-inwater dispersions. Here, c3 and c4 are given at the values of 0.06
(0.05*) and 7.0 (10.0*), respectively.
Figure 7.6

The Sauter mean diameters predicted by the PBEs model for benzene-

236

in-water and water-in-benzene systems at various agitation speeds and

0 = 0. 5.
Figure 7.7

Effect of viscosity ratio on phase inversion point in an equal density

237

system.
Figure 7.8

Spatio-temporal evolutions of drop size distributions for 3.0 m/s

239

mixture velocity and 30% input oil fraction with an initially uniform
(a-c) and a truncated normal distribution (d-f).
Figure 7.9

Axial variation profiles of the Sauter mean diameters (D3 2 ) with two

240

different initial drop size distributions, calculated for the same
parameters used to generate Figure 7.8 at 5 seconds.
Figure 7.10

Comparisons of the predicted drop size distributions at a distance of

241

8.0 m from pipe inlet, with different inital conditions and the same
parameters as in Figure 7.9.
Figure 7.11

Comparison of the predictions of the PBEs model and experimental

243

data of the Sauter mean diameter (D32) at 3.0 m/s and 3.5 m/s mixture
velocity obtained in horizontal oil-in-water dispersed pipeline flows.
Figure 7.12

Interfacial

energy of oil-in-water and water-in-oil

dispersions

calculated at a distance of 7 m from the entrance for 3.5 m/s mixture
velocity. The solid (dashed) lines represent stable (unstable)
dispersions.
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243

Figure 7.13

Predicted locations for phase inversion occurrence in pipeline flows,

245

demarcated by dashed lines, at various mixture velocity and inlet
dispersion morphology. Here, O/W (W/O) refers to oil-in-water
(water-in-oil) dispersions as the initial conditions; E represents the
critical level leading to phase inversion as predicted by Equation (723).

Chapter 8
Figure 8.1

A schematic showing drops of various sizes in a concentrated 253
dispersion.

Figure 8.2

Comparisons of (a) coalescence and (b) breakup frequencies in the

255

impeller and circulation regions with e = 0.1 m2s'3 for <f>= 0.5.
Figure 8.3

Comparison of the predicted ambivalent range with the experimental

257

data by Norato et al. (1998). Here, for the impeller region Cf=9 and
n=0.6 (solid line); Cj=0.5 and n=3/8 (dashed line); the rest of the
parameters are as listed in Table 8.2.
Figure 8.4

Effect of the radial distribution function on the model predictions for a

258

toluene/water system; the experimental data is taken from the work by
Norato et al. (1998).
Figure 8.5

Effect of interfacial tension

on phase inversion; comparison of 259

predicted ambivalent ranges

for toluene/water (solid lines) and

MIBK/water (dashed lines) with the experimental data by Norato et al.
(1998).
Figure 8.6

Effect of organic phase density (in Kg/m3) on phase inversion;

260

comparison of predicted ambivalent ranges with the experimental data
by Norato et al. (1998).
Figure 8.7

Effect of viscosity ratio on the predicted ambivalent range.

Figure 8.8

Effect of impeller to tank

261

diameter ratio on phase inversion; 261

comparison between model predictions and the experimental data by
Norato et al. (1998).

Chapter 9
Figure 9.1

Secondary dispersions of o/w/o (a) and w/o/w (b) structures visualized
by laser induced florescence technique (Liu et al., 2005). Green and
black regions correspond to water solution and oil phase, respectively.
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Figure 9.2

Diagram of critical volume (shaded region) determined by the internal

273

fluid flow streamlines (Klahn et al., 2002).
Figure 9.3

Escape rate of secondary droplet (d) from different sizes of host drops

276

(D), calculated from Equation (9-13).
Figure 9.4

Fraction of entrapping droplet inclusion, if water drops coalesce, in a

277

water-in-toluene system. Here, x 0 = 0.5, x } = 1/9, x 2 = 0.2, x 3 =1/3, x 4 =
1 and e = 0.1 m2s'3 are used.
Figure 9.5

Schematic of (a) ‘pure’ coalescence (i.e. in the absence of an inclusion

278

event) with nose-nose coalescence and of (b) secondary droplet
inclusion via coalescence accompanied by ‘dimple’ formation.
Figure 9.6

Schematic diagram showing the immediate ‘release’ of a secondary

280

droplet by its ‘host’ drop in a breakage process.
Figure 9.7

Evolution

of the

effective

dispersed phase

volume

fraction,

283

V

(peff = JN(V)VdV, obtained for cases I and II listed in Table 9.1.
o
Figure 9.8

Evolution of the Sauter mean diameter (Z)32) of host drops, obtained for

283

cases I and II listed in Table 9.1.
Figure 9.9

Evolution of (host) drop size distribution, obtained for (a) cases I and

284

(b) II, listed in Table 9.1.
Figure 9.10

Evolution of the overall distribution of secondary droplets in host

287

drops of given size, obtained for (a) cases I and (b) case II, listed in
Table 9.1.
Figure 9.11

Evolution of the distribution of secondary droplets within a specific

288

host drop of size (D = 0.67mm), obtained for cases I, (a), and II, (b),
listed in Table 9.1.
Figure 9.12

Effect of parameter xo on the evolution of the effective dispersed phase

290

volume fraction (case I is used for the rest of the parameters).
Figure 9.13

Effect of parameter x^ on the evolution of the effective dispersed phase

290

volume fraction (case I is used for the rest of the parameters).
Figure 9.14

A demonstration of the ambivalent range predicted by the current

291

model with parameters of case I.

Appendix
Figure A.l

Photographs of the dispersion taken at various input oil fractions from
1.5 m/s mixture velocity in downward flow (not to scale).
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315

Figure A.2

Photographs of complex (like plug) flow observed from l.Om/s

315

mixture velocity at 80% input oil fraction in downward flow (not to
scale).
Figure B.l

Mean and relative velocity profiles of the continuous phase at different

317

input oil fractions measured with Dantec 55R14 probe at 1.0 m/s
mixture velocity in upward flow, (a) & (c): water continuous, (b) &
(d): oil continuous.
Figure B.2

Turbulence velocity and intensity profiles of the continuous phase at

317

different input oil fractions measured with Dantec 55R14 probe at JLO
m/s mixture velocity in upward flow, (a) & (c): water continuous, (b)
& (d): oil continuous.
Figure B.3

Mean and relative velocity profiles of the continuous phase at different 318
input oil fractions measured with TSI 1276-10AW probe at 1.0 m/s
mixture velocity in upward flow, (a) & (c): water continuous; (b) &
(d): oil continuous.

Figure B.4

Turbulence velocity and intensity profiles of the continuous phase at

318

different input oil fractions measured with TSI 1276-10AW probe at
1.0 m/s mixture velocity in upward flow, (a) & (c): water continuous,
(b) & (d): oil continuous.
Figure B.5

Mean and relative velocity profiles of the continuous phase at different 319
input oil fractions measured with TSI 1276-10AW probe at 1.5 m/s
mixture velocity in upward flow, (a) & (c): water continuous; (b) &
(d): oil continuous.

Figure B.6

Turbulence velocity and intensity profiles of the continuous phase at

319

different input oil fractions measured with TSI 1276-10AW probe at
1.5 m/s mixture velocity in upward flow, (a) & (c): water continuous,
(b) & (d): oil continuous.
Figure B.7

Mean and relative velocity profiles of the continuous phase at different

320

input oil fractions measured with Dantec 55R14 probe at 2.0 m/s
mixture velocity in downward flow, (a) & (c): water continuous; (b) &
(d): oil continuous.
Figure B.8

Turbulence velocity and intensity profiles of the continuous phase at
different input oil fractions measured with Dantec 55R14 probe at 2.0
m/s mixture velocity in downward flow, (a) & (c): water continuous,
(b) & (d): oil continuous.
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320

Figure C.l

Axial mean velocity (U) profiles of the continuous phase at different

322

input oil fractions measured with Dantec 55R14 probe at 3.0 m/s
mixture velocity in horizontal flow, in comparisons with the 177th
Power law (dot line), (a): water continuous and (b): oil continuous.
Figure C.2

Axial turbulence velocity («) profiles of the continuous phase at

323

different input oil fractions measured with Dantec 55R14 probe at 3X)
m/s mixture velocity in horizontal flow, (a): water continuous and (b):
oil continuous.
Figure D.l

Cross-sectional averaged chord length distribution obtained at axial

326

positions of 4 m and 7 m (from the inlet) at 3.0 m/s mixture velocity in
oil-in-water horizontal flows with 7%, 10% and 20% input oil
fractions.
Figure D.2

Cross-sectional averaged chord length distribution obtained at axial

328

positions of 4 m and 7 m (from the inlet) at 3.5 m/s mixture velocity in
oil-in-water horizontal flows with 7%, 10% and 20% input oil
fractions.
Figure D.3

Radial profiles of the characteristic chord length (L3 2 ) obtained at 3.0

329

m/s and 3.5 m/s mixture velocities in o/w horizontal dispersed flows at
positions of 4 m (a) and 7 m (b) from the inlet.
Figure D.4

Radial profiles of drop velocities obtained at 3.0 m/s and 3.5 m/s

330

mixture velocities in horizontal o/w dispersed flows at positions of 4 m
(a) and 7 m (b) from the inlet, in comparison with the 1/7* power law
(see lines).
Figure D.5

Cross-sectional averaged chord length distributions obtained at 1.5 m/s

331

mixture velocity in upward flows for o/w (blue) and w/o (red)
dispersions.
Figure D.6

Cross-sectional averaged chord length distributions obtained at 2.0 m/s

332

mixture velocity in upward flows for o/w (blue) and w/o (red)
dispersions.
Figure D.7

Cross-sectional averaged chord length distributions obtained at 1.5 m/s

333

mixture velocity in downward flows for o/w (blue) and w/o (red)
dispersions.
Figure E.l

Interface of the program developed for drop velocity and chord length
distribution analyses.
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Nomndaiira
Roman Symbol
a

Constant in Eq. (2-1), (2-7), dimensionless

a, b

Parameters that control the distribution shape in Eq. (2-45), dimensionless

A

Interfacial areas of dispersion in Eq. (7-23), [m2]

A, R

Pipe cross-sectional area ([m2]) and pipe radius ([m]) in Eq. (3-1)

A, B ,n

Parameters in Eq. (3-2), dimensionless

A, B, n, Co,

Calibration constants in Eq. (3-6), dimensionless

Ci, C2 , C3 ,

c4
b(d/D)

Birth and death rates of secondary droplets of diameter d in the host drop of
diameter D, respectively, dimensionless

d(d/D)
B

Birth rate in Eq. (2-15), (2-17), dimensionless

B(D) ,

‘Birth’ and ‘death’ rates of a host drop of size D, respectively, dimensionless

D(D)
Cf

Surface increase fraction, dimensionless

Ci

Drag coefficient in Eq. (2-69), dimensionless

ci, c2

Coefficients dependent on the bubble Reynolds number and the Bond number
in Eq. (2-67), dimensionless

c(v,V)

Escape frequency of secondary droplets of volume v from host drop of
volume V\ dimensionless

C(i,j)

Element of matrix [C] in Eq. (4-16), dimensionless

Ci, C2

Empirical constants to be found experimentally in Eq. (2-27), dimensionless

Cam

Added mass coefficient by the bubbles in Eq. (2-66), dimensionless

CD

Drag coefficient, dimensionless

Ch

Tunable constant, dimensionless

Cw, C0

Multiplier in the Blasius type equation described in Eq. (2-11), dimensionless

C*

Ratio of mass of the dispersed phase to the carrier phase in Eq. (2-71),
dimensionless

C ',C ",
C

d

Constants in Eq. (2-25), dimensionless

”

Drop diameter, [m]
-24-

d, D

Diameters of secondary droplets and host drop, respectively, in Eq. (9-9), (910), [m]

d32

Drop Sauter mean diameter, [m]

de

Eddies size, [m]

d„tin, dmax

Minimum and maximum drop diameter, [m]

D

Death rate in Eq. (2-15), (2-17), dimensionless

D

Pipe diameter, [m]

D

Diameter of drop or bubble in Eq. (4-2), [m]

DF{(p)

Turbulence damping factor due to the presence of dispersed phase at volume
fraction (p, dimensionless

Dj

Impeller diameter in Eq. (2-63), [m]

e*

Kinetic energy, [m2 s'2]

emin

Minimum turbulence energy in Eq. (7-14), [m2 s'2]

E, Ec, Es

Surface energy, [m2 s'2]

E

Mean turbulent kinetic energy, [m2 s'2]

AEk

Turbulent kinetic energy, [m2 s'2]

Ew, Econ

Voltage acting on the sensor which is also the output of the CTA and the
corrected voltage in Eq. (3-2), (3-4), [V]

/

Volume fraction in Eq. (2-40), dimensionless

fs

Ratio of particle drag to Stokes drag in Eq. (2-70), dimensionless

fv

Dimensionless variable describing the sizes of daughter drops

J[lw)

Length function in Eq. (2-69) representing a measure of the region behind the
particle where the fluid velocity is close to that of the particle, dimensionless

/(Lpi.Lj)

Function defined in Equation (4-13), [m2]

F

Force compressing the drops together in Eq. (2-59), (2-60), [N]

Fr

Froude number, dimensionless

g

Gravity acceleration, [m s'2]

g(v)

Break-up frequency of drops of volume v, dimensionless

G(d)

Breakage rate, dimensionless

G(i)

Discrete chord length distribution of ith category, dimensionless

G(L)

Probability of cutting chord of length L, [m 1]

q

Noise-added discrete chord length distribution, dimensionless

h

Film thickness, [m]

h(v, v )

Collision frequency, dimensionless

hf, h

Turbulence intensities in particle-free (single-phase) and particle-laden flows

/

Normalization coefficient in Eq. (2-45), (2-46), dimensionless
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k

Wave number in Eq. (2-32), dimensionless

kj, k2

Parameter in Eq. (2-11), dimensionless

?£
ki, U

Turbulence kinetic energy in particle-free and particle-laded flows, [m2 s'2]
Turbulence intensity ([-]) and length scale ([m])for the corresponding single
phase flow in Eq. (2-70)

k(v/V)

Average number of secondary droplets of volume v within a host drop of
volume V\ dimensionless

Ka

Constant in Eq. (2-6), dimensionless

hi

Hybrid turbulence length scale, [m]

Ik

Kolmogorov length scale, [m]

L

Length scale of the energy containing eddies[m]

L

Chord length in Eq. (4-2), [m]

L

Pipe length in Eq. (7-12), [m]

M

Number of chord-length groups, dimensionless

m(V)

Number of drops formed from the breakage of a drop volume V\
dimensionless

n, K

Constants in Eq. (2-65), dimensionless

ne

Number density of eddies in the size range of interest, dimensionless

n(d)

Number density of droplets of diameter d, dimensionless

ni

Noise level, dimensionless

nw, n0

Multiplier in the Blasius type equation described in Eq. (2-11), dimensionless

n°(v)

Initial droplet number at / = 0 in Eq. (9-7), dimensionless

N

Number of drop-size groups, dimensionless

N

Rotation speed of impeller, [rpm]

Nt

Total number of drops per unit volume, [m'3]

N(v)

Total number of particles of volume v per unit volume, [m'3]

p v(V, V)

Probability to entrap secondary droplets of volume v inside the host drop if
secondary droplets are formed, dimensionless

P

Power input, [W]

PE

Escape probability in Eq. (9-7), dimensionless

AP

Pressure difference, [Pa]

~p

Drop size distribution over the whole pipe cross-section area, dimensionless

P(D)

Probability density function of drop diameter D, [m'1]

P(j)

Number density of drops i n / h group, dimensionless

P(L)

Probability of intersecting chord of length L, [m 1]
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P(L\R)

Conditional probability of intersecting chord of length L from drop of size R,
[m-1]

P(R)

Probability density function of drop radius R, [m 1]

P(v)

Initial number density of drops of volume v, dimensionless

PB( v : / Vv)

Probability for a particle of size v to break into two particles,one with volume
of f vv, when the particle is hit by an arriving eddy of size \ dimensionless

Q

Volumetric flow rate, [m3/s]

r

Drop radius in Eq. (6-10), [m]

R

Pipe radius, [m]

Re

Reynolds number, dimensionless

RHSk,

Rate of change of the

RHSjcj

group of secondaiy droplets whose host drops are in the size group k,

group of host drop and the rate of change of the / h

respectively, in Eq. (9-19), dimensionless
Rw, R0

Wire resistances at the temperature Tw and referencetemperature T0,
respectively, in Eq. (3-2), [0]

s

Solid surface area per unit volume in Eq. (2-12), [m3]

Sf

Smoothing factor, dimensionless

S(d,e)

Collision cross-sectional area between particles of radius, d/2, and eddies of
size, re, [m2]

tc

Circulation time of the secondary droplet inside the host dropin Eq. (9-7) [s]

td

Film drainage time, [s]

ti

Drop interacting time, [s]

Tw, T0

Wire working temperature and reference temperature, [°C]

u

Fluctuating velocity in Eq. (2-65), [m s'1]

u

Relative velocity of drops in Eq. (2-61), [m s'1]

~^2

Mean square turbulent velocity fluctuation, [ m s 1]

u

Average turbulent fluctuating velocity, [ m s 1]

U

Fluid (mean) velocity of phase, [ m s 1]

U

Mean velocity of all drops, [m s'1]
Terminal velocity of a single bubble in an infinite liquid, [m s'1]

U{r)

Local velocity at radius r, [m s'1]

jj

Instantaneous velocity at the pre-set sampling frequency inEq. (6-1), (6-2),
[m s'1]

Ur

Relative velocity in Eq. (2-65), [m s'1]

Urei

Relative velocity in Eq. (2-69), [m s’1]

Usw, Uso

Water and oil superficial velocities, respectively, [m s'1]
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v ,v '

Drop volume,

v

Average size of included secondary droplets by coalescence of V and Win Eq.
(9-16), [m3]

V

Volume of a single drop, [m3]

Vj

Mixture volume in Eq. (2-63), [m3].

Vh VT

Volumes of the impeller region and total volume of the vessel in Eq. (8-4),

[m3]
WA

Width of the ambivalent region, dimensionless

We

Weber number, dimensionless

x

Axial distance from the entrance in Eq. (7-8), [m]

X(r,D)

Frequency density for drop of size D intersecting probe at centre distance r,
[s'W 2]

X(L,D)

Frequency density of cutting chord length L from drop of size D, [s'W 2]

XT

Total frequency of chords intersected by probe, [s'1]

Y, 1)

Parameters in Eq. (2-22) fitted from experiments and representing the
coalescence kernel and breakage kernel, respectively, dimensionless

Greek letters
a

Constant in Eq. (2-58), dimensionless

dcr

Critical volume fraction in Eq. (9-7), dimensionless

Or

Overheat ratio for a thin wire (or fibre film) sensor, in Eq. (3-3),
dimensionless

cip

Dispersed phase volume fraction in Eq. (2-71), dimensionless

/?

Daughter drop size distribution, dimensionless

7

Coefficient of virtual mass in Eq. (2-64), dimensionless

e

Turbulent energy dissipation rate, [m2 s'3]

e

Phase holdup or volume fraction., dimensionless

7

}

Kolmogorov length scale, [m]

t](V,V)

Fraction of the coalescence events which do not involve secondary droplet
inclusion in the formed drops (which is called ‘pure’ coalescence),
dimensionless

6

Contact angle, [rad]

k

Viscosity ratio of the dispersed to the continuous phase, dimensionless
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X

Eddy size, [m]

H K ^ 1)

Coalescence efficiency once a collision occurs between drops of volume V
and V, dimensionless

Xsf

Smoothing function defined by Eq. (4-18), dimensionless

fi

Liquid viscosity, [Pa s]

y

Shear rate defined by the stirrer spin rotation frequency, [s'1]

£

Collision frequency in Eq. (2-39), dimensionless

£

Size ratio Qs/d) between an eddy and a drop, dimensionless

p

Density, [kg m'3]

Ap

Density difference, [kg m'3]

a

Interfacial tension or surface tension, [N m'1]

r

Particle-eddy interaction time in Eq. (2-69), [s]

rc

Coalescence time or drainage time, [s]

F'

Interaction or contact time, [s]

tp

Characteristic time of the particle (relaxation time) in Eq. (2-69), [s]

</>

Phase holdup, dimensionless

<f>o

Asymptotic phase inversion holdup at high agitation speed in Eq. (2-1),
dimensionless

fp1

Phase inversion holdup, dimensionless

$

Dispersed phase volume fraction, dimensionless

%

Critical dimensionless energy for break-up, dimensionless

0

)B x (v)

Arrival (bombarding) frequency of eddies of size (length scale) between Xand
X+<iX, on particles of size v, [s'1]

T

Viscosity ratio of the dispersed to the continuous phase, dimensionless

\J/(L,D)

Function defined by Eq. (4-16), dimensionless

Subscript
B

Breakup

c

Continuous phase

C

Coalescence

d

Dispersed phase

d

Drop in Eq. (2-29)
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e

Eddy in Eq. (2-29), (2-30), (2-36)-(2-38)

/

Carrier fluid in Eq. (2-68), (2-69)

i, j

Group / and j of drop size or chord length

i,c

Impeller and circulation regions, respectively in Eq. (8-1)

I

Impeller, Eq. (2-10) -(2-11)

L

Liquid in Eq. (3-5)

m

Mixture liquids or dispersion

o/w, w/o

Oil-in-water dispersion and water-in-oil dispersion

o

Oil phase or organic phase

p

Particle in Eq. (2-68)

w

Water phase
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Introduction
1.1

Liquid-liquid Flows and Phase Inversion

Liquid-liquid systems, involving an aqueous phase (e.g. water) and an organic phase (e.g.
oil), are found in a wide range of applications either in continuous flow (e.g. production
wells and pipeline transportation) or in batch systems (e.g. two-phase reactors, separators).
Compared to gas-liquid flows, which have received considerable attention, the experimental
and theoretical studies involving liquid-liquid flows have covered only a restricted range of
flow configurations and fluid properties. Much of the previous work has been devoted to
liquid-liquid dispersions in agitated vessels, while only limited amount of work exists on
liquid-liquid pipeline flows. According to Trallero (1995) and Angeli (1996), the following
regimes for liquid-liquid flows in horizontal pipes have been identified:

❖ Segregated flow:
•
•

Stratified flow [ST (Trallero, 1995), SW (Angeli, 1996)]
Stratified flow with mixing at the interface
[ST & MI (Trallero, 1995), SWD (Angeli, 1996)]

❖ Dispersed flow:
•

Water dominated
- Dispersion of oil in water and water
[Do/w & w (Trallero, 1995), M (Angeli, 1996)]
- Oil in water dispersions [o/w (Trallero, 1995), M (Angeli, 1996)]

•

Oil dominated
- Dispersions of water in oil and oil in water
[Dw/o & Do/w (Trallero, 1995), 3L (Angeli, 1996)]
- Water in oil dispersions [w/o (Trallero, 1995), M (Angeli, 1996)]
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In dispersions of two immiscible liquids, for example oil and water, both water-in-oil
(w/o) and oil-in-water (o/w) configurations can be obtained depending on operational factors
such as dispersed liquid volume fraction, liquid properties (e.g. viscosity, interfacial tension
and density), initial conditions and wall-wetting characteristics. For a given system, there is a
transition between these two dispersions under certain conditions. Phase inversion is then
defined as a phenomenon of phase interchange, whereby the continuous phase changes to
become dispersed and the dispersed phase becomes continuous (Selker & Sleicher, 1965;
Yeo et al., 2000). This phenomenon often occurs spontaneously at some critical operational
condition, for example volumetric phase fraction or power input (e.g. velocity for pipeline
systems or agitation speed for stirred vessels).

Phase inversion has been regarded as a spontaneous process associated with an abrupt
change in drop sizes, affecting the rates of momentum, heat and mass transfer between the
continuous and dispersed phases. A large number of studies on phase inversion have been
carried out for dispersions generated with mechanically agitated impellers in batch or semi
batch systems. The results clearly indicated that the critical volume fraction of the dispersed
phase where inversion appears (phase inversion point), varies with the system and is affected
by a number of physical and operational parameters, such as properties of liquids, the
container geometry and the initial conditions. In contrast to stirred vessels, significantly less
work has been carried out on phase inversion during pipeline flows.

The experimental results clearly show the existence of a hysteresis effect between
inversion from an organic and from an aqueous continuous solution, which manifests itself
by the formation of a so-called ambivalent region, i.e. the range of organic (or dispersed)
phase volume fraction wherein either the organic or the aqueous phase can be continuous.
This ambivalent range is presented as a plot of the holdup of either the organic (Selker &
Sleicher, 1965) or the dispersed phase (Kumar et al., 1991; Deshpande & Kumar, 2003) at
inversion against agitation speed. Most recent studies in agitated vessels have suggested that
the width of such an ambivalent range is dependent on initial conditions, viscosity ratio and
wall material.

Knowing when phase inversion appears is important in industrial application since the
change in phase continuity will lead to a system with different properties (e.g. rheology). In
many cases phase inversion is part of the process (e.g. in the production of margarine or
polymerisation). Of significance to transportation of dispersions is the observed increase in
pressure gradient accompanying phase inversion (Ioannou et al., 2005). In the petroleum
industry, for example, where crude oil and water need to be transferred from seabed to
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offshore to plant, failure to predict this phenomenon can result in substantial decrease of oil
productivity and pipeline capacity.

Prediction of phase inversion is therefore essential in many industries. Since the
observation of this phenomenon, several physical mechanisms and some empirical
correlations have been postulated to explain phase inversion and the existence of the
ambivalent range (Yeh et al., 1964; Luhning & Sawistowski, 1971; Arashmid & Jeffreys,
1980; Brauner & Ullman, 2002; Sajjadi et al., 2002; Liu et al., 2005). In spite of many
studies on phase inversion, however, the mechanism underlying phase inversion is still not
well understood. The agreement between theory and experiment in terms of phase inversion
point and the width of the ambivalent region is generally rather poor.

1.2 Objectives of the Study
The work presented in this thesis was carried out as part of a joint project between
University College London (UCL) and Imperial College London (ICL). The main aim of this
work is to gain a fundamental understanding of phase inversion at the mesoscale level and to
derive models for its predictions. To this end, both theoretical and experimental studies were
undertaken in this study, with the main objectives being described as follows:

Objectives of the experimental work:
(1) To investigate phase inversion and its associated phenomena (e.g. pressure drop, drop
size distribution, ambivalent region and in-situ holdup) in vertical pipeline flows,
where inhomogeneities in phase distribution due to gravity are eliminated.

(2) To understand the modifications of the continuous phase turbulence by the presence of
dispersed phase in two-phase flow pre- and post-inversion. Here, an advanced
instrument, hot-film anemometer (HFA), was employed for the measurements of the
turbulence structure.

Objectives of the theoretical work:
(1) To derive a population balance equations (PBEs) model to predict drop size
distribution and phase inversion for dispersions in stirred vessels and pipeline flow
systems. To achieve this, a methodology is developed for transforming the measured
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chord length distributions (CLD) to drop size distributions (DSD) used in the above
model.

(2) To develop a model to simulate the ambivalent region widely found to accompany
phase inversion in stirred vessels.

(3) To develop a framework of population balance modelling for simulating the dynamic
evolution of concentrated dispersions containing secondary droplets.

1.3

Structure of the Thesis

The remainder of this thesis is organised as follows. A literature review is given in
Chapter 2, which covers previous studies on phase inversion and its associated phenomena
(e.g. the ambivalent range), population balance equations (PBEs), continuous phase
turbulence modifications due to the presence of a dispersed phase and the application of a
hot-film anemometer to turbulence measurements in two-phase flows.

Chapter 3 describes the experimental facilities, instrumentations and methods used in the
present work; the techniques for measuring drop size and turbulence in oil-water dispersed
flows are presented in detail. In Chapter 4, the relationship between the chord length
distribution (CLD) obtained by an impedance probe and the drop size distribution (DSD) in a
liquid-liquid dispersion is investigated. A new algorithm is also introduced to solve the
problem of noisy or even apparently negative DSD values while performing the backward
conversion (i.e. from CLD to DSD).

In Chapter 5, experiments on phase inversion and its associated phenomena in co-current
upward and downward oil-water flow are described. Two inversion routes (w/o-> o/w and
o/w-» w/o) are followed in dispersions with either constant or increasing power input (given
by the mixture velocity). Parameters such as frictional pressure gradient, in-situ holdup, ratio
of the oil and water phase velocity (UJUW) and drop size distribution were also studied for
flows pre- and post-phase inversion. Chapter 6 describes the experimental results on the
modification of turbulence structure (mean and fluctuating turbulent velocities) in these
flows, the information being obtained by a hot-film anemometer (HFA). Comparisons are
also given in this Chapter between experimental findings and theoretical models suggested
previously for predicting turbulence enhancement or attenuation.
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In addition to the above experimental investigations, theoretical studies of phase
inversion were also carried out in the work described in this thesis. Chapter 7 describes a
population balance model, developed to predict phase inversion in liquid-liquid dispersions
in stirred vessels and pipe flows; this is based on the assumption that the dispersion and the
turbulent energy are homogeneously distributed. A further study of phase inversion in stirred
vessels is reported in Chapter 8; this study developed a model that can predict ambivalent
region based on the assumption that breakup only occurs in the impeller region and
coalescence away from that region (two-region model). The predictions from the two-region
model are then compared with experimental data (Norato et al., 1998).

In Chapter 9, preliminary work on the inclusion of secondary dispersion into population
balance equations modelling is described. Secondary dispersion, wherein part of the
continuous phase is entrapped into the dispersed phase, has been suggested as another
important factor for phase inversion (Groeneweg et al., 1998; Sajjadi et al., 2002). However,
the understanding of the mechanism of inclusion and escape of continuous phase droplets
within dispersed drops is still rather limited due to the complicated nature of this
phenomenon and the difficulties associated with experimental measurements. Even though a
few experiments have been conducted to quantitatively investigate some parameters
associated with such complex dispersions, no modelling work on dispersed systems
containing secondary dispersions has been reported in the literature. Chapter 9, therefore,
aims to outline a framework for simulating the dynamic evolution of dispersions containing
secondary droplets.

Finally, conclusions and recommendations for future studies are presented in Chapter 10.
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Literature Survey
Previous work on phase inversion in agitated vessels and pipeline flows is reviewed in
this Chapter. Section 2.1 mainly focuses on the experimental studies of phase inversion
carried out in liquid-liquid pipeline flows, though studies of phase inversion in agitated
vessels are also briefly discussed. More details of phase inversion and associated parameters
in agitated vessels can be found in the reviews given by Yeo (2002) and Liu (2005). The
postulated models to predict phase inversion in agitated vessels and pipeline flows are
summarized in Section 2.2. The studies of drop size distribution in liquid-liquid dispersions
via the population balance equations method (PBEs) are then reviewed in Section 2.3. The
previous theoretical models of drop breakage and coalescence in turbulent flows are
discussed in Section 2.4. In Section 2.5, studies of turbulent flow modifications by the
dispersed phase in two-phase flow are reviewed. Section 2.6 describes the application of hotfilm anemometer to turbulence measurement in air-liquid and liquid-liquid dispersed flows.
Finally, a short summary is given in Section 2.7.

2.1

Experimental Studies of Phase Inversion

2.1.1 Phase Inversion Process
In liquid-liquid two-phase flow systems, usually consisting of an aqueous liquid (e.g.
water) and an organic liquid (e.g. oil), there are two general types of dispersions in which
either oil drops are dispersed in water phase (oil-in-water) or water drops are dispersed in oil
phase (water-in-oil) respectively. Often, at certain conditions, either type of dispersion can
be obtained. Phase inversion is then defined as a phenomenon whereby the phases of a
liquid-liquid dispersion interchange such that the dispersed phase spontaneously inverts to
become the continuous phase and vice versa. In general, for dispersions formed in agitated
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vessels phase inversion will take place at a critical impeller speed for a certain phase
fraction, or a critical phase concentration for a certain impeller speed.

For liquid-liquid dispersions with a constant turbulent power input (e.g. agitation speed or
mixture velocity), phase inversion was found to occur at a certain critical volume fraction of
the dispersed phase. As liquid-liquid dispersions have wide applications in industries, a well
controlled phase inversion is a desirable and essential step whereas uncontrolled phase
inversion is undesirable. As a result (since the first report of phase inversion by Rodger et al.,
1956), much of the experimental and modelling work has been directed towards finding the
critical phase volume fraction. The experiments have indicated that this critical volume
fraction is system-specific and can be affected by a number of physical and physicochemical
parameters, such as liquid properties, container geometry and initial conditions.

Figure 2.1 shows the schematic diagram postulated by Arirachakaran et al. (1989) to
illustrate the phase inversion process in oil-water pipe flow. For small water volume
fractions, the mixture forms a stable dilute water-in-oil dispersion where there is equilibrium
between break-up and coalescence of water drops. As the water fraction increases, the rate of
coalescence increases and water drops become larger. The system then becomes unstable if
the water fraction continues to increase. Beyond a critical value of the volume fraction, rapid
coalescence of the dispersed water drops occurs which dominates over their break-up,
leading to catastrophic phase inversion, that is the dispersed phase spontaneously inverts to
become continuous.

Recently, however, Liu et al. (2005) applied a non-intrusive dye tracing technique, laserinduced fluorescence (LIF), to visualize the phase inversion process in concentrated
immiscible organic-aqueous liquid dispersions in a stirred vessel. Their experimental results,
as shown in Figure 2.2, clearly demonstrated that phase inversion is a gradual rather than a
catastrophic phenomenon: the process occurs over 1-2 s, may not occur globally and
depends on the local phase distribution. During phase inversion, two opposing pairs of
processes, drop coalescence and break-up, and the inclusion and escape of small droplets in
larger drops, play a key role in the inversion process. The structure of the dispersion is
extremely complex and a great number of secondary dispersions and multi-dispersions
appear during phase inversion, which include water-in-oil-in-water secondary dispersions
(which are notoriously difficult to observe).

-
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Figure 2.1: A schematic of phase inversion process in an oil-water dispersed pipe flow,
postulated by Arirachakaran et al. (1989).
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Figure 2.2: A time-series of photographs taken over 5.458 s, showing the dynamic
evolution of an o/w emulsion (45% aqueous solution holdup) to a w/o emulsion,
visualized by Liu et al. (2005) using laser-induced florescence. The experiments were
conducted in a stirred vessel. Here, the black regions designate the organic phase and
the lighter regions designate the aqueous phase.
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2.1.2 Phase Inversion in Stirred Vessels
Liquid-liquid dispersions in stirred vessels are frequently used in the chemical industry
for conducting operations such as extraction, heterogeneous reactions etc. Phase inversion
mostly occurs when the dispersed phase holdup is increased in order to obtain higher
interfacial areas. In some chemical processes, such as solvent extraction, in mixer-settlers,
phase inversion can be extremely undesirable because it can delay the settling process. On
the other hand, phase inversion is desirable in some operations, such as the preparation of
waterborne dispersions of polymer resin. A large number of experiments have been reported,
aimed at studying phase inversion and associated phenomena in agitated vessels. Table 2.1
lists the previous experimental investigations and their focal aspects in stirred vessel
systems. Comprehensive reviews of the work conducted in stirred vessels have been given
by Yeo et al. (2000) and Liu (2005).

Many of the experiments listed in Table 2.1 found an interesting additional phenomenon
associated with phase inversion, namely the existence of a hysteresis effect between
inversion from an organic and from an aqueous continuous solution, which manifests itself
by the formation of a so-called ambivalent region, i.e. the range of organic (or dispersed)
phase volume fraction wherein either the organic or the aqueous phase can be continuous.
This ambivalent region is presented as a plot of the holdup of either the organic (Selker &
Sleicher, 1965) or the dispersed phase (Kumar et al., 1991; Deshpande & Kumar, 2003) at
inversion against agitation speed.

Generally in stirred vessels, it has been found that phase inversion and the ambivalent
region can be affected by various factors. For example, Selker & Sleicher (1965) found that
as the viscosity of one phase increases, its tendency to be dispersed also increases and
ascribed this observation to be the result of the lower coalescence rates caused by the longer
film drainage time. A decrease of the interfacial tension can also lead to a widening of the
ambivalent region (Luhning & Sawistowski, 1971; Norato et al., 1998). Low density contrast
between liquid pairs seem to show little effect on phase inversion (Selker & Sleicher, 1965,
Norator et al., 1998), while systems in which there are large density differences between the
phases were found to show an increased tendency to invert (Rodger et al., 1956; Kumar et
al., 1991). However, it was also found recently that, for a specific system under sufficiently
intense turbulence (i.e. high agitation speed), the inversion holdup is independent of any
operational and geometric parameters and only affected by the liquid properties; the limits of
the ambivalent region do not change with agitation speed (Deshpande & Kumar, 2003).
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A number of alternative mechanisms for phase inversion have been postulated. Phase
inversion was regarded, for example, as an instability between breakup and coalescence of
dispersed drops (Arashmid & Jeffreys, 1980; Groeneweg et al., 1998), as a match of the
system free energy (Luhning & Sawistowski, 1971; Tidhar et al., 1986; Yeo et al., 2002;
Brauner & Ullman, 2002), as a point where zero shear stress exists between phases (Yeh et
al., 1964; Nadler & Mewes, 1995) and as a result of the severe inclusion of the continuous
phase into the dispersed drops (Groeneweg et al., 1998; Liu et al., 2005). Despite of the
above efforts on phase inversion, the understanding on the mechanism of phase inversion
and the existence of the ambivalent region is still fairly limited.
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Table 2.1: Lists of previous experimental studies carried out in agitated vessels.
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Author (year)

Parameters Studied &
Focal points

Range or Material

Technique for
Determining Phase
Inversion

Impeller Type (Agitation Speed,
r.p.m.)

Quinn & Sigloh
(1963)

1. Impeller Type & Size
2. Interfacial Tension

1 :7 .9 4 -9 .3 7 cm
2: 0.0037-0.05 l l N / m

Conductivity Probe

4-Flat Bladed Paddle & Double Paddles* 7.94, 8.57,
9.37, 7.78*
(150-900)

14.29

Selker & Sleicher
(1965)

1.Viscosity Ratio
2.1mpeller Material
3.Tank Size and Shape

1 :0 .0 2 -1 3 0
2: Glass, Brass, Stainless
Steel, Polyethylene

Conductivity Probe,
Visualization (Dyes
and Settling of
Dispersion)

2-Blade Vertical Paddles & Three-Blade
Axial-Flow Propellers
4.5 - 10.3
(420 - 2000)

200ml~4L

Luhning &
Sawistowski
(1971)

1. Interfacial Tension
2. Ambivalent region
3. Mass Transfer

1:0.0157-0.0511 N/m

Conductivity Probe

4-Bladed Turbine
(300 - 1500)

6.65

15.3

Clarke &
Sawiskowski
(1978)

1. Mass Transfer

-

Conductivity Probe

4-Bladed Turbine
(5 0 0 - 1500)

-

-

McClarey &
Mansoori (1978)

1.Viscosity Difference

-

Conductivity Probe

2-Pitch Bladed Turbine
(120-600)

-

-

Arashmid &
Jeffreys (1980)

1. Fluid pairs
2. Ambivalent region

1. Toluene-water & Carbon
Conductivity Probe
tetrachloride-water

4-Bladed Open Turbine
(300 - 800)

5.0

10.2 (0.8 L)

Guilinger et al.
(1988)

1.Tank Geometry
2.Dispersed Phase Viscosity 1.Stainless Steel &
3.Impeller Wetting
Plexiglass
Characteristics

Kumar et al.
(1991)

1. Impeller Materials

Tank Dia.
(cm) or
Vol. (L)

11.3 & 33.9
Conductivity Probe &
Visualization

4, 6 & 8-Bladed Turbines
(300 - 600)

4.4-16.5

Conductivity Probe

Rushton Turbine
(6 0 0 - 1250)

-

10.5

Chapter 2

1. Stainless Steel & Glass

Impeller
Diameter
(cm)
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Author (year)

Parameters Studied

Range or Material

Technique for
Determining Phase
Inversion

Impeller Type (Agitation Speed,
r.p.m.)

Impeller
Diameter
(cm)

Tank Dia.
(cm) or
Vol. (L)

Nienow et al.
(1994)

1. Viscosity
2. Delay time
3. Batch & Semi-batch

1 .0 .7 8 -4 8 mPaS
2. 300 ~ 700 rpm

Conductivity Probe &
Visualization

4-Pitch Bladed Turbine
(400 - 700)

7.5

15.0

Chiang & Chen
(1994)

1. Density Ratio
2. Surfactants
3. Mass Transfer

1 :0 .6 -1 .6

Conductivity Probe

6-Flat Bladed Turbine
(600 - 1400)

4.7

10.5

Brooks &
Richmond (1994
abc)

1. Oil Viscosity
2. Drop Size

1. 0.7 - 200 mPa S

Visualization

6-Bladed Rushton Turbine
(200 - 5000)

4.0

10.0

Pacek et al.
(1994a)

1. Drop Size
2. Secondary Dispersion
3. Batch & Semi-batch

-

Conductivity Probe &
Visualization

4- Bladed (60°-Pitch) Turbine
(400 - 700)

7.5

15.0

Pacek et al.
(1994b)

1. Viscosity
2. Ambivalent region
1 .0 .5 9 -4 8 .0 mPaS
3. Delay Time
4. Density, Surface Tension

Conductivity Probe &
Visualization

4- Bladed (60°-Pitch) Turbine
(400 - 700)

7.5

15.0

Groeneweg et al.
(1998)

1. Interfacial Tension
2. Agitation Time
3. Inclusion & Escape
4. Size of Included Droplet

Conductivity Probe&
Visualization

6- Bladed Turbine
(200 - 900)

4.8

8.9
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Technique for
Determining Phase
Inversion

Impeller Type (Agitation Speed,
r.p.m.)

Impeller
Diameter
(cm)

Tank Dia.
(cm) or
Vol. (L)

1: 867 ~ 1180 Kg/m3
2 : 0 . 9 6 - 3.78m PaS
3: 0.0089 - 0.0323 N/m

Conductivity Probe

6-Bladed Rushton Turbine 1
Marine Propeller2
(400 - 2000)

4.234 \
5.061 \
6.294
5.080 2

10.2

5 9 - 1200 V

Conductivity Probe

6-Bladed Rushton Turbine
(6 0 0 - 1050)

5.0

10.2

Conductivity Probe

4-Flat Bladed Turbine
(500)

5.0

10.0

Conductivity Probe

6-Bladed Rushton Turbine1
6-Bladed Paddle2
4-Bladed Propeller3
Disk with 21-Teeth Saw4

4.5, 5.51
5.02
6.753
4.84

10.2 & 12.7

Author (year)

Parameters Studied

Range or Material

Norato et al.
(1998)

1. Density
2. Viscosity
3. Interfacial Tension
4. Impeller Type & Size

Tsouris & Dong
(2000)

1. Electric Fields

Saiiadi et al.
(2002)

-43Deshpande &
Kumar (2003)

1. Inclusion & Escape
2. Size of Included Droplet 3. Drop Size Distribution
1.Impeller Type
2.Tank Geometry
3.Ambivalent region

2. 0.9 L & 1.58 L
3. 600 - 2000 rpm

1. Inclusion & Escape

2. Coalescence & Breakage
Liu et al. (2005)

3. Phase Inversion Process
4. Ambivalent Region
5. Complex Structure
6. Phase Inversion Time

-

Visualization

Magnetic Stirrer

2.0

80x25x25
mm square
crosssection
cell
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2.1.3 Phase Inversion in Pipeline Flows
One of the most common but least understood types of multiphase flow is that of pipeline
transportation of two immiscible liquids. In the petroleum industry, mixtures of oil and water
are transported over long distances in pipelines from offshore to plant. Water is often
introduced in controlled amounts into the pipeline in order to reduce the pressure gradient
and hence pumping power required to transport the oil through the pipelines. However, at
high volume fractions of oil phase, the oil-in-water dispersion has a strong tendency to invert
to a water-in-oil dispersion. In addition, in the phase inversion region an abrupt increase of
pressure gradient may occur. Failure to account for the abnormally high-pressure drops may
result in substantial decreases of oil productivity and of pipeline capacity. Therefore, the
design of pipelines as well as of pumping equipment requires knowledge of the critical
volume fraction where phase inversion happens, and therefore an understanding of the
inversion mechanism.

Experiments on a two-phase liquid-liquid flow in horizontal pipes (Russell et al., 1959;
Charles et al., 1961; Guzhov et al., 1973; Arirachakaran et al., 1989; Nadler & Mewes, 1997)
indicated that the pressure drop of the pipeline flow strongly depends on the flow regime and
hence the distribution of the two liquids in the cross-sectional area of the pipe. The largest
reduction in the pressure drop was expected when water, which is the less viscous liquid
phase, forms a uniform annulus along the pipe wall, while the more viscous oil phase flows
within the pipe core. Russell et al. (1959) suggested that the turbulent mixing in the pipeline
can be sufficient to disperse the initially separated phases, so that dispersions are formed
resulting in higher pressure drops. A reduction in the pressure drop is possible in oil-in-water
dispersions (e.g. Sanchez & Zakin, 1994) and water-in-oil dispersions (Angeli, 1996). In
addition, for water-in-oil dispersions the pressure drop can be significantly higher than the
pressure drop for the pure oil flowing alone in the pipeline (Rose & Marsden, 1970; Nadler
& Mewes, 1997). The flow behaviour of the oil and water dispersions is dependent on the
input volume fraction and drop size distribution of the dispersed phase (Pilehvari et al.
1988). An abrupt increase of the pressure drop in dispersed flow to a value higher than that
of pure oil flow is also observed in the region of phase inversion (Pan et al., 1996; Angeli,
1996; Nadler & Mewes, 1997; Ioannou et al., 2004&2005). Being complicated and
undesirable, phase inversion becomes a key phenomenon in the design of oil-water pipelines
since the rheological characteristics of the dispersion (e.g. wettability and conductivity) and
the associated pressure drop change abruptly and significantly at or near the phase inversion
point.
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Despite the importance of phase inversion in pipelines, less work has been carried out in
contrast to the studies in stirred vessels. Some researchers (Arirachakanran et al., 1989; Pal
et al., 1986; Nadler & Mewes, 1995&1997; Ioannou et al., 2004; Liu et al., 2004; Liu, 2005)
have investigated phase inversion and associated phenomena from experiments carried out in
oil-water two-phase pipe flow, to characterize the dependence of the critical volume fraction
on the various system parameters, e.g. viscosity ratio, velocity and pipe materials. The
studies of phase inversion in oil-water flows are summarized in Table 2.2. The experimental
data from pipe flows suggested that the more viscous oil tends to form the dispersed phase
and water is likely to be continuous. The critical input water fraction required to invert a
water-in-oil dispersion decreases as the oil viscosity increases. Recently Ioannou et al.
(2005) investigated the influence of pipe wettability on phase inversion by using stainless
steel and plastic pipes. The results showed that phase inversion of oil-in-water flows would
happen at a higher input oil fraction when using the plastic pipe, than in the stainless steel
pipe at the same velocity.

Table 2.2: Main aspects of studies of phase inversion in liquid-liquid pipe flows.

Author (Year)

Main Aspects

Tidar et al. (1986)

1.Surface energy.

Arirachakaran et al. (1989)

1.Pressure drop; 2.Phase inversion point; 3.Pipe
diameter; 4.Temperature 5.Viscosity

Pal (1993)

1.Surfactants; 2.Drag Reduction.

Luo et al. (1997)

1.Mixture velocity; 2.Temperature; 3.Pressure;
4.Dispersion viscosity; 5. Pressure drop.

Nadler & Mewes (1997)

l.Oil viscosity; 2.Temperature; 3.Pressure drop.

Angeli & Hewitt (1998,2000a)

1.Wettability; 2.Mixture velocity; 3.Pressure gradient.

Soleimani (1999)

1.Pressure drop; 2.Flow pattern.

Gillies et al. (2000)

1.Surfactants; 2.1ntensity and nature of shear process;
3.Solids content of oil.

Ioannou et al. (2004&2005)

1.Wettability; 2.Pipe diameter and material; 3.Pressure
drop; 4.Phase distribution.

Liu et al. (2004) & Liu (2005)

l.Flow structure; 2.Drop size; 3.Phase inversion point.
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Compared to investigations of phase inversion in horizontal flows, only limited work has
been reported for vertical pipe flows (Govier et al., 1961; Luo et al., 1997; Liu et al., 2004;
Liu, 2005). Luo et al. (1997) studied the oil-water upward flows in a stainless steel pipe of
I.D. 44mm, using an oil with viscosity 452.6 cP. From the measured frictional pressure
drops, they obtained the effective emulsion viscosity in the pre- and post-inversion regions
and correlated it to water fraction, temperature, pressure and velocity. They found that phase
inversion is affected by the mixture velocity while the emulsion becomes unstable probably
due to phase inversion when the mixture velocity exceeds 0.8 m/s. The phase inversion point
was not measured directly but calculated from a correlation by Yeh et al. (1964) though it
was also associated with the pressure drop change observed. Recently, Liu et al. (2004) used
a laser-induced florescence (LIF) technique to directly visualize the dynamic evolution of the
dispersion and the internal flow structure in concentrated liquid-liquid downward flows. It
was found that there is an unstable region between the two possible dispersions (o/w and
w/o), wherein complex flow structures (i.e. multiple dispersions) are often observed. Phase
inversion for a given well-established dispersion is suggested as a transitional process of
crossing this unstable region.

Information on phase distribution in a horizontal pipe cross-section obtained by gamma
densitometry (Soleimani, 1999; Hussain, 2004) and by high frequency impedance probe
measurement (Angeli & Hewitt, 2000b; Ioannou et al., 2004) indicated mixture
inhomogeneity and suggested that phase inversion could occur at different cross-sectional
locations even in fully dispersed flow. For example, the inversion of a water-in-oil dispersion
could take place first at the bottom part of the pipe, where water tends to accumulate. Local
rather than global appearance of phase inversion was also found by Liu et al. (2005) in
agitated systems using the LIF technique.

The studies reviewed above were of unstable dispersions (no added surfactants) in
pipeline flow; Pal et al. (1986) and Pal (1993) also investigated phase inversion during stable
emulsion pipe flow where non-ionic surfactants had been added. The viscosity of the
emulsion (measured by a coaxial cylinder viscometer) was found to increase as the dispersed
phase concentration increased and, as in the case of unstable dispersions, there was a sudden
increase in the viscosity when inversion occurred. Furthermore, secondary and multiple
emulsions (continuous phase is entrapped in dispersed drops) were widely observed in the
water-in-oil emulsion before inversion. Due to the large number of secondary continuous
phase drops a dramatic increase in the dispersed phase drop size was also observed before
inversion, which has not been reported for pipe flow of unstable dispersions.
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2.1.4 Ambivalent Region
Many experiments in liquid-liquid dispersions showed that there is a wide region of
volume fractions, over which either liquid phase can be the stable dispersed phase (Selker &
Sleicher, 1965; Clarke & Sawistowski, 1978; McClarey & Mansoori, 1978; Arashmid &
Jeffrey, 1980; Tidhar et al., 1986; Dong & Tsouris, 2001; Deshpande et al., 2003). This
region is known as ambivalent region, and the extent of this range depends on how the
dispersion is produced and its subsequent history (Arashmid & Jeffrey, 1980).

The ambivalent region can be illustrated by plotting the dispersed phase volume fraction,
<t>d, or organic phase volume fraction, 0O, against the turbulent power input (e.g. agitation
speed or mixture velocity). Figures 2.3 a&b show a typical ambivalent region obtained in a
stirred vessel system by Kumar et al. (1991) and in horizontal pipeline flows by Ioannou et
al. (2005). For example in the system described by Figure 2.3a, the dispersion can exist only
as benzene-in-water dispersion below the lower ambivalent curve and only as water-inbenzene dispersion above the upper ambivalent curve. In between the two curves, namely
within the ambivalent region, depending on initial conditions and dispersion history both
water and benzene can be continuous.
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Figure 2.3: The ambivalent region observed in (a) the benzene-water stirred vessel
system (Kumar et al., 1991), and (b) the oil-water horizontal pipeline flow system
(Ioannou et al., 2005)
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Based on their experimental findings in stirred vessels, Clarke & Sawistowski (1978)
suggested that the ambivalent region is a metastable region and any perturbations to the
system will lead to the instability of the dispersion producing phase inversion at the
boundaries of this region. The factors influencing the ambivalent region have been examined
by many investigators. Previous experiments have found that the width of this range is a
function of physical properties and system construction, such as wall wettability, impeller
material, impeller type and container geometry (Guilinger et al., 1988; Kumar et al., 1991;
Pacek et al., 1994b; Norato, et al., 1998; Tsouris & Dong, 2000; Deshpande, et al., 2003).
However, for dispersions at high turbulent power input, several investigators found that the
dispersed phase volume fraction at phase inversion saturates with increasing the agitation
speed or mixture velocity (Tidhar et al., 1986; Brauner & Ullmann 2002; Deshpande et al.,
2003). Under these conditions, the ambivalent region is only determined by the physical
properties of the liquid pair.

Pacek et al. (1994b) and Kumar (1996) also attributed the ambivalent region to the effect
of secondary dispersion where the continuous phase is trapped in the dispersed drops as
small droplets. Their experiments showed the secondary dispersion to be present in water-inoil dispersions but absent from oil-in-water dispersions. They claimed that since a small
volume of the continuous phase is trapped in the oil drops, the effective holdup of the
continuous phase decreases and that of the dispersed phase increases. Kumar (1996) took a
further step and considered the differences of dielectric constants of two immiscible phases.
The oil drops in water experience repulsive forces due to the overlapping of the electrical
double layers and have low coalescence efficiency, whereas the water drops in oil do not
experience such repulsion and have high coalescence efficiency. These charged drops would
also give rise to hysteresis and an ambivalent region.

In contrast to the large number of studies reporting ambivalent region in stirred vessels,
only a few such observations have been reported for pipeline flow systems. Ioannou et al.
(2005) investigated the effect of pipe diameter and wettability on phase inversion in
horizontal pipeline flows by using different sizes of stainless steel and acrylic pipes. Their
experiments clearly showed the existence of an ambivalent region in both steel and acrylic
pipes in terms of the input oil fractions as a function of the mixture velocity, shown in Figure
2.3b. However, these authors have also noticed in their system that the ambivalent region
was only obtained for mixture velocities higher than 4 m/s in large pipes (60 mm ID),
whereas ambivalent region was not found for flows in a small diameter acrylic pipe (32 mm
ID). These findings indicated that the flows of concentrated dispersions in pipeline are very
complex.
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2.2

Theoretical Studies of Phase Inversion

Although the detailed mechanisms of phase inversion in liquid-liquid dispersions are still
not well understood, extensive research has been carried out leading to some empirical and
semi-empirical relationships for predicting phase inversion of dispersed flows in stirred
vessels and pipelines.

2.2.1 Prediction of Phase Inversion in Stirred Vessels
Quinn & Sigloh (1963) found the phase inversion holdup obtained in oil-in-water
dispersion decreases with the increase of the agitation speed before reaching a constant value
at higher agitation speeds. Their experiments showed the organic phase holdup at phase
inversion is inversely proportional to the energy input rate when water is continuous. They
suggested the phase inversion holdup (p1 can be found as follows:

(2 - 1)

where 4>o is the asymptotic phase inversion holdup at high agitation speed, (N, revolutions
per second) P is the power input ( oc p mN 3) for mixture density pm and a is a constant
determined by the physical properties of the system which could be approximately related to
Weber number.

Yeh et al. (1964) studied the relationship of the phase inversion holdup to the system
characteristics of a hand shaken flask, e.g. fluid viscosities and container geometries. They
correlated the critical phase inversion holdup as a function of the viscosities of the liquids,
which has the form of

(2-2)

\Pw )

where q>1 is the critical water volume fraction at phase inversion and po, Pw are the oil and
water viscosities, respectively.
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Luhning & Sawistowski (1971) experimentally investigated the effect on the phase
inversion and ambivalent region of various parameters, such as interfacial tension and
agitation speed. The results showed that the inversion curve tends asymptotically to a
constant value with increasing agitation speed. The organic phase holdup, (p^ , at phase
inversion was found to be a linear function of the Weber number. They therefore correlated
the curves of the ambivalent region as follows,

<Pq = 0.16 + 6.0 x 10"5We

for the upper inversion curve

(2-3a)

(pQ = 0.47 + 2.0 x 1O'5We

for the lower inversion curve

(2-3b)

Here, We = p cN jD 3 / cr where pc is the density of continuous phase, Nj is the agitation
speed, Dj is the impeller diameter and a is the interfacial tension. In addition, they found that
interfacial tension is one of the principal factors affecting the width of the ambivalent region,
WA , which was correlated by their experimental data as

(2-4)

Wa = (5 M N , - 64)(1.0 x io_3(7)"(0'82+3'96xl0! N' *

In later work, Fakhr-Din (1973) who conducted experiments in stirred vessels reported
that there was always a reduction in the interfacial energy when phase inversion appeared.
The magnitude of surface energy change was found to be close to the total system energy
change, while the kinetic energy variation was considered to be negligible. Taking into
account the fact that phase inversion is a spontaneous process, he suggested that the total
system energy would be at its lowest level at the phase inversion point. Hence, according to
this criterion he correlated the curves of ambivalent region as a function of appropriate
dimensionless numbers as follows:
-0.11
Fr0Jl Re1'06 We~ 0 '25

0.32

<Pq = 1.32 x l0 f
\ V C;
0.31 x

q>!0 - 12.2 x

\r c j
Ap

\ 0.04

for upper
inversion curve
for lower

Fr 0 ' 13 Re0-22We~ 0 '03

\r c J

inversion curve

(2-5 a)

(2-5b)

where fid, fic are the dispersed and continuous phase viscosities, respectively; pc is the
continuous phase density and Ap is the density differences between the dispersed and
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continuous phase; Fr is the Froude number (defined by Fr=NI2D1/g) where g is the
gravitational acceleration, Re is the impeller Reynolds number (defined by Re= PmNjD2/ Pc)
and We is the Weber number. This criterion of minimal or equal system energy at phase
inversion was also suggested by Tidhar et al. (1986).

An attempt was made by Arashmid & Jeffreys (1980) to understand the phase inversion
phenomenon by considering drop collision and coalescence frequencies. They proposed that
when the dispersion is agitated, the drops will collide and some will coalesce. As the
dispersed phase holdup increases, at constant agitation speed, the proportion of the pairs of
drops coalescing at each collision will increase until, at phase inversion coalescence will
occur for every collision. In other words, when the frequencies of drop collision and
coalescence become equal, phase inversion occurs. Then by using the collision frequency
model developed by Levich (1962) and the coalescence frequency model given by Howarth
(1967), they derived the following equation for dispersed phase holdup, <pd , at phase
inversion,

/ t)2 xr0.48 = 1

(2-6)

<PdD I N I

where Dj is the impeller diameter, A/ is the agitation speed and Ka is a constant that was
found dependent on the system and physical properties, varying from 10'3 to 107.

In contrast to the mechanism postulated by Arashmid & Jeffreys (1980) which attributed
phase inversion only to drop coalescence, Vaessen et al. (1996) investigated the dynamic
balance of drop breakage and coalescence rates within a dispersion in which one of the
phases contained a surfactant. Droplets made up of the phase containing surfactant are much
less stable than droplets surrounded by the phase with surfactant, they suggested that there
are two types of inversion: easy inversion where initially the surfactant is present in the
dispersed phase and difficult inversion where initially the surfactant is in the continuous
phase. Easy inversion will involve rapid film drainage where the coalescence rate could be
regarded equal to the drop collision frequency, whereas difficult inversion will involve slow
film drainage where the coalescence efficiency must be taken into account. They also
inferred that these two different inversions may be the reason for the occurrence of hysteresis
phenomenon in phase inversion. The coalescence rate before inversion was then expressed
by the product of collision frequency (Saffman & Turner, 1956) and coalescence efficiency
(Chesters, 1991):
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A(rf) = 6.87 e m d 1' \ ( d f e x p ( - ^ )

(2-7)

where A(d) is the coalescence rate of drops with mean diameter d, e is the average energy
dissipation rate, n(d) represents the number density of droplets of diameter d, td and Uare the
film drainage time

and drop interacting time, respectively. The constant a=0 for easy

inversion and a= 1 for difficult inversion. The formation postulated by Delichatsios &
Probstein (1976) was used for breakage rate, G(d):

2/3 .5 /3

)n{d)

(2-8)

From Equations (2-7) and (2-8), an estimate of the stationary drop size at a given
dispersed phase volume fraction could then be calculated, namely the drop size at which the
coalescence and breakage do not change the number mean diameter. Vassen et al. (1996)
then suggested a criterion for phase inversion, in which phase inversion will occur at the
dispersed phase volume fraction where the stationary drop size from the above equations
starts diverging. Furthermore, using this criterion they studied the delay time of phase
inversion. However the results from this model showed underestimation of the phase
inversion point when compared to the one measured in water and n-hexane dispersion.

Recently, Juswandi (1995) and Yeo et al. (2002) studied the drop size distribution in
dense dispersions using Monte Carlo method, which employed drop breakage and
coalescence models suggested by Sovova (1981). To identify the dispersed phase volume
fraction at phase inversion, <//, the criterion of equal surface energy was applied (Luhning
and Sawistowski, 1971; Tidhar et al., 1986). Therefore the following equation at phase
inversion was derived (Yeo et al., 2002),

where <p*0 is the oil holdup at phase inversion and d-i2oiw and ^32(f,/0 are the Sauter mean
diameters in oil-in-water and water-in-oil dispersions, respectively.
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2.2.2 Prediction of Phase Inversion in Pipeline Flows

Based on a number of experimental data from various investigators on the phase
inversion point in pipe flow, Arirachakanran et al. (1989) correlated the critical input water
fraction, <pl , as follows,

<Prw = I , U"'lr = 0.5-0.1108 log—
^sw
so
Pw

(2-10)

where po and pw are the oil and water viscosities, respectively; Usw and Uso are the water and
oil superficial velocities, respectively. For a highly viscous oil (~ 0.2 Pa s), a constant value
of cp1 =0.15 has been reported (Brooks & Richmond, 1994).

Nadler & Mewes (1995) postulated another correlation on the basis of momentum
equations for stratified flow.

They assumed a negligible interfacial shear and no-slip

between the two layers at phase inversion, and the following correlation was obtained:

1
(2- 11)

1+ k] — P°-n°
( D U j ’ -'o
p w ” Pw

where D is the pipe diameter; Um is the mixture velocity; p ow and p o w are the densities
and viscosities of the oil and water phases, respectively; C0 w and no w are the parameters
of the Blasius equation for the friction factor, CRe"” ; kj and k2 are empirical constants.
They suggested that kj reflects the wall-liquids contact perimeter and k2 accounts for the flow
regime in each phase. For laminar flow in both phases, where k} = \ and k2 = 2, Equation (211) is identical to the model postulated by Yeh et al. (1964) based on studies in hand-shaken
flasks [see Equation (2-2)].

Recently Brauner & Ullmann (2002) employed the criterion of minimum system free
energy to predict conditions under which phase inversion will occur in dispersed liquidliquid pipe flows. They assumed that the initial dispersion and the dispersion after inversion
are stable within a range of operational conditions. After postulating that the system free
energy should be represented by the total surface energy, they suggested that phase inversion
will occur under the critical condition, where the sums of the wall-liquid and liquid-liquid
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surface energies in either of two possible dispersions are equal. After expressing the
interfacial area by means of Sauter mean diameter, d32, the following equation was produced:
c
£I _

<
j

\

V 32 J w i O

+ —crcos#
6
r
\
a

(2- 12)

+

Kd32 Jwto

\ dl 2 JotW

where a is the oil-water surface tension; s is the solid surface area per unit volume, where s =
4/D for flow in a smooth pipe of diameter D\ (d32)0/w and (dn )wto represent the Sauter
mean diameter in a dispersion of oil-in-water and water-in-oil, respectively; 6 is the liquidsolid wall contact angle, where 0 < 6 < 90° corresponds to a surface which is preferentially
wetted by water (hydrophilic surface) and 90° < 6 < 180° corresponds to a surface which is
preferentially wetted by oil (hydrophobic surface). They also assumed that in concentrated
dispersed flow the Sauter mean diameter, d32, is proportional to the maximum drop size, dmax.
Hence, if the oil-water jsurface tensions in the pre-inversion and post-inversion dispersions
are the same (no surfactants or surface contaminants are involved), and solid-liquid
wettability effects can be neglected, Equation (2-12) then becomes similar to Equation (2-9),

_

( ^ m a x )q /W K d max V / Q

9 w ~ l1^+ (d
VMmax)J o / W /(d
V max)J w / O

(2_13)

where (dm^ ) 0/w and (dmm)wl0 are the maximum drop sizes in oil-in-water and water-in-oil
dispersion, respectively. As shown in the above equations, this model requires the prediction
of the characteristic drop size in dense dispersions. Brauner & Ullmann (2002) evaluated the
maximum drop size based on a local energy balance for dense dispersions, which yields the
following expression for </max:

]
= 7.61C
[ p 'D U l]

(^max )<//c _

D

0.08 f

0.6

a

Pc

J

\
P° 04
\Pmj

m06
<Pd

(2-14)

where subscript d, c, m refer to the dispersed, continuous, and mixed phase and CH = 0(1) is
the tunable constant.
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Brauner & Ullmann (2002) also discussed the influence of contaminants on the
ambivalent region. They reported that for a pure liquid-liquid system the interfacial tension,
a, in the initial dispersion and in the post-inversion dispersion is the same. However, for
dispersions containing contaminants or surfactants, the contaminants or surfactants could
cause the decrease of the surface tension, a. After phase inversion, where new interfaces
have been created, the surface tension will be different and equal to that of a pure system.
Using Equation (2-12) under this assumption in an o/w and a w/o system would give
different inversion points and therefore an ambivalent range.

2.3

Population Balance Equations Method

The essential characteristic of a dispersion is the drop size distribution. Knowing the drop
size distribution of the dispersed phase is very important in a variety of practical problems,
such as the design of physical and chemical processes, the transportation of oil-water
mixtures and emulsion separation. Many researchers experimentally measured the dispersed
phase drop size via several different techniques, e.g. photography (Pal et al., 1986; Pacek et
al., 1994a; Angeli & Hewitt, 2000b; Sajjadi et al., 2002), impedance probes (Kurban, 1997;
Lovick, 2004), and laser backscattering optical techniques (Simmons & Azzopardi, 2001).
On the basis of these experimental data a number of correlations have been postulated to
estimate the maximum drop size (dmax) and Sauter mean diameter (c^) for dispersions in
agitated vessels (Zhou & Kresta, 1998) and pipeline flows (Angeli & Hewitt, 2000b). In
addition to the experimental correlations another advanced technique, namely the population
balance equations method (PBEs), has also been broadly employed in studies of drop size
evolution in liquid-liquid dispersions. In what follows, the general equations of a PBEs
model are reviewed.

The drop size distribution within a particular region in two-phase liquid-liquid
dispersions is basically determined by various phenomena, which can be divided into the
following:
•

Feed or discharge of drops;

•

Nucleation and growth of drops due to mass transfer or chemical reactions between
dispersed and continuous phases;

•

Breakage and coalescence of drops affected by the turbulent flows and physical
properties.
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If the drops are assumed to be spherical and n(X,v,t)dXdv represents the number of drops
of volume from v to v+dv per unit volume at time t in the spatial range dX at X, the general
population balance equations can then be written in the following form:

a ^ O +a[v-»(x,v,o]+Vx [U(X>vf)]=
J

ot

(

X t

V i

0 _

( 2 .

1 5 )

ov

where v = dv/dt is the drop growth rate, U is the mean velocity of all drops of volume v at
location X and time t, B and D are the birth and death rates, respectively, of drops of volume
v due to drop breakage and coalescence.

Generally for liquid-liquid dispersions, the changes of dispersed drop size are regarded as
resulting only from breakage and coalescence rather than mass transfer or reaction ( v = 0).
Thus in flows where the drops can be assumed uniformly dispersed in a turbulent field, e.g.
in batch stirred vessels, the population balance equations for a unit volume are given by
(Valentas et al., 1966; Coulaloglou & Tavlarides, 1977; Hsia & Tavlarides, 1980; Alopaeus,
et al., 1999)

^

7

^

= - K ( v , 0 - «„„,(v,0] + B (y,t)-D (v,t)

dt

(2-16)

t

where r is the drop residence time, nin(v,t) and nout(v,t) are the number rate of drops
flowing into and out of the volume of interest. In the batch agitated vessels widely used in
chemical engineering, flows into and out of the vessels are negligible and Equation (2-16)
can be simplified to (Sovova, 1981; Lasheras et al., 2002; Hagesaether et al., 2002)

dt

=

(2-17)

For drops of volume v at a given time t, the death term consists of breakage to smaller
drops and coalescence with other drops to form a larger drop, and similarly the birth term
consists of breakage of larger drops into drops of volume v and coalescence of smaller drops
leading to a product drop of volume v. Therefore, the following expressions for the birth and
death rates are given:
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where

B(v,t) = BB(v,t) + Bc (v,t)

(2-18)

D( v, t) = D b (v, 0 + Dc (v, 0

(2-19)

B

b ( v)

and

are the birth rate and death rate of volume v due to drop breakage,

respectively; Bc(y) and Dc(v) are the birth rate and death rate of group v due to drop
coalescence, respectively. For a given time t their values can be calculated by

ao

B ,( v ) = \m(y')P(v,v')g(v)n(v,t)dv

(2-20a)

OJ(v) = g(v)«(v,0

(2-20b)

v/2

Bc ( v ) =

o

- v , v )h(y- v \ v ) n ( v - v ,t)n(v ,t)dv

D c (v) = n(v,t )|2 (v ,v )h(v,v )n(v , t)dv

0

(2-20c)
(2-20d)

Here, m(v) is the number of daughter drops formed due to breakage of a drop volume v';
p(v, v ) is the probability density function of the daughter drops which represents the
probability of forming drops of volume v from breakage of drops of volume v'; g(v') is the
breakage frequency of drops of volume v'; X(v, v ) is the coalescence frequency between
drops of volume v and drops of volume v'; h(v, v ) is the collision frequency of drops of
volume v and v

Although PBEs modelling has been widely applied to drop size studies in stirred vessels,
little work exists in pipeline flows. Kostoglou & Karabelas (1998) employed 1-D PBEs
model to investigate the maximum drop size (dmax) in oil-water pipe flows at dilute
dispersions where coalescence can be ignored. They considered the oil-water dispersion
moving as a plug flow while the gravitational and axial turbulent diffusion effects were
ignored. By assuming that the drops of the dispersed phase are homogeneously distributed
over the pipe cross-section area at any axial location, the following population balance
equations were derived:

Chapter 2

where n(v,t) represents the number density of drops of volume v at time / in a controlled
volume moving at the mixture velocity. A simple power law breakage rate and a U-shaped
daughter drop distribution postulated by Kostoglou et al. (1997) were used in Equation (220a&b) to calculate the r.h.s of Equation (2-21).

Following the above work, Kostoglou & Karabelas (1998 & 2001) also applied PBEs to
study the drop size distribution when coalescence cannot be ignored. Again, assuming the
mixture moving like a plug at the same velocity along the pipe, a similar expression to that in
stirred vessels (Equation 2-17) was derived. However, in contrast to the PBEs method
suggested by Kostoglou & Karabelas (1997, 1998, 2001), Gnotke et al. (2003) deduced a
different equation for gas-liquid bubbly pipeline flows. They studied the axial evolution of
bubble size distribution in a vertical pipe via PBEs by assuming that the dispersed flows are
in steady state at all axial locations along the pipe [dn(v,x)/dt = 0]. Taking into account that
the mixture velocity is the same in the whole pipe, the following 1-D population balance
equation was derived,

U „ V' X ) = Y - n ( v ,x f + 0 -„ (v ,* )
dx

(2-22)

where Um is the mixture velocity along axial direction, Y and B are two parameters fitted
from experiments and representing the coalescence kernel and breakage kernel, respectively.

Using Equation (2-21), Kostoglou & Karabelas (1998 & 2001) analysed the axial
evolution of drop sizes in a dilute dispersion where coalescence of drops is negligible. Their
computational results suggested that the maximum stable drop size (dmax) may not be
attainable within a time period of practical interest if much larger particles undergo breakage
in a limited developing distance. Extra care should be exercised in evaluating data, reported
to be representative of the steady state. Since the time required to reach steady state is
unknown a priori, one naturally attempts to obtain dmax by comparing several (often closely
spaced in time) measured distributions; a tendency to obtain nearly identical distributions
(within the accuracy limits of the experimental technique) may be interpreted as evidence of
the attainment of steady state (e.g. Hesketh et al., 1991). Kostoglou & Karabelas (1998 &
2001) argued that their PBEs model suggested that this may lead to incorrect results if the
rate of change is small and reliance on a critical droplet size in apparatus design (as is often
done) may not be warranted.
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2.4

Drop Breakage & Coalescence Models

In order to solve population balance equations the rates of drop breakage and coalescence
in turbulent flow are required. Many models for drop (or bubble) break-up and coalescence
have been proposed in literature and these are reviewed below.

2.4.1 Breakage Models

In turbulent flow, it has been recognized that there are at least three possible breakage
mechanisms for drops or bubbles. These are turbulent (deformation) breakage, viscous shear
(tearing) breakage and elongation flow breakage in accelerating flow (Hagesaether et al.,
2002). In multiphase reactors or pipeline flows, breakage due to turbulence has been
considered as the dominant mechanism, since viscous shear breakage often happens in
laminar flow and elongation flow breakage always takes place at a liquid acceleration region
(e.g. the area close to impeller). Hence, most postulated models are primarily concerned with
the turbulent breakage mechanism. It is also generally assumed that breakage mechanism is
that of binary breakage, namely two droplets are formed in one breakage. In what follows,
four widely used models for breakage are described, namely those of Coulaloglou &
Tavlarides (1977), Prince & Blanch (1990), Tsouris & Tavlarides (1994) and Luo &
Svendsen (1996).

Coulaloglou & Tavlarides (1977) initially postulated a phenomenological model to
calculate drop breakage rate, which was defined as

V fraction of
1
g(v) =
breakup time drops breaking

1 AN(v)
h N(v)

(2-23)

where N(v) is the total number of particles of volume v per unit volume. They modeled the
fraction of drops breaking as

AN(v)
N(v)

= exp

f

E. N

(2-24)

Ec =C'crd2 is the surface energy and E is the mean turbulent kinetic energy. For a
homogeneous and isotropic turbulence, if a drop diameter d is within the inertial turbulent
subrange, the mean turbulent kinetic energy, E , can be expressed as (Batchelor, 1956):
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2/3

E = C”p d 3 Au 2 = C’"p d :

(2-25)

where e is the energy dissipation rate per unit mass. Here, C', C " and C '” are constants
obtained from experiments. Coulaloglou & Tavlarides (1977) further suggested that the time
scale of break-up is determined by the turbulent (eddy) turnover time, which is

d 2/3

(2-26)

Finally they deduced the following function for the break-up frequency of drops of volume v,

,1/3

g(v) = C,

2/9

(1 + <p)v

exp

C2cr

(2-27)

pe 2/3..5/9
v

Here C; and C2 are empirical constants to be found experimentally. Several investigators
have determined these two constants from their experimental data.

Table 2.3 lists the

suggested values of C\ and C2 (Alopaeus et al., 1999)

Table 2.3: Empirical constants of Ci and C2.
Author (year)

Ci

c2

Coulaloglou & Tavlarides (1977)

0.00487

0.0552

Ross et al. (1978)

0.00487

0.08

Hsia et al. (1980)

0.01031

0.06354

Bapat & Tavlarides (1985)

0.00481

0.08

Following arguments from the kinetic theory of gases, Prince & Blanch (1990) postulated
another model where particle break-up is the result of collisions between particles and
turbulent eddies. Their break-up frequency of drops of size d, therefore, is given by a
collision rate with eddies, h(d,e), multiplied by a break-up efficiency,/?^,

g(d) = h(d,e)p(d)

(2-28)

where the collision rate is given by
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(2-29)

h(d,e) = neS(d,e)(u 2 d+u 2 ) l / 2

Here ne is the number density of eddies in the size range of interest; u2
d and u 2 are the
average mean square turbulent velocities of particles (or drops) and eddies, respectively, that
follow the relationship of u 2 oc (e l ) 2 1 3 for distance /; S(d,e) is the collision cross-sectional
area between particles of radius, d/2 , and eddies of size, re, given by

n
S(d,e) = - ( d / 2 + rey

(2-30)

The number density of eddies within a given size range is obtained by integrating the
energy spectrum, dne(k)/dk = 0Ak2. Prince and Blanch noted that this integration would
give an infinite number of eddies as the wave number k goes to infinity (small-size eddies).
To avoid this problem, they arbitrarily chose a minimum eddy size equal to 20% of the
particle diameter, suggesting that eddies with a characteristic length equal to 20% of the drop
diameter contain only 0.5% of the kinetic energy associated with an eddy of the size of the
particle (this point will be further discussed later on). A breakage efficiency function, similar
to Equation (2-24) by Coulaloglou and Tavlarides (1977), was also used.

p(d) = exp|

(2-31)

Prince and Blanch (1990) hence expressed the breakage frequency of drops of size d as an
integral form,

2/3\

10i t Id

g(d)=

0.14n ( , I n
d +—
J
16

d 2n+ \ — }
k )

1/2

e 1' 3exp

1,18 ok 2 1 1 1
k dk
( 2 rr) 212 pds 2/3
(2-32)

Here, an arbitrarily chosen value of kmax = lOir/d was taken to be the maximum wave
number. Although the authors claimed that eddies with lengths less than 20% of the particle
sizes do not have enough energy to break up the particle, it has been shown that Equation (232) is very sensitive to the upper limit of integration (Lasheras et al., 2002).
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The models proposed by Coulaloglou & Tavlarides (1977) and later Konno et al. (1983)
showed a maximum in the breakage frequency as the drop diameter increases. This fact is
not as evident in the model proposed by Prince & Blanch (1990) for low values of e; their
model suggests that the break-up frequency increases monotonically with the drop diameter.
On the other hand, at higher e values, the model of Prince & Blanch (1990) also shows a
maximum in the breakage frequency as the drop diameter increases.

In later work, Tsouris & Tavlarides (1994) questioned the existence of the maximum
breakage frequency predicted by Coulaloglou & Tavlarides (1977) and Prince & Blanch
(1990). They suggested that the breakage frequency would show a monotonic increase with
the drop diameter. Hence they corrected the minimum surface energy, Ec in Equation (2-31),
by using the mean of the surface energy increase resulting from breakage into two equal
sized drops, and the surface energy increase caused by breakage into a smaller drop (dmin)
and a larger one (dmax). This gives

E =

\2

net
,1/3

+ d max
2 + d min
2. - 2d 4

(2-33)

Thus, the break-up frequency becomes

f

*max

g(d) = C2 DF( f) e 'li j k \ d + j i \ - 0 7 d 2l:>+

8.2
■

7,2/3

1/2

exp

C4 Ec
pk -11/ 3 ^ 2 / 3

dk

(2-34)

Here they defined kmin = 2 /d and kmax=2/rj where rj is the Kolmogorov length scale;
DF{q>) is the turbulence damping factor due to the presence of dispersed phase at volume
fraction (p, expressed by

/
d f (<p ) =

1+

L ij + 0 .4 r /
2 .5 < p — —

\2
|

(2-35)

Vd+Vc )

However, as in the model of Prince & Blanch (1990), the breakage frequency from
Equation (2-34) is dependent on the lower limit of the integration (Lasheras et al., 2002).

Luo & Svendsen (1996) proposed a breakage model based on principles of molecular
collision and isotropic turbulence. As in the work by Prince & Blanch (1990), the breakage
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frequency was also defined as the product of the collision frequency between eddies and
particles and collision efficiency. However, Luo and Svendsen (1996) suggested that the
collision frequency of eddies of size between de and de+d(dj with a particle of size d is
represented by

h(d,e) = ^ ( d + de) \ j j ± -

(2-36)

where ue is the fluctuation velocity expressed as Equation (2-37) and ne is the number
density of eddies per unit volume, given by Equation (2-38)

u] = 2 M $ (e d €)ln

(2-37)

dne
d{de)

(2-38)

0.822(1-^>)

Here <f>is the dispersed phase volume fraction. After introducing £ = de/ d , the collision
frequency of eddies of size between de with a particle of size d can then be expressed by

To derive the breakage efficiency, Luo & Svendsen (1996) suggested that when a drop of
size d breaks into two smaller drops, one with a given volume fraction/ and the other with 1f the minimum breakage energy, Ec, should be:

Ec = [ f 2 n + (1 - / ) 2' 3 -1 \ndla = cf m lza

(2-40)

where a is the surface tension and C f [ = f m + ( \ - J ) -\) is the fractional increase in surface area
resulting from the breakup, which Luo and Svendsen (1996) suggested lies in the range 0 to
0.26. Consequently, the frequency for a drop of volume v (or size d) breaking into two
droplets of volume of f v and 1- f v is

( e Y/3 V (\ + i ) 2
(
g (v : Jv) = 0.923(1 - (p^ J
\ -p j-e x p j -
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where £m,„ = dmin;e/d, dmin;e/ri ^11.4 - 31.4 in which dmin>e is the minimum eddy size. Hence,
the global breakage frequency of particles of size d can be calculated from the integration of
the above equations in the range of

(2-42)

Luo and Svendsen (1996) argued that, in contrast to previous models, this model had no
adjustable parameters and all constants were calculated from isotropic theory. The daughter
size distribution was derived directly from the breakage rate model. Furthermore, their
model gave a monotonic increase of breakage frequency with the bubble (or drop) size,
which is consistent with the prediction of the model suggested by Tsouris & Tavlarides
(1994).

Another model on air bubble breakage rate was proposed by Martinez-Bazan et al. (1999)
based purely on kinematic ideas. The basic premise of this model is that for a particle to
break, its surface has to be deformed, and further, that this deformation energy must be
provided by the turbulent stresses produced by the surrounding fluid. Although their model
was initially developed for the particular simulation of the breakage of air bubbles in
turbulent water flow, it was also shown to be able to predict the drop sizes in liquid-liquid
systems (Eastwood et al., 2000). Recently, Hagesaether et al. (2002) argued that Luo &
Svendsen’s (1996) model contains an inherent weakness regarding the breakup rate for small
particles and small daughter particle fragments. They introduced a new particle breakage
criterion based on the requirement that there is no energy density increase as a result from
the collision and breakage. It was found that the new energy density criterion is more
effective in finding the breakage rate for large eddies colliding with particles than is the
surface energy criterion. However, for small particles the surface energy criterion becomes
dominant. However, Hagesaether et al. (2002) stated that validation of this model was
required by incorporating it into a suitable CFD package and comparing the prediction with
experimental data.
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2.4.2 Daughter Drop Size Distribution Functions
Another factor that affects the breakage kernel is the daughter drop size distribution,
For binary break-up, two approaches have been used for the calculation of the probability
density function (PDF) of the daughter drop size distribution. In the first approach, a PDF is
developed from statistical models, such as normal distribution (Valentas et al., 1966),
truncated normal distribution (Coulaloglou & Tavlarides, 1977; Chatzi et al., 1989, 1992),
uniform distribution (Prince & Blanch, 1990), /3 distribution (Hsia & Tavlarides, 1980;
Alopaeus, et al., 1999) and U-shaped distribution (Hesketh et al., 1991; Kostoglou et al.,
1997). In the second, a PDF is derived from surface energy models which are based on either
drop-eddy collision (Tsouris & Tavlarides, 1994; Luo & Svendsen; 1996) or stress balances
(Martinez-Bazan et al., 1999).

Coulaloglou & Tavlarides (1977) firstly proposed the truncated normal distribution after
setting the variance of the normal distribution function given by Valentas et al. (1966) to a
value so that more than 99.7% drops are within the volume range from 0 to v. For a drop of
volume Vo breaking into a daughter drop of volume v, the distribution function is defined as

/?(v,v0) =

-exp
V2tfvn

4-5(2v-y0);

Hsia & Tavalrides (1980) modified the previous function and proposed a

(2 -4 3 )

distribution

for daughter drop size distribution, which is

A v, v0) = 30

f v \2

1-

(2-44)

\ vo;

Following the work of Hsia & Tavalrides (1980), Lee et al. (1987) further developed this /3
distribution to multi-breakage model.

Hesketh et al. (1991) investigated the particle breakage in turbulent pipe flow and
compared the results with the above daughter drop size distribution functions. They found
that the experimental data were best fitted to the predictions by 1/.A"-shaped distribution. It
was then suggested that the energy required for break-up into two equally sized drops is
greater than the energy requirement for break-up into two unequally sized drops (a smaller
and a larger drop). Therefore breakage into two equal sized daughter drops should have the
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lowest probability. However, both truncated normal and (3 distributions showed a bell shape
with a peak for equal sized breakage. Following the studies of Hesketh et al. (1991),
Kostoglou et al. (1997) proposed an expression with two adjustable parameters that describes
a U-shaped daughter drop distribution function with a minimum at equal size breakage. This
U-shaped distribution defines the probability for a drop of volume v0 breaking into a smaller
drop of volume v as follows,

P(y,v0) =

+

+ ■

+

6

1-

—

+

6

2 ( 2 - 1)

(2-45)

Z>+ 0.5

V vo

I is the normalization coefficient defined as:

/ = ----------------

91

ln(l + 6) - ln(6) + z 1
6 + 0.5

(2_46)

and z is given by:

0.5a
z = -----------------26(1 + 6)(1 ~a)

(2-47)
K
J

where a and 6 are the parameters that control the distribution shape.

In contrast to the above daughter drop distributions derived from statistical functions,
several researchers developed some distribution functions based on phenomenological
models. Tsouris & Tavlarides (1994) proposed a surface energy model for binary breakage.
They postulated that the formation of a daughter particle of size d is inversely proportional to
the energy required to split a mother drop of size d0 into a drop size of d. The energy
requirement is proportional to the excess surface area produced when the mother drop splits,
which is given as

2/3

E (d ) = Kodl

+ 1-

-1

(2-48)
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The surface energy excess reaches its maximum when the two daughter drops are the
same and gets to minimum when the mother drop does not break. Thus,

Emui=7rod02 {2y3 - \ )

(2-49)

(2-50)

where dmi„ is the minimum size of the daughter drop. The daughter size distribution function
is therefore expressed by

RU J

f {E^+lE^-EmW)
£ m i . + [ £ , n a » — £ ( r f >1

(2-51)

• “ m ill

This distribution follows a U-shaped curve, with a minimum probability for the formation
of two equally sized daughter particles and a maximum probability for the formation of a
very large daughter particle and its complement of size dmin. However, this model does not
show dependence on either energy dissipation rate or initial drop size, both of which have
been experimentally observed to affect the daughter drop distribution (Lasheras et al., 2002).

Another model was presented by Luo & Svendsen (1996) to obtain the daughter drop
distribution using a similar method to that used by Tsouris & Tavlarides (1994). The
prediction of breakage of a drop of volume vo into daughter drops of size v</ and v0 (l-f), was
calculated by normalizing the partial breakage rate by the overall breakage rate, leading to

(2-52)

where %c is the dimensionless energy required for breakage, which is defined as

\2cf G
,2 /3

» 5 /3

e l l / 3

2.04p*2/3rf5,3£

(2-53)

Luo & Svendsen’s (1996) model can also predict a U-shaped daughter drop size
distribution function. Most importantly, compared with Tsouris & Tavlarides’s (1994) model

Chapter 2

their function incorporated the turbulent flow information, e.g. energy dissipation rate and
fluid density.
Figure 2.4 illustrates the comparisons of the daughter drop distributions for breakage of a
mother drop of diameter of 3 mm at e = 1 mV3, calculated from the various models
described above.

4.5
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Figure 2.4: Comparisons on the daughter drop size distributions for breakage of a
mother drop of size of 3mm at e = 1 mV3, calculated from the models suggested by
Coulaloglou & Tavlarides (1977) (C&T), Hsia & Tavlarides (1980) (H&T), Kostoglou
et al. (1980) (K) for o=0.1 and £=1.0 in Equation (2-45), Tsouris & Tavlarides (1994)
(T&T) and Luo & Svendsen (1996) (L&S).

2.4.3 Coalescence Models
In an isotropic turbulence, the drops are carried in random motion by the turbulent eddies
and continually collide with one another; these collisions may result in drop coalescence.
Drop coalescence coexists with drop breakage in a dispersion system. For coalescence of
drops to occur the drops must first collide and then remain in contact for sufficient time so
that the processes of film drainage, film rupture and coalescence may occur. Firstly, drops
collide trapping a small amount of liquid between them. Then, while the two drops approach
each other, this liquid film drains out. Finally when the trapped liquid film reaches the
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critical film thickness, film rupture occurs resulting in coalescence. Therefore, coalescence is
intimately dependent on drop collisions.

Howarth (1963) suggested that lower energetic collisions would result in the droplets
colliding being held together by certain cohesive forces whilst the film between them
drained, leading to coalescence. In contrast, the higher energetic collisions will result in
immediate coalescence. It was also said that most collisions would result in either cohesion
or immediate coalescence. According to this assumption, Howarth (1967) concluded that
multiple collisions in the sense of a drop rebounding among other drops were rare. Thus,
collisions between two drops (binary collisions) have been considered as the most prevalent
behaviour within turbulent dispersions. Recent theoretical studies on drop coalescence have
mostly been based on the binary collision assumption (Coulaloglou & Tavlarides, 1977; Luo
& Svendsen, 1996; Tsouris & Tavlarides, 1994; Prince & Blanch, 1990).

In addition, during drop coalescence processes, it has been postulated that turbulent
eddies may separate the drops and interrupt the coalescence process to some extent
(Coulaloglou & Tavlarides, 1977). Two drops will coalesce provided that they remain in
contact for a period of time sufficient for the liquid film between them to thin to the
necessary thickness for film rupture. As a result, not every collision will lead to drop
coalescence. The coalescence rate is not only dependent on drop-drop collision frequency
but also on drop coalescence efficiency. For drops of volume v and v', the coalescence rate,
A(v,v), has been expressed as the product of the collision frequency, h(v, v), and the
coalescence efficiency, Yv,v^.

A(v, v') = h(v, v') x

v, v')

(2-54)

Figure 2.5 illustrates the conceptual framework for modelling the coalescence frequency,
postulated by Chesters (1991). He concluded that there are two kinds of flows, external flow
and internal flow, during drop coalescence. The continuous phase flow that carries drops,
defined as the external flow, determines drop collision frequency, approaching force and
duration of drop contact. The liquid film drainage between two drops, defined as the internal
flow, is characterised by deformation of the approaching interfaces and by film rupture and
drop coalescence if sufficient time is provided. The approaching force (or velocity) and
duration of drop contact due to external flow define the boundary conditions for internal
flow.
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Figure 2.5: Conceptual framework for coalescence modelling (Chesters, 1991)

Collision frequency. h(v, v )
With regard to the coalescence of air bubbles in turbulent flows, Prince & Blanch (1990)
concluded that collisions could occur due to a variety of mechanisms, arising from
turbulence, buoyancy and laminar shear. In addition to collisions arising from random
motion of bubbles due to turbulence, bubbles of different sizes will have different rise
velocities and thus may lead to collision. However, in liquid-liquid dispersion systems
collisions due to buoyancy can be neglected, since the density difference between the fluids
is small compared to air-liquid systems. Therefore, the primary cause of liquid drop collision
in an isotropic and homogeneous turbulent system is from the fluctuating turbulent velocity
of the continuous liquid phase.

Since little is known about the mechanism of drop collision in turbulent flow, no exact
expression has been derived to calculate drop collision frequency. Despite this difficulty, two
approximate mechanisms have been proposed in previous studies to describe drop collision.

The first mechanism (Howarth, 1964), namely the collision between randomly moving
drops, whose sizes are assumed to be smaller than the microscale of turbulence, is analogous
to the collision between particles encountered in coagulation of smokes and colloidal
suspensions. Howarth then applied Taylor’s theory of diffusion to obtain an expression for
the average collision frequency of drops of size d,h(d), which is
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(2-55)

where

0

is the volume fraction of dispersed phase and u 2 is the mean square turbulent

velocity fluctuation. Following this analogy, Das et al. (1987) further developed an
expression to calculate the collision frequency for drops whose sizes are larger than the
microscale of turbulence.

The other proposed theory to calculate collision frequency is that assuming the collision
mechanism of drops within an isotropic flow field is analogous to that of molecules in an
ideal gas. Then drop collision frequency is calculated based on the kinetic theory of gases
(Kennard, 1938). Accordingly, the collision frequency between drops of volume v and v' is
defined as (Coulaloglou & Tavlarides, 1977; Prince & Blanch, 1990; Tsouris & Tavlarides,
1994):

A(v,v') = *S'(v, v') [m2 (v) + w2 (v' ) ] ' 72 «(v)«( v*)

(2-56)

where n(v) and n(vr) are the concentrations of drops of volume v and v' respectively,
w(v)and w(v') are the average turbulent fluctuating velocities and S(v,v) is the collision
cross-sectional area of drops, which is defined as

(2-57)

To obtain the turbulent velocity fluctuation of a drop, it has been assumed that the eddy
motions of the same length scale as the drop are primarily responsible for the drop relative
motion. Very small eddies do not have sufficient energy to significantly affect drop motion,
while eddies larger than the drop size transport groups of drops without leading to significant
relative motion (Prince & Blanch, 1990). In addition, drops are assumed to lie in the inertial
subrange of turbulence. This is defined by considering that drop size d satisfies L » d »

,

17

where L is the length scale of the energy containing eddies (usually related to the scale of the
tank or pipe, e.g. impeller diameter or O.lxpipe diameter) and rj is the Kolmogorov
microscale (the scale of the smallest eddies of the turbulent motion) and is equal to (u3/e)1/4,
where v is the kinematic viscosity. Thus, the average turbulent velocity of drops in the
inertial subrange of isotropic turbulence is (Hinze, 1959; Rotta, 1972):
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u = a £ ]nd ' 13

(2-58)

where e is the turbulent energy dissipation rate per unit mass, d is the drop diameter and a is
a constant that was set to 1.4 (Rotta, 1972; Kuboi et al., 1972ab) or 1.03 (Tsouris &
Tavlarides, 1994).

Consequently, the expressions of collision frequency of drops of size d and d' that have
been proposed following the above theories are summarized in Table 2.4.

Table 2.4: Lists of expressions for collision frequency of drops of size d and d '

Authors (year)

Expression of collision frequency, h ( d , d )

Constant c

Howarth (1967)

c(u2 <p) l / 2 Id

4.90

Das et al. (1987)

c<p™N,D™d-ln

-

Delichatsios & Probstein
(1976)

c s u \ d + d ')v

Coulaloglou & Tavlarides
(1977)
Prince & Blanch (1990)

c e U3( d + d ' ) 2( d 213 + d ' 2, 3 f

2n ( d ) n ( d ' ) / ( 1 +<p)

C !te m ( d + d ' ) 2( d 213 + d ’2l 3 ) U 2n ( d ) n ( d ' )

Tsouris & Tavlarides
(1994)

0.8524

3n ( d ) n ( d ’)

c x e U3( d + d ' f ( d

2' 3 +

d

'2' 3 ) U 2n ( d ) n ( d ' )

2.17X10*4

0.089
0.2675

Coalescence efficiency. )fv,v)
On the basis of the coalescence theory (Coulaloglou & Tavlarides, 1977; Ross et al.,
1978; Sovova, 1981; Prince & Blanch, 1990; Chesters, 1991; Luo & Svendsen, 1996), once
the drops collide they will stay together for a characteristic time, called interaction or contact
time ( Tj), and coalescence will occur if this contact time is long enough for the liquid film
between two drops to drain out. The required time for film drainage to a critical rupture
thickness is defined as the ‘coalescence time’ or ‘drainage time’ ( r c ). Ross (1971) proposed
an expression for coalescence efficiency by considering the contact time and coalescence
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time to be randomly distributed, and the contact time to follow a normal distribution.
Building upon this work, Coulaloglou & Tavlarides (1977) introduced the following relation
for X v>v) by assuming that the coalescence time ( f c ) is not randomly distributed unlike the
contact time ( f l ):

A(v,v') = exp

(2-59)

T

According

to the

above,

several

expressions have been

derived based on

phenomenological analyses to calculate the coalescence time and contact time. Although
little is known about drop coalescence mechanism, most studies show that the coalescence
time and contact time are dependent on collision forces (or approaching velocity), the liquid
properties and the interfacial characteristics (e.g. deformable or rigid interface). In addition,
their values also depend on the colliding drop sizes (or size ratio). In a system where Van der
Walls and double layer forces can be neglected, the coalescence time ( r c ) for two nondeformable solid drops is given by Jeffreys & Davies (1971) as:

(2-59)

where d and d' are the drop diameters, iac is the continuous phase viscosity, F is the force
compressing the drops together, h} and h2 are the intervening film thicknesses at the initial
contact time tj, and when spontaneous film rupture occurs at time t2, respectively. The drops
are assumed to collide in a fluid eddy of size d + d'. The compressing force, F, is then
regarded as being proportional to the mean square velocity difference at either end of the
eddy (Coulaloglou & Tavlarides, 1977), which is expressed as

(2-60)

Given the initial film thickness hi, Equations (2-59) and (2-60) can predict a finite
coalescence time for the cases that the film is not completely drained out (h2> 0). However,
it will give an infinite coalescence time if it is assumed that drops coalesce when zero film
thickness is reached (h2- 0). Thus the choices of rupture film thickness, h2, as well as the
initial film thickness, hi, become important.
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Previous studies follow two methods for estimating h i and h 2, assuming them to be either
equal to two independent constants or, dependent on drop pair sizes. Coulaloglou &
Tavlarides (1977) assumed that

hi

and h 2 are two universal constants and their influences

could be represented by one parameter that was decided by experiments. Prince & Blanch
(1990), on the other hand, estimated the initial film thickness,
rupture film thickness is typically taken as 0.01

pm

h i,

to be 100 p m and the final

in air-water systems. In contrast to

choosing two constants, Tsouris & Tavlarides (1994) applied a relation of drop pair sizes to
the initial film thickness,
thickness,

h 2.

h i,

although a constant value 0.05

They suggested that

hi

=

k (d d '/d + d ),

where

was set to the rupture film

pm
k

was arbitrarily set to 0.1 for

aqueous-organic liquid dispersions.

In addition to the above, other researchers (Chesters, 1991; Oolman & Blanch, 1986)
developed different expressions to calculate the coalescence time between equal size drops
with deformable and fully mobile interfaces. Chesters (1991) developed an expression for
equal size drops and Luo & Svendsen (1996) assumed that this is also suitable for the
unequal size cases. Hence, considering drop diameters

d

and

d ',

the coalescence time is

written as

*c= 0.5

P cu { d d ' ) :

„ ;2

(2-61)

cr(d + d 'Y

where pc is the continuous liquid density, a is the interfacial tension and u is the relative
velocity of drops.

The contact time (or interaction time), f 7, has also been calculated in different ways by
various authors. An estimate was made by Coulaloglou & Tavlarides (1977) assuming the
average contact time to be proportional to the characteristic period of velocity fluctuation of
an eddy of size

( d + d ') .

In other words, the contact time of two approaching drops can be

related to the average life of eddies whose sizes equal

( d + d ').

According to dimensional

analysis suggested by Levich (1962) the average contact time can be written as follows
(Coulaloglou & Tavlarides, 1977; Lee et al., 1987; Prince & Blanch, 1990)

■\ 2 / 3

( d + d ')
T , OC

(2-62)

„ 1/ 3
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Tsouris & Tavlarides (1994) suggested that the contact time could be considered as the
reciprocal of the frequency of fluid velocity fluctuations. For liquid-liquid dispersions in a
stirred vessel, this time is given as

1/ 3

f, = 0.03468 v;
N,D,

(2-63)

where Ni is the agitation speed, Di is the impeller diameter and V{ is the mixture volume. Luo
& Svendsen (1996) developed a simple film model based on conservation of energy so as to
obtain the contact time for two equal or unequal sized fluid particles. From this model the
following contact time was derived that is independent of the initial approach velocity.

f

d'
CPd/Pc + Y)
Pcd
1+ —
d' 3(1 + d 2 I d ' 2 )(1 + d 3 / d '3) <t

1/ 2

(2-64)

where Pd is the dispersed phase density and y is the coefficient of virtual mass that is a
constant between 0.5 and 0.8.

A summary of coalescence efficiency for drops of size d and d ’ is listed in Table 2.5.
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Table 2.5: Lists of expressions for coalescence efficiency.

Authors (year)
Coulaloglou &

Coalescence efficiency, Hd,dr)

exp - c -

Tavlarides (1977)
Sovova(1981)
Prince & Blanch

p c £ \d d )
a ll2(d + d ' ) W 6

exp

p ce„2/3/J
(d + d )

0.5x1 O’3

exp

~C,

11.Ox 10-

i

0.14038

hx

.

(1996)
Alopaeus et al.

2.28x10

_ 1 / 2 _ 1 / 3 / j j i \ 3 / 2

exp

Tavlarides (1994)
Luo & Svendsen

dd'
a \ \ + <pY d + d'
PcPc^

<r(v2/3 + v'2/3)(v +v')
exp - cp dN )D )" w ’(v2/9+v’2/9)

(1990)
Tsouris &

Constant, c

3.44 or 28.1

1 /3

v;

/ J i3
0.75(1 + d 2 / d ' 2 )(1 + d 33 !d'
3 )pculd
1
(1
+
d
/d 'Y
(Pdf Pc+r)o-

Us
(0.26144— +1) Pc^n^ +d')2,3 Djn

(1999)

0 ( 1)

5889.28 or
48107.2

Pc

(immobile interface):
- 0 .8 4

_ 0 .8 9

dd'
I d +d '

exp - 0.0212 McPc
a u *B°w 46

3.11

(mobile interface):
Liu & Li (1999)

1 .2 9

exp

-1363

r l . 7

0 .0 2 d 0 .2 6

1.02

h

Pd

_ 1 .3 8

O 0 .4 6

0 .5 5

Pc

0 .7

£

dd'
d +d'

dd'
-217.3
E 0JMcp ^ e 0M{ d + d ’

-3 .1 1

Bw=\O’28 Jm

-2 .0 3

-1

tt

t Vi is the effective volume of total liquid in agitated vessels;
r

0.4 ,
N —2/3
\ 0.8
KG
( dd' \
P°
t t £’= 12.61 + 2.16arctan 2.19
2/3
[PdJ I Pc* ) {d +d'J

radius of the liquid film
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2.5

Turbulent Modification and Measurement in Two-Phase Flow

Turbulence is an important phenomenon in most fluid flows and contributes significantly
to the transport of mass, momentum and energy. Turbulence in two-phase flows for both
gas/liquid and liquid/liquid two-phase flow systems also plays a key role in the velocity
distribution, phase distribution, mixing and other phenomena such as dispersed phase
breakage and coalescence. It is therefore essential to investigate the modification of
turbulence in the presence of the second phase in order to optimize the system performance.
Many experimental investigations have been carried out to measure the local turbulence
structure in two-phase systems by means of suitable instrumentation, such as impact pressure
probes, hot-wire/film anemometers (HFA), laser-Doppler anemometers (LDA) and, more
recently, particle-imaging velocimetry (PIV).

The results

from these turbulence

measurements have been widely employed for the validation of theoretical modelling
approaches in computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations. Compared to the large
amount of work on gas-liquid flows, experimental data on liquid-liquid flows only cover a
restricted range and the available literature is fairly limited. In what follows, the
experimental studies on turbulence modification in gas-liquid and liquid-liquid flows are
reviewed in Section 2.5.1, with an emphasis on highly turbulent systems. Section 2.5.2
briefly reviews the application and signal-processing algorithms for one of the major
techniques, hot-film anemometry which was employed in the work described in this thesis.

2.5.1 Turbulence modification in two-phase bubbly/dispersed flows
Based on the source of turbulence generation, turbulent two-phase flow can be classified
into gravity or buoyancy driven flow (pseudo-turbulence) and highly turbulent flow. The
relevant literature on both regimes is reviewed below.

2.5.1.1

Gravity or Buoyancy Driven Flow

Pseudo-turbulence in gravity or buoyancy driven flow, where the turbulence of the
continuous phase is mainly induced by the dispersed phase (i.e. bubble or droplet), has been
investigated for many years. Generally, the fluctuating velocity of the continuous liquid
phase is found to be dependent on the slip velocity and the fraction of the dispersed phase,
which leads to the following correlation (Parthasarathy & Faeth, 1990; Mizukami et al.,
1992; Gamier et al., 2002; Augier et al., 2004):
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Tf 2 = K <pCnD

(2-65)

U R

where uc is the fluctuating velocity of the continuous phase, UR is the relative velocity, 0 is
the dispersed phase volume fraction, Cd is the drag coefficient for a single dispersed particle
or bubble in an infinite medium of continuous phase and n and K are the constants. The
values of n and K are found to be a function of the system components and phase fraction.
Table 2.6 lists those values suggested by previous studies.

Table 2.6: Suggested parameters in Equation (2-65).

Authors (Year)

System

n

K

0

Lance & Bataille (1991)

Air-water

2/3

0.862

<4%

Cartellier & Riviere (2001)

Solid-water & Solid-air

4/3

17.5

<0.01%

Haam & Brodkey (2000)

Solid-water

4/3

50

<8%

Augier et al. (2004)

Liquid-liquid

2/3

0.2

<40%

Lance & Bataille (1991) used a LDA technique to measure the pseudo-turbulence in
water induced by air bubbles at a very low void fraction (0 <4%). By comparing the
spectrum of the bubble wake-induced turbulence and the shear-induced turbulence, they
suggested that the contribution of the wakes to the turbulent kinetic energy is small
compared to the irrotational pseudo-turbulence in their conditions. The turbulent velocity
field was found to be homogeneous and isotropic, with the fluctuating kinetic energy (ek)
being proportional to the void fraction and the square of the relative velocity, as expressed
by

**=0.5 CAU<pU\

(2-66)

where Cam is the added mass coefficient by the bubbles. Also, they found that the integral
length scale of the pseudo-turbulence was weakly dependent on 0, and apparently only
determined by the bubble size and was approximately 0.8xbubble diameter.

Parthasarathy & Faeth (1990) and Mizukami et al. (1992) studied the fluctuating motion
of the continuous phase induced by the settling of glass particles in dilute regimes (0
<0.01%). They measured the axial and transverse fluctuating velocity components; both
components were found to be proportional to the energy dissipation rate and solid phase
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fraction. However, the fluctuating field was strongly anisotropic with the ratio of the axial to
transverse components being of the order of 4, which is contrary to what was observed in airwater system by Lance & Bataille (1991).

Using an HFA technique, Gamier et al. (2002) measured the mean and fluctuating
velocity of the water phase in buoyancy-driven air-water flow in an 80x310 mm glass
cylindrical column, at a superficial water velocity less than 0.062 m/s, bubble Reynolds
number of 300-500 and void fractions in the range of 0.01-0.4. The relative velocity of the
air bubbles to the water phase was found to follow a power law similar to that in particle
laden flows. Based on this they postulated that the relevant turbulent length scale is the
distance between bubbles. From the experimental data they suggested the following
expression:

«c =

-

c 2¥>'/3) 2

where uc is the axial fluctuating velocity,

(2 -6 7 )

is the terminal velocity of a single bubble in an

infinite liquid, <f>is the void fraction and cj and c2 are coefficients dependent on the bubble
Reynolds number and the Bond number. However, they also noticed that the above
expression does not agree with their experimental observations for void fractions larger than
0.2. This discrepancy was then attributed to the spatial heterogeneities of the void fraction in
the high void fraction cases.

Augier et al. (2004), using a PIV technique, investigated the velocity fluctuations at high
phase fraction in a liquid-liquid gravity-driven upward flow. The measurements were carried
out in a rectangular cross-section channel with matched refractive index liquids, which were
48.5% by mass glycerol and water solution as the continuous phase and n-heptane as the
dispersed phase, respectively. Their results showed a strong anisotropy for dispersed phase
fractions 0.01-0.4. The axial component of the fluctuating energy of the continuous phase
was 4-5 times larger than the transverse component which is similar to the findings in solid
settling experiments (Parthasarathy & Faeth, 1990; Mizukami et al., 1992). Also the axial
component of the normalized fluctuating energy of the continuous phase follows a 2/3 power
law in relation to the product of phase fraction and local drag coefficient. They argued that
this finding is in agreement with the hypothesis of a local equilibrium between the
dissipation of turbulent fluctuations at a non resolved length scale (0.12xdrop diameter) and
the production rate induced by the average drag force, even though this relationship cannot
be directly compared with those for dilute dispersed systems. Their experimental results also
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suggested that the instantaneous fluctuating velocity of the continuous phase can be locally
correlated to the dispersed phase distribution, which was found to have a mean inter-drop
spacing 3d/8<J) at the flow stream direction, and to follow a Poisson distribution for drop size
d and volume fraction 0. However, the dispersion of their system (and drop size) was
generated by injecting the dispersed liquid through 1.1 mm capillary tubes and the
interactions between phases (i.e. breakage and coalescence) were hardly allowed to happen,
although their work was carried out at fairly high phase fraction.

2.5.1.2

Highly Turbulent Bubbly/Dispersed Flow

(1) Gas-liauid systems

Serizawa et al. (1975abc) studied the turbulence structure in an air-water bubbly upward
flow in a 60 mm ID (D) Lucite tube using an HFA. Measurements were taken at three axial
positions (10Z), 20D and 30D). They found that over a large portion of fully developed
bubbly flow, the velocities of each phase, and the velocity ratio between phases showed
fairly flat radial profiles, which, they suggested, may be due to the accumulation of bubbles
at the wall region leading to an increase of the liquid phase velocity. The experimental data
also showed a trend for the turbulent intensity to decrease first with increasing gas flow rate
for constant water velocity, and to increase again with a further increase in the gas flow rate.
This behaviour was found to become more accentuated at higher water velocities.

Theofanous & Sullivan (1982) experimentally investigated air-water vertical upwards
flow in a 57 mm ID (D) glass pipe using an LDV technique with the measurements taken at
24D downstream of the entrance. Their results showed that turbulence production and
dissipation depend on bubble concentration. The authors noted that their two-phase flow
results show a large augmentation of the turbulence intensity for all axial positions, which is
contrary to the trends observed in previous experiments by Serizawa et al. (1975bc) where
turbulence intensity was found to be weakly-dependent on the amount of gas bubbles. They
also found that at the wall region the relative turbulence intensity in two-phase flow is higher
than in single-phase flow, which was attributed to the additive effect of bubble induced
turbulence on the wall shear-generated turbulence. To further clarify and examine their
experimental findings, they developed a theoretical model based on the assumption that the
turbulence level in the liquid phase is the sum of wall-induced and bubble-induced
turbulence.
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Liu & Bankoff (1993a) investigated the turbulent structure of an air-water upward bubbly
flow in a 38mm ID and 2.8m long acrylic pipe. Liquid phase local velocities and turbulent
Reynolds stresses were simultaneously measured using both one- and two-dimensional hotfilm anemometer probes. The relationship of turbulence intensity with the phase flowrate
was then examined. It was found that increasing the gas flowrate at a fixed liquid flowrate
not only increases the total turbulence but also increases the turbulence intensity in both
axial and lateral directions and the Reynolds stress. However, increasing the liquid flow at
constant gas flowrate reduces the liquid phase turbulence in the core region, but increases the
turbulence in the wall region, which results in an overall decrease of turbulence intensity.
Similar trends were exhibited by bubble-induced turbulent intensity, which increases with
increasing gas flowrate and decreases with increasing liquid flowrate. They also reported that
in the pipe core area most of the turbulent energy is from bubble-induced turbulence,
constituting 90% of total energy at superficial liquid velocity 0.376 m/s. The profile of
bubble-induced turbulent energy indicated that this local turbulent energy at the pipe centre
due to bubble agitation is reduced as the wall is approached. Later, Liu & Bankoff (1993b)
studied the local parameters (i.e. void fraction, bubble velocity and bubble size distribution),
and suggested that the turbulence could be affected by the local bubble size distribution.
However, no quantitative conclusion on turbulence modification by bubble size was drawn
in their work.

Another significant study of turbulence modification in air-water bubbly vertical flow
using hot-film anemometry technique was carried out by Hogsett & Ishii (1997) and Hibiki
et al. (1998) in similar systems. A TSI Flowpoint system and a 1-D conical velocity probe
(TSI 1231W), which has a sensor with diameter 1.27mm and sensor length 1mm (operated at
66.7 °C), were used to measure the axial velocity with the probe calibrated by a Pitot-static
tube. Hibiki et al. (1998) reported that the probe sensor is small enough to give nearly a point
velocity measurement and has a good response to the individual bubble phase as the
diameters of injected air bubbles are in the range of 3 - 5mm which are much larger than the
probe sensor length. The two-phase signals, recorded at maximum sampling frequency 5
kHz with maximum 16284 data points, were then processed by a threshold scheme to
remove the depressions and spikes due to the passage of air bubbles. By comparing the timeaveraged void fraction with that from a conductivity probe the authors concluded that the
hot-film anemometer can give a reasonably consistent prediction by setting the minimum
amplitude threshold near the zero liquid velocity voltage. In the experiments conducted by
Hogsett & Ishii, (1997) and Hibiki et al. (1998), the fluctuating velocities at 12 different
radial points and 3 axial positions (2D, 32D and 62D from inlet) in a 50.88 mm ID (D)
vertical acrylic tube were measured. The maximum void fraction and liquid velocity were
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10% and 1.147 m/s, respectively, for the studies of Hogsett & Ishii (1997), and are 6.99%
and 1.3763 m/s, respectively, for the studies of Hibiki et al. (1998). Both studies suggested
that the bubble-induced turbulence at a water superficial velocity 0.6 m/s dominates the
shear-induced turbulence, even for the lowest void fractions; these effects were then found to
dissipate with increasing liquid velocity. Hibiki et al. (1998) analysed the turbulence energy
production in the pipe and found that only small amount of shear-induced turbulence is
produced in the core region because the liquid velocity profile is flat in that region.
Therefore, the turbulence energy in the core region may arise mainly by the generation near
the wall followed by diffusion into the core region. Experimental data showed that there was
a reduction of turbulence generation in the wall region in the presence of bubbles. Since
turbulence induced by the air bubbles tends to increase with void fraction or bubble size, it
was suggested whether the turbulence was augmented or attenuated in bubbly pipe flow
depended on the balance between direct turbulence generation by the bubble and the action
of the bubbles in reducing other-generated turbulence.

Iskandrani & Kojasoy (2001) used an HFA technique to investigate the velocity and
turbulence profile of air-water bubbly flow in a 50.3 mm ID, 15.4 m long horizontal Pyrex
glass tube. The mean axial liquid velocities were found to show a relatively uniform
distribution except near the upper pipe wall, where a sharp reduction in velocity was
observed. The local mean liquid velocity and turbulence fluctuations increased with gas flow
rate. It was noted that the liquid velocity forms a fully developed turbulent pipe flow profile
in the lower part of the pipe. At very low local void fractions the turbulent intensity
consistently tended to be slightly lower than in single-phase flow. However, at high void
fractions, introduction of gas phase strongly enhanced the turbulence fluctuating velocity and
intensity. They consequently concluded that the turbulence intensity is mainly a function of
the local void fraction in pipe flow.

Cui & Fan (2004) investigated the turbulence energy distribution of air-water bubbly flow
in 10.2x10.2x150 cm Plexiglas square column system. LDA was employed to measure the
liquid phase turbulence velocity, and a PIV system was applied to measure the bubble size
and rise velocity. They found that the liquid axial velocity (i.e. 23.9 cm/s) is much larger
than that the radial velocity (i.e. 0.6 cm/s), and the average size of the bubble wake region is
6.5 mm which is of the same order of magnitude as that of the rising bubbles, 5.34-5.52 mm,
in their experiments. The turbulence in the bubble wake was much stronger (more than
200%) than that in the main flow stream and the ratio of radial to axial turbulence energy
was approximately 1, implying a strong mixing in the bubble wakes. The turbulence energy
in the wall region was found to be only 10% of that in the central region, although the
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Kolmogorov -5/3th law was obeyed in both regions. Cui & Fan (2004) therefore suggested
that the bubble-induced turbulence is dominant in turbulence production under their flow
conditions, compared to the liquid shear-induced turbulence.

Fujiwara et al. (2004) studied the effect of bubble size on turbulence modification in
dilute vertical bubbly flow (0.5%-1% void fraction). Experiments were conducted in 44 mm
ID FEP pipe and the liquid phase velocities were measured by PIV with fluorescent tracer
particles. Their experimental data indicated that the bubble size has little effect on the liquid
phase mean streamwise velocity, even though the average bubble rise velocity is 1.5 times
higher than the liquid phase velocity in the core area. For locations near the wall (r/R>0.9),
the axial turbulence intensity in the case of large bubbles (2 mm mean size) was nearly the
same or even larger compared to that in single-phase flow, however, the axial turbulence
intensity in the case of small bubbles (1 mm mean size) was always lower than the single
phase value. Also the levels of turbulence in both size cases were found to be suppressed in
the pipe core region. They suggested that the turbulence enhancement in wall region in the
large bubble case is due to the wake structure of large bubbles accumulating near the wall
and the local shear flow induced by these bubbles. Radial fluctuation velocity profiles were
also measured and compared with those in single-phase flow. Radial turbulence in both the
small and large bubble size cases was enhanced near the wall and reduced in the pipe core
region. This enhanced region near the wall was then seen to depend on the bubble diameter,
which was accordingly attributed to the bubble wake size and the length scale of vortices at
high intensity. Fujiwara et al. (2004) further suggested that negligible turbulence is produced
in the pipe by the shear flow because of the fairly small mean velocity gradient as was also
suggested by Hibiki et al, 1998); however, in this region the bubble motion is expected to
contribute to the turbulent energy production.

Apart from the above work focusing on turbulence studies in gas-liquid co-current
upward flows, a few studies were also conducted in co-current downward flows. Wang et al.
(1987) investigated the three-dimensional turbulence structure (3-D) and phase distribution
in air-water upward and downward bubbly flows. To measure the liquid velocity and
Reynolds stresses, a 1-D and a special 3-D conical-shaped hot-film anemometer probes were
used and mounted in a 57.15 ID circular pipe. The void fraction in upward and downward
flows showed two distinctive profiles: for upward flow a sharp peak is exhibited near the
wall, while for downward flow the bubbles migrate towards the centre of the pipe and form a
pronounced gas core with the wall region almost free of gas. The maximum liquid velocity
in downward flow was found to occur away from the pipe centreline and sometimes even
close to the wall, which was ascribed to the gas core (or ‘chimney’) effect by the authors.
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The fluctuating velocities at three normal directions were seen to increase non-monotonically
with the void fraction for both upward and downward flows. The authors suggested that the
previous postulated hypothesis, that the turbulence level in two-phase flow is the sum of
wall-shear induced and bubble induced turbulence, is invalid because the presence of
bubbles in turbulent flow also enhances the dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic energy.
Therefore, the overall turbulence augmentation or suppression will be determined by the
balance of turbulence dissipation and production induced by bubbles. The turbulence
fluctuations in the core region in the experiments of Wang et al. (1987) also exhibited flat
profiles, consistent with other studies.

Sun et al. (2004) compared the mean and fluctuating liquid velocity in air-water co
current upward and downward flows using the LDA technique. Experiments were carried out
in a 50.8mm ID acrylic pipe of an overall length 3.81m, with bubbles generated uniformly
by a sparger unit with a mean pore size of 10 pm. After optimising the LDA operation
procedure, they measured the turbulence structure at a high area-averaged void fraction
reaching up to 8.5%. The experimental data indicated that the liquid velocity profile in
downward flow is flatter than that in upward flow and may have the maximum peak value
off the centreline. This feature became less pronounced with increasing velocity, which is
consistent with the findings by Wang et al. (1987). However, the liquid turbulence was
observed to be higher generally compared to that in single-phase flow in both upward and
downward flows, especially in the core region. They argued that this observation of
turbulence increase is different from other findings by Serizawa et al. (1975c), Tsuji et al.
(1984), Michiyoshi & Serizawa (1986) and Wang et al. (1987) which showed a reduction of
the axial liquid turbulence in some conditions. The authors attributed it to the bubble size in
their system that was larger than in the other studies and resulted in significant increase of
bubble-induced turbulence.

(2) Liquid-liquid Systems

Compared to the amount of work in air-water systems, only a limited number of studies
have been performed for liquid-liquid systems. So far, most of the work in liquid-liquid
flows was published by researchers at Bradford University, with the measurements
conducted in kerosene-water systems in a 77.8 mm ID acrylic tube using hot-film
anemometry (Farrar et al., 1995; Farrar & Bruun, 1996; Al-Deen & Braun, 1997; Al-Deen et
al., 1998).
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Using a normal cylindrical hot-film probe, Farrar et al. (1995) carried out a set of
experiments in a kerosene-water upward flow to measure local void fraction and average
mean and fluctuating velocities at different input oil fractions (0<7O%). The local volume
fraction profiles in dispersed flows were found to depend significantly on the input flow
configuration. For example, they found uniform profiles with no wall peak for 0<2O%,
centrally uniform with a small wall peak at about 0.9R for 2O%<0<4O% and centre peak with
a small wall peak for 4O%<0<7O%. For 0=70% the small wall peak almost vanishes. The
average streamwise velocity profiles were almost flat for 0=10, 20, 30%, and then exhibit a
steep centre peak at 0=40%. In addition, their data indicated that the axial velocity profile is
considerably flattened change at 0 = 5%, compared to single-phase flow. Farrar et al. (1995)
also observed that the turbulence intensity profiles generally become flat as 0 increases,
changing from a wall peak in single-phase flow to a more uniform profile. In agreement with
the observations on average velocity profiles, a substantial increase in the core area was
found to occur at 0=5%.

Farrar & Bruun (1996) studied both the turbulence structure and other local parameters
(e.g. volume fraction, velocity and drop size profiles) in an oil-in-water dispersed upward
flow. Their measurements were conducted at a mixture velocity of 0.65 m/s (185 1/min) and
input oil fractions 5%< 0 <30%. The experimental data, as illustrated in Figure 2.6, showed
the local oil volume fraction profile to be very uniform at low oil fractions but becomes wall
peaked as 0 increases. For 0 < 15%, the average drop size is almost independent of position
and 0, but above 15% the drop size at the pipe centreline was found to increase significantly
with 0. The authors attributed this to the flow regime change from drop flow to spherical cap
drop flow. The mean velocity profile was also found to be flat up to 15%, but showed a steep
central peak for 0 >15%. The turbulence intensity was seen to increase with 0 up to 15% and
then drop at 20% over the complete cross-section. It was suggested that the decrease was a
result of the accumulation of large drops in the pipe centre. However, as 0 increases to
0=25% and 30%, the turbulence intensity profile becomes centrally peaked in association
with the behaviour of mean velocity. Farrar & Bruun (1996) inferred that the steep central
peak velocity and turbulence intensity is due to the appearance of large drops in the pipe
centre which drive the continuous phase at a higher velocity. However, the input oil
fractions, where the profiles are changed from flat to central peak, were lower than those
observed by Farrar et al. (1995). The turbulence intensity profile was also found to become
much more uniform for 0=5% compared to single-phase flow. Furthermore, based on the
assumption that the overall turbulence in a pipe consists of drop-generated and wall shear
generated turbulence, they found the former to increase monotonically with 0, but the latter
showed a minimum at 0=15-20%. Their experimental data also indicated that the integral
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turbulent length scale and the microscale of the continuous water phase decrease rapidly with
increasing /3, which highlighted the increasing importance of drop generated turbulence and
its associated higher frequency fluctuations.
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Figure 2.6: Experimental data in kerosene-in-water vertical pipe flow with various
input oil fraction: 0: 0%; ■: 5%; □: 10%; o: 15%; ▲: 20%; A: 25%; •: 30% (Farrar
& Bruun, 1996).

Al-Deen & Bruun (1997) performed a comparative study of different hot-film probes in
vertical kerosene-water dispersed flow. Results from three probe types, single normal, X
type and split-film, were compared for a mixture velocity 0.55 m/s and (3<40%.
Experimental data from all probe measurements were in agreement and the turbulence
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structure (mean and fluctuating velocities) was found to be similar to that obtained by Farrar
et al. (1995).

In addition to the above studies in vertical pipe flow of two-immiscible liquids, Al-Deen
et al. (1998) further investigated the turbulence structure in inclined pipes for j3=10% and
18%. It was found that at large inclination (30° from vertical) the kerosene-water bubbly
flow became unstable and some large scale structures were seen visually. The authors argued
that as there was no obvious drop coalescence under their experimental conditions, the
observed swarms of drops must be carried by some underlying instability from the
continuous water phase. However, no detailed analysis was conducted regarding this
phenomenon. The mean and fluctuating velocities in inclined pipes were found to show
skewed characteristics compared to vertical flow because of the migration of the majority of
kerosene drops towards the top of the pipe; higher values were obtained at the lower part of
the pipe.

2.5.2 Turbulence Modification (Augmentation or Attenuation?) in Two-Phase
Dispersed Flows
There is extensive discussion in the literature on turbulence generation and suppression
by the presence of the second phase in bubbly, dispersed and particle loaded flows.
Generally, turbulence generation involves perturbation of the continuous-phase flow by the
wake of each dispersed-phase element and is most important when the velocity fluctuation
within the wake of a bubble or particle is larger than the background continuous-phase
velocity fluctuations. These effects of turbulence generation are most significant in nearly
homogeneous flows and where other sources of turbulence production are weak. On the
other hand, turbulence suppression by the bubbles in bubbly flow may be due to the
following phenomena (Serizawa et al., 1974 abc; Wang et al., 1987): work done to provide
buoyancy to the bubbles, energy dissipation associated with the lateral relative motion or
rotation of the bubbles, energy-absorbing characteristics of bubbles. Similar effects would
presumably occur in dispersed liquid-liquid and particle loaded flows. However, the
understanding of such fundamental phenomena, such as how the turbulence level is changed
in two-phase flow and whether the turbulence is enhanced or suppressed, is still limited and
inconclusive.

Theofanous & Sullivan (1982) proposed a theoretical basis for the prediction of
turbulence levels in two-phase bubbly flows and derived an expression of the turbulence
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intensity at the pipe centerline as a function the dispersed phase volume fraction, by
assuming that the turbulence level in the liquid phase is the sum of shear-induced and
bubble-induced turbulence. They discussed this theoretical model in certain asymptotic
limits, such as in gas/liquid and gas/particle systems. Later, Liu & Bankoff (1993a)
compared this model with their experimental data in air-water bubbly flow and found fairly
good agreement. However, Wang et al. (1987) questioned the validity of this model in flows
where the bubble-dominated effects dissipate, as the turbulence may also be suppressed by
the presence of the bubble phase.

Gore and Crowe (1989) reviewed the available experimental data on turbulence
modulation in particle-laden flows and suggested that the turbulence increase or decrease is
dependent on the ratio of particle diameter (dp) to the Eulerian turbulence length scale (le).
After plotting the turbulence intensity data of previous experiments as a function of this
length ratio, they postulated that there is a critical value of dplle=0.1, above which the
turbulence intensity of the carrier phase is increased and below which it is suppressed by the
addition of particles. However, no detailed study was made on the magnitude of turbulence
modulation by the particle-fluid interactions.

Hetsroni (1989) performed an order of magnitude analysis on experimental data available
in the literature and found that the turbulence increase or decrease in two-phase flow appears
to be dependent on the particle Reynolds number (based on relative velocity and particle
size):

Re„ = P£ & t - ■■^

(2-68)

where pp and dp are the density and diameter of the particle, respectively; «/ and vp are the
velocity of the carrier fluid and particle, respectively, and Pf is the viscosity of the carrier
fluid. Particles with Reynolds numbers greater than 400 would augment turbulence due to
vortex shedding and those with Reynolds numbers less than 400 would suppress turbulence
of the carrier fluid.

Yuan & Michaelides (1992) proposed a mechanistic model based on wake shedding for
turbulence generation and developed a simplified theory for the modification of turbulence
intensity due to the existence of particles in dilute gas-solid flows. It was assumed in this
model that the damping motion of an individual particle was responsible for turbulence
attenuation and that the wake behind the particle was responsible for turbulence generation.
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Accordingly, the following equation was derived for the total time-average change in
turbulent kinetic energy (A£*):

AEt = - - dl p pUre, 1-exp

f

2

cxr ^

+ ^ d 2Pp f f ( l w)Urel( l U/ - U„,)

(2-69)

tp j

where

U ref = U f -

vp is the relative velocity, cj is the drag coefficient,

tp= p p

d2J\%p is the

characteristic time of the particle (relaxation time), r is the particle-eddy interaction time,
and J(lw) is a length function representing a measure of the region behind the particle where
the fluid velocity is close to that of the particle. They suggested that the total turbulence
augmentation or suppression is determined by the combinations of these two effects. Kim et
al. (2004), however, suggested that this model should be modified in order to yield a positive
value independent of the relative velocity magnitude.

Yarin & Hetsroni (1994) developed a theory which accounted for turbulence production
due to velocity gradients both in the carrier fluid and the turbulent wakes behind the particles.
They used the modified mixing length theory to calculate the effect of the particle size
distribution on the turbulence of the carrier fluid. Their model appears to work well for fluidparticle flows in which the turbulence is generated solely by the particles. Later, Kim et al.
(2004) applied a similar theory using mixing lengths, but taking into account the effect of the
wakes induced by the dispersed phase, the drag force between the particle and liquid, and the
velocity gradient in the wake, to estimate the production of turbulence. The simulation
results showed turbulence attenuation at a relatively small particle size and low loading ratio,
and turbulence augmentation at a large particle size and high loading ratio, both qualitatively
and quantitatively. The calculated critical particle size was found to agree with the value
suggested by Gore and Crowe (1989), namely dp/le=0A.

Kenning and Crowe (1997) presented a new idea on the modulation of the carrier phase
turbulence based on a simple physical model for turbulence generation and dissipation by
particles. The turbulence length scale (//,) in a particle-loaded flow was assumed to depend
on a combined length between integral (dissipation) length scale (ld) in a particle free flow
and the inter-particle spacing (lp), 2lpld/(lp+ld) . They developed the following relation for the
change in turbulence intensity.
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(2-70)
»i

h

k ? '2

rP

Pf

where tit and h are the turbulence intensities in particle-free (single-phase) and particle
laden flows, respectively;

and /, are the turbulence intensity and length scale for the

corresponding single-phase flow; f s is the ratio of particle drag to Stokes drag, and pp is the
density of the particles. The model successfully predicts that the inter-particle spacing is
important in establishing a turbulence length scale, which was consistent with the
experimental findings in a particle-gas suspension.

Recently, Crowe (2000) proposed another model for the turbulence modification of a
carrier phase in a two-phase flow based on the volume averaged equations for the kinetic
energy of the carrier phase. A hybrid turbulence length scale (//,;) in two-phase flow, given
by lpld!{lp+ld), was used; this is different from the function suggested by Kenning & Crowe
(1997). The following relation was derived for the modification of the turbulence kinetic
energy:

l + ± C ’(gD /u}) 2 p l,u/ D / » f {lhlID )}f sh}l{dp /lhIf
1+ a ' ; \ l lli/d p)

(2-71)

where ki and k are the turbulence kinetic energy in particle-free and particle-laden flows,
respectively, C* is the ratio of mass of the dispersed phase to the carrier phase, D is the pipe
diameter, and otp is the dispersed phase volume fraction. He showed that the change in the
turbulence intensity can be correlated with the particle loading and the ratio of the particle
diameter to the turbulence length scale. However, it was assumed in the model that the
production term due to velocity gradient in two-phase flow is the same as that of the particle
free flow.

Yuge & Hagiwara (2004) applied a direct numerical simulation based on a finite
difference scheme in a liquid-liquid upward channel flow to elucidate the near-wall
turbulence structure. After tracking the interface using a modified volume-of-fluid (VOF)
method, they found that the secondary flows around a dispersed droplet increase the
Reynolds shear stress production, and can be attenuated in the flow direction by an adjacent
droplet. The small-scale streamwise vortices were found to be attenuated near the droplet;
however, the large-scale vortices developed were deformed by the droplet. They further
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suggested that there is an enhancement of the turbulent heat transfer due to the presence of
the droplets, as the product of lateral velocity production is increased by the secondary flows
in the proximity of the droplets.

2.6

Application of Hot-Film Anemometer in Two-Phase Flow Measurements

The hot-film anemometer (HFA) is an instrument for measuring local velocity which is
based on determining the convective heat transfer from a heated sensor to the surrounding
fluid, the heat transfer being primarily related to the fluid velocity. Typical hot-film sensors
are nickel films placed on quartz substrates of different shapes that give high temperature
coefficients of resistance and possess sufficient mechanical and electrical stability. They are
protected by a sputtered quartz coating, which protects against electrolysis, when used in
liquids, and protects against wear and oxidization in gas applications. By using very fine
sensors placed in the fluid and electronics with servo-loop technique, it is possible to
measure velocity fluctuations of fine scales and of high frequencies. There are many
advantages of the HFA over other flow measuring techniques (i.e. LDA and PIV), for
example HFA has a very high temporal resolution ideal for measuring spectra, less
limitations for the second phase volume fraction (can be used up to 70% unlike LDA or PIV
which are limited to a very low volume fraction due to the requirement of a free optical
path), higher signal-to-noise level.

Following its successful application in single-phase flow measurements, this technique
has recently been applied to two-phase flow, i.e. in particle-liquid flow (Ljus et al., 2002),
air-water bubbly flow (Liu & Bankoff, 1993a&b; Shaha, 1999; Wang & Ching, 2001), oilwater dispersed flow (Farrar & Bruun, 1996; Al-Deen et al., 1997; Hamad & Bruun, 2000)
and vapour-liquid R134A bubbly flow (Trabord & Kumar, 2000). In the case of two-phase
flows the output voltages from the HFA normally give an abrupt change when the probe
encounters interfaces and is exposed to the second phase, due to the different cooling rates of
the two phases. Provided that the signals related to the dispersed phase are well removed, the
probe is capable of providing information on the turbulence structure (i.e. intensity and
Reynolds stresses) of the continuous phase. Table 2.7 lists experimental investigations
carried out recently in fluid-liquid pipeline flows using hot-film anemometry.
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Table 2.7: Application of HFA to two-phase flow measurements.
(* SR is the sampling rate and </w is the maximal local or input fraction of dispersed phase).

Authors
(year)
Wang et al.
(1986)

Fluids & flow
patterns
Vertical bubbly
(air-water)
Uair=0~0.4m/s;
Uwater=0.4~0.9 ITl/s

Probe type

Fluid
temp.
(°C)

SR*
(kHz)

K ax*

Single sensor hot-film probe
(TSI 1218-20W)

-

10

48%

Hagiwara
et al.
(1989)

Horizontal wavy flow
(air-water)

Glue-on hot-film
(TSI 1268W);
hot-wire
(Kanomax 1011)

-

4

-

Liu &
Bankoff
(1993a, b)

Vertical bubbly flow
(air-water)

Boundary layer
(TSI 1218-20W, ID)
Dual-sensor X-type
(TSI 1246-60, 2D)

10±0.1

5 - a;
1 0 -b

50%

Farrar et
al. (1995)

Vertical dispersed
flow (kerosene-water)

Single fibre sensor (Dantec
55R11)

16±0.1

4

70%

Farrar &
Bruun
(1996)

Vertical dispersed
flow (kerosene-water)

Single fibre sensor (Dantec
55R11)

16±0.1

1.667

30%

Al-Deen &
Bruun
(1997)

Vertical dispersed
flow (kerosene-water)

Single fibre sensor (Dantec
55R15);
Dual-sensor X
(Dantec 55R61);
Boundary layer split-fibre
(55R58 sepcial)

16±0.1

-

40%

Hogsett &
Ishii
(1997)

Bubbly flow
(air-water)

Conical shape
(TSI 1231-W)

16±0.1

5

10%

Al-Deen et
al. (1998)

Vertical and inclined
dispersed flow
(kerosene-water)

Single fibre sensor (Dantec
55R15);

16±0.1

-

18%

Hibiki et
al. (1998)

Bubbly flow
(air-water)

Conical shape
(TSI 1231-W)

16±0.1

5

6.99%

Sharma et
al. (1998)

Slug/plug flow
(air-water)
Ugas = l.l~2.2m/s;
Uwater= 0.27~2.2m/s

Conical miniature platinum
hot-film probe
(TSI 1264 AW)

20-22

5

-

Hamad &
Bruun
(2000)

Vertical bubbly flow
(water-kerosene)

SN boundary layer (Dantec
55R15)

16±0.1

-

10%
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Authors
(year)

Fluids & flow
patterns

Probe type

Fluid
temp.
(°C)

SR*
(kHz)

6 *
Ymax

Iskandrani
& Kojasoy
(2001)

Horizontal bubbly
flow (air-water)
UW
ater=3.8~5m/s;
Uair=0.25-0.8m/s

Conical shape
(TSI 1231-W)

20-22

20

65%

Trabold &
Kumar
(2000)

Vertical annular flow
(vapor- liquid 134A)

Dual fibre sensor probe

-

50

0.92

Wang &
Ching
(2001)

Slug and bubbly flow
(air-water)

Single fibre sensor (Dantec
55R11)

-

7

17.4%

Ljus et al.
(2002)

Horizontal dispersed
flow (air-particle)
Uair=12, 19 m/s

Wedge-shape probe
(Dantec 55R31)

-

10

Gamier et
al. (2002)

Vertical buoyancydriven bubbly flow
(air-water)
UW
ater=0.0160.062m/s

Miniature conical probe (TSI
1264 AW-BR)

TOp±0.1

-

40%

Sun et al.
(2002)

Vertical bubbly flow
(air-water)

Conical miniature platinum
(TSI 1264 AW)

20±0.5

5

20%

10%
(nip/mi)

Despite the many advantages and wide applications of this technique, some limitations
still remain. For example, the fibre probe is extremely fragile which requires specially care.
The probe is also prone to contamination by a liquid phase, especially in oil-water flows;
however, Al-Deen & Bruun (1997) suggested that the contamination problem can be solved
by using deionised water and installing

8

and 2 pm filter units, and by regular cleaning with

dilute acid (i.e. 2-propanol alcohol or fresh lemon juice). Also, HFA was found not to be
applicable for measuring very small or backwards liquid velocity (Gamier et al., 2002). For
very low velocity the calibration curve of the hot-film probe is very sharp and small
temperature variations can lead to large errors. It has also been reported that there could be
measurement errors of 25% —40% if the fluid temperature shifts by 1°C (Samways et al.,
1994; Bruun, 2004). For application in two-phase flows, a significant amount of work is
required for signal separation; for example, in order to obtain the true turbulence structure of
the continuous phase it is necessary to eliminate any part of the HFA signals which does not
correspond to the continuous phase velocity.
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Identifying the signal of each phase is particularly important when a hot-film anemometer
probe is used to measure local void fraction. Wang et al. (1987) applied the single sensor
cylindrical hot-film probe (TSI-1218-20W) to measure local void fraction in a vertical pipe
and found that the measured local void fraction normally underestimates the actual value, as
the eliminated sharp change in the signal only spans part of the duration of bubble passage.
This error was then determined and corrected by using a single-beam 7 -ray desitometer as a
standard. However, the void fraction was also sometimes overestimated which may be due to
the signal discrimination algorithm. Even when a well-developed separation method was
used, Hibiki et al. (1998) still noted that the void fractions measured by hot-film anemometry
tend to be overestimated by about

-

10 2 0

% when compared with those measured by a

conductivity probe, due to the bubble interface deformation during entry into and exit out of
the probe.

To gain further understanding of the HFA probe behaviour in two-phase flows, some
elaborate work has been carried out. Figure 2.7 elucidates the ‘U* shape effect on the output
voltage during bubble or drop passage through the probe sensor (Abel & Resch, 1978;
Bruun, 1995; Farrar et al., 1995; Al-Deen & Bruun, 1997). A number of algorithms have
thus been proposed in the past to eliminate the part not representing the continuous phase,
like amplitude threshold voltage (Jones & Zuber, 1978), slope threshold voltage (Abel &
Resch, 1978) and combined amplitude and slope threshold method (Wang et al., 1987; Liu &
Bankoff, 1993 a&b; Farrar et al., 1995; Gamier et al., 2004). The combined amplitude and
slope threshold method has been extensively employed recently as the separated signals are
not crucially dependent on the threshold values. In addition, Farrar et al. (1995) pointed out
that a method based only on slope could introduce errors, because the water film formed
between two prongs of the probe may be heated up and broken when the probe sensor is
immersed in the bubble (see point F in Figure 2.7b). When this water film breaks an abmpt
change in the signal will occur which will be interpreted as another bubble by the slope
discrimination method.
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Bubble
back

Bubble
front

Figure 2.7: The response of a cylindrical probe to the passage of an air bubble/oil drop
(Farrar et al., 1995; Bruun, 1995).

One of the well known signal discrimination algorithms based on amplitude and slope
threshold method and used broadly in two-phase flow measurements was developed by Liu
& Bankoff (1993a). In their method, eight simple conditions covering normal and closelyspaced bubble-probe interactions are proposed. According to the criteria listed as follows, if
R t> T

and any one of them are satisfied, the current point is in the continuous water phase:

Case (i): if at least two liquid data points lie between two successive bubbles.
(1)

Rb<S

and R / <

S

(remain in liquid);

(2)

Rb<S

and P / >

S

(entering bubble);

(3)

Ri+j> T

(4)

Pf<

and P b >

S

and R / <

S

(entering liquid);

0 and R b < S and R f < 1.5S and R i+2 < Ri+i and \Ri+2 -

Ri+i\ > S

(overshooting due to bubble approaching);
(5)

Ri.j

in gas and R i + i >

T

and P f > 0 and P b >

S

and R / < 1.5S (overshooting due to

detaching)

Case (ii): if only one liquid data point lies between two consecutive bubbles.
> 2 S and P / >

(6)

Pb

(7)

Pb> S

(8)

Ri.]

and P f >

S

2S

< T and R i + i <

T
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where T is the level threshold, S is the slope threshold,

is the t h data sample voltage (or

velocity) value, Pb—R —Ri-i is the backward slope, Pf=R-Ri+i is the forward slope, Rb is the
magnitude of Pb, Rb~\Pb\, and Rf is the magnitude of Pp Rf=\Pj\.

Although the amplitude threshold, T, depends on the flow conditions, Liu & Bankoff
(1993a) found that this value is not necessarily close to the continuous phase when a slope
threshold is used as well.

2.7

Summary

A number of topics were reviewed in this Chapter, namely previous studies of phase
inversion in liquid-liquid dispersed flows in stirred vessel and pipeline flow systems, studies
of drop size distribution using population balance equations modelling in dispersed flow, the
postulated models for drop/bubble breakage and coalescence rates in turbulent flow, the
current views on turbulence modification of a fluid by the addition of a secondary dispersed
phase, and the application of hot-film anemometry to turbulence measurement in two-phase
flows. Particular emphasis was placed on the investigations of phase inversion, the subject of
this thesis. Although a large number of studies have been carried out in the past decades, the
understanding of phase inversion and its associated phenomena is still fairly limited.
Furthermore, fewer studies have been conducted on phase inversion in pipeline flows than
for agitated vessels, and most of the previous work concentrated on understanding phase
inversion at the macroscale (characterised by the phase inversion point and width of
ambivalent region affected by various parameters, such as viscosity ratio, interfacial tension,
and container material etc.). There is a dearth for studies at the mesoscale level, for example
turbulence and its modification of dense dispersions where inversion occurs. As it is
particularly important in industrial applications to control dispersion behaviour under
operational conditions, comprehensive understanding of phase inversion is urgently required.
The prime aim of the work described in this thesis therefore was to achieve such an
understanding.

Chapters
Experimental Facilities, Instruments
and Methods
This Chapter describes the experimental facilities, instruments and methods used. The
main objective is to present descriptions for the techniques employed in the work described
in this thesis in sufficient detail to promote a clear understanding of the experimental
processes. Both horizontal and vertical experiments were carried out; the basic flow system
is described in Section 3.1. The instruments and techniques used to measure flow
parameters, i.e. pressure drop, drop size distribution, drop velocity and phase continuity are
described in Section 3.2. Section 3.3 discusses the application of the hot-film anemometer
technique for the turbulence measurements. A short summary is finally given in Section 3.4.

3.1

The WOLF Facility

In the work described in this thesis, all the experiments were carried out on the Water-Oil
Liquid Flow (WOLF) facility, at the Chemical Engineering Department, University College
London, which is designed for studies of horizontal, inclined (maximum inclined angle ±10°)
and vertical liquid-liquid flows. The facility has been used to investigate phase inversion and
associated phenomena in horizontal and vertical flows. Figure 3.1 illustrates the system used
for current studies in horizontal flow, while the systems for upward and downward vertical
flows are shown in Figure 3.2 and 3.3, respectively.
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Figure 3.1: Schematic (a) and photograph (b) of the WOLF facility for horizontal flows.
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Figure 3.2: Schematic (a) and photograph (b) of the WOLF facility for upward flows.
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Figure 3.3: Schematic (a) and photograph (b) of the WOLF facility for downward
flows.
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Tap water and EXXOL Oil D140 (supplied by Exxon Chemicals), with properties given
in Table 3.1, are used as the test fluids for both horizontal and vertical flows. Two 0.88 m3
storage tanks made of glass reinforced plastic are used to store the oil and water phases
separately, as shown in Figure 3.4. There are two plastic baffles installed within each tank to
reduce any vortices and cascades on the liquid surface which could entrain air into the
reservoir and the test section via the pump.

Table 3.1: Properties of the test fluids at 25°C
Liquid

Exxol Oil D140

Water

Density (kg/m3)

828

998

Viscosity (mPa s)

5.5

0.993

Surface tension (mN/m)

20

72

Interfacial tension (mN/m)

36.6

Figure 3.4: Photographs of the storage tanks (side and top views).

Two 7.5 KW centrifugal pumps (Ingersoll-Dresser, 40-25CPX200) are used to pump
separately the oil and water phases. Each pump can supply the maximum output volumetric
flowrate of 240 1/min (approximate 3.5 m/s superficial velocity) at 45 kPa. Armoured
variable area flowmeters (ABB Instrumentation 10A5400) are mounted at the beginning of
the flow loop to measure the oil and water flowrates and the signals are recorded into a PC
for analysis. Four different flowmeters have been used to ensure better measurement
accuracy: two with a range of 10-240 1/min and ±1% full scale accuracy, and two with a
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range of 0-10 1/min and ±2% full scale accuracy. The choice between the large and small
range flowmeters is determined by the experimental conditions.
After exiting the test section the oil-water mixture is delivered into a 0.8 m3 separator unit
which contains a KnitMesh (DC 9201/SS/PPL) coalescer (see Figure 3.1b). The coalescer
consists of wired meshes made of two materials (one plastic and the other metal) with
different free surface energies, which allows rapid separation of dispersed drops of size
down to 50pm. The separated oil and water are then passed back to their respective storage
tanks to ensure the continuous operation of the system. Also, there are two ball valves
installed at the feedback passage to water and oil storage tank so that the interface level
between phases in the separator can be maintained approximately in the middle in order to
avoid the over flow of one phase into the reservoir of the other phase.

3.1.1 WOLF Setup in Horizontal Flows
3.1.1.1

The Inlet Section

For the horizontal flow studies, the oil and water phases are introduced into the test
section via the inlet section shown in Figure 3.5. Oil and water are joined together in a short
distance before a 90° elbow which leads into the straight horizontal test section. Although no
particular mixer is used at the inlet section in the current studies, visualizations of the
mixture have indicated that dispersed flows can be obtained at the measuring points
(between 4 m and 7 m from inlet) under the conditions used.

Figure 3.5: The inlet section of the rig in horizontal flows.
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3.1.1.2

The Test Section

The test section is a 16 m long pipe which consists of two parallel 8 m long pipes of 38
mm I.D. connected through a U-bend (see Figure 3.1b). The test section is made of stainless
steel, except for a 54-cm long transparent acrylic section installed for flow visualization
purposes.
Experimental studies of drop velocity, drop size distribution and turbulence modification,
were carried out for horizontal flow. For the drop velocity and drop size distribution studies,
a dual-impedance probe (see Section 3.2.1) was used and the measurements were conducted
at two positions: 4 m (105/)) and 7 m (184D) from the entrance, respectively. For the
turbulence modification studies, a hot-film anemometer (see Section 3.3.1) is employed and
the velocity probe is mounted at 6.8 m (179D) from the entrance.
3.1.2 WOLF Setup in Vertical Flows
3.1.2.1

The Inlet Section

Figure 3.6 illustrates the inlet section of the vertically upward and downward flows. After
leaving the storage tanks, the oil and water phases join together right before the entrance of
the vertical test section via a ‘Y’ junction. The oil-water mixture then flows through a 90°
elbow before passing through a coarse mixer (see Figure 3.7) which is located next to the
entrance. The objective of having the inlet mixer is to premix the fluids and shorten the
length needed to achieve fully-developed conditions so that fully-dispersed flows can be
obtained at the downstream measuring point for the given length of the test section.
Static mixer

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.6: The inlet section of the rig in vertical flows, (a): upward and (b):
downward.
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Lk,
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6.5

Figure 3.7: The static mixer used in vertical flows.

3.1.2.2

The Test Section

The vertical test sections were a 38 mm I D. stainless steel pipes having a total lengths of
3.2 m and 2.3 m for upward and downward flows, respectively, as shown in Figures 3.2 and
3.3. Pressure drop, drop size distribution, drop velocity, mixture conductivity, holdup and
turbulence were measured for both upward and downward flows. Pressure drop is measured
with a Validyne DP 103 differential pressure transducer, which is connected to the test
section between the positions 42D and 81Z) for upward flow, and 16/) and 55D from the
inlet for downward flow. Drop size (and velocity) and conductivity are measured at an axial
distance from the inlet of 81Z) and 58D for upward and downward flow, respectively;
turbulence velocity is measured at an axial distance of 58D from the inlet for both upward
and downward flow. A transparent section with rapid closing valves installed at both sides is
used at the end of each test section replacing a section of steel pipe to measure the average
holdup and visualize the flow behaviour (see Figure 3.8).

Figure 3.8: Photograph of the transparent acrylic pipe section for holdup
measurements and visualization.
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3.2

Instrumentations and Methods

In this section, the methodologies and instruments used for measuring drop size
distribution, drop velocity and mixture conductivity are described.

3.2.1 Drop Size Distribution and Drop Velocity
A dual impedance probe, shown in Figure 3.9, has been developed by Lovick (2004) and
installed in the WOLF rig at UCL. In the work described in this thesis, this dual impedance
probe is also employed to measure drop velocity and drop size distributions. The detailed
descriptions of the probe setup, operation and working principles can be found in detail in
the Lovick (2004) thesis.

Briefly, the dual impedance probe consists of two impedance sensors working
independently, each measuring the instantaneous impedance of the liquid contacting the
sensitive probe tip. In a two-phase flow, the signals obtained by each impedance probe are
primarily dependent on the conductivity of the liquid that the probe is in contact with. For
the probe immersed in oil, a substantially higher voltage value is expected than for the probe
immersed in water. These two impedance probes are set 10 mm away and their mountings
are designed in a way that allows them to move together at the same height in the pipe crosssection. Alternating current with frequencies of 2 ~ 45 kHz can be applied to each probe via
a signal control box. The frequency of 35 kHz was applied in the present study in order to
ensure the capture of drops as small as 200 fim. In a given test, 120,000 successive values of
voltage were recorded, at time interval of typically 29 jus for each probe, the value being
logged in a PC. Typical output signals from the dual impedance probe are presented in
Figure 3.10a, which was obtained in horizontal flows at 3.0 m/s mixture velocity and 10%
input oil fraction.

The drop velocity can therefore be estimated by cross-correlating the experimental data
from the two sensors; this gives the average delay time for drops passing through the two
sensors of 10 mm distance. The details on the cross-correlation function and implementation
can be found in Jonathan (2004). Figure 3.10b illustrates the plots of the cross-correlation
density function based on the raw signals of Figure 3.10a. The peak in the cross-correlation
function is observed for a time lag is approximately 2.8 ms. Furthermore, the average drop
velocity can be obtained by dividing the distance by this lag time between the two sensors.
Following the determination of the drop travelling velocity, the chord length can be found
from the signals of either sensor by multiplying this average drop velocity by the duration of
-
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each drop passage. To obtain the durations of each dispersed drop passage, a square wave
model based on level and slope threshold values developed by Lovick (2004), is used here.
Finally, chord length distributions for each location are found by summarizing all the drops
in recorded signals, as shown in Figure 3.10c. It is worth noting that this chord length
distribution is biased since bigger drops have a higher probability of being captured by the
probe than smaller drops (see also Chapter 4).

Hogttadpist

Rubfas oiwi

(a)

(b)
Figure 3.9: Schematic (a) (Lovick, 2004) and photograph (b) of the dual impedance
probe.
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Figure 3.10: (a): Signals from dual impedance probe, (b): cross-correlation function
plot and (c): chord length number density, obtained at 7 m from the inlet and 2 mm
from pipe centre, under conditions of 3.0 m/s mixture velocity and 10% input oil
fraction.
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The local chord length distribution measured is then converted into a drop size
distribution using the method that will be presented in Chapter 4. The drop size distribution
over the whole pipe cross-section area, P , can then be calculated by summing the areaweighted local distributions, as given by Equation (3-1):

(3-1)

where P{r) is the size distribution function at radial position r, A is the pipe cross-sectional
area and R is the pipe radius.

3.2.2 Phase Continuity

Investigation of phase inversion and associated phenomena requires a knowledge of
which of the phases is continuous in the test section, for example oil-in-water (or water
continuous) and water-in-oil (oil continuous). In the work described in this thesis, the
identity of the continuous phase is determined by three different techniques: the conductivity
of the mixture, the output from a glue-on hot-film probe located on the wall of the test
section and visual observation.

The identification of phase continuity by conductivity is based on the fact that watercontinuous dispersions have a high conductivity value while oil-continuous dispersions have
a low conductivity value. The conductivity probe used here consists of two wire sensors
which are 10 mm apart with a 10 mm long sensor (parallel to the flow direction) exposed
into the flow. The probe is located at the pipe centreline for both horizontal and vertical flow
cases. The data recorded by the conductivity probe are logged into a PC at a sampling
frequency of 10Hz.

To determine the dispersion type near the pipe wall, a glue-on hot-film probe (55R47
supplied by Dantec Dynamics Ltd.) is employed and linked to a computer-controlled hotfilm anemometer (HFA, Dantec 99C10), which will be discussed in Section 3.3. The glue-on
hot-film probe, as shown in Figure 3.11a, is a special version of the flush-mounting probe,
where the sensor is deposited on a Kapton™ foil, 50 pm thick. The sensor is 0.9 mm xO.l
mm and connected to gold-plated lead areas. It is primarily intended for qualitative
measurements of points of flow transition and separation. Copper wires soldered to the leads
constitute the electrical connection between probe cable and probe. The sensor is oriented
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perpendicular to the flow direction. The details of the technical data for this probe are listed
in Table 3.2.
The probe is then glued to an acrylic block by Perspex glue. This acrylic block, as seen in
Figures 3.1 lb&c, has a surface which is flush with the inner wall of the pipe and is inserted
into a 10 cm long section. The whole section is sealed by a rubber o-ring. The probe cannot
normally be removed when glued in place. The test section with glue-on probe is positioned
in a distance of 8 ID from the inlet for upward flow and at a distance of 58D for downward
flow. The glue-on hot-film probe is primarily designed for measurements in air flows. In the
present experiments when the probe was operated in contact with water, it corroded very
rapidly (see Figure 3.12) and broke down, giving no signal, within 5 minutes. However, the
corrosion was avoided, and useful results obtained, by gluing the inner side of the probe to
the acrylic block, i.e. operating the probe upside down!

0,1 m m dta. Cu-wire

Sensor
(a) Schematic of the probe

(b) Side view

(c) Top view

Figure 3.11: Schematic of the Dantec 55R47 glue-on probe (a) and the photographs of
the test section mounted with the glue-on probe (b&c).
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In spite of the probe being used with the sensor facing away from the fluid, it was found
that the probe still showed high enough sensitivity to distinguish between the cooling effects
of oil and water respectively in contact with the non-sensor side. For example, for fully
dispersed oil-in-water flows where water wets the wall surface and the probe, a high voltage
signal is expected due to the fast cooling effect of the water phase. Alternatively, in a waterin-oil dispersion the HFA system gives a low voltage output as oil has reduced cooling
effect. It was found, therefore, that the probe could give a fast and reliable indication of
which phase was in contact with the wall. Because of its location this probe, however, can
only detect the continuous phase in the vicinity of the wall. Although this technique has not
been used before to identify phase inversion, the results from the present study show the
good stability and accuracy of this methodology.
Table 3.2: Technical data of the glue-on hot-film probe, Dantec 55R47.

Properties

Technical Data

Thickness of quartz coating

0.5 pm

Medium

Air

Sensor material

Nickel

Sensor dimensions

0.9 x 0.1 mm

Sensor resistance R20 (approx.)

15 W

Temperature coefficient of resistance (TCR)

0.40%/°C

Max. ambient temperature

120°C

Figure 3.12: Microscope view of two broken sensors due to water corrosion found in
Dantec 55R47 probes.
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In addition to the above techniques, the phase inversion point can also be identified by
observing the dispersion through the transparent test sections using a Kodak digital camera.
Water-in-oil dispersions appear more opaque than oil-in-water ones while there is also a
major visual difference between water and oil drops. A set of photographs in o/w and w/o
dispersions is presented in Appendix A.

3.3

Turbulence Structure

Phase inversion often occurs in dense dispersions where only limited techniques can be
employed for turbulence measurement. This section describes the application in the WOLF
rig of the hot-film anemometer, which had been used successfully in highly concentrated
systems (Farrar & Braun, 1996).

3.3.1 Hot-Film Anemometer (HFA)
Working Principle
An HFA is basically a thermal transducer where the probe forms one arm of a
Wheatstone bridge, which is the kernel of the anemometer. An electric current heats a fine
filament in the probe which is exposed to a cross flow. As a result, heat is transferred from
the hot filament to the ambient fluid. Any variation in fluid properties (e.g. velocity and
temperature) will cause a change in the heat transfer rate from the sensor. The hot-film
anemometer monitors this variation and gives signals relating to the velocity or temperature
changes. The hot-film (or hot-wire) anemometer can thus be used to measure instantaneous
velocities (and velocity derivatives, such as shear stress) and temperatures in a flow.

There are two operation modes for a hot-film anemometry system according to its
functionality: Constant Current Anemometry (CCA) where a constant current is passed
through the sensor (also termed cold-wire anemometry), and Constant Temperature
Anemometry (CTA) where the sensor is kept at constant temperature (also termed hot
wire/film anemometry). A CTA system (Dantec 90C10) is used in the present work.
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Current, I (Voltage, E)

Constant temperature, T

Sensor wire

Flow velocity, U

Figure 3.13: Schematic diagram of the heated sensor of a hot-film probe for a constant
temperature hot-film anemometer.

Figure 3.13 schematically depicts a heated hot-film sensor immersed in an ambient fluid.
The convective heat transfer between a heated sensor and the fluid passing by the probe
sensor is described by relations which are parameterized by the Nusselt (Nu), Reynolds (Re),
Prandtl (Pr) and Grasshof (Gr) numbers. For a constant temperature hot-film anemometer
working at steady state, the heat transfer relationship can be expressed by the following
function, known as King’s Law,
l?2
K (T w-T 0)

= (A + B U n)

(3-2)

where Ew is the voltage acting on the sensor which is also the output of the CTA, Tw is the
wire working temperature, T0 is a reference temperature (such as initial fluid temperature), U
is the velocity of fluid flow, Rw is the wire resistance at the temperature Tw, and A, B and n
are parameters. For a thin wire (or fibre film) sensor, its resistance can be estimated by the
overheat ratio aR.

<*r = (\

~

(3-3)

where R0 is the resistance at a reference temperature T0.
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If the ambient fluid temperature does not change and the operational temperature (Tw) and
wire resistance (Rw) are known, the parameters A, B and n can then be calibrated as constants
from experiments. However, in reality the fluid temperature does not always remain constant
during calibrations and experiments and compensation methods are required. Generally,
there are two techniques available: either adjusting the overheat ratio (oft) or by correcting
the output voltage (Ew). The first method, initially suggested by Drubka (1977), is to alter the
sensor filament temperature automatically or manually so as to give the same output voltage
at the same velocity, independent of temperature. The second, which has been widely used
by other researchers, is to maintain the initial overheat ratio (or the sensor temperature)
unchanged and to correct the output voltage from the anemometer through an independent
measurement of fluid temperature (Bearman, 1971; Perry, 1982). In the studies presented
here, the latter compensation technique was applied.

If variances of fluid properties can be ignored within a small range of temperature
change, the following expression (Bearman, 1971) can be used to compensate for the
temperature shift,

/

p

corr

—'
\

\ 0.5

T —T
T
- T1 a J
*w

(3-4)

where Ew is the acquired voltage from anemometer, Ecorr is the corrected voltage, Tw is the
sensor operating temperature during acquisition, T0 is the ambient fluid temperature related
to the last overheat setup before calibration, Ta is the ambient fluid temperature during
acquisition.

System Component
The system for a constant temperature anemometer (CTA 90C10, Dantec Dynamics
Ltd.), shown in Figure 3.14, consists of a Probe with Probe support and Cabling, a CTA
anemometer, a signal conditioner, an A/D converter, and a computer with data processing
software. These items form a measuring chain illustrated in Figure 3.15. The film sensor
immersed into the fluid transfers the velocity information to the constant temperature
anemometer, which gives an analogue voltage output of 0-10 V to an A/D converter.
Subsequently, the digital signals are logged into a computer and are processed by the Dantec
Stream-Ware software package.
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Constant Ten
-Anemometer

Figure 3.14: Photograph of a constant temperature anemometry system (90C10 Dantec
Dynamics Ltd.).

A/D converter

Linearization

Probe

Servo amplifier
\
Wheatstone Bridge

Time
series

Data analysis

M eal velocity
RMS velocity
Moments
Correlations
Spectrum

Q=function(U, T, k, p, a, p)

Figure 3.15: Typical measuring chain of a CTA system.
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Single Fibre Probe Structure
In the present experiments carried out in this thesis, two 1-D velocity probes are used to
measure the turbulence: a subminiature straight platinum film probe supplied by TSI
Incorporated (Model 1276-10AW) and a single fibre film probe supplied by Dantec
Dynamics Ltd. (Model 55R14). The probe geometries are schematically illustrated in Figure
3.16.

4.8 mm (.19)
32 mm (1.25)

l0.9

mm (.035) Dia.

(a)

Sensitive —
element coated
with nickel

Figure 3.16: Schematic diagrams of the probes: (a) TSI 1276-10AW, (b) Dantec 55R14.

As shown in Figure 3.16a, the TSI 1276-10AW probe has two thin straight prongs in a
close distance that support the platinum film sensor. A 4.8 mm gap is left between the sensor
and the support to avoid any influences on the flow by the probe support. While, the Dantec
55R14 probe has two right angle prongs and the sensor is perpendicular to the probe axis, as
shown in Figure 3.16b. This probe is designed to be mounted perpendicularly to the gas or
liquid flow direction with the sensor being upstream of the probe. When fluid passes through
the sensor filament, therefore, the flow cannot be affected by the probe support.

In the Dantec 55R14 probe the film sensor is a 70 pm diameter quartz fibre, 3 mm long,
covered by a nickel thin film approximately 2 pm thick. This layer guards against
electrolysis when used in liquids and protects against wear and oxidization in gas

Chapter 3

applications. The actual active sensitive element is 1.25 mm long. The sensor ends are
copper- and gold- plated. The fibre is soldered onto the probe ends. The probe has lacquercoated soldered joints and the prongs are insulated from the surrounding liquid or gas. The
probe is then mounted in a long straight probe support (Dantec 55H21), shown in Figure
3.17. The support consists of a coupling ring that provides a water- and pressure-tight
sealing, and one set of contacts embedded in a cylindrical body that end in Teflon™-coated
cables with detachable BNC connector. The outside probe support diameter is 4 mm.

4 mm

Cable length ~ 0.8 m

BNC connector

Figure 3.17: Long straight probe support (Dantec 55H21) for Dantec 55R14 probe.

In the TSI 1276-10AW probe the sensor is constructed of a high purity anticorrosive
platinum film on a fused-quartz substrate which provides high strength and low thermal
conductivity. The sensor has a diameter of 25.4 pm and is 0.76 mm long with 0.25 mm long
actual active sensor element. To use the same test section designed for Dantec 55R14 probe,
a stainless steel tube with 4mm O.D. is used as the support for TSI 1276-10AW probe, and
was sealed with Perspex glue.

The details of the technical data for the two probes are listed in Table 3.3

Table 3.3: Technical data of the 1-D velocity hot-film probes.

Properties

TSI 1276-10AW

Dantec 55R14

Sensor material

Platinum

Nickel

Sensor diameter

25.4 pm

70 pm

Sensor length (active sensor length)

0.76 (0.25) mm

3 (1.25) mm

Sensor resistance (20°C)

~ 5 fl

~6Q

Temperature coefficient of resistance (20°C)

~ 0.24 % / °C

~ 0.40 % / °C

Maximum sensor temperature

67 °C

150 °C

Maximum ambient fluid temperature

30 °C

100 °C
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Data Acquisition
The 0~10 V analogue signal from the anemometer box is converted to digital signal via a
National Instruments A/D box (Mode AT/PCI-MIO-16E-1). The time history signals are
then stored into a PC (P4 2.6 GHz and 256M RAM) at a 10-30 kHz sampling frequency for
further processing and analysis.

3.3.2 Test Section
The special test spool, of the same diameter as the stainless steel test section pipe, was
designed to accommodate the mounting and calibration of the 1-D hot-film velocity probe
and a temperature probe. In order to measure local turbulence at different radial positions in
the test section, the hot-film probe sensor should be able to move between the pipe centre
and wall. However, to avoid breaking the fragile probe sensor at locations near the wall, a
minimum distance was set between the probe and the wall, 0.5 mm for the TSI 1276-10AW
probe and 2 mm for the Dantec 55R14 probe. The temperature probe supplied by Dantec
Dynamics Ltd. (Model 99P10) is used to record the fluid temperature, as shown in Figure
3.18. A Pitot tube is chosen to calibrate the hot-film probe, as in previous work (Farrar &
Bruun, 1996; Shaha, 1999). The details on the probe calibration will be given in Section

0 1.2

3.3.3.

t
<—

1 m Microdot cable with BNC connector

St

/ .
. _ h
----------------------------- r

t
50

.

50

Figure 3.18: The temperature probe 99P10, supplied by Dantec Dynamics Ltd.

The test section design is shown in Figure 3.19. The hot-film probe, temperature probe
and Pitot tube are installed in a 1 m long and 38 mm I.D. stainless steel tube in successive
downstream position. The velocity and temperature probes are mounted on a mobile metal
block, which is inserted into another steel block welded on the tube and flush with the inner
tube wall. The two probes are kept at the same horizontal level and stay approximately 10
mm apart, while the Pitot tube is further downstream. The method of fixing the hot-film and
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temperature probe positions is schematically represented in Figure 3.20. The radial positions
of the hot-film probe and temperature probe can be adjusted together by a fine micrometer
with a precision of 0.1 mm. These two probes can move freely between the pipe centre and
0.5 mm away from the pipe wall. Their actual probe radial positions are indicated by one
external pointer through a ruler of effective range 19-36 mm (0 <r/R <0.895). The hot-film
probe could be easily removed from the test section by unscrewing the supporting steel
body; this enables easy regular cleaning of the probe.

A 4mm O.D. Pitot tube supplied by Airflow Developments Ltd. is used in this study for
calibration of the hot-film probe. The Pitot tube is mounted on a stainless steel block, with
the bottom being machined at the same curvature as the inner pipe wall (see Figure 3.21).
Rubber O-ring seals are used to seal the steel block and Pitot tube. The Pitot tube is
positioned exactly at the pipe centre to measure pipe centreline flow velocities for the hotfilm probe calibration. The two pressure outlets of the Pitot tube are then connected to a
differential pressure transducer (Validyne DP 103 differential pressure transducer), which has
a maximum pressure rating of 22 kPa and an accuracy of 0.25% of full scale

In addition, when hot-film probe is used in conducting liquids the system has to be
grounded to avoid excessive voltage between the probe and the liquid, as this will break
down the insulating quartz coating and the thin film will be etched away. Therefore, a metal
ring strip linked to the anemometer ground port is located adjacent to the hot-film probe to
ground the liquid.
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Unit: mm

Hot-Film probe

Temperature probe

Grounding ring

Pitot tube

1000

Figure 3.19: Schematic diagram of the test section designed for axial turbulence
/
N
velocity measurements (not to scale).

Single fibre
Hot-film

Temperature
probe

Micrometer

Main scale

Secondary

scale

Figure 3.20: Schematic and photograph of the section for mounting the hot-film probe
and temperature probe.
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Link to pressure transducer

Orientation
O-ring seal
Rubber seal

Velocity, U

Figure 3.21: Schematic diagram of the Pitot tube installation.

3.3.3 Probe Calibration
The calibration method suggested by Samway & Bruun (1994) is used in the current
experiments. The centreline velocities, Uc, in single-phase oil and water flow are firstly
measured by a Pitot tube and are related to the corresponding flowrate of each phase, Q. This
determines the functional relationship

Uc = f(Q ) = f'(U L)

(3-5)

where UL is the superficial liquid velocity. Knowing the functional form of Equation (3-5)
enables a complete computer-based calibration for the single fibre velocity probe. After
selecting 6 or more points covering the expected velocity range, the anemometer output
voltage, Ew, and the flowrate, Q, are acquired digitally. Here, Ewand Q values at each flow
-
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condition are sampled over a period of 3 seconds and the average values were used for the
calibration process. The acquired data of Ewand Q were then converted into the calibration
relationship between Ew and UL according to Equation (3-5). Typically two calibration
relationships have been used in this study, power-law (or King’s law) by Equation (3-6a) and
polynomial curve fitting by Equation (3-6b)

eI= a

+ b u ”lc

(3-6a)

u cx = C0 +CtEw

(3-6b)

+C2 E 2w +C,El (£=oil.water)

where A, B, n, Co, Cj, C2, C3 and C4 are the calibration constants.
The average centreline velocity, Uc, in a single phase turbulent flow can be calculated
from the pressure difference, AP, measured by the Pitot tube. It is

(3-7)

where pL is the oil or water density. The relationships of the centreline velocities, Uc,
calculated from the above equation and the flowrate, Q, recorded from the flowmeter have
been plotted in Figure 3.22. Two linear functions are correlated for water and oil single
phase flow, respectively.

5.0

O
4.0

3 2.0
X water

Uc = 0.0175Q + 0.0338

1.0 Uc = 0 .0 1 8 1 Q + 0 .0 7 0 7

0.0
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Q,(L/min)

Figure 3.22: Relationship between the centreline velocity Uc and the liquid flow rate Q.
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3.3.4 Operation

The hot-film anemometer is without doubt a delicate instrument that requires a lot of
attention during operation and setup. Most importantly, the velocity probe is extremely
fragile and past experience shown that the sensor filament could be broken quite easily.
Actually, two probes broke during the period of this study. However, with care the duration
of the probe life can be extended. This section describes the need for the probe installation
and cleaning.

Installation of Probes

The hot-film velocity and temperature probes are used together to measure the local fluid
velocity and temperature. For a Dantec 55R14 probe, the probe sensor and the long straight
probe support are separated and need to be assembled prior to each experiment. To do this,
the mobile steel block must first be taken out of the test section. The probe support and the
temperature probe are then each inserted into this steel body from its top until the ends are
exposed on the other side. The velocity probe is then plugged into the support at the right
electrical connection position and is firmly held by tightening the O-ring seals inside the
support body. Then, the velocity probe sensor and the temperature probe tip are carefully
adjusted at a distance of 19 mm from the wall (namely at the pipe centre) using a Vernier
Calliper; the external pointer is then also set at the 19 mm position (see Figure 3.20). Once
the two probes are set at the right position and matched with the pointer scale, the two nuts
on the top are tightened firmly to hold them and seal the metal block. During this process the
velocity probe sensor filament should be orientated perpendicular to the flow direction. The
whole block is then carefully put back and fitted on the test section pipe. The velocity and
temperature probes are connected with the anemometer box via 4-m coaxial cables with
BNC connectors. A similar procedure is used for installing the TSI 1276-10AW probe.

Contamination and Probe Cleaning

There are two types of contamination which could affect the experimental measurements:
probe and fluid contamination. Generally, it was found from the current study that probe
contamination is the more important. To clean the test fluid, oil phase is filtered every week
by flowing it through a ‘Y* shape hygienic stainless steel filter (supplied by PCI-Memtech
Ltd., Model 854-5XX-010) with a maximum 10 pm passage allowance, as shown in Figure
3.23. The water phase is filtered through this unit all the time during the experiments. This
filter is also used to remove any possible solid particles in the fluids which could potentially
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destroy the fragile probe sensor. Usage of this 10 pm filter was shown to be sufficiently
effective to maintain the fluids reasonably clean. However, it is also found that there is often
a ‘fine emulsion’ growing at the interface between oil and water phases in the separator unit
and at the bottom of the oil reservoir. This fine emulsion looks like thread (or gel) which can
wind around the probe sensor easily (see Figure 3.24) reducing its sensitivity. Although
Bruun (1995) suggested that the probe can be cleaned by immersing the sensor into a
solvent, it is found that this layer of fine emulsion is difficult to remove using this method.
Instead, a soft sable hairbrush dipped into 15% acetic acid solution or still water was used in
order to clean the probe thoroughly. It is important to execute very carefully so as not to
crack the fragile fibre coating.

mm
Inlet 4

175mm
(b)

L410 mm
tOOrrrr to extract e te rre n t

(a)

(c)

Figure 3.23: The schematic and photographs of the 10 pm Y-shape stainless steel filter
supplied by PCI-Memtech Ltd. (854-5XX-010), (a) dimensional sketch, (b) filter
housing, (c) filter element.
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Figure 3.24: Microscope photograph of the probe sensor contaminated with fine
emulsion.

3.4

Summary

This Chapter describes the experimental flow facilities and instruments used for the
present studies in liquid-liquid two-phase pipeline flow. Measurements, such as drop
velocity, drop size distribution, phase continuity and turbulence needed to be carried out in
this study. In order to obtain the drop velocity and chord length distribution (CLD), a dual
impedance probe was applied. The drop size distribution in the system can also be estimated
by inverse transforming the measured CLD data using a method which is to be described in
Chapter 4. Three different methods were used in this thesis to identify the phase inversion
point: by using a conductivity probe in the pipe centre, a glue-on hot-film probe mounted at
the pipe inner wall and visualization over the transparent part of the test section. Finally, the
working principle, application and operation of a hot-film anemometer were discussed in
detail to elucidate the measurements of the turbulence of the continuous phase in oil-water
dispersions.

Chapter4
Evaluation of Drop Size Distribution
from Chord Length Measurements
The relationship between the chord length distribution (CLD) obtained by a point sensor
and the drop size distribution (DSD) in a liquid-liquid dispersion was investigated as part of
the work described. Section 4.1 introduces the previously developed methods and their
associated problems during implementation. In Section 4.2, based on analysis of the
frequency of drop-cutting by the sensor, a physical model is built to derive the probability
density function of chord lengths for a given DSD, and vice versa. A new algorithm is also
introduced in Section 4.2 to solve the problem of noisy or even negative DSD values by
adding smoothing equations while performing the backward conversion. In Section 4.3, both
forward and backward transforms are shown to be in good agreement with ideal data when
using continuous (e.g. log-normal, normal, uniform) distributions and with data obtained
from Monte-Carlo simulations. In addition, the effect of parameters such as the number of
drop size groups used, the noise level and the smoothing factor value on the backward
transform is discussed in Section 4.3. Finally a summary is given in Section 4.4.

4.1

Introduction

One important characteristic of flow behaviour in dispersed systems is the distribution of
drop (or bubble) sizes, which has been found to affect significantly the heat/mass transfer
and turbulence characteristics. Many experimental techniques for drop size measurement
have been developed for air-liquid and liquid-liquid systems: photographic and video
recording techniques (Kubie & Gardner, 1977), sometimes coupled with an endoscope to
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obtain local measurements (Angeli & Hewitt, 2000a); resistance or impedance probes
(Serizawa et al., 1975a; Lovick & Angeli, 2004); hot-film anemometry (Wang & Ching,
2001); and optical probes, such as the Par-Tec 300, Lasentec Ltd. (El-Hamouz & Stewart,
1996; Simmons et al., 1999). However, while photographic and video recording techniques
give the drop diameter distribution directly, other techniques involving point sensor probes
provide only a distribution of the chord lengths intersected by the probe. It is therefore
necessary to convert a measured chord length distribution (CLD) to the relevant drop size
(diameter) distribution (DSD).

Consider a dispersed system where the drops (or bubbles) are uniformly distributed in
space and the distribution of drop size R is described by P(R). The chord length distribution
P(L), defined as the likelihood of finding chords of length L among all the intersected
chords, will be determined by the following factors:
(A): the size distribution function P(R) of drops in the system;
(B): the conditional probability function P(L\R) of cutting a chord of length L from a
drop intersected by the probe with a specific size R;
(C): the biased sampling probability function P b(R ), which describes the likelihood
that a drop of size R will be sampled by the probe if a uniform spatial distribution
is assumed. This is known as biased sampling because the probe is more likely to
sample large drops than small ones, as will be shown in Section 4.2.1. P b (R ) is
determined by the probe and drop geometries and the flow characteristics in a
given system.

Knowing the above functions, the distribution function of the measured chords P(L) for
any system can generally be written as follows

00

00

P(L) = \P(L | R)Pa(R)P(R)dR = jp(L | R)Pa(R)P(R)dR
0

(4-1)

LI 2

where the latter equality follows since P{L\R) is zero for R<L/2. Note that the probability
functions P(L\R), PB(R) and P(R) are independent of each other, while the values of P(L\R)
and Pb(R) depend on the sensor geometry (e.g. needle-tip probe, optical sensor or laser
sheet), the drop shape and the drop motion (e.g. uni- or multi-directional flow), and can be
calculated accordingly, while P(R) is a property of the dispersion. The function P(L\R) has
been calculated by Clarke & Turton (1988) for various bubble shapes in a uni-directional
flow. In the present work, we consider only spherical drops and point probes, for which
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P{L\R) is independent of the details of the flow. In this case P b(R ) is independent of the
directionality of the flow; it could be influenced by a variation of the droplet speed with R,
but we shall assume that all drops have the same speed. These assumptions are consistent
with the analysis of drop size distribution in dispersed oil/water pipe flows.

Equation (4-1) describes the forward transformation from DSD to CLD. It can also be
used to obtain the system DSD from an experimentally measured CLD (known as backward
transformation). To the best of the author’s knowledge Equation (4-1) has not been used
explicitly before, although the concept of biased sampling with respect to larger drops has
been considered by other investigators and expressions similar to Equation (4-1) have been
reported in some studies which combined P b(R ) and P(R) into a sampling distribution
function Pp(R) (Clarke & Turton, 1988; Liu & Clarke, 1995; Liu et al., 1998). Langston et al.
(2001) also mentioned that the probability of a particle being detected depends on its size.
Wynn (2003) derived a relationship between DSD and CLD that included the effect of
biased sampling based on geometrical arguments that related the drop position to that of the
probe.

The backward transform from CLD to DSD is usually achieved by discretizing Equation
(4-1) in a matrix form and directly solving it (e.g. Clarke & Turton, 1988; Wynn, 2003). In
addition a number of methodologies have been suggested for finding the DSD from the CLD
such as the peeling method (PM) (Hobbel et al., 1991), the probability apportioning method
(PAM) (Simmons et al., 1999) (which was found to be in error and was later improved to
PAM2 by Langston et al., 2001) and the finite element method (FEM) (Simmons et al.,
1999). Recently, techniques that describe more complicated systems, such as ellipsoidal
bubbles with multi-dimensional motion (Santana & Macias-Machin, 2000) and spherical
bubbles with size-dependent velocity (Kulkami et al., 2004) have also been proposed.
However, neither of these works have fully incorporated the effect of P b(R)-

Apart from the form of the relation between CLD and DSD, previous studies have also
been concerned with the stability of the backward transformation (from measured CLD to
system DSD). Clarke & Turton (1988) assessed the backward-calculated P(R) using the CLD
P(L) generated by Monte-Carlo simulations from a given DSD and found that the results are
sensitive to the number of groups (bins) that the drop diameter data are divided into. If the
number of groups is increased beyond some value, the backward transform becomes
unstable, yielding irregular and sometimes negative P(R) values. For the ‘peeling’ method
suggested by Hobbel et al. (1991), Simmons et al. (1999) found that the converted P(R) is
very sensitive to the ‘noise’ in the population of the largest size. Their own PAM model was
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found to be always stable and agree reasonably well with simulated drop size data but
inaccurate for unknown drop diameters. The improved PAM2 model (Langston et al., 2001)
was found to be more accurate and robust when applied to the experimental data measured
from a Lasentec ™ Par-Tec optical instrument. Simmons et al. (1999) also noted that the
FEM model is robust in general cases when the drop diameters are not known but inaccurate
for discontinuous CLD data due to overshoot in the numerical integration and, consistent
with the findings by Clark & Turton (1988), negative values were often observed.

Recently Wynn (2003) proposed a model to study the relationship between drop size and
chord length measured by a Lasentec™ focused beam reflectance instrument. By integrating
the probability that the beam cuts chords of one size from the passing drops of various sizes,
a matrix equation was deduced. The drop size distribution was then calculated by solving
this equation. However, as the method of solving the matrix equation is equivalent to the
earlier ‘peeling’ method; it is very sensitive to errors in the counting of large drops and
negative results are unavoidable. After testing the matrix equation it was suggested that the
model may show reasonable stability if the drop size intervals are chosen to be very small. In
addition, Liu et al. (1998) developed a 2-D conversion relationship in a heterogeneously
dispersed system based on the assumption that the DSD can be represented as the product of
two functions which are only dependent on drop size and chord length. Interestingly, they
also observed that the accuracy of the numerical backward transform was increased as the
drop classification group number increased, which differs from the observation of Clark &
Turton (1988).

In most of the previous work, biased sampling has not been properly considered while
conceptual mistakes have sometimes been present. The backward transforms also suffer
from stability problems. In this Chapter, we revisit the problem of inferring the DSD from
the CLD and investigate the relationship through a direct method, as suggested by Wynn
(2003), to include the effect of biased sampling. To this end, both forward and backward
calculations are carried out and a new algorithm is introduced for eliminating the previous
problem of sensitivity to noise and negative DSD values. In what follows, a dispersed system
is considered with spherical drops that move at a constant speed.
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4.2

Mathematical Relationship between DSD and CLD

4.2.1 Models and Equations
In this Section, the relationship between DSD and CLD is investigated and deduced for
two-phase systems where the chord lengths are obtained by a ‘needle’ (point sensor) probe,
for example an impedance or conductivity probe. Here, it is assumed that drops with
spherical shapes are homogeneously distributed and that drops of all sizes move with the
same velocity. The dimension of the probe sensor tip is negligible compared to the drop size,
and drops are assumed not to deform while passing across the probe and are not interfered by
the probe. Therefore, the maximum chord length (Lmax) will be equal to the maximum drop
diameter (Dmax). Figure 4.1(a) illustrates a drop of radius R intersected by the probe in such
way that the perpendicular between the chord intersected by the probe and centre of the drop
has a length r, “closest-approach distance”, to the probe tip. In the diagram, the needle probe
is oriented in the z-direction and the drop moves into the plane of the paper in the ydirection; r is the distance of closest-approach between the particle centre and the probe tip,
measured in the x-z plane. The arising chord length can then be calculated from the
Pythagoras Theorem, as shown in Figure 4.1(b), which leads to:

L = VD2 - 4 r 2

(4-2)

where L is the chord length intersected by the probe and D=2R is the drop diameter.

’assage of probe tip
through drop

Plane A-A
Probe tip

Figure 4.1: Diagram of drop sampled by ‘needle’ probe, (a): view of x-z plane at point
of closest approach; (b): intersecting path with chord length L in plane A-A.
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Here, the drop size distribution (DSD) of the system is defined as a relative number
density per unit volume, P(D), where for drops with sizes between D and (D+dD) the
number density is NTP(D)dD, in which NT is the total number of drops per unit volume.
Similarly, X(r,D)dDdr is defined as the sampling frequency of drops of size between D and
D+dD at a central distance between r and r+dr, (see Figure 4.1a), which is given by:

X (r, D)dDdr = 2w dr ■N T •P{D)dD •U

(4-3)

where U is the velocity at which drops pass the probe. From Equation (2) one also has:

r=

VD2 - L 2
2

and for fixed D,

dr = ——dL
4r

(4-4)

The frequency of cutting chords of length L from drops of size D is therefore calculated as

X (L,D ) = X (r,D )+ dL

(4-5)

According to Equations (4-3) and (4-4), Equation (4-5) will lead to the following expression:

X (L,D ) = ^ N T 'U L -P {D )

(4-6)

Then the frequency of measuring chord length L from all drops can be calculated by
integrating Equation (4-6) with respect to the drop diameter, D. One can observe that chords
of length L cannot be detected from drops whose sizes are smaller than L. So it also follows
that

D,

J LP (D )dD

J L-P(D)y/{L,D)dD
0

(4-7)

where y/(L,D) is defined as

, (L< D )

(4-8)

, CL > D )

-
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Consequently, the frequency for the probe to measure chords of any length can be
expressed by
^"max
^max
X T = jx (L )d L = j x (L)dL
o
o

(4-9)

where Lmax is the maximum chord length and, according to the assumption that drops are
spherical and their deformations are negligible, Lmax is set equal to Dmax. Here, X T
represents the overall chord frequency detected by the probe. The total number of drops per
unit volume, NT> is a constant provided that the dispersed phase volume fraction and drop
size distribution function, P(D), are fixed. Thus, for a given maximum drop size, Dmax, and
average drop velocity, U, the total chord frequency detected by the probe, X T, will also be a
constant. Define G(L) as the chord length distribution function (CLD) so that the number
density of detected chords whose lengths are between L and (L+dL) is G(L)dL. If G(L) is
estimated from measurements within a time interval At, one has

„ , rwr X(L)dL-At
G(L)dL = — ■■
A ’ lSX

(4-10)

Hence, the number fraction of measured chord lengths between L} and L2 can be expressed
by the following integral:
Dmax
jG(L)dL = a | J l •P(D)i//(L,D)clDdL

1*2

L,

L,

(4_n)

0

where a = TtUN-d2XT is a constant parameter. Equation (4-11) has the same form as Equation
(4-1) for P(L\R)=L/2R2 and PB(R) oc R 2.

Equation (4-11) can be used to find the likelihood of cutting chord length L (L} <L <L2)
for continuous distribution functions. In discrete analysis, if drop sizes are grouped into N
categories and chord lengths are grouped into M categories, discretization of Equation (4-11)
will lead to

G(0 = « £ / ( ! , _ , : Li)P(j)H Li,D J)

0 = 1,2—A/)

7=1
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where G{i) is the number density of chords in the

chord group; Z,,.; and Lt are respectively

the minimal and maximal chord lengths in the ith chord group (L0 is equal to 0); Dj is the
average drop diameter in the f h drop group; P(j) is the fraction of drops in the j th drop group;
and the function/is defined by

=

(4-13)

Note that the number of chord-length groups, M, is not required to match the number of
drop-diameter groups, N, and that in general Z), j*Z,,. Equation (4-12) can then be written in
the following matrix form,

'

C(l,l)
C(2,l)

C(M -1,1)
, C(M,1)

-

C ( \,N - \)
C(2,N -1 )

C(l,iV)
C(2,N)

••• C(M - \,N - 1) C(M - 1, N)
•••

C ( M ,N - 1)

^'

P{ 1) '
P{ 2)

P(N - 1)

C (M ,N ) , < p m

>

'

G( 1) '
G{2)

G(M - 1)
, G (M ) ,
(4-14)

In compact form, Equation (4-14) is written as

[C][P] = [G]

(4-15)

where the matrix [C] contains the coefficients C(iJ), which are given by

C (i,j) = a - f ( L i_1 :Li)i//(Li,DJ)

(4-16)

The forward calculation of the CLD, [G], can then be performed directly using Equation
(4-15), provided that the DSD, [P], is known. For the backward calculation of the DSD from
the CLD, [G], which is given by the experimental data, the number density function, [P], can
be found from

[P] = [C]-1[G]

(4-17)
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where the inverse matrix [C]"1 can be obtained directly for M=N. However, for cases of
M * N , a singular value decomposition (SVD) algorithm (Press et al., 1992) must be used
to compute a pseudo-inverse of the non-square matrix [C], which minimizes the quadratic
form ([G]-[C][P])t([G]-[C][P]).

4.2.2 Smoothing Equations

As with the methods suggested by previous investigators, Equation (4-17) was found
sometimes to give negative solutions when applied to experimental CLDs that included
noisy errors. To reduce this sensitivity resulting from noisy experimental data, a technique
was applied which has been widely used for solving other inverse problems. Additional
smoothing equations are imposed into matrix [C] and the inverse of the combined matrix is
solved by Tikhonov Regularization (Groetsch, 1984; Nguyen et al., 1999; Yeow et al., 2000,
Hu et al., 2005).

If one knows beforehand that the DSD follows a continuous function (such as a log
normal or 0 distribution, for instance), the drop size number densities between adjacent
groups can be assumed to be similar. Hence the following additional equations can be added
into Equation (4-15):

(4-18)

where )$F,i is the weighting function for P(i), which controls the extent to which noise in the
experimental data is filtered out and the converted DSD curve is rendered smooth. The
relationships in Equation (4-18) are not enforced as equations, but are enforced in a least
square sense by the pseudo inverse. The appropriate choice of

has been found to depend

on several factors, such as the noise level in the experimental data, the number of groups (M
and N) and the actual DSD of the system (Yeow et al., 2000). The following function is
employed for 'Ksf.i in this study:

(4-19)

where Sf is an adjustable dimensionless smoothing factor. The form of Equation (4-19) was
chosen to ensure that accurate results are obtained for the largest drop sizes. Expressing
Equation (4-18) in compact form leads to

-
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[Cs ][P] = [0]

(4-20)

where [Cs] is the coefficient matrix of the smoothing equations with elements given by
Equation (4-18). Thus, after adding these additional smoothing equations, Equation (4-15) is
replaced by the following expression:

C

G

[P] = 0
Cs

(4-21)

The backward conversion from CLD to DSD can therefore be obtained in the form

c

[P] = Cs

-1

G'
0

(4-22)

where the pseudo-inverse is again used.

4.3

Results and Discussion

4.3.1 Forward Transform from DSD to CLD

Given the system DSD, the CLD can be calculated directly according to Equation (4-15).
Figure 4.2 illustrates the forward transform from two continuous DSD functions, the log
normal and uniform distributions, respectively. Here, to maintain the same resolution in the
DSD and the CLD, the number of groups of drop diameters and chord lengths are both
chosen to be 40. The CLD from the log-normal DSD shows a higher probability at the large
sizes (chords) compared to the original DSD, reflecting the sampling bias, while for the
system with a uniform DSD a parabolic CLD is obtained.
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Figure 4.2: Forward CLD transforms of a log-normal and a uniform DSD.

It is useful to compare the CLD predicted by Equation (4-15) with CLD simulated by a
Monte-Carlo method. 106 drops with a known size distribution were employed within a
Monte-Carlo simulation to generate intersected chord lengths. The probability density
functions of the chord lengths are shown in Figure 4.3, where 20 groups of chord lengths are
used for drops within the size range of 0-10 mm. Figures 4.3(a) and (b) illustrate the results
obtained from uniform and (truncated) normal DSDs of the system, respectively. As can be
seen, the predictions of Equation (4-15) are in good agreement with the Monte-Carlo
calculations.
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of CLD from a Monte-Carlo simulation and prediction by
Equation (4-16), (a): Uniform DSD; (b): Truncated normal DSD.
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4.3.2 Backward Transform from CLD to DSD
While visualization techniques (e.g. endoscopes) can give drop size distribution
information directly, other instruments (e.g. impedance or optical probes and PIV) will
produce only chord length distributions. It is, therefore, necessary to perform the backward
calculation to derive the DSD which is more useful in practice (for example, when the
interfacial area of the system is investigated). In this section, two simulations are used to
evaluate the method developed above; CLD data are generated either from continuous DSD
functions or from Monte-Carlo simulations.

In order to simulate CLD data obtained from experiments, a known DSD was firstly used
to produce an ‘ideal’ CLD, G(i). Then the ‘ideal’ CLD was modified by imposing noise,
which leads to

G(i) = C[l + nr ic]G(i)

where «/ is the noise level parameter,

(4-23)

k

is a (uniformly distributed) random value between 0

and 1, G(i) is the ideal CLD of the zth group, ^ is a normalisation constant to maintain
^ G(i) = 1 and G(i) is the noise-added CLD of the ith group.

The CLDs generated from two different continuous distribution functions, the log-normal
and uniform distribution (shown in Figure 4.2), were used first to perform backward
transform calculations. Noisy perturbations with nf=1 were added into the ideal data, as
shown in Figures 4.4(a) and (c). The corresponding backward conversions, using Equation
(4-17) without smoothing and Equation (4-22) with smoothing, are shown in Figures 4.4(b)
& (d) and compared with the original DSD. The DSD obtained from Equation (4-17) gives
many negative values for both log-normal and uniform distributions. However, after adding
the smoothing equations, the DSD results obtained from the noisy CLD data showed good
agreement with the ideal DSD for the log-normal distribution when smoothing factor s/=0.3
or 1.0 was applied (see Figure 4.4b), and for the uniform distribution when sy=3.0 or 5.0 was
applied (see Figure 4.4d). As pointed out by others (Nguyen et al., 1999; Yeow et al., 2000),
the appropriate value of the adjustable parameter Sf was found to depend on the noise level
and the distribution type; higher noise and smoother DSD curves require much larger value
of Sf. Although the value of sf is important in obtaining the DSD curve, the converted curve is
not sensitive to

sf

once the curve is smooth. For example, in Figure 4.4d there is a large

difference between the results for s/=1.0 and 3.0, but a much smaller difference between
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s/=3.0 and 5.0. In addition, and most importantly, incorporating smoothing into Equation (422) eliminates the negative DSD values which often occur if the DSD is directly converted
from the CLD using Equation (4-17). Furthermore, no instability is found in Equation (4-22)
when the number of size groups is varied.
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Figure 4.4: Noise-added CLD and comparison of backward transform, (a): CLD from
log-normal DSD; (b): Converted DSD from (a); (c): CLD from uniform DSD; (d):
Converted DSD from (c).

The Monte-Carlo method was further employed here to evaluate the behaviour of the
backward transform. Initially a CLD was generated for a given DSD, either the truncated
normal or the uniform distribution (shown in Figure 4.3), and the backward transform on the
CLD was then performed. Figure 4.5 illustrates the DSD obtained using Equations (4-17)
and (4-22), respectively without smoothing and with smoothing. As mentioned before,
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negative values are unavoidable when using direct conversion even if ‘near ideal’ CLD data
are used (some differences can be seen between the generated CLD and the ideal CLD in
Figure 4.3). However, when the smoothing equations are added, the converted DSD presents
rather good agreement with the original distribution, as can be seen in Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.5: Backward transform of the CLD generated by the Monte-Carlo method,
(a): Truncated normal DSD; (b): Uniform DSD.
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4.3.3 Sensitivity Studies

As mentioned above, the DSD obtained from the backward transformation of a given
CLD using the method proposed here depends on several factors, such as the noise level («/),
the number of DSD groups (TV) chosen, and the smoothing factor (sj). In this section the
sensitivity of the converted DSD to these parameters is further investigated. Figure 4.6
shows the effect of the number of DSD groups, TV, on the generated drop size probability
density function. Here, the DSD is obtained by backward transforming noise-loaded CLD
data distributed in 40 groups («/= 1, M=40), originating from a log-normal distribution as
shown in Figure 4.4(a), with s/=0.2. As can be seen in Figure 4.6, the error in the converted
DSD data (open symbols) compared to the ideal distribution (solid symbols) is not strongly
dependent on the number of DSD groups used (TV) in the range from 40 to 5. This is to be
expected because the number of groups TVis explicitly factored into the definition of 'Ssfj in
Equation (4-19). The quality of the backward transforms shown in Figure 4.6 can be further
evaluated by the root-mean-square (r.m.s) error, shown in Figure 4.7, which shows the
residual between the ideal and converted DSD values, and the relative deviation of a
characteristic length scale, in this case the Sauter mean diameter, D32= XP3/ XP2- The r.m.s.
and D 32 deviation are found to increase with decreasing TV, indicating a reduction in the
quality of the conversion. This discrepancy is also understandable, because the width of the
bin becomes larger when TVis reduced, so each point represents a wide range of sizes. It can
be concluded that in the method described here, a reduction in the DSD resolution does not
necessarily improve the estimation of the DSD although it may lead to a smoother DSD
curve. It is suggested therefore that a DSD resolution is used that is at least the same as the
CLD resolution, namely N=M.
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The effect of the smoothing factor value (sy) on the converted DSD was also investigated.
Figure 4.8 shows the r.m.s. of the residual between the true DSD and the estimated DSD
transformed from the CLD with various noise levels and smoothing factors {sj). The CLD
data shown in Figure 4.4(a) with A=40 are used. As expected, the results in Figure 4.8
indicate that a larger Sf is required for the CLD data with higher noise level to reach the same
r.m.s. level as the less noisy CLD data. Note that even when the ideal CLD data are used, the
conversion method developed introduces small errors to the DSD, due to the additional
smoothing equations (see nf=0 in Figure 4.8). For the noise-loaded CLD data, three
distinctive regions can be seen in Figure 4.8. In the less-controlled region, a significant
decrease in the r.m.s. value is observed with increasing Sf, but the smoothing equations are
less effective in suppressing the noise in the CLD and negative values are often found on the
backward transformation. In the well-balanced region the r.m.s. errors for different noise
levels drop down to a low level and reach a minimum at some value of Sf. In this region, the
noise in the DSD curve is damped without destroying the form of the curve. Finally in the
over-controlled region the r.m.s. value increases with Sf. At these high values of the
smoothing factor, smoothing controls the backward transform so that the noise in the CLD
data has negligible effect (the r.m.s. values at different«/ coincide).
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Figure 4.8: Effect of the noise levels («/) and smoothing factors (sy) on the r.m.s. values
for the converted DSD (iV=40, CLD shown in Figure 4.4a).
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For the backward transforms given in Figure 4.8 the corresponding deviations in D 32 are
shown in Figure 4.9. Except for the cases in the less controlled region where meaningless
negative DSD data are obatined, the other two regions show that the error in D 32 increases as
a result of imposing the smoothing equations. Two trends can however be seen. In the wellbalanced region the D 32 deviation is almost constant for a given level of noise in the CLD,
while in the over-controlled region there is a significant increase in the D 3 2 deviation with
the smoothing factor. A smoothing factor in the well-balanced region should therefore be
chosen to get a minimal error in the converted DSD. In practice, however, Figures 4.8 and
4.9 are not available unless a direct drop size measuring technique, such as an endoscope, is
also used. A good choice of the smoothing factor {sj) can still be made by plotting the
estimated D32E against Sf, which would show a trend similar to Figure 4.9. The conversion
can start with large Sf that decreases gradually until the DSD becomes reasonably smooth and
D32e reaches an approximately constant value.
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4.3.4 Backward Transform from Experimental Data

The methodology developed in this Chapter was applied to experimental data. The results
were compared with direct drop diameter distribution (number-basis) measurements obtained
from photography.
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The experiments were carried out in vertical dispersed flow of oil and water at 1.5 m/s
mixture velocity and 20% oil input volume fraction in a 38 mm I.D. stainless steel tube. The
dual impedance probe (see Section 3.2.1) was employed to measure the chord length
distribution. Simultaneously a digital camera at shutter speed 1/2000 sec was applied to
visualize the flow behaviour through an acrylic transparent section and the drop size
distribution was measured directly from the video images. Figure 4.10 shows the crosssectional averaged CLD obtained from experimental measurements in upward and
downward flows, the corresponding DSD estimated by backward transformation with s/=1.0
(selected using the procedure described in Section 4.3.3), and the DSD obtained directly
from visualization. As can be seen, the predicted DSD obtained from Equation (4-22) is
closely consistent with the findings from photographic analysis. A large number of small
drops (<1.5 mm) were found in the mixture with large drops observed only occasionally.

4.4

Sum m ary

In the work described in this Chapter, the relationship between the distribution of chord
lengths obtained by a needle probe and the distribution of drop sizes in a liquid-liquid
dispersion was determined analytically and a rigorous relationship given by Equation (4-15)
was developed for spherical drops in uniform motion. The effect of biased sampling towards
larger drops, relevant to point sensors, which has often been ignored by other investigators,
was included in this relationship. In order to eliminate the negative DSD values that can arise
from direct inversion of Equation (4-17), smoothing equations were introduced for the DSD
functions. Both forward and backward transforms were shown to be in good agreement with
ideal data when using continuous (e.g. log-normal and uniform) distributions, and with data
obtained from Monte-Carlo simulations. The effect of parameters such as the noise level, the
number of drop size groups used and the value of the smoothing factor on the backward
transform were further studied. It was found that the number of drop size groups used can be
taken the same as the number of chord length groups to ensure good resolution of the DSD
without deterioration of the accuracy; a method for choosing an appropriate smoothing
factor, Sf, was also suggested. Finally, drop size distributions converted from experimentally
measured chord length distributions showed good agreement with experimental data
obtained directly via photography.

The methodology presented in this Chapter could be generalized to more complicated
systems with various dispersed phase shapes and more than one flow direction, for which
more complex expressions for P{L\R) and Pb(R) would be needed.
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Chapters
Experimental Investigation of PhaseInversion and Associated Phenomena in
Oil-Water Vertical Pipeline Flow
In this Chapter, the results from experimental investigations of phase inversion and its
associated phenomena in co-current upward and downward oil-water vertical pipeline flow
are reported. Two inversion routes (w/o-> o/w and o/w-> w/o, respectively) are followed with
either constant power input or increasing power input. Parameters such as frictional pressure
gradient, in-situ holdup, velocity ratio (UJUW
) and drop size distribution were studied
experimentally for the regimes before and after phase inversion, respectively. The
experimental procedures used in the work described in this Chapter are given in Section 5.1.
Section 5.2 presents the results and findings from experiments with constant power input
(type I) and with increasing power input (type II). A phase inversion process for vertical
pipeline flows is subsequently suggested in Section 5.3. Finally, a summary is given in
Section 5.4.

5.1

Experimental Procedure

In the studies described in this Chapter, two types of experiments were carried out in both
upward and downward flows to observe phase inversion and its associated phenomena. In
the first one (type I), phase inversion is achieved by varying the input superficial velocities
of both oil and water phases, while keeping the total mixture velocity constant at each run
(e.g. 1.5, 2.0 and 2.5 m/s). The velocity of the initial continuous phase is reduced while that
of the dispersed phase is increased until phase inversion is achieved. Within the type I
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experiments more detailed studies of pressure drop, in-situ holdup and drop size were carried
out. In the second type (type II) of experiments, phase inversion is obtained by increasing the
input superficial velocity of the initial dispersed phase, either oil or water, while maintaining
that of the other, continuous, phase unchanged. Type I and II experiments are analogous to
those experimental work conducted in stirred vessels (i.e. changing the volume fraction of
one phase at a constant impeller speed or changing the impeller speed at a constant volume
fraction).

In the type I experiments, the pressure gradient was measured with a differential pressure
transducer between the positions 42D and 81D for upward flow, and 16D and 55D from the
inlet for downward flow. The drop velocity profile and drop size distribution were measured
by a dual impedance probe at an axial distance from the inlet of 81Z) and 58D for upward
and downward flow, respectively. In total, 12 different radial locations in the pipe crosssection were sampled. The average in-situ holdup of each phase was also measured by
simultaneously shutting two quick-closing valves, installed at the two ends of each
transparent pipe section. The details of the measurement techniques are given in Section 3.2.

For both type I and type II experiments, phase inversion has been approached from two
different routes, from oil to water continuous dispersions (denoted by w/o-* o/w) and from
water to oil continuous dispersions (denoted by o/w-* w/o), respectively. In the o/w-* w/o
experiments, for example, the test section is filled initially with either pure water or oil-inwater dispersion such that the inner wall is wetted only by water phase.

5.2

Results and Discussion

5.2.1 Type I experiments

5.2.1.1

Phase Inversion Point

Figure 5.1 illustrates the average dimensionless conductivity value of the mixture at the
pipe centre obtained by the conductivity probe in upward vertical flows at 2.0 and 2.5 m/s
mixture velocity. The conductivity values are plotted as a function of input oil fraction and
are compared for the two different routes used to approach phase inversion, namely
o/w-* w/o and w/o-* o/w, respectively. Here, the input oil fraction is defined as

eo~QJ(Qo+Qw) where Q0 and Qware the volumetric flowrates of oil and water phases. The
curve of conductivity versus e0 is similar independent of the route followed (w/o-* w/o or
w/o-* o/w) and shows a characteristic shape. The conductivity decreases slowly with input
oil fraction until a critical input oil fraction, e70, is reached. Beyond input oil fraction, €;0, the
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conductivity probe falls rapidly until a second critical input oil fraction, e20, after which it is
close to zero. At lower oil input fractions (e0 < €10) the water phase is continuous, though the
conductivity falls with e0 due to intermittent bridging between the two probe tips by large oil
drops. At high input oil fraction (e0 > e20), the oil phase is continuous. The results indicate
that between the two types of dispersions there exists a transitional region (e70 < e0 < e20)
since the two critical oil fractions are not the same, i.e. €;0 =74% and e20 =84% for 2.5 m/s
(Figure 5.1b). In this transitional region the two phases seem to compete to become
continuous. This is similar to the transitional region between the two types of dispersions
observed visually by Liu et al. (2004) and Liu (2005) with the Laser Induced Fluorescence
(LIF) technique. Their work indicated that within the transitional region (also called the
“unstable” region) the flow structure is very complex, where secondary and multiple
dispersion are frequently seen, and both o/w and w/o dispersions can co-exist in the pipe.
The unstable characteristics of the transitional region can also be seen from the time history
plot of the conductivity signals for volume fractions before and after phase inversion, as
illustrated in Figures 5.2a-f for 2.5 m/s mixture velocity. High values can be seen for 70%
and 74% oil fraction indicating a water continuous phase interrupted by the many oil drops
existing in these dense dispersions, while low values are seen for an oil continuous
dispersion at 84% oil fraction. In the intermediate range of volume fraction, the signals shift
between these two limits reflecting the fact that the dispersion is neither clearly watercontinuous nor clearly oil-continuous but that complex structures may exist.

The identity of the continuous phase in contact with the wall was also identified with the
hot-film anemometer (HFA) probe glued on the wall and the results are illustrated in Figure
5.3 for all cases studied in this work, namely both upward and downward flows at 1.5, 2.0
and 2.5 m/s mixture velocity. The high values recorded by the HFA at lower e0 values
indicate that water is in contact with the probe and therefore the pipe wall while low values
indicate that oil is in contact with the wall. Since visual observations showed that the flow
regime was fully dispersed, it can be assumed that the phase in contact with the wall is the
continuous phase of the dispersion. As can be seen from Figure 5.3, the HFA output
illustrates a clear and abrupt transition between o/w and w/o dispersions which is in contrast
to the results from the conductivity probe.

A possible explanation is that even when the flow at the centre of the pipe has started to
invert and create complex structures, as indicated by the changing conductivity values, the
region close to the wall will preserve the continuous phase until phase inversion is complete
and the new continuous phase is established everywhere in the pipe and at the wall, which is
the point detected by the HFA probe. This difference in behaviour at different pipe locations
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results probably from the smaller size of the drops close to the wall (see Section 5.2.1.4) that
reduces their likelihood of forming multiple dispersions with coalescence. Therefore, the
phase inversion detected by the glue-on HFA probe is the point of complete phase inversion.
These complete phase inversion points are found to match those observed visually.
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Both types of measurement of phase inversion (the conductivity probe at the middle of
the pipe and HFA probe at the wall) showed little differences between the o/w-* w/o and
w/o-> o/w inversion routes (see Figures 5.1 and 5.3), suggesting that there is no hysterisis
effect (or ambivalent range) in this pipeline system. This observation agrees with the
experimental data obtained by Ioannou et al. (2005) in horizontal acrylic pipes with 32 mm
I.D., where the phase inversion point was found to be the same for inversions from
o/w-* w/o and from w/o-* o/w. In that work, however, ambivalent range was seen in the
large diameter pipes used (60 mm I.D.) for the same range of flowrates, with width about 6%
input oil fraction. This difference was attributed to flow pattern transitions in the large pipes
where higher flowrates would have been required to get fully dispersed flow than in the
small pipe. It should be noted here that in all the other work in pipelines reported in Table
2.2 (see Chapter 2) the existence of the ambivalent range between the inversion from oil
continuous and from water continuous dispersions was not observed.

From Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.3 it can also be seen that the critical input oil fraction € 0 for
complete phase inversion, found by the HFA probe, is close to the upper oil fraction limit e2a,
of the unstable region, indicated by the conductivity probe, for both inversion routes. This
could be due to the different coalescing characteristics of o/w and w/o dispersions (Chesters,
1991). Water drops coalesce more promptly and perhaps once some inversion has been
initiated it spreads to the whole pipe cross section with very little further increase in the
dispersed phase volume fraction. On the other hand oil drops in water have low coalescence
rate, perhaps because of the electric double-layer effect that repels drops from each other
(Kumar, 1996), and they remain dispersed even in the presence of partial inversion and
remain so until the volume fraction of the oil increases to a significantly higher value.

Additional phenomenological investigations around the complete phase inversion point
(which is abbreviated in the following to phase inversion point) were carried out in the type I
experiments.
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5.2.1.2

Frictional Pressure Drop

Equation (5-1) is used to calculate the frictional pressure gradient in the vertical pipeline
flows:

dp
dx

fd£
Kdxj ±(P„-Po)<Pog

(5-1)

where (dp/dx)f is the frictional pressure gradient, (dp/dx)m is the pressure gradient measured
by the pressure transducer, pw and p0 are the densities of water and oil phase, </>0 is the
average in-situ holdup of the oil phase that is obtained by the quick-closing valves, g is the
gravitational acceleration and the ‘±’ sign corresponds to upward or downward flow,
respectively. In the current experiments, based on the uncertainty analysis for the pressure
gradient and holdup measurements, the maximum and average errors in obtaining the
frictional pressure gradient are 6.0% and 4.6%, respectively.

In horizontal pipeline flow, phase inversion is often accompanied by a peak in pressure
drop, which suggests a maximum of the dispersion viscosity (Arirachakaran et al., 1989;
Angeli & Hewitt, 1998; Soleimani, 1999; Ioannou et al., 2005). This increase in pressure
drop is more noticeable at high mixture velocities. The frictional pressure gradients
measured in the current work are shown in Figures 5.4a-c for vertical upward flow and in
Figures 5.4d-f for downward flow. Interestingly there is no peak in the pressure gradient data
during phase inversion. In contrast, comparisons with the change in phase continuity shown
in Figure 5.3 indicate that at the phase inversion point pressure gradient seems to have its
lowest value. For both routes of approaching phase inversion starting from a high water
fraction, the pressure gradient decreases slightly with increasing oil fraction. At higher oil
fractions, and especially in upward flow, the pressure gradient seems to increase and then
sharply decrease before phase inversion. After the inversion point it increases again with
further increase in the oil volume fraction towards the single-phase oil value. The region of
sharp increase and decrease in pressure drop is within the transitional region given by the
conductivity probe (see Figure 5.1) while the minimum in this region matches exactly the
boundary identified by the glue-on hot-film probe (see Figure 5.3).
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The reduction in pressure gradient from the single-phase oil or water values with the
addition of dispersed water or oil respectively is attributed to the drag reduction
phenomenon. This is in agreement with previous findings (Pal, 1993; Nadler & Mewes, 1997;
Angeli & Hewitt, 1998). Drag reduction has been found to be stronger in oil than in water
continuous dispersions and to increase with dispersed phase fraction. Pal (1993) reported that
the drag reduction behaviour can only be observed during the flow of unstable dispersions
but not of stable emulsions with added surfactant. He further attributed the appearance of
drag reduction to the turbulence modification of the continuous phase in the presence of
dynamic breakage and coalescence processes, which would explain its absence in stable
emulsions.

In addition, it has been suggested that drop size can also affect the pressure gradient of
dispersions. Pal (1993) found experimentally that the effective viscosity of liquid-liquid
mixtures was strongly dependent on the size of the dispersed phase. By comparing stable
(with surfactant) and unstable (without surfactant) emulsions, he observed that there is a
dramatic rise of the relative viscosity with volume fraction of dispersed phase in stable
emulsions that have small droplets, but not in unstable emulsions that have large droplets in
both laminar and turbulent flows. It was further suggested that for a given volume fraction
the larger the drops are, the easier their deformation during flow and therefore the lower the
viscosity of the mixture will be. As the mixture approaches phase inversion the drops will
tend to grow even larger (which is more significant at low velocities) and, based on the
above, cause a reduction of mixture viscosity and pressure gradient.

A combination of the drag reduction phenomenon and the effect of drop size on pressure
gradient could explain the pressure drop behaviour found in the current work. Starting from
pure oil, the addition of the dispersed water would decrease the pressure gradient because of
drag reduction. As the mixture enters the transitional region and the drops grow larger they
start deforming and further reduction in pressure gradient occurs. At the point of complete
phase inversion a new continuous (water) phase is established. With further decrease of the
oil fraction, the dispersed oil drops decrease in size and the pressure gradient increases again
until it reaches either a peak or a plateau at the limit of the transitional region. After the
transitional region the dispersed drops are becoming small and less easy to deform.
Combined with the reduced effect of drag reduction in water continuous dispersions the
pressure gradient is much closer to the single phase water value and approaches it as the
dispersed phase oil fraction further decreases. A lower drag reduction is observed in the
water than in the oil continuous dispersions perhaps due to the reduced deformability of
more viscous oil drops.
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A possible reason for the different behaviour of the pressure gradient during phase
inversion between vertical and horizontal flows could be the difference of drop sizes in the
two conditions. Because of the orientation of the flow, in vertical flows gravity does not
promote phase separation in a pipe cross section as in horizontal flows and dispersed flow
can be achieved easily at much lower mixture velocities, such as 1.0 m/s in the current case,
at which the flow in a horizontal pipe of the same size, the flow is not fully dispersed at this
mixture velocity. As a result larger drops, that deform more easily, will be present in vertical
flow compared to those in horizontal flows. Perhaps with a further increase in the mixture
velocity a peak in pressure gradient can also appear in vertical flow during phase inversion.
In fact there are some small peaks close to the phase inversion point in upward flows (see
Figure 5.4), which could become more prominent as the mixture velocity further increases. It
should also be pointed out that in the previous investigations, where both changes in phase
continuity and pressure gradient were studied (Pal, 1993; Nadler & Mewes, 1995, 1997;
Ioannou et al., 2005), phase inversion was identified at only one location in the pipe and the
increase in pressure gradient was not matched with the change in phase continuity
throughout the pipe cross section. In other studies the peak in pressure drop was used as an
indication of phase inversion but was not related to phase continuity measurements. It is
possible, therefore, that a maximum in pressure gradient appears not at the exact point of
complete phase inversion but close to it, as the location of the small peaks in upward flow
suggest.

Figure 5.5 shows the friction factor (/) at different mixture Reynolds numbers
(Re=pmUmixD/pm) calculated from the data in Figure 5.4, against the predictions of the
Blasius equation (f =0.079Re'°25). Here, the Taylor equation (Taylor, 1932) for the
dispersion viscosity is employed to calculate the Re number [see Equation (5-2)].

Md+QAMc
Mm =Mc 1+ 2.5<p
Md+Mc

(5-2)

where pd, Pc and Pm are the viscosities of dispersed phase, continuous phase and mixture,
respectively, and (f>is the in-situ volume fraction of the dispersed phase measured by using
the quick-closing valves (see Section 5.2.1.3 below). As shown in Figure 5.5, the
experimental values obtained from the current upward and downward flows are lower than
those calculated from the Blasius equation which affirms the existence of drag reduction in
pure (or unstable) oil-water flow.
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5.2.1.3

In-situ Holdup and Velocity Ratio

The average in-situ holdup of the dispersion is obtained from the quick-closing valves
with around ±3% error. In agreement with the previous results on phase continuity and
pressure gradient it was found that the route of approaching phase inversion (from oil or
from water continuous dispersion) also had little effect on the hold up data, provided that a
long enough experimental running time is allowed (to ensure that the previously stagnant
liquids are removed from the test section). The in-situ holdup results in upward and
downward flows averaged over the two inversion routes are shown in Figures 5.6a & b. It
can be seen that in both flow directions the dispersed phase travels faster than the continuous
phase for oil-in-water dispersions when e0 <70% and for water-in-oil dispersions when e0
>85%. Also, the difference between continuous and dispersed phase velocities gradually
decreases as the flow approaches phase inversion. Although Nadler & Mewes (1995)
suggested that at phase inversion the velocities of two phases are same, the current work
suggests that this is not the case. Figure 5.7 presents the data on velocity ratio (slip ratio) in
the vicinity of phase inversion point (S=UJUW
), calculated by Equation (5-3).

( 5 . 3 )

£ (D

where ew and e0 are the input fractions of water and oil phase respectively and

and <j) 0 are

the measured average in-situ holdups of water and oil respectively. Figures 5.8 and 5.9 show
the values of in-situ oil holdup and velocity ratio calculated at the actual phase inversion
points for upward and downward flow respectively. The phase inversion holdups for upward
flow were slightly higher than those for downward flow. The critical slip ratio tends to a
value (0.77) which is independent of flow direction and velocity. At a mixture velocity of 1.5
m/s, the velocity ratio at phase inversion was higher (i.e. close to unity); visual observation
showed that at high oil fractions at this mixture velocity, very large oil drops (similar to
plugs) appeared in the middle of the pipe.
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Detailed measurements of the in-situ hold-up profile in a pipe cross section were also
obtained with one of the sensors of the impedance probe. The results for 1.5 m/s and 2 m/s
mixture velocities are shown in Figure 5.10 and Figure 5.11, respectively, under different
input oil fractions (s0) for upward and downward flows. At both mixture velocities, most of
the data represent oil-in-water dispersions; exceptions are the results for e0=86% in upward
flow and e0=76% and 80% in downward flow which are for water-in-oil dispersions
(indicated with dotted lines and full symbols). As can be seen, the profiles of o/w dispersions
in both flow directions exhibit a centre peak at high oil fractions (<50%), which is consistent
with the findings by Farrar & Bruun (1996) in upward kerosene-water flows. With further
increase of the dispersed oil phase input fraction the profiles become gradually flatter while
approaching phase inversion and the two phases are more evenly distributed over the pipe
cross-section. This phase distribution profile seems to build up the preparation for the
occurrence of complete phase inversion in the whole pipe cross section. It is interesting that
although there are differences in the local holdup between upward and downward flows for a
given e0, as illustrated in Figure 5.10, which would explain the differences in the complete
phase inversion points between the two directions, phase inversion does happen at the higher
velocities at both directions at nearly the same slip ratio (see Figure 5 .9).
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Figure 5.7: Velocity ratio (UJUW) and output of hot-film probe (which indicates the
complete inversion point) measured at different mixture velocities in downward flow.
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Figure 5.10: In-situ holdup profiles of the dispersed phase at 1.5 m/s mixture velocity at
various input oil fractions (€0) for (a) upward and (b) downward flow. Here, w/o
dispersions are obtained for £0=86% in upward flow and €0=76% and 80% in
downward flow.
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Figure 5.11: In-situ holdup profiles of the dispersed phase at 2.0 m/s mixture velocity at
various input oil fractions (€„) for (a) upward and (b) downward flow. Here, w/o
dispersions are obtained for €0=S6% in upward flow and e0=76% and 80% in
downward flow.
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To generate further confidence in the experimental results obtained in this study, mass (or
volume) conservation was checked for all the above cases. Figure 5.12 shows the dispersed
phase volumetric flowrate ( Q™), calculated by Equation (5-4) using the measured holdup
and the drop velocity data (to be presented in Section 6.4).

R

Qd = 2 x f Ud(r)<pd(r)rdr
o

(5-4)

where UJ{r) is the average velocity of dispersed phase at radius r which is obtained by the
dual impedance probe, tp^r) is the local holdup of dispersed phase at radius r and R=D/2 is
the pipe radius. As can be seen from Figure 5.12, the dispersed phase volumetric flowrates
calculated in this way are generally less than the input value; this may reflect the fact that the
impedance probe used in this study is unlikely to capture drops smaller than 150 pm due to
probe geometry limitations (see Chapter 3). This would result in some underestimation of the
local holdup of the dispersed phase. However, reasonably good agreement can still be found
in Figure 5.12 for all the cases studied.
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Figure 5.12: Ratio of the measured dispersed phase volumetric flowrate (Qd ) to the
input value {Qd) at various input oil fractions.
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5.2.1.4

Chord Length and Drop Size Distribution

By cross-correlating the signals of the two sensors of the dual impedance probe the
velocity of the dispersed phase drops can be found. This velocity can then be combined with
the time duration of the interactions between the dispersed phase and either of the two probe
sensors to provide a distribution of the drop chord lengths that have been intersected by the
sensor. A Sauter mean chord length is defined as L32= Y[P(L)L3]/ Y[P(L)L2] where P(L) is the
number density of chord length L, and Figures 5.13a-d show the radial profile of L 32
measured at 1.5 and 2.0 m/s mixture velocity in upward and downward flows respectively
for different input oil fractions before and after phase inversion, following the w/o-* o/w
inversion route. Again, most lines represent o/w dispersions apart from e0=86% in upward
flow and e0=76% and 80% in downward flow which represent w/o dispersions (indicated by
dotted lines and full symbols).

As can be seen from Figures 5.13 c&d for downward dispersions, in the o/w dispersions
(denoted by open symbols) L32 has a peak at the pipe centre, which becomes particularly
prominent at oil fractions 40% and above. In other words, there are more large drops in the
pipe central region (defined as lying within a certain pipe radius rc) than in the wall area. The
L 32 profile for dense dispersions also shows a significant decrease at pipe radius rc. for the
case shown in Figure 5.13d, rc increases from 0.3R for eo=0.4 to 0.78R for eo=0.64. The
dispersed phase drop size at the wall is not significantly influenced by oil input fraction;
however, it increases significantly in the centre region (r < rc), particularly for fractions
between eo=0.3 and eo=0.4. The downward o/w flow at high oil concentration seems to
consist of two different regions, a core region with large oil drops and a wall-annular region
with small oil drops. Once this pattern is established (at about eo=0.4) any further increase in
the oil fraction extends the size of the region towards the wall but leaves the drop size
virtually unaffected. This may be because there exists a maximum drop size in the core
region under a given mixture velocity (or turbulence level), and any further increase in the
dispersed phase fraction cannot increase the drop size in the centre any more but increases
the size of the smaller drops closer to the wall, extending the core region. After the o/w
dispersion completely inverts to w/o (full symbols) smaller water drops are formed due to
dilution as shown in Figures 5.13c&d.
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Figure 5.13: Average chord length L32 profiles: (a) 1.5 m/s upward flow, (b) 2.0 m/s
upward flow, (c) 1.5 m/s downward flow and (d) 2.0 m/s downward flow. The empty
markers are o/w dispersions while the solid markers are w/o dispersions.
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In both upward and downward flows of o/w dispersions, L 32 has large values in the pipe
centre. L 32 reduces to low values after inversion to w/o mixtures (see Figures 5.13 a&b),
reflecting the fact that the water drops in oil have a smaller size than the oil drops in water
before inversion. However, the L 32 profiles in o/w dispersions at the highest oil fractions
(eo=0.74 and 0.8) seem to be almost uniform across the pipe or slightly increase closer to the
wall. In addition, the differences in drop size between the pipe centre and wall regions are
not as great in upward as in downward flow, even for the lower oil fractions.

This disagreement between upward and downward flow dispersed phase size and
distribution (also reflected in the hold-up profiles, see Figures 5.10 and 5.11) may suggest
that the process of approaching phase inversion in the two flow directions is different. It is
interesting, however, that despite these differences in the dispersed phase size and
distribution, phase inversion appears at the same velocity ratio in both directions. Perhaps a
mechanism based on the momentum of the two phases during inversion is more relevant to
phase inversion in pipeline flow. This would agree with the theory proposed by Yeh et al.
(1964) and Nadler & Mewes (1995) of zero interfacial shear stresses during inversion.

From the local measurements of drop chord length the area-weighted integrated
distributions of chord length (L) over the pipe cross-section can be obtained and are shown in
Figures 5.14a-f for different input oil fractions (e0) at 2.0 m/s downward flow. In o/w flows
(see Figures 5.14a-d), as the dispersions become denser, the likelihood of the probe
intersecting large chords rises. This is understandable since the coalescence rate of oil drops
will increase with oil concentration which will result in many large drops in the flow.
Particularly for e0=64%, before the phase inversion point (74%), intersected chords as long
as 19mm (=D/2) can frequently be seen. These would originate either from large spherical
drops or from smaller drops that have deformed in the dense dispersion. The distributions
after phase inversion to w/o (Figures 5.14d & e) confirm the presence of many small water
drops.
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Figure 5.14: Cross-sectionally averaged chord length (L) distribution at 2.0 m/s mixture
velocity and different input oil fractions (eo=20% - 80%) in downward flow. Blue
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Additionally, the measured chord length distributions were further converted to drop size
distributions based on the algorithms developed in Chapter 4, and are shown in Figure 5.15
for the CLD data given in Figure 5.14. The Sauter mean diameter (D3 2 ) is then calculated and
compared for dispersions at different input conditions in both flow directions, as shown in
Figure 5.16. Here, D32= Y[P(D)D3]/ Y[P(D)D2] where P{D) is the number density of drops
with diameter D. The results obtained in upward flow indicate that there is a significant
increase of D 32 of the dispersed oil phase before the o/w dispersion inverts to w/o, though the
data in downward flow illustrate a gradual increase.

One of the criteria suggested previously for phase inversion is that at the inversion point
the system surface free energies of the two possible dispersions, oil-in-water and water-in-oil
are equal (Tidhar et al. 1986; Brauner & Ullmann, 2002). The system surface free energy
consists of the liquid-liquid interfacial energy and the liquid-solid wall surface energy. The
latter is found to be much smaller in the current experimental system than the former which
can be calculated from the dispersed phase size. To estimate the interfacial energy (Es) by
Es=6 (})dO/D32 , the Sauter mean diameters, D32, illustrated in Figure 5.16, are used, where <f>dis
the in-situ dispersed phase holdup and a is the interfacial tension. The variation of interfacial
energy (Es/o) with input oil fraction for two mixture velocities 1.5 and 2.0 m/s is presented in
Figure 5.17. Points very close to phase inversion in the water continuous mixtures cannot be
obtained as at these high oil fractions drops are no longer spherical and drop diameters
cannot be calculated from the measured chord lengths. However, the trends in the curves
show that in both upward and downward flows there is a difference in the interfacial energies
of the two dispersions before and after phase inversion, which is greater for downward
flows. These results suggest that the criterion of equal surface energy at phase inversion
point may not always hold, at least for the present data. This interfacial area difference at
phase inversion was also observed by Luhning & Sawistowski (1971) in dispersions formed
in stirred vessels. Thus, factors other than surface free energy may be important in phase
inversion; the factors could include drop coalescence, break-up and secondary droplet
inclusion.
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Figure 5.15: Cross-sectionally averaged drop size (D) distribution at 2.0 m/s mixture
velocity and different input oil fractions (£<,=20% - 80%) in downward flow. Blue
colours represent water continuous while red colours represent oil continuous
dispersions.
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5.2.2 Type II Experiments
In the type II experiments, the appearance of phase inversion is observed whilst
increasing the flowrate of the oil or water, whilst keeping the flowrate of the other phase
constant. Figure 5.18 illustrates the critical input oil fractions, in both upward and downward
flows which lead to the occurrence of complete phase inversion for two different
approaching routes, o/w to w/o and o/w to w/o. It can be seen that in vertical downward flow
the amount of oil required for inversion increases as the mixture velocity increases until it
reaches an almost constant value. It is understandable that at low mixture velocities
buoyancy would have a greater effect on the in-situ holdup and the amount of in-situ oil is
expected to be higher than the input one. As a result phase inversion will appear at lower
input oil fraction. In contrast, for upward flow the critical oil fraction is found to decrease
with the mixture velocity. The opposite will happen in the upward flow where buoyancy will
now favour lower in-situ oil hold up than the input one. As shown in Figure 5.18, when the
mixture velocity increases above 3.5 m/s the buoyancy effect seems to be negligible and the
critical oil fraction for inversion becomes less dependent on mixture velocity. This is more
obvious for downward than for upward flow, perhaps because the dispersed drops close to
inversion have smaller size in downward than in upward flow and therefore are less affected
by buoyancy.

No obvious ambivalent region is found in type II experiments, which is consistent with the
previously described results of type I experiments. Interestingly, during type II experiments,
it was also observed that a particular dispersion, a water-in-oil dispersion, for example,
formed by increasing the oil flowrate up to the inversion point could be readily inverted back
to the oil-in-water dispersion by slightly reducing the oil flowrate. This characteristic may
further prove the absence of clear ambivalent region in pipeline systems, although it has been
reported extensively for mechanically agitated vessels. Some small discrepancies of the
complete phase inversion points between repeated experiments, as shown in Figure 5.18, are
attributed to the differences that can experimentally exist in the system set-up and operating
conditions as well as contamination and temperature variation.

Previous works have indicated that the phase inversion point is independent of mixture
velocity (Arirachakaran et al., 1989; Soleimani, 1999; Ioannou et al., 2004) which would
agree with the current findings for the higher mixture velocities used.
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Figure 5.18: Critical input oil fraction for complete phase inversion at different mixture
velocities obtained from type II experiments for both inversion routes in upward and
downward flows.

5.3

Phase Inversion Process

On the basis of the visual observations in this work, supported by the experimental work
carried out by Liu (2005) in a project linked to the present one, a sequence of flow patterns
before and after phase inversion is proposed, which is schematically shown in Figure 5.19
for an o/w to w/o transition. In the o/w dispersion at low oil fractions, oil is present in the
water continuum in the form of spherical drops (graph A). As the input oil fraction increases
a relatively dense dispersion with larger drops is formed due to drop coalescence (graph B).
If more oil is fed into the pipe the drops will be more closely packed and the dispersion will
become more concentrated. Although the close packing would occasionally force the drops,
especially the larger ones, to deform into various shapes (e.g. ellipsoidal and more complex
and elongated shapes as shown in graph C), the majority of the dispersed drops would still be
spherical. At this stage, drops can stay together exhibiting negligible coalescence even for
systems with no added surfactants, as shown by Figure 5.20. The formation of such
concentrated o/w dispersions is attributed to the electrical double-layer effect around the oil
drops because of preferential adsorption of ions from the continuous water phase, which was
found to significantly suppress coalescence in both less dense (<10%, Collins & Knudsen,
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1970) and dense dispersions (< 45%, Pal, 1993). The conductivity o f the dispersion is then
shown to gradually decrease with the input oil fraction, as shown in Figure 5.1.

With further increase o f the dispersed oil fraction, much closer to complete phase
inversion point and within the transitional region, the flow pattern can change from
dispersed-dominant flow to the complex-structure-dominant flow where complex multiple
dispersions and large elongated drops are present. The dispersion could be either water on
the outside (or may be considered as water continuous, as depicted by graph D in Figure
5.19) or oil on the outside (graph E), which has been clearly visualized by Liu (2005). The
latter seems to exist for a narrow range o f oil fractions. Because o f the structures formed in
the transitional region, the conductivity o f the mixture at a point inside the pipe would
fluctuate between oil and water continuous values as the probes are alternatively wetted by
the oil and water continuous complex structures (see Figure 5.2c&d). Once the oil fraction is
beyond the critical value for complete phase inversion, a water-in-oil dispersion is formed
(graph F in Figure 5.19). The rather low conductivity value that corresponds oil continuous
is found (see Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2e). The transitional region is found in this study to be
over 4-6% input oil fraction and is expected to narrow down with an increase in the mixture
velocity.
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Figure 5.19: Schematic of the phase inversion process in vertical oil-water pipeline flow
in either upward or downward direction (not to scale).

The above process would also describe the w/o to o/w inversion. In this case, however,
the continuous oil phase is non-polar and there is a higher possibility o f water drops to
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coalesce due to the absence of the double-layer effect. This would justify the lower dispersed
water fraction required to invert an oil continuous dispersion, compared to the dispersed oil
fraction required to invert a water continuous dispersion.

Figure 5.20: Photograph of highly concentrated oil-in-water dispersion observed at 1.5
m/s mixture velocity and 60% input oil fraction in downward flow.

5.4

Summary

Phase inversion in co-current oil-water vertical flows in both upward and downward
directions is experimentally investigated in this study. Two inversion routes (w/o to o/w and
o/w to w/o, respectively) are followed to study the behaviour of phase inversion and
associated phenomena. The experiments are carried out with either constant mixture velocity
(type I experiments) or increasing mixture velocity with one of the phase flowrate fixed
(type II experiments). A conductivity probe at the pipe centre and a glue-on HFA probe at
the pipe wall indicate that phase inversion initially takes place at the pipe centre via the
formation of complex structures, before it reaches the wall. The input oil fraction at which
inversion is detected at the wall signifies the fact that the new continuous phase has spread
into the whole pipe cross section and is defined as the ‘complete phase inversion point’.
Based on the above experimental investigations around the complete phase inversion
point, the following conclusions can be drawn:
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•

The results from type I experiments in both upward and downward flow indicate that
frictional pressure gradient reaches a minimum at the complete phase inversion
point. Drag reduction as well as the effect of drop size on mixture viscosity are
suggested as possible reasons for this behaviour;

•

No obvious ambivalent region is found in either type I and type II experiments nor in
either flow direction. There is however, a narrow range of input phase fractions
(Ae0<4%- 6%) where the flow is unstable and complex structures are formed;

•

The phase inversion point is found by the type II experiments to depend on mixture
velocity for low and medium mixture velocities;

•

The phase inversion points were found to be different for the two flow directions.
However, the velocity ratios where complete inversion appeared, acquired the same
constant value in both flow directions apart from the lowest velocity investigated;

•

In contrast to the previously postulated phase inversion mechanisms, it was found,
based on drop size measurements, that the interfacial energies of the dispersions just
before and after phase inversion are not necessarily equal. Other phenomena, such as
increased coalescence rate before inversion, supported by the large drops observed,
could also be responsible for the appearance of the phenomenon.

A number of issues still need to be resolved in order to establish a mechanism of phase
inversion, such as turbulence modification as the system approaches phase inversion and
during the phenomenon and the existence (or absence) of ambivalent range. More work is
also necessary to understand the effect of complex structures and multiple dispersions on the
velocity and momentum of each phase.
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Mean Velocity and Turbulent Velocity
Fluctuation in Oil-Water Dispersed
Pipeline Flows
This Chapter describes the experimental results on turbulence structure measured with the
hot-film anemometer (HFA) at an axial distance of 5&D from the inlet. The objective was to
investigate the modifications of turbulence in the presence of dispersed phase in both oil-inwater and water-in-oil dispersed flows, so as to promote a further understanding on the
behaviour of the turbulence structure associated with phase inversion. Section 6.1 introduces
the background of this experimental work and the experimental procedure. Section 6.2
briefly presents measurements of mean and turbulent velocity in single-phase flows, which
are compared with those reported in previous studies. Section 6.3 illustrates the application
of the signal separation algorithms (introduced in Section 2.6) to measurements in the twophase flow case. In Section 6.4, the profiles of average velocity and turbulence intensity of
the continuous phase and the average velocity of the dispersed phase at pre- and post-phase
inversion conditions, in vertical upward and downward flows are presented and discussed.
Section 6.5 describes the effects of such factors as mixture velocity, flow direction and drop
size on changes of the turbulence velocity profiles. Section 6.6 compares the experimental
observations with some theoretical models, suggested previously to predict turbulence
enhancement or attenuation. In addition to studies in vertical flows, some experiments were
also carried out in oil-water horizontal pipe flows, and the results are shown in Section 6.7.
A short summary is finally given in Section 6.8.
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6.1

Experimental Procedure

In addition to the experimental studies in vertical dispersed flows described in Chapter 5
on macroscale flow parameters, such as pressure drop and holdup, some work was also
conducted on the WOLF rig to measure the turbulence structure in the continuous phase over
a range of flow conditions. This part of experimental work aims at understanding the
inherent flow characteristics in concentrated liquid-liquid dispersed flows and in two
different types of emulsions (i.e. o/w and w/o). For this purpose, the hot-film anemometer
(Dantec 99C10) connected with a 1-D velocity probe was used.

As discussed in Section 3.3, HFA is an extremely delicate and sensitive instrument. Small
changes of ambient fluid temperature and probe contamination during the experiments could
potentially lead to a big error into the measured results. For example, it has been reported
that up to a 40% error could be introduced if the fluid temperature shifts ±1°C (Bruun, 2004).
It is therefore imperative to conduct the measurements with HFA with extra care. Based on
what has been reported in previous studies as well as experience gained during this work, the
following procedure was applied to the current experiments to ensure better measurement
accuracy:

(1) The oil phase is cleaned before each set of experiments to remove large solid
particles and possible contaminants, by passing it through a filter with maximum 10
pm passage tolerance; the water phase is continuously cleaned during runs by
mounting the filter on the water circuit.
(2) The 1-D velocity hot-film probes are cleaned daily before experimental runs by
using a soft sable hairbrush to maintain a high and stable sensitivity.
(3) It was found difficult to maintain the temperature of the liquids at a constant value
by the available heat exchanger. An alternative method was therefore applied. The
mixture of cold fresh water and oil was passed through the loop until a near
equilibrium state (where the mixture temperature changes only very slowly with
time) is reached. The probe is then calibrated and a set of experiments conducted.
The fluid temperature is normally limited in the range of 19~23°C, however, the
temperature will gradually increase as the fluids pass through the pumps. If the
mixture temperature goes above 23°C, part of the water in the system is drained
away and fresh (cold) tap water is introduced so that the water in the loop has a low
enough temperature. Once the cold water is introduced, the two fluids are run
together again to achieve an equilibrium temperature.
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(4) Generally, calibration of the hot-film probe is carried out at time intervals of 1 hour
or immediately before a set of experiments. However, it is found necessary to repeat
the calibration if the temperature of the mixture shifts by more than 1°C.
(5) Due to the frequent changing of the water phase and the limited amount of available
deionised water, tap water is used here instead of deionised water. Also, to minimize
the bubble formation on the heated sensor surface, air-saturated tap water is left to
stand alone for 1 hour before the experiments and also several baffles are inserted in
the water tank to avoid any air entrapment.
(6) An overheat ratio of 1.10 is applied to the setup of the hot-film anemometer, which
gives ~25 °C temperature difference between the film sensor and test water.
(7) The experimental data for each test are acquired over a sampling time of 1 sec and at
a sampling frequency of 30 ~ 50 kHz. The higher sampling frequency is used for
highly concentrated dispersed flows (i.e. 40-50%).
(8) Experimental measurements are repeated twice for each probe position and flow
conditions in order to obtain better measurement accuracy and reduce the
experimental errors, and the average values are then used for further analysis.

Two single-fibre 1-D velocity probes were employed, namely a Dantec 55R14 probe with
1.25 mm long sensor and a TSI 1276-10AW subminiature probe with 0.25 mm long sensor.
The conditions used in the experiments are listed in Table 6.1. Here, Re0ii and Rewater are the
Reynolds numbers calculated for the given velocity assuming the physical properties of the
oil and water phases, respectively.

Table 6.1: Experimental conditions on turbulence structure studies.

Umix(m/s) Flow Direction

Sampling Location*

Probe(s)

Re0j] & Rewater

1.0

Upward

58D

Dantec & TSI

5520 & 38000

1.5

Upward

58D

Dantec & TSI

8280 & 57000

1.5

Downward

58D

Dantec

11040 & 76000

2.0

Downward

58D

Dantec

13800 & 95000

3.0

Horizontal

182D

Dantec

16560 & 114000

3.5

Horizontal

182D

Dantec

19320 & 133000

*: Value indicates the relative distance from the inlet of the test section where D is the pipe
internal diameter.
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6.2 Single-phase Flow Measurements
Before conducting two-phase flow measurements, certain single-phase flow studies were
carried out to calibrate the probe, to compare the findings with other published data and to
serve as reference for later comparisons with the two-phase flow results. The process of
calibrating the hot-film probe with a Pitot tube was introduced in Section 3.3.3. Given the
calibration relationship between the velocity and the voltage, the output of HFA is a set of
discrete time-history values of instantaneous velocity ( U ) at the pre-set sampling frequency.
The mean and turbulence fluctuation velocities can then be calculated from simple statistical
analysis, as given by Equations (6-1) and (6-2), respectively:
N
(6-1)
N

(6-2)

where U is the average axial velocity, u is the axial velocity fluctuation and N is the number
of sampling data.

The radial profiles of the measured mean axial velocity (U) for the cases listed in Table
6.1, normalized to the mean axial velocity at the pipe centreline (Uc), are presented in
Figures 6.1 a & b for pure oil and water flows, respectively. The experimental data are also
compared with the empirical correlation for fully developed turbulent flow in smooth pipes
which is assumed to follow the l/7th power law curve, as expressed by Equation (6-3):

where U{r) is the local velocity at radius r, U is the average flow velocity in a pipe and R is
the pipe radius. As can be seen in Figure 6.1, the mean velocity data obtained in both single
phase water and oil flows are in fairly good agreement with the empirical correlation. This
agreement also supports the choice of the operational methods as described in Section 6.1.
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Figure 6.1: Radial profiles of the average axial velocity (V), normalized to the velocity
at pipe centre (Uc), in single-phase flows compared with the IIIth Power law curve, (a)
water flow and (b) oil flow.
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Figure 6.2: Radial profiles of axial fluctuation velocity (u) in single-phase flows, (a)
water flow and (b) oil flow.

Figure 6.2 illustrates the radial profiles of the axial fluctuation velocity (w) obtained at
different flow conditions. The experimental data for both single-phase water and oil flows
indicate that the flows have large velocity fluctuations at the wall area. For a given radial
position r, the axial fluctuation velocity is found to increase with the mixture velocity. The
results in Figure 6.2 suggest that the axial turbulence level decreases gradually from the wall
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area to the pipe centre where a minimum value is found, which indicates a dissipation of the
wall-shear-induced turbulence along the radial direction. The above trend on axial turbulence
velocity is consistent with previous observations, by Laufer (1954), Serizawa et al. (1975b),
Liu & Bankoff (1993b), Iskandrani & Kojasoy (2001) and Sun et al. (2004). According to
the data shown in Figures 6.1 & 6.2, it is also evident that no significant difference in the
upward and downward turbulent flows was found on the profiles of velocity (U) and axial
fluctuating velocity (u) for a given average velocity.
The profiles of the axial turbulence intensity (u/Uc) in single-phase water flow are further
presented in Figure 6.3 (points), and compared with the data (solid lines) published by
previous studies at similar Reynolds (Re) number. Good agreement can be seen between the
data measured in this study and previous results.
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Figure 6.3: Profiles of the axial tu rbulence intensity (u/Uc) in single-phase w ater flows
com pared w ith published d a ta in sim ilar conditions.
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Figures 6.4 and 6.5 illustrate the mean and turbulent velocities, respectively, obtained by
the Dantec 55R14 and TSI 1276-10AW probes in single-phase water or oil upward flows. As
can be seen, the results between the two probes are in good agreement. Due to its small size,
the TSI 1276-10AW probe could be located closer to the wall and data obtained from that
region.
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Figure 6.4: Comparison of mean velocity (U) measured in upward single-phase flows
obtained by the TSI 1276-10AW and Dantec 55R14 probes.
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Figure 6.5: Comparison of turbulent velocity (u) measured in upward single-phase
flows obtained by the TSI 1276-10AW and Dantec 55R14 probes.
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6.3

Signal Processing

As described in Section 2.6, measuring turbulence structure of the continuous liquid in
two-phase flows with the hot-film anemometer requires a precise signal separation process,
so that the sections corresponding to the dispersed fluid in the output signals can be removed
and only leave the part indicating the continuous phase for analysis. In this study, the signal
separation algorithm, postulated by Liu and Bankoff (1993b) using a combination of the
level and slope threshold (see Section 2.6), is employed.
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Figure 6.6: Comparison of raw signals (solid lines) and separated signals (V marks)
after removing the part of dispersed phase in oil-in-water dispersions at 1.5 m/s
mixture velocity, obtained at the pipe centreline by (a) TSI 1276-10AW probe at 20%
input oil fraction, (b) TSI 1276-10AW probe at 50% input oil fraction, (c) Dantec
55R14 probe at 20% input oil fraction, (d) Dantec 55R14 probe at 50% input oil
fraction.
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Figure 6.6 shows the processed signals after filtering the dispersed phase and the raw
output signals, obtained at the pipe centreline from 1.5 m/s upward flow at 20% (a&c) and
50% (b&d) input oil fractions with TSI 1276-10AW (a&b) and Dantec 55R14 (c&d) probes.
Here, the dispersed phase (oil) is expected to give lower voltage due to its lower heat transfer
capacity than the continuous phase (water), and produce ‘spikes’ as a result in the output
signals that are to be eliminated. As can be seen, the algorithm employed works generally
well for the two different probe type and can effectively identify the dispersed phase section
for all conditions, even at highly concentrated dispersions (such as 50%, Figure 6.6 b&d). It
should also be noted that, as shown in Figure 6.6, the Dantec 55R14 probe is more likely to
have overshoot effects than the TSI 1276-10AW probe when an oil drop detaches from the
probe sensor, even though measurements were taken at the same flow conditions. Therefore,
no universal values of the level and slope threshold can be chosen for the two probes.
Optimal choice for each single measurement of level and slope threshold instead is necessary
to ensure a better signal separation, which has been conducted by comparing carefully the
raw and filtered signals.
Figures 6.7 and 6.8 show the profiles of mean (U) and turbulent (u) velocities measured
by Dantec 55R14 and TSI 1276-10AW probes in 1.5 m/s upward flows, respectively, at both
oil and water continuous dispersions. The results obtained using the respective probes are
found to be in reasonable agreement despite the slightly higher values obtained by the
Dantec 55R14 probe, compared to the TSI 1276-10AW probe.
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Figure 6.7: Axial mean velocity (f/) profiles obtained by Dantec 55R14 and TSI 127610AW probe at 1.5 m/s mixture velocity in o/w (30%) and w/o (90%) upward flows.
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Figure 6.8: Axial turbulent velocity («) profiles obtained by Dantec 55R14 and TSI
1276-10AW probe at 1.5 m/s mixture velocity in o/w (30%) and w/o (90%) upward
flows.

6.4

Mean and Turbulence Velocity Profiles in O/W and W /O Dispersions

In this Section, the average axial velocity profiles of continuous and dispersed phases and
the fluctuating velocity of the continuous phase, obtained in vertical upward and downward
flows at 1.5 m/s mixture velocity, are discussed. Results for the other experimental cases
listed in Table 6.1 are given in Appendix B. The Dantec 55R14 probe was used for the
continuous phase velocity measurements. Experiments were carried out in two different flow
conditions, namely oil-in-water (o/w) and water-in-oil (w/o) dispersions, to understand the
behaviour of velocity and turbulence structure associated with phase inversion.

6.4.1 Mean Axial Velocity in Upward Flow
6.4.1.1

Continuous Phase

Figures 6.9 and 6.10 illustrate the radial profiles of actual velocity (JJ) and relative
velocity (U/Uc), respectively, at 1.5 m/s mixture velocity and a range of input oil fractions.
As can be seen, the introduction of the second phase has only a small effect on the profiles of
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mean continuous phase velocity. In the case of water continuous flows (Figures 6.9a and
6.10a), a flatter profile is observed for low oil concentrations compared to the single-phase
values. At the higher oil fraction (50%), however, the profile becomes slightly centre peaked.
In the case of oil continuous flows, the two-phase velocity profiles are slightly flatter than in
the single-phase case at the same velocity (see Figures 6.9b and 6.10 b).

A decrease in the average velocity at the pipe centre in water continuous bubble
dispersions at low dispersed phase (air) input fractions was also found by Iskandrani &
Kojasoy (2001). They studied the average velocity in horizontal air-water bubbly flows and
suggested that the decrease of water phase velocity due to the presence of air bubbles was
caused by a combination of two separate effects: (1) reduction by the bubble-induced
turbulence to the continuous phase and (2) additional resistance by the presence of the large
population of bubbles. They also reported that in air-water upward bubbly flows, the higher
bubble concentration near the wall tends to increase the liquid velocity, as shown by Wang et
al. (1987), which seems to contradict their second suggestion. In the present studies, more oil
drops are in the pipe centre (as shown in Section 5.2.1.3) which could increase the local
velocity of the carrier fluid. Because of the reduced buoyancy effect in oil-water flows and
the small amount of oil drops present at these oil fractions, this effect may not be as
significant. The continuous phase velocity is therefore possibly decreased because of the
drop turbulent fluctuations following the first suggestion by Iskandrani & Kojasoy (2001).

For the water continuous cases shown in Figure 6.9a, the velocity profiles are found to
become slightly more centre-peaked with further increase in the input oil fraction. The
increased concentration of oil drops at the pipe centre relative to that close to the wall (as
shown in Section 5.2.1.3), combined with the effect of buoyancy, would have contributed to
this. This profile change agrees with the findings of a number of investigations, i.e. by Liu &
Bankoff (1993a) in air-water upward flow at low liquid velocity, Sun et al. (2004) in airwater upward flow and Farrar & Bruun (1996) in kerosene-water upward flow; however, it is
in contrast to some observations in air-water upward flows. Thus, Liu & Bankoff (1993a)
found an opposite tendency at high liquid velocity and Wang et al. (1987) found that the
maximum liquid velocity could occur away from the pipe centreline at high gas velocity.
According to Farrar and Bruun (1996), the reasons for this centre peaked behaviour may be
that, in oil-in-water flows, many drops in the centre region are much larger than in the wall
region (a centre peak holdup and drop size profile can also be found, see Section 5.2.1.3).
Large oil drops at the pipe centre would travel at a higher velocity and cause the carrier fluid
to move faster due to drop-induced drag. This does not necessarily happen in air-water
upward flows where the bubble size profiles can be fairly uniform over most of the pipe
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cross-section (Wang et al., 1987). In fact, maxima in dispersed phase size and holdup near
the wall have been observed (Liu & Bankoff, 1993b) which could explain the higher
continuous phase velocities away from the pipe centre.

A decrease of the average velocity at the pipe centre and a flatter profile, on the other
hand, is always seen in oil continuous dispersions (Figure 6.9b). Buoyancy effect as well as
reduction of the velocity by the fluctuation of the drops, as suggested by Iskandrani &
Kojasoy (2001), would contribute to this.

The changes on velocity profiles at different input oil fractions observed in this study
were found to be less significant than those reported by Farrar & Bruun (1996) in their
kerosene-water system. This is probably due to the low velocity used in their experiments
(-0.6 m/s), which would result in flow transition from bubbly to cap bubbly to chum flow as
the input oil fraction increases. In the present study, fully dispersed flow is maintained at all
oil fractions used.
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Figure 6.9: Mean axial velocity (U) profiles of the continuous phase at different input
oil fractions measured with Dantec 55R14 probe at 1.5 m/s mixture velocity in upward
flow, (a): water continuous, (b): oil continuous.
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6.4.1.2

Dispersed Phase

The drop (water or oil) velocity is found by cross-correlating the output signals from the
two sensors of the dual-impedance probe. To obtain the radial profile of drop velocity,
experiments were carried out at 12 radial positions in a pipe cross section for each set of
fluid flowrates. A description of the detailed measurement technique can be found in Section
3.2.1. Figure 6.11 presents the drop velocity profiles for different input oil fractions (ec) at
1.5 and 2.0 m/s mixture velocities in upward flow. The drop velocity profiles are also
compared with those of the continuous phase in single-phase water flow at the same as the
mixture velocity using the hot-film anemometer (HFA). Here, according to the continuity
measurements described in Chapter 5, a water-in-oil dispersion exists at e0=86%, while the
other input oil fractions produce oil-in-water dispersions. As can be seen, drop velocities in
both o/w (open markers) and w/o (red-solid markers) dispersions are very close. A centrepeaked profile is obtained in this study, which is similar to those reported in gas-liquid
systems (Liu & Bankoff, 1993b, Farrar & Bruun, 1996). Moreover, the drop velocity profiles
are found to match fairly well the single-phase profile, in particular at the higher mixture
velocity of 2.0 m/s. It appears that because of the small density difference between the
phases, both continuous (Figure 6.9) and dispersed (Figure 6.11) phase velocities are similar
and also close to the single-phase values for the same mixture velocity.
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6.4.2 Mean Axial Velocity in Downward Flow
6.4.2.1

Continuous Phase

The radial profiles of average axial velocity (U) in downward flow in water continuous
and oil continuous dispersions are illustrated in Figures 6.12 a&b, respectively, for a mixture
velocity of 1.5 m/s and for a range of input oil fractions (e0). The profiles of relative velocity
(U/Uc) are presented in Figures 6.13 a&b. In general, as was also found in upward flow, the
continuous phase velocity profile is modified by the velocity of the dispersed phase. Some
trends are, however, more clear in downward flow. As can be seen in Figures 6.12a and
6.13a, the presence of oil drops in downward flow tends to flatten the water velocity profile
in all the cases studied. Also, the profiles become more flat as the dispersion becomes more
concentrated. This behaviour in downward flow seems to be different from the findings in
upward flow, as shown in Section 6.4.1, which suggested that the velocities in upward flow
are flattened first and then change to centre peaked as the input oil fraction increases. This
could be because the oil drops move noticeably slower than the single-phase (see Section
6.4.2.2) due to the buoyancy effect, which as a result retards the water flow. In addition, as
the input oil fraction increases and the dispersion becomes more packed, more of the
dispersed phase concentrates in the core region where the drops become larger because of
coalescence (see Section 5.2.1.4). Although the drop velocities do not seem to change much
(see Figure 6.14a below), the coalescence-formed bigger oil drops may counteract more the
water flow and lead to a further flattening of the velocity profile.

The oil continuous velocity profile appears to peak slightly in the middle of the pipe, as
shown in Figures 6.12b and 6.13b. Gravity in downward flow would tend to increase the
velocity of the water drops (see Figure 6.14a) which will then cause the ambient oil phase to
flow faster due to the drop-induced drag (Wang et al., 1987). As most of the water drops are
in the pipe core region as shown in Section 5.2.1, the oil phase velocity will be affected more
in the pipe centre resulting in the centrally peaked profile.

Previous studies in air-water downward flow have suggested that the maximum velocity
is likely to occur off the pipe centreline (Wang et al., 1987; Sun et al., 2004). Wang et al.
(1987) found a ‘chimney effect’ in their experimental cases (Umix< \.\\ m/s) and attributed
this to the void fraction distribution. The high void fraction at the core region tended to
retard the liquid flow due to buoyancy, while its effect was less in the wall region where the
void fraction is low and the liquid is diverted. Sun et al. (2004) observed this phenomenon
only at low velocities (i.e. Umix-0.669 m/s and 1.331 m/s) but not at high ones. They
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attributed this off-centreline occurrence of maximum velocity to the liquid velocity
depression in the wake region of the bubbles, which becomes less significant at high
velocities. However, this characteristic is not seen in the present oil-water downward flows.
The reason could be the smaller buoyancy effect in oil-water than in air-water flow as well
as the relatively high mixture velocities (i.e. Umix >1.5m/s) used in the current study.

6.4.2.2

Dispersed Phase

Figures 6.14 a&b present the drop velocity profiles in downward flow for different input
oil fractions (e0) at 1.5 and 2.0 m/s mixture velocities, respectively; the drop velocities are
also compared with the single-phase value at the same as the mixture velocity measured by
the HFA. Here, as found in Chapter 5, water-in-oil dispersions are produced in the pipeline
for input oil fractions e0=76% and 80% while all the other fractions result in oil-in-water
dispersions. It can be seen from Figures 6.14 a&b that, in downward flow, oil drops in water
generally show a flatter velocity profile with smaller values at the pipe core region,
compared to water drops in oil and the single-phase profile. This contrasts with the profiles
shown in upward flows where there is no obvious difference between o/w and w/o flows (see
Figure 6.11 a&b); the velocities of oil drops in all cases are lower than those of water drops.
This behaviour is expected based on buoyancy effects. It is also evident that this velocity
difference is more pronounced at the lower mixture velocity (i.e. 1.5 m/s, see Figure 6.14a)
than at the higher one (2.0 m/s, Figure 6.14b). This behaviour of drop velocity in o/w and
w/o vertical downward flows suggests that drop velocity may become another method of
identifying phase inversion in systems where gravitational effects cannot be neglected.

The velocities of both water and oil drops in downward flow do not exhibit any obvious
centre-peak profile which is also different from upward flow. Instead, the locations of
maximum values are sometimes seen to occur off the pipe centreline in the range
0.4<r/tf<0.6.
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Figure 6.12: Mean axial velocity (U) profiles of the continuous phase at different input
oil fractions measured with Dantec 55R14 probe at 1.5 m/s mixture velocity in
downward flow, (a): water continuous, (b): oil continuous.
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6.4.3 Axial Turbulent Fluctuating Velocity in Upward Flow
Figure 6.15 and Figure 6.16 illustrate the profiles of axial turbulent velocity fluctuations
of the continuous phase, u, and of turbulence intensity relative to the centreline average
velocity, u!Uc, respectively, at 1.5 m/s mixture velocity. Results for the other experimental
cases listed in Table 6.1 are given in Appendix B. The profiles obtained in o/w and w/o
dispersions are also compared to those measured in the corresponding single-phase flow at
the same velocity (see continuous solid lines in figures).

As can be seen from Figures 6.15 and 6.16 in both types of dispersions, the axial
turbulent fluctuating velocity generally decreases slightly from the pipe wall and becomes
flat at the pipe centre. Also compared to single-phase flow, the turbulence intensity profile
becomes generally flatter when the second phase is introduced. This flattering is more
pronounced as the input oil fraction increases. In the pipe centre region, the turbulence level
is increased by the presence of dispersed drops for both water continuous and oil continuous
dispersions. As the dispersed drops in turbulent two-phase flow can enhance both dissipation
(e.g. by absorbing energy) and production (e.g. by bubble-induced turbulence) of turbulent
kinetic energy (Wang et al., 1987; Liu & Bankoff, 1993a), it is evident that for the cases
given in Figures 6.15-6.16, the drops have a positive net effect (i.e. increase) on turbulence
at the pipe centre and a negative net effect (i.e. decrease) at the wall region. The extent of the
effect seems to depend on the dispersed phase volume fraction and increases with the input
oil fraction. The flat turbulence profiles also suggest that introducing a second phase into the
continuous liquid flow could enhance transfer of momentum and energy in the lateral
direction, and therefore lead to a relatively uniform turbulence distribution over the pipe
cross-section.

The observed flattening of the fluctuating velocity profiles in the presence of a dispersed
phase agrees with other findings in air-water upward flows (Serizawa et al., 1975b; Wang et
al., 1987; Liu & Bankoff, 1993a; Sun et al. 2004) and in oil-water upward flow (Farrar &
Bruun, 1996). However, in oil-water flows, Farrar & Braun (1996) reported that the
turbulent fluctuating velocity profiles change to be centreline peaked at high dispersed phase
fraction (see Figure 2.6d), which they attributed to the flow pattern transition from bubbly to
cap flow. Sun et al. (2004) also observed a higher turbulence fluctuation in air-water upward
flows in the whole pipe cross-section than in single-phase flow and attributed this to the
relative large drop sizes in their system. As dispersed flow with relatively small droplets is
always obtained in the present experiments, it is therefore not surprising that their
observations are not found here.
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Another interesting phenomenon in pipeline flow is the reduction of frictional pressure
gradient compared to single-phase flow, known as drag reduction, when another phase (e.g.
polymer or dispersed phase) is introduced into the initial single-phase flow. It has been
suggested that drag reduction may be due to the interference with the continuous phase
turbulent structure of the additives or the second phase, which somehow absorb energy
bursts from the near-wall region and reduce the transport of both vorticity and momentum to
the pipe core (Wilson, 1989). Pal (1993) further suggested that in liquid-liquid pipeline flow,
the breakage and coalescence of dispersed drops is responsible for drag reduction, as they
will promote turbulent energy dissipation. According to the above suggestions, it could be
inferred that the near-wall turbulence can influence drag reduction. Drag reduction, observed
in the current oil-water pipeline flows (as discussed in Section 5.2.1.2), may be seen as a
result of the damping of turbulence at the wall region (see Figure 6.15a&b) in both o/w and
w/o dispersions.
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Figure 6.15: Axial turbulent fluctuating velocity (u) profile of the continuous phase at
different input oil fractions measured with Dantec 55R14 probe at 1.5 m/s mixture
velocity in upward flow, (a): water continuous, (b): oil continuous.
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6.4.4 Axial Turbulent Fluctuating Velocity in Downward Flow
The axial fluctuating velocity, u, and turbulence intensity, u!Uc, at 1.5 m/s mixture
velocity in downward flow, are illustrated in Figures 6.17 and 6.18, respectively. The
profiles in o/w and w/o become flatter with the introduction of the dispersed phase; as was
also found in upward flow. The turbulence levels slightly decrease with the distance from the
wall and become flat at the central pipe region; this is in agreement with the data by Sun et
al. (2004) obtained in air-water downward flows at high velocities. They differ, however,
from the observations by Wang et al. (1987) in air-water downward flows where an offcentreline peak was found at 0J<r/R<0.S.

An increase of turbulence intensity at the pipe centre, suggesting a positive net
contribution from drops, and a decrease at the wall region, suggesting a negative net
contribution, can be seen in Figures 6.17 and 6.18. As in upward flow, drops at the pipe
centre in downward flow seem to enhance turbulence while they suppress it at the wall
region. In addition, according to the results in Sections 6.4.3 and 6.4.4, no significant
differences on the shape of turbulence intensity profiles for o/w and w/o dispersions can be
seen between upward and downward flows.
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6.5

Factors that Influence the Turbulence Velocity Profiles

This Section describes the effect of mixture velocity, flow direction and drop size on the
fluctuating velocity (w) profiles in oil-water two-phase pipeline flows.

6.5.1 Effect of Mixture Velocity on Turbulent Velocity Fluctuations
As there is no published work on the effect of mixture velocity on turbulent velocity
fluctuations in dispersed liquid-liquid flows, comparisons will be made with the results in
air-water vertical flows. In these flows, the effect of mixture velocity on turbulent velocity
(u) has been investigated for increasing gas flow at constant liquid flow or increasing liquid
flow at constant gas flow (Wang et al., 1987; Liu & Bankoff, 1993a). Liu & Bankoff (1993a)
found that at constant liquid flow, the turbulent velocity, u, increases significantly with the
increase of gas flow in the pipe core region, especially at low liquid flow. In contrast,
increasing water flow at constant gas flow decreases the liquid turbulent velocity over most
of the pipe cross-section, apart from the wall region where the reverse was observed. Sun et
al. (2004) concluded that high velocity of the liquid phase reduces the bubble effect on
turbulence modification. However, it is difficult to draw any conclusion from the above
studies, since apart from the mixture velocity the local void fraction was modified at the
same time that has recently been found to play a key role in turbulence modification (see for
example Iskandrani & Kojasoy, 2001). Therefore, an alternative method is employed in this
study to evaluate the effect of mixture velocity, which is to increase the flowrates of both
phases (oil and water) so that a constant input fraction of dispersed phase can be maintained
while the mixture velocity is increased.

Figures 6.19 a&b illustrate the turbulent velocity profiles (u) at mixture velocities of 1.0
m/s and 1.5 m/s, respectively, obtained with the Dantec probe in upward flows. For a given
input fraction in o/w or w/o dispersions, the local turbulence levels are seen to increase with
mixture velocity. It can also be seen that turbulence is mostly suppressed at 1.0 m/s mixture
velocity in o/w flows, and slightly enhanced in w/o flows. At the higher velocity (1.5 m/s),
turbulence is increased in the core and attenuated close to the wall region for o/w flows,
while an overall increase is observed for w/o flows. In general, turbulent fluctuations seem to
increase more in the centre with increasing mixture velocity than at the wall. Since turbulent
eddies in a pipe are considered to be generated from both wall-shear induced and
bubble/drop induced turbulence, Figure 6.19 seems to suggest that the drop-induced
turbulence becomes more pronounced as the mixture velocity increases, in particular in the
core region where drops are relatively large and closely packed.
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the dispersed drops would exhibit a much stronger inertial effect than air bubbles. More
intensive vortex shedding is therefore expected behind liquid drops. Hetsroni (1989), from
an order of magnitude analysis, deduced that particles with Reynolds number above 400
would augment turbulence while those with lower values would suppress turbulence. If this
is assumed to be valid in liquid-liquid flows, it would then suggest that the heavier liquid
drops have a much higher tendency to increase turbulence level than air bubbles. Crowe
(2000) developed a model to predict the turbulence modulation based on the volume average
equations for the kinetic energy of the carrier fluid. The model suggested that turbulence
intensity increases with the ratio of particle size (dp) to turbulence length scale (/e). For a
given volume fraction, higher mixture velocity generates smaller drop sizes while it shortens
the turbulence length scale. The ratio of drop size to turbulence length scale may be
increased if the drop size does not decrease as much as the turbulence length scale with
increasing velocity. It is therefore possible that by increasing the mixture velocity the
turbulence intensity increases and is even augmented compared to single-phase flow in the
centre of the pipe where the larger drops are.

6.5.2 Effect of Flow Direction on Turbulent Velocity Fluctuations
Figure 6.20 illustrate the turbulence velocity profiles in upward and downward flows at
various input oil fractions, measured by the Dantec 55R14 probe at 1.5 m/s mixture velocity.
In both directions the profiles are flatter compared to single-phase flow while turbulence is
augmented in the core region of the pipe and suppressed close to the wall. For a given input
oil fraction, the turbulence level in upward flow is found slightly higher than in downward
flow, especially in o/w flows. Similar findings were also reported by Sun et al. (2004) for
gas-liquid flows. This effect is more evident at the pipe core region for the oil-in-water
dispersions. The differences in the velocity of the dispersed drops relative to the continuous
phase velocity in upward and downward flow may be responsible for this phenomenon; oil
drops travel slower than the continuous phase in downward flow and slightly faster than it in
upward flow (see Figures 6.11a and 6.14a). The results for oil continuous flow cannot be
directly compared as they refer to different dispersed phase fractions; this is because of the
different inversion points in the two directions, 82% and 75% in upward and downward
flows, respectively.
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Figure 6.20: Comparisons of turbulence velocity (u) profiles in (a) upward and (b)
downward flows, measured by Dantec 55R14 probe at 1.5 m/s mixture velocity.

6.5.3 Effect of Holdup and Drop Size on Turbulent Velocity Fluctuations
In air-liquid and liquid-liquid flows, the augmentation and attenuation of turbulence have
been found to strongly depend on the bubble or drop size (Liu & Bankoff, 1993b; Farrar &
Bruun, 1996; Sun et al., 2004) and the holdup of dispersed phase (Kashinsky & Randin,
1999; Iskandrani & Kojasoy, 2001). Experimental data generally indicated that large drops
tend to enhance turbulent velocity whereas small drops are more likely to suppress the
turbulence of the carrier fluid. Bubble or drop size distributions were also found to play a
key role in local turbulent structure by changing the flow regimes, as suggested by Liu &
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Bankoff (1993b) and Farrar & Bruun (1996). In addition to size distribution, high volume
fraction of dispersed phase tends to enhance turbulence by shortening the integral length
scale (Kenning & Crowe, 1997; Kim et al., 2004). Iskandrani & Kojasoy (2001) further
observed that introducing gas at high void fraction strongly enhances turbulence intensity in
the liquid. They consequently concluded that the local turbulence intensity is mainly a
function of the local void fraction.

The above effects of drop size and holdup on turbulence modification are also seen in the
present study. The profiles of turbulence intensity have shown a general increase in the pipe
centre and a decrease in the wall region, compared to single-phase flow. For the cases
described in this Chapter, the experimental results also clearly indicated that drops are much
larger and local holdups are higher in the pipe centre region than in the wall region (see
Sections 5.2.1.3 and 5.2.1.4). Although there are other differences in the factors that could
affect the turbulence between pipe centre and wall regions, such as velocities of dispersed
and continuous phases, the consistent observations on the changes of turbulence profiles at
the various cases agree with previous findings: large drops and high volume fraction of
dispersed phase tend to augment turbulence. In the present study the flow pattern is always
fully dispersed flow and the turbulence changes are therefore not due to flow pattern
transition as was found by Farrar & Bruun (1996) where the turbulence velocity at the pipe
core region was significantly increased because of the flow pattern transition from bubbly to
cap bubbly and to chum flow.

Note that, unlike solid-fluid systems wherein the effect of particle size and concentration
on the turbulence structure of the carrier fluid can be investigated independently, in air-liquid
or liquid-liquid flows changing the holdup of the dispersed phase also affects the bubble or
drop size and vice versa. It is difficult therefore to isolate one parameter from the other.
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6.6

Comparisons with the Postulated Models

Several mechanisms have been proposed to explain the effect of dispersed phase on the
modification of turbulence intensity of the continuous phase (or carrier fluid). Based on the
experimental data in particle-laden systems, Gore & Crowe (1989) suggested that the
augmentation or suppression of turbulence depends on the ratio of particle size to the integral
length scale of turbulence (dp/le): when this ratio is greater than 0.1 an increase of turbulence
was observed, whereas values below this result in suppression. Azzopardi & Teixeira (1994a
and 1994b) however additionally noticed an enhancement of turbulence intensity in the
droplet-laden core of an air-liquid annular flow even though this ratio was below 0.1.
Hetsroni (1989) conducted an order of magnitude analysis and stated that particles with
Reynolds number greater than 400 would augment turbulence due to vortex shedding behind
them and those with Reynolds number less than 400 would attenuate turbulence. Here the
Reynolds number is defined as

Re _ PjP_rd£p_

where pp is the particle density, Urei is the relative velocity between particle and carrier fluid
and pf'is the viscosity of the carrier fluid.

Kenning & Crowe (1997) suggested that the level of turbulence would be determined by
the balance among the production of inherent turbulence (particle-free), the production due
to the presence of dispersed phase, the loss of turbulence energy from viscous dissipation
and the retransmission of energy to the motions of solid particles. By using a hybrid
turbulence length scale, they derived the following equation to describe the change of
turbulence intensity.

i/j

h -h f

h | h
h

k? ' 2

f s ( uf

vp) Pp

*P

(6-5)

Pf

where h i and fi are the inherent and particle-laden turbulence intensities, respectively, kt is
the inherent turbulence kinetic energy, h is the length scale for the corresponding single
phase flow, w/and vp are the continuous and dispersed phase velocities, respectively,^ is the
ratio of particle drag to Stokes drag,

tp

is the particle aerodynamic response time (or
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relaxation time), pp and p/ are the densities of particle and carrier fluids, respectively, and k
is the hybrid length scale defined as:

/
2/,75
h= i^ r s

<6-6>

For a single phase pipe flow, the length scale of turbulence is approximated as l,=0. ID
where D is the pipe diameter (Hutchinson et al., 1971). Is is the average distance between
dispersed phase particles. The drops were assumed to be spherical and the following
expression for inter-particle spacing was used (Kenning & Crowe, 1997; Kim et al., 2004)

1/3

h
dP

-1

(6-7)

K^VdJ

where fa is the local volume fraction of the dispersed phase.

The inherent turbulence kinetic energy, kt, is determined by the viscous dissipation rate
per unit mass, e, which takes the form:

* 3 / 2

s =^ ~

(6-8)

In pipe flow, the energy dissipation rate per unit mass, e, is (Karabelas, 1978):

(6-9)

s =^ ~

2D

w here/is the friction factor and U is the average axial velocity.

In vertical pipeline flow, the relative velocity between dispersed and continuous phases
was assumed to be the terminal velocity (Crowe, 2000; Kim et al., 2004). For the spherical
or nearly spherical drops at low Reynolds number, Hetsroni (1982) suggested the following
expression for the terminal rise or fall velocity:

Urel =\uf ~VD

2 gr2Ap tc + 1
3

pc

-

(

3 a: + 2
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where k = p d// j.c is the viscosity ratio of the dispersed to the continuous phase, r is the drop
radius and Ap is the density difference.

The particle relaxation time,

tp ,

which describes the time for a particle at rest to be

accelerated within -63% of the carrier fluid velocity, has been suggested (Crowe, 2000; Kim
et al., 2004):

_ JmS ^ r.e l

p

(6-11)

S

The first step was to compare the results with the suggestion of Hetsroni (1989) that
turbulence would be enhanced for Reynolds numbers (defined by Equation (6-4)) greater
than 400 and suppressed for Reynolds numbers below this. Here, a Reynolds number similar
to that given by Equation (6-4) is defined as

Re.

= Ppdn \ uc - vd\

(6-11)

Mc

where d32 is the Sauter mean diameter found from experiments (see Chapter 5), and uc and vd
are the measured continuous and dispersed phase velocities, respectively. Figures 6.21a and
6.21b show the values of Re<* calculated from Equation (6-11) for o/w and w/o dispersions,
respectively. The values are plotted against dimensionless radius (r/R). As will be seen, the
results are extremely complex and the following main points emerge:

(1) For o/w dispersions, and for r/R < 0.8, the values of Re^ fall with increasing r/R. In
the centre region of the pipe (r/R < 0.4), augmentation of the turbulence was
observed and for 0.4 < r/R < 0.8, there is attenuation of the turbulence. The transition
corresponds to Red -300, a value of the same order of magnitude as that suggested
by Hetsroni (1989).

(2) For w/o dispersions, the values of Re</ are much lower than those for o/w dispersions
(reflecting the fact that the continuous phase has a higher viscosity and the droplets
are generally smaller). Despite the fact that Rcd is an order of magnitude less than
the transition values of 400, turbulence enhancement persists up to r/R - 0.8.
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(3) In the near-wall region (i.e. the regions of data surrounded by dotted lines), the
values of Re^ increase for both o/w (Figure 6.21a) and w/o (Figure 6.21b)
dispersions. In contrast to the suggestions by Hetsroni (1989), these regions of
higher Re^ near the wall are ones in which the turbulence was found to be
suppressed in the present study.

It will be seen from these findings that turbulence in liquid-liquid systems is much more
complex than in the solid particle dispersions addressed in the study by Hetsroni (1989). This
additional complexity probably arises from the deformability of the interfacial in liquidliquid flow.

The experimental data are also compared with the predictions of Equation (6-5), as
suggested by Kenning & Crowe (1997). Figure 6.22 shows the predicted curves (solid lines)
and the experimental data (points) at various radial positions measured at 1.5 m/s mixture
velocity in upward (U) and downward (D) flows. The open symbols in Figure 6.22 represent
local turbulence augmentation, while the solid markers represent turbulence attenuation.
According to Kenning & Crowe, drops tend to enhance turbulence if they are above the
predicted curve, and suppress turbulence if they are below the curve. As can be seen in
Figure 6.22a for o/w dispersions, both turbulence enhancement conditions (denoted by the
open symbols) and turbulence attenuation conditions (denoted by the solid symbols) tend to
lie above the predicted curve. For w/o flows as shown in Figure 6.22b, the model gives more
reasonable predictions. One possible reason for the different performance of this model in
o/w and w/o dispersions may be that the model used was mainly developed for dilute
dispersions; the w/o dispersions encountered in this study are much less concentrated than
o/w dispersions because of the oil fraction where phase inversion occurs. Furthermore, in oilwater flows other phenomena may also contribute to turbulence change, such as drop break
up and coalescence which could potentially accelerate the turbulence energy dissipation.
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6.7

Modification of Turbulence Structure in Horizontal Pipeline Flow

In addition to the above studies in vertical flows, some experiments were also carried out
on turbulence structure in oil-water horizontal pipeline flows. Experimental measurements
were conducted by using the Dantec 55R14 probe at two different mixture velocities, namely
3.0 and 3.5 m/s. Average and turbulence velocities were measured in both oil-in-water and
water-in-oil dispersions. The experimental data obtained at 3.5 m/s mixture velocity are
presented in this section, while the data at 3.0 m/s are given in the Appendix C.

Figure 6.23 illustrate the radial profiles of the axial mean velocity (U) of the continuous
phase at different input oil fractions in o/w and w/o dispersed flows, where r < 0 represents
the lower part of the pipe and r > 0 represents the upper part. For 3.5 m/s mixture velocity,
phase inversion has been found to occur at 72% input oil fraction in the current system
according to Ioannou et al. (2004). As can be seen, in both dispersions the axial liquid mean
velocity shows a more uniform distribution, compared to the 1/7* Power law. This agrees
with the results by Iskandrani & Kojasoy (2001) for air-water horizontal pipe flows.
However, Iskandrani & Kojasoy (2001) also observed that the liquid velocities in the lower
part of the pipe tend to form a fully-developed turbulent flow profile, irrespective of the
water and gas superficial velocities. This feature was not observed in the present study.

The profiles of turbulent fluctuation velocity (w) are shown in Figure 6.24 for the same
conditions as those given in Figure 6.23. For o/w dispersions, the profile is found to change
from wall peaked in single-phase flow, to upper-wall peaked, to an almost uniform curve as
the mixture becomes more concentrated. For an air-water horizontal flow, occurrence of
upper-wall peaked profile has been attributed to the inhomogeneous distribution of dispersed
phase in the pipe, with a higher void fraction at the upper part of the pipe than the lower part
(Iskandrani & Kojasoy, 2001). This can also be the reason for the upper wall peaked profile
in the current experiments at medium oil fractions. The flat turbulence profile in the pipe
centre region at high input oil fractions could, therefore, suggest a relatively uniform
distribution of the holdup. For w/o dispersions a wall-peaked turbulence velocity profile is
always observed, but in this case the input fraction of the dispersed phase is generally low
(i.e. does not exceed 28%).

The turbulence levels in o/w and w/o dispersed flows are shown to generally increase
with the input oil fraction. This is consistent with the findings by Iskandrani & Kojasoy
(2001) for air-water flows; they found that at high void fraction (i.e. high bubble population),
introduction of gas strongly enhances the turbulence level and suggested that the local
-218-
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turbulence intensity is mainly determined by the local void fraction. In contrast to vertical
flows, there is no obvious turbulence suppression found in horizontal flows, which may be
due to the high velocities used in the current studies.
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Figure 6.23: Axial mean velocity (U) profiles of the continuous phase at different input
oil fractions measured with Dantec 55R14 probe at 3.5 m/s mixture velocity in
horizontal flows obtained at 7 m from the pipe inlet, against the predictions of the IIIth
Power law (dot line), (a): water continuous, (b): oil continuous.
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6.8

Summary

This Chapter described experiments carried out to investigate the modifications of axial
mean and turbulence velocity profiles of the continuous phase by the introduction of
dispersed phase in both oil-in-water (o/w) and water-in-oil (w/o) dispersed flows. Results for
both vertical upward and downward flows, and for horizontal flows are presented. In o/w
upward flow, the axial mean velocity profiles become flatter than single-phase flow and then
change to centre peaked as the input oil fraction increases; a flatter profile is seen in w/o
upward flow. In downward flow, the presence of oil drops always tends to flatten the
continuous phase velocity profile in o/w flows, while a slightly centre peaked profile is
observed in all cases of w/o downward flows. In horizontal flows, the results in both o/w and
w/o dispersions show a more uniform distribution of the continuous phase velocity than the
single-phase values. In addition to factors such as effect of the turbulent fluctuations of the
dispersed phase and local dispersed phase fraction (or population) suggested in previous
studies (e.g. by Iskandrani & Kojasoy, 2001), the present study also suggests that local
velocity of the dispersed phase could play a further key role in changing the continuous
phase velocity.

For both upward and downward flows, the presence of dispersed phase tends to flatten the
turbulence intensity profile and result in a more uniform distribution of the turbulent energy
over the pipe cross-section. The results in vertical flows also showed that compared to
single-phase values, turbulence in oil-water systems is more likely to be enhanced in the pipe
centre area while suppressed in the area close to the wall. The current studies further
suggested that enhancement or attenuation of turbulence level was determined by the
combination of such factors as local dispersed phase concentration, drop size and velocity.
Agreement with models for the prediction of turbulence enhancement or suppression, based
on particle-laden flows, varied with flow conditions (e.g. o/w or w/o). This suggests that
other phenomena should be considered for turbulence energy production and dissipation in
liquid-liquid systems.

:

I

Cluwtnrl
Theoretical Predictions of Phase
Inversion with Population Balance
Equations (PBEs) Model in LiquidLiquid Dispersed Flows
In this Chapter, a population balance equations (PBEs) model is developed to predict
phase inversion in liquid-liquid dispersions in stirred vessels and pipe flows. Breakage and
coalescence models previously used in the literature are implemented. A short introduction
of previous methods and the criteria used for phase inversion in previous investigations is
presented in Section 7.1. The basic PBEs model is described in Section 7.2. Section 7.3
presents the breakage and coalescence functions used in the current study. Section 7.4
discusses the criterion used to predict phase inversion. Section 7.5 describes the
implementation of the PBEs model in stirred vessel and pipeline systems. The results are
then presented and discussed in Section 7.6. Finally, a summary is given in Section 7.7

7.1

Introduction

As described in Section 2.2, several theoretical models have been proposed to predict the
phase inversion point in stirred vessels and pipe flows based on some suggested
mechanisms, for example, equal surface energy and inclusion of secondary droplets.
However, in order to implement the above criteria an estimate of the average drop size in
dispersions is required. Some correlations have been postulated for predicting the maximum
drop size and Sauter mean diameter (D32) in dispersions (Zhou & Kresta, 1998). These have
mainly evolved from drop break-up theory in a turbulent field. In dense dispersions,
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however, such as those close to phase inversion, coalescence is also important and these
sizes may not be representative averages. Techniques such as the Monte-Carlo method
(Juswandi, 1995; Yeo et al., 2002) and population balance equations (PBEs) (Tsouris &
Tavlarides, 1994; Alopaeus et al., 1999), that can predict drop size distribution where both
coalescence and break-up are taken into account, would be more appropriate.

PBEs techniques have been extensively used to predict the evolution of drop size
distribution. However, little work has been reported to apply this technique to systems at
highly dense dispersions (>40%) and to phase inversion studies. In this Chapter, the PBEs
model is implemented in concentrated dispersions and is further used to predict phase
inversion in stirred vessels and pipeline flows.

7.2

Population Balance Equations (PBEs) Model

The PBEs model is a well-established method in computing the particle/drop size
distribution and evolution in various systems, such as dispersed flows, crystallization and
particle sedimentation. More details of the PBEs can be found in Section 2.3. The PBEs
model has been widely used to simulate drop size distributions in liquid-liquid dispersions in
agitated vessels (Valentas et al., 1966; Tsouris & Tavlarides, 1994; Alopaeus et al., 1999)
and pipeline flows (Hesketh et al., 1991; Kostoglou & Karabelas, 1997 & 1998; Gnotke et
al., 2003).

For a system without chemical reactions, heat transfer and mass transfer, the change of
drop number is only dependent on breakage and coalescence. Hence, a general form of the
population balance equation is given by

^

ot

+ V • Vn(y) = B b ( v) - Ds (v) + Bc (v) - Dc (v)

(7-1)

where n(v) is the number of drops of volume v per unit volume, t denotes time, V is the
velocity vector; Bb(v) and DB(v) are the ‘birth’ rate and ‘death’ rate of drops of volume v due
to drop breakage, respectively; Bc(v) and Dc(v) are the birth rate and death rate of drops of
volume v due to drop coalescence, respectively.

For drops of volume v at a given time t, the death term consists of breakage to smaller
drops and coalescence with other drops to form a larger drop, and similarly the birth term
-
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consists of breakage of larger drops into drops of volume v and coalescence of smaller drops
leading to a product drop of volume v. Therefore, the terms on the r.h.s. of Equation (7-1)
can be given by the following expressions:

GO

B b ( v) = j m ( v ' ) j 3 ( v , v ) g ( v ) n ( v , t ) d v

( 7 _2 )

V

(7 . 3 )

D B(v) = g(v)n(v,t)
v/2

&c (v) =

, v ' ) h { y - v , v ' ) n { v - v ,t)n(v ,t)dv

(7 . 4 )

0
CO

D c iy) = n(v,t) J/l(v,v

) / j( v ,

v )n(v ,t)dv

(7 . 5 )

0

Here, m (v’) is the number of daughter drops formed due to breakage of a drop volume v';
p(v, v ) is the probability density function of the daughter drops which represents the
probability of forming drops of volume v from breakage of drops of volume v g(v ) is the
breakage frequency of drops of volume v'; X(v, v ) is the coalescence frequency between
drops of volume v and drops of volume v'; h(v, v ) is the collision frequency of drops of
volume v and v

7.2.1 Application of PBEs to Stirred Vessel Systems
To develop the population balance equations in stirred vessels, it is assumed that the
drops are uniformly dispersed in a homogeneous turbulent flow field within a given volume,
and that the drops are spherical and the changes in their size are only a result of breakage and
coalescence rather than mass transfer or reactions. According to Equation (7-1), the
population balance equations for drops in stirred vessels can then be expressed by

^

ot

= Bb (v) - D b(V) + Bc (v) - D c (v)

(7-6)

Discretization of Equation (7-6) yields a set of non-linear integro-differential equations
where drops are categorised into discrete size groups. Recognizing that the r.h.s. of Equation
(7-6) can be calculated from drop breakage and coalescence functions and an initial drop size
distribution, these integro-differential equations can then be solved numerically (Tsouris &
Tavlarides, 1994; Alopaeus et al., 1999). In the studies described in this Chapter, a variable
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coefficient ordinary differential equation solver (DVODE) package is implemented into a
Fortran 90 program to solve the differential equations generated from the PBEs (Brown et
al., 1989).

For a system that has a dispersed phase volume fraction <f), the initial number, n(v), of
drops of volume v in a unit volume can be calculated from

n(v) =

VP{V)
ma x

(7-7)

JvP(v)dv

where P(v) represents the initial number density of drops of volume v, which can be found
either from experimental data or set according to some type of statistical distribution, such as
uniform distribution or normal distribution.

7.2.2 Application of PBEs to Pipeline Flow Systems
For the development of population balance equations in oil-water pipe flow, it is assumed
that the drops of dispersed phase are homogeneously distributed over the pipe cross-section
area at any axial location. The mixture is assumed to flow with uniform turbulence, namely
energy dissipates at the same rate for the whole pipe. Again, drops are regarded to be
spherical and the changes in their size results from breakage and coalescence only rather
than heat and mass transfer or reaction. The dispersed flow is also assumed to be one
dimensional. Thus, the evolution of the drop size distribution can be expressed by 1-D
macroscopic population balance equation, which leads to Equation (7-8).

d n ^ + u ^ d n ( ^ + nM
at
ox

^ L ^ B B(V,x ) - D B(v,x) + Bc (v,x ) - D c (v,x)
ox

(7-8)

where Umis the mixture velocity and x is the axial distance from the entrance.

In recent studies, Kostoglou & Karabelas (1998, 2001) assumed that there is no axial
change in the drop size distribution in Equation (7-8) and the mixture moves like a plug at
the same velocity along the pipe. As a result, Equation (7-8) reduces to
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= Bb (v, x ) - Db (v, x ) + Bc (v, x) - Dc (v, x)

(7-9)

ot

In contrast, Gnotke et al. (2003) studied the axial development of drop size distribution in
a vertical pipe by assuming that the dispersed flows are in steady state at all axial locations
along the pipe. Considering the mixture velocity to be constant leads to the following
population balance equations.

u m dn^ ’X^ = Bb (V, x) - D b (V, x) + Bc (v, x) - Dc (v, x)
dx

(7-10)

In realistic situations, however, the oil-water mixture is neither flowing like a plug nor is
it in a steady state, especially in regions close to pipe entrance. Therefore, in contrast to the
previous models, that can only determine either the spatial or temporal evolution of the drop
size distribution, a more advanced PBEs method is proposed in this Chapter.

Here, it is assumed that the drops have the same distribution over the pipe cross-sectional
area and there is no slip between the drops and the continuous phase at high velocity. The
mixture velocity (Um) is constant along the pipe and represents the drop velocity in the axial
direction. Hence, Equation (7-8) becomes

(7-11)

Discretization of the above equation yields a group of non-linear integral-differential
equations, when categorising drops into some discrete size groups. To solve the above
discrete equations the boundary conditions at pipe inlet and outlet, and initial drop size
distributions for the pipe are also required. In this work, the drops at the inlet are set to
follow either a uniform or a normal distribution. By using a sufficiently long pipe the drops
at the outlet are then assumed to be in a fully developed state, namely

dn(v,L)
dx

(7-12)

where L is the pipe length. On the basis of the PDECOL solver developed by Madsen &
Sincovec (1979), a Fortran 90 program has been written to solve the non-linear integraldifferential equations arising from Equation (7-11).
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7.3

Drop Breakage and Coalescence Models

7.3.1

Drop Breakage Model

7.3.1.1

Drop Breakup Frequency

In general three mechanisms can lead to drop breakage, namely turbulent (deformation)
breakage, viscous shear (tearing) breakage and elongation flow breakage. However, viscous
shear breakage tends to happen mainly in laminar flow and elongation flow breakage always
takes place at a liquid acceleration region, such as the area close to impeller in stirred
vessels. For dispersions in stirred vessels and pipe flows, turbulent breakage has been
regarded as the most prevailing mechanism, the elongation breakage region near the stirrer in
stirred vessels being regarded as insignificant. Many investigators have developed models
based on different mechanisms of drop breakage and several breakage frequency functions
have been proposed in the literature (Coulaloglou & Tavlarides, 1977; Prince & Blanch,
1990; Tsouris & Tavlarides, 1994; Luo & Svendsen, 1996). In the studies described in this
Chapter, the breakage model proposed by Luo & Svendsen (1996) is used.

Luo & Svendsen (1996) postulated a general rate model for fluid particle (drop or bubble)
breakage in turbulent flows as follows:

d

(7-13)

where cbB 1 (v) is the arrival (bombarding) frequency of eddies of size (length scale) between
X and \+ d \ on particles of size v; PB( v : / Vv) is the probability for a particle of size v to
break into two particles, one with volume off vv, when the particle is hit by an arriving eddy
of size X

Luo & Svendsen (1996) suggested that at a given volume fraction, / v, there is the
minimum turbulence energy, emin, for a drop of diameter of d to break into two smaller drops.
This minimum turbulent energy, emin, is defined as the increase of interfacial energy:

= [ / v2/3+ ( l - / v)2/3- l ] ^ V = c/ ^ V

(7-14)

where a is the interfacial tension and cf represents the surface increase fraction. The
probability PB(v: f vv) was then expressed as an exponential function of the ratio of this
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minimum surface energy and average kinetic energy of an eddy of size A. Consequently the
following equation was derived to calculate g (v : f v ) :

1 /3

g(v : /„ V ) = 0.923(1 - ? ) ( - £ - ]

1

j“

Jy-cxp

12

cf cr

apcs 2 l3d 5 /3 Zu

(7-15)
'3

where (p is the dispersed phase volume fraction, e is the energy dissipation rate per unit
volume, a=2.04 is a constant, pc is the continuous phase density, £ is the ratio (A/d) between
length scale of the eddy A and the drop diameter d. £mm is the minimum value of £
corresponding to a length scale A*™which is set equal to the Kolmogorov length scale. The
total breakage rate of particles of size v or d can be obtained by integrating this equation over
the whole fraction interval, which is expressed as

« ( V) = | j g

(7-16)

( V ; / v V) # v

where the factor 1/2 takes into account that the effective range of f v is either 0-0.5 or 0.5-1
(the integrand is symmetrical with f , =0.5).
Figure 7.1 shows the effect of drop size and energy dissipation rate on the specific
breakage rate, g (v : f vv)/(l-<p), for an oil-water system with o = 0.05 N/m. As shown in
Figure 7.1 increasing s results in an increase of the drop break-up rate for a given size.
10
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Figure 7.1: Effect of drop size and energy dissipation rate on the specific breakage
rate, g (v : f vv )/(\- q?), in an oil-in-water dispersion (/>„=!000 Kg/m3 and p„=828 Kg/m3)
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7.3.1.2

Daughter Drop Size Distribution Function

Another factor that affects the breakage kernel is the daughter drop size distribution, /3.
Many investigators have proposed a model for (3based on the assumption of binary break-up,
i.e. that two daughter drops are formed from one breakage. This assumption is also used in
the current studies.

In case of binary break-up, two typical methods have been used to calculate the size
distribution function of the formed daughter drops. In the first, the daughter drop size
distribution is considered to follow certain statistical models, such as truncated normal
distribution (Valentas et al., 1966; Coulaloglou & Tavlarides 1977; Chatzi et al., 1989;
Ribeiro et al., 1995; Maggioris et al., 2000), uniform distribution (Narsimham et al, 1979;
Prince & Blanch, 1990), /3 distribution (Hsia & Tavlarides, 1980; Lee et al., 1987) and ‘U’
shape distribution (Hesketh et al., 1991; Kostoglou et al., 1997). The other approach used is
to derive the daughter drop size distribution from surface energy models, which are based on
either drop-eddy collision (Tsouris & Tavlarides, 1994; Luo & Svendsen; 1996) or stress
balances (Martinez-Bazan et al., 1999).

Recently, it has been shown that the energy required for break-up into two equally sized
drops is greater than the energy requirement for break-up into two unequally sized drops (a
smaller and a larger drop). Taking this fact into account, Hesketh et al. (1991) suggested a Ushaped daughter density function with a zero probability of forming two exactly equal
bubbles, based on their experimental results concerning bubbles flowing in a pipe. Later
Kostoglou et al. (1997) introduced a modification to the daughter drop density function
proposed by Hesketh et al. (1991), which allows a non-zero value for the probability of
forming two equally sized daughter drops.

In the work described in this Chapter, the function proposed by Kostoglou et al. (1997)
was used. This function defines the probability for a drop of volume V breaking into a
smaller drop of volume v as
r
+
\v

--V + Z>

(z -l)
b + 0.5

2

where / is the normalization coefficient defined as:
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1

0.5

=

ln(l+6)-ln(6) +

z- 1
b + 0.5

(7-18)

and z is given by:

0.5a

z =
2

(7-19)

b(l+ b)(\-a)

where a and b are the parameters that control the distribution shape (shown in Figure 7.2).
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Figure 7.2: Variation of the daughter drop size distribution with the parameters a and
b which appear in Equation (7-17).

7.3.2 Drop Coalescence Model
The model postulated by Coulaloglou & Tavlarides (1977) is used in this Chapter to
calculate the coalescence rate between drops of volume of v, and v;. Coulaloglou &
Tavlarides (1977) suggested that the coalescence rate for drops of volume of v, and v; can be
expressed as the product of collision frequency, h(v„ v;), and coalescence efficiency, 2(v„ v;).
The drop-drop collision frequency in a turbulent flow is assumed to be analogous to that in
gas molecular collisions, which can be calculated from

-
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Mv,,vJ) = c1-

9\l/2
(v,'/3+v‘l//T3 \(2v/ 2i"/ 9’ + v, 2f/ i')

(7-20)

where c; =2.17* 10"4 is a constant obtained from experiments.
The two drops are assumed to coalesce only if the contact time is greater than the time for
the draining film between them to reach a critical thickness for film rupture. By viewing the
film drainage under a constant squeezing turbulent force, Coulaloglou & Tavlarides (1977)
proposed a model to calculate the coalescence efficiency, which was expressed by an
exponential function relating the film drainage time to the drop contact time. For two drops
of volume of v, and v7, the coalescence efficiency A(vit v;) was given by

^(vf,v; ) = exp

c2 PcVc£

v1/3v1/3
yt
J
v1/3+v,/3
'
J /

(7-21)

where pc is the continuous phase viscosity; c2: 2.28xl013 is another constant found from
experiments. Results from Equations (7-20) and (7-21), as shown in Figure 7.3, suggest that
smaller drops are easier to coalesce with larger drops and coalescence between two large
drops or two small drop occur with difficulty.

Figure 7.3: Normalised coalescence frequency calculated using Equations (7-20) and (721) in a benzene-in-water system.
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7.4

Criterion for Phase Inversion

For oil-water systems, many investigators have suggested that phase inversion occurs
when the total free energies from oil-in-water and water-in-oil configurations are equal (to a
critical value) after assuming the two possible dispersions are stable. For each dispersed
system, the total free energy consists of the continuous phase free energy, the dispersed
phase free energy and the free energy of the interfaces. In the case of constant system
temperature and composition for a given mixture velocity, the free energy of the continuous
and dispersed phases have been assumed to remain the same during phase inversion (Yeo et
al., 2002; Brauner & Ullman, 2002). Thus, the phase inversion criterion is only dependent on
the free energy of interfaces, which include the interfacial energy between the oil and water
phases, and between the continuous phase and the solid wall. Therefore, the criterion can be
expressed as:

Eso/w + Esws ~ Esw/o ■*"Esos = ^ sCrit

(7-22)

where Eso/w and Esw/o are the interfacial energy per unit volume in the oil-in-water (o/w) and
water-in-oil (w/o) dispersions, respectively; Esos and EsWs are the wall surface energy per
unit volume when oil and water are the continuous phases, respectively, and Es*Crit is the
critical surface energy where phase inversion occurs. According to Brauner & Ullmann
(2002) under conditions where no surfactants are used, the oil-water surface tensions in the
pre- and post-inversion dispersions are the same. Also, the solid-liquid wettability effects can
be negligible if the area of vessel is much smaller than the interfacial area. Equation (7-22)
then becomes

oAq/ w

(7-23)

- gAw/a ~ ESCrit

Here, a is the interfacial tension between the oil and water phases, and A

0/w

and A

W/ o

are the

interfacial areas for the two possible dispersions, water continuous and oil continuous
respectively, which can be obtained from the population balance equations.

00

(7-24)
o

where nK(x) is the number of drops of diameter x in a unit volume.
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The above criterion of equal surface energy has been used recently for phase inversion
studies in stirred vessel systems by Juswandi (1995) and Yeo et al. (2002), using the drop
size distributions simulated by the Monte-Carlo method, whereas Brauner & Ullmann (2002)
applied this criterion to liquid-liquid pipe flow using correlations for average drop sizes.
Brauner & Ullmann (2002) also attributed the ambivalent range to the interfacial tension
changes (due to contaminants) pre- and post-phase inversion in liquid-liquid pipe flows and
stirred vessels. However, assuming no changes in interfacial tension and negligible wall
surface energy, the criterion of equal interfacial energy cannot predict the existence of an
ambivalent range.

7.5

Model Implementation

Although the non-linear partial differential equations given by Equation (7-6) or (7-11)
can be solved numerically, there are two other aspects which need to be considered. Firstly,
the drops are divided into different classes of equally separated sizes. The minimum drop
class is set to have the size of Kolmogorov length scale, lk =(v3/ s ) 1/4 (Alopaeus et al.,
1999). The size of the largest class, dmax, has been suggested for stirred vessels to follow
Equation (7-25) by Tsouris & Tavlarides (1994):

d m ax =0.125We~°-6D,/

(7-25)

where We=NI2DI3pc/a is the Weber number in which pc is the continuous phase density, Ni is
the impeller speed, a is the interfacial tension and Di is the impeller diameter; <f>is the
dispersed phase volume fraction, Pd and Pc are the viscosity of dispersed and continuous
phases, respectively. For pipe flow, dmax is set equal to 0.1 xZ>, where D is the pipe diameter,
which represents the integral turbulence length scale (Hutchinson et al., 1971). In addition, it
is also assumed that there is no breakage of the lowest class as no other class can contain its
daughter drop size; similarly coalescence forming a drop larger than the maximum size is
also not allowed.

Secondly, because the daughter drop size or coalescence-formed drop size cannot match
exactly the discrete characteristic class sizes, the mass (or volume) of the total dispersed
phase is unlikely to remain constant with time. It is, therefore, necessary to use
complementary methods to conserve mass. In this Chapter, two algorithms are applied
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respectively for drop breakage and coalescence. For drop breakage, the daughter drop size
distribution function /? is scaled at each time step, such that the total mass of daughter drops
formed from larger drop breakages equals the total mass of drops that break up at the same
time. For drop coalescence when two drops coalesce, the drop produced is split into the two
nearest drop classes according to the ratio of the third moment of the diameters. The sum of
the split fractions into each of the two consecutive classes should be equal to unity.

7.6

Results and Discussion

7.6.1 Simulations in Stirred Vessels
Before studying phase inversion, the sensitivity of population balance equations to the
initial distribution conditions of dispersed phase drops is investigated. Three different initial
distributions, shown in Figure 7.4, namely two normal distributions with different mean
values and one uniform distribution, are used. The results of steady state drop distribution at
800 rpm impeller speed are also presented in Figure 7.4. It is clearly shown that the
distribution finally formed in the stirred vessel when the dispersion reaches steady state is
essentially independent of the initial conditions; the initial condition will, however, affect the
time required to reach the steady state. As also shown in Figure 7.4, dispersions having an
initially uniform distribution require more time than those with normal distribution to reach
the steady state. A normal distribution therefore has been used in this study in order to obtain
the steady state in shorter time.

0.12

0

0.05

0.1

0.15

0.2

0.25

Drop size (mm)

Figure 7.4: Equilibrium drop size distributions obtained from three different initial
distributions at 800 rpm agitation speed in a benzene-in-water system.
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Benzene-water dispersions in a stirred vessel with 100 mm diameter and 110 mm height
were simulated using the present PBEs model. This system is characterized by the following
parameter values (o and w denote benzene and water, respectively): pw=996 Kg/m3, p0=867
Kg/m3, Hw=\.0 cP, Po=0.6 cP and <7=0.0323 N/m. A normal drop size distribution with 200
pm mean diameter is used as the initial condition. The Sauter mean diameter (D32),
calculated by Equation (7-26) for a benzene-in-water dispersion at different dispersed phase
volume fractions and agitation speeds, is shown in Figure 7.5.

(7-26)

The results are also compared with the correlation of Equation (7-27) suggested in previous
studies (e.g. Zhou & Kresta, 1998; Pacek et al., 1998).

Dj

= cJVe 0-6(1 + c4 (p)
3

(7-27)

In Equations (7-26) and (7-27), c3 and c4 are constants that can be obtained by fitting
experimental data. For c3, most of the previous experimental data can be fitted using values
within the range of 0.05-0.06, while c4 varies more widely in the range of 3 - 10. Here c3
and c4 are given at the values of 0.06 (0.05*) and 7.0 (10.0*), respectively. As can be seen in
Figure 7.5, the predictions of the PBEs model are in good agreement with the correlation of
experimental data for smaller </>. Some discrepancies become apparent at higher 0 and low
agitation speeds, which may be due to the fact that the expressions for the collision
frequency and coalescence efficiency are valid for the dilute dispersions only. In the
following studies, c3 = 0.06 and c4 = 7.0 are used.

Figure 7.6 shows the Sauter mean diameters, predicted by PBEs model in both benzenein-water and water-in-benzene dispersions at 50% dispersed phase volume fraction in the
system described above. It can be seen that at the same power input, water drops dispersed in
benzene have larger Sauter mean diameters than benzene drops dispersed in water. This may
be partially due to the viscosity difference between the benzene (0.6 cP) and water (1.0 cP)
phases: more viscous drops need more energy to break into smaller ones. It can also be noted
that the differences tend to become smaller as the agitation speed increases.
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Figure 7.5: Comparisons on the Sauter mean diameters between the PBEs predictions
and the correlation given by Equation (7-27) in benzene-in-water dispersions. Here, c3
and c4 are given at the values of 0.06 (0.05*) and 7.0 (10.0*), respectively.
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Figure 7.6: The Sauter mean diameters predicted by the PBEs model for benzene-inwater and water-in-benzene systems at various agitation speeds and <p=0.5.
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The drop size distribution can be used together with the equal surface energy criterion to
predict phase inversion. Since the viscosity ratio of the dispersed to continuous phase has
been shown to play a key role in phase inversion (Yeh et al., 1964; Norato et al., 1998; Yeo
et al., 2002), this effect on the phase inversion holdup at various agitation speeds is
investigated using PBEs for an equal density system and the results are shown in Figure 7.7.
The results are compared to those obtained using Monte-Carlo simulations to predict the
drop size evolution by Yeo et al. (2002). Good agreement is found for the PBEs prediction in
compared to that by the Monte-Carlo method. The predicted trends also agree with the
experimental observations of Selker & Sleicher (1965) that phase inversion holdup increases
with increasing viscosity ratio. Furthermore, the model predictions also exhibit very good
agreement with the relation of Yeh et al. (1964), also shown in Figure 7.7, given by

The results shown in Figure 7 .7 also provide a check on the performance of the numerical
procedure used to solve the PBEs equations.
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Figure 7.7: Effect of viscosity ratio on phase inversion point in an equal density system.
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7.6.2 Simulations of Pipeline Flow

7.6.2.1

Sensitivities to the Inlet (and Initial) Drop Size Distribution

Evolution of drop sizes along the pipeline was studied as a precursor to the predictions of
phase inversion with the PBEs model. Dispersed flows of oil and water in a 38mm ID pipe
are considered in this study. Dispersed phase are introduced into a 15 m long straight pipe in
two known distributions, a uniform distribution and a truncated normal distribution which
are shown in Figure 7.8(a) and Figure 7.8(d), respectively; Figure 7.8 illustrates the
evolution of drop size distributions at different axial locations for 3.0 m/s mixture velocity
(Umix) and 30% input oil fraction. The axial profiles at 0 sec, lsec and 5 sec are shown (the
profile changes are found to be negligible after 5 seconds for this case). It can be seen that
the drop sizes injected at the entrance have a strong impact on the distribution of drops near
the inlet (i.e. at distance less than about 5m), but a much less noticeable effect on drops far
downstream. These results suggest that the distribution become fully developed and
independent of the initial conditions used.

To better elucidate the independence of downstream drop size distribution on the initial
conditions, the axial profiles of the Sauter mean diameter (D32) and the drop size distribution
curve at 8 m from the entrance are presented in Figures 7.9 and 7.10, respectively (for the
same parameters as in Figure 7.8). It is clearly shown that after a certain distance from the
inlet (approximately equal to 5 m for this set of parameters), the results generated with
different initial conditions become virtually indistinguishable. It is expected that this distance
is determined by the inherent characteristics of dispersed drops (e.g. breakage and
coalescence frequency), turbulent level (e.g. mixture velocity) and the initial conditions in
that the normal distribution initial condition appears to require a somewhat smaller distance
than uniform distribution condition (see Figure 7.9).

In general, the development distances required to reach a steady fully-developed state in
the cases studied are found to be less than 5 meters according to the simulations by the PBEs
model. This finding, however, is in contrast with that of Kostoglou & Karabelas (1998)
based on a simplified PBEs model (see Equation 7-9). They investigated the attainment of
steady state in turbulent pipe flow of dilute dispersions and their theoretical evidence showed
that an unrealistic long pipe is required to achieve the steady state. The reason for this
discrepancy may be because of the following two aspects. Firstly, the work of Kostoglou &
Karabelas (1998) was concentrated on dilute dispersions where only drop breakages are
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Figure 7.8: Spatio-temporal evolutions of drop size distributions for 3.0 m/s mixture
velocity and 30% input oil fraction with an initially uniform (a-c) and a truncated
normal distribution (d-f)*
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assumed to occur whereas in the work described here both breakup and coalescence are
taken into account. It would be as expected that breaking large drops into the smaller
droplets takes longer time than breaking those into somehow bigger droplets. Secondly,
breakage in their model is assumed to be independent of the size of the parent drops, and
breakage probability is also assumed to follow a simple power form and is not based on
physically well-developed models.
In summary, according to the present PBEs model, a similar finding to that in stirred
vessels (as illustrated in Section 7.6.1) is presented in pipeline flows, that is, the initial
distribution of drop sizes seems not to affect the distribution formed at the steady fullydeveloped state, although it will have an influence on the distance required to reach that
state. Next, we examine the possibility of phase inversion occurring in pipeline flows
downstream from the pipe inlet.
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Figure 7.9: Axial variation profiles of the Sauter mean diameters (D32) with two
different initial drop size distributions, calculated for the same parameters used to
generate Figure 7.8 at 5 seconds.
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Figure 7.10: Comparisons of the predicted drop size distributions at a distance of 8.0 m
from pipe inlet, with different initial conditions and the same parameters as in Figure
7.9.

7.6.2.2

Prediction of Phase Inversion

PBEs models have been applied to the studies of dilute dispersions (<30%) mainly in
stirred vessels (Alopaeus, 1999) and in a few cases in pipeline flows (Kostoglou et al., 1998,
2001; Gnotke et al., 2003). Phase inversion, however, happens at high dispersed phase
fractions while models for coalescence have only been validated against relatively dilute
systems. It has been shown that the coalescence frequency can significantly depend on the
dispersed phase volume fraction. To account for this in the current work parameter Cj in
Equation (7-20) is considered as a function of the dispersed phase fraction. As was suggested
by Desnoyer et al. (2003), Cj is assumed to be given by the following relationship:

cx=p<pm

(7-29)

where p and m are empirical constants.
The constants p and m are correlated from the experimental data on average drop size
distributions, measured at positions 4 m (105Z)) and 7 m (184D) from the test section inlet in
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oil-water horizontal pipeline flow, obtained in the present work a.nd presented in Chapter 3.
The detailed experimental setup is described in Section 3.1, while the experimental data for
measured drop sizes are presented in detail in Appendix D. It is found that the PBEs model
gives the best fit to the experiments whenp = 5.458xl0"3and m = -1.3404. Comparisons of
the Sauter mean diameters, D32, between model predictions and experimental measurements
for oil-in-water dispersions, are shown in Figure 7.11, with C2=5.4><108. Here c2 is much
lower than its value for stirred vessels (=2.28xlO13); a smaller value of c2 which will enhance
the coalescence rate was used here to obtain a better prediction for the pipe flow case.

As illustrated in Section 7.6.2.1, theoretical evidence from the PBEs model showed
that the drop sizes reach steady state in a relatively short distance and no significant changes
occur in the size distributions after 7 m (184D) from the inlet for 3.0 m/s or higher mixture
velocities. Therefore, the predictions of phase inversion at 7 m were compared with the
experimental observations. The equal surface energy criterion (Brauner & Ullman, 2002)
was used to predict phase inversion in pipe flow, as given by Equation (7-23). Thus, the
interfacial energies of the two possible dispersions (oil-in-water and water-in-oil) are equal
at the phase inversion point. The simulated results are shown in Figure 7.12 for 3.5 m/s
mixture velocity. The interfacial energy of each dispersion (oil continuous or water
continuous) increases with increasing dispersed phase fraction (continuous lines). At 71% oil
fraction the two curves cross. At this phase fraction, where the two possible dispersions have
the same interfacial energy, phase inversion is predicted to occur. For each mixture, any
further increase in the dispersed phase fraction (represented by the dotted lines) is not
possible. The dispersed phase will therefore become continuous and the interfacial energy
will follow the continuous line of the inversed dispersion. The results of the model are in
very good agreement with the experimental data for the same flow conditions as found by
Ioannou et al. (2004), which also showed that phase inversion occurs at about 70-72% input
oil fraction.
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Figure 7.11: Comparison of the predictions of the PBEs model and experimental data
of the Sauter mean diameter (D32) at 3.0 m/s and 3.5 m/s mixture velocity obtained in
horizontal oil-in-water dispersed pipeline flows at 7 m from the pipe inlet.
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Figure 7.12: Interfacial energy of oil-in-water and water-in-oil dispersions calculated at
a distance of 7 m from the entrance for 3.5 m/s mixture velocity. The solid (dashed)
lines represent stable (unstable) dispersions.
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Since no clear experimental evidence points to the existence of an ambivalent range in the
experimental systems studied as part of this work (in both horizontal and vertical flows) and
the work carried out by Ioannou (2004) covering a wide range of horizontal flow situations,
the equal surface energy criterion seems suitable for the accurate prediction of phase
inversion. However, as discussed in Chapter 5, experiments in vertical flows also implied
that the slip velocity between phases may be another factor to affect phase inversion.
Therefore, more fundamental understanding on the mechanism underlying phase inversion is
needed, even though the current PBEs model provides a promising starting point.

The location of achieving steady state in terms of drop size distribution, according to the
PBEs predictions in Section 7.6.2.1, has been found to depend on the inherent characteristic
of the drops, the mixture velocity and the inlet condition. Accordingly, the axial positions
where phase inversion first occurs would also be determined by those factors. A specific
study for this characteristic has been conducted in this Chapter. Figure 7.13 presents the
inversion point simulated by PBEs model at different mixture velocities; here the same initial
drop distribution condition, i.e. a truncated normal distribution, is used for both o/w and w/o
dispersions at all velocities. It is clearly illustrated that for the same mixture velocity the
inversion location from oil-in-water to water-in-oil dispersion is further away from the
entrance compared to the inversion from water-in-oil (w/o) to oil-in-water (o/w), when
injecting drops of the same size distribution. This is possibly due to viscous oil drops taking
longer to break-up compared with the less viscous water drops. Figure 7.13 also shows that
increasing the mixture velocity reduces the axial distance at which phase inversion occurs,
for both types of dispersion (o/w or w/o); this is considered to be due to the associated
increase in turbulence intensity. In contrast to low velocities (e.g. 3.0 m/s), at higher
velocities (e.g. 3.5 and 4.0 m/s) the turbulent energy dissipates more quickly and drop break
up and coalescence reaches the dynamic equilibrium balance in a relatively shorter time.
These results, obtained from this specific study, suggest that although an ambivalent range
characterized by a difference in input oil fraction may be absent in pipeline flows, such as
region may instead be present in terms of distance (whose length depends on system
parameters).
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Figure 7.13: A specific case study on the predicted locations for the occurrence of phase
inversion in pipeline flows, demarcated by dashed lines, at various mixture velocity and
inlet dispersion morphology. Here, O/W (W/O) refers to oil-in-water (water-in-oil)
dispersions as the initial conditions; E represents the critical level leading to phase
inversion as predicted by Equation (7-23).

7.7

Sum m ary

The application of a PBEs model for predicting phase inversion in liquid-liquid dispersed
systems, formed in stirred vessels and in pipelines, is described in this Chapter. For stirred
vessel systems, the drop size distribution predicted by the PBEs model in dilute dispersions
shows good agreement with experimental correlations. However, discrepancies appear for
dense dispersions, which were attributed to the modification of coalescence efficiency and
collision frequency in dense dispersions. According to the equal surface energy criterion, the
predictions from the PBEs model agree with the results by a Monte-Carlo method (Yeo et
al., 2002) and the correlation of Yeh et al. (1964). However, this criterion fails to predict the
width of ambivalent range, which indicated that a better understanding of the mechanism
underlying phase inversion process is needed.
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For pipeline flow systems, more advanced PBEs models than those available in literature
are proposed by taking into account the flow of the resultant dispersion. Simulations of the
axial evolution in drop sizes indicate that the steady fully-developed distribution achieved far
downstream from the inlet is independent of the initial conditions. The equal surface energy
criterion, suggested by Brauner & Ullman (2002), was used in conjunction with the PBEs
model to investigate phase inversion in pipeline flow. Good agreement was found between
the experimentally determined input fractions for phase inversion and those predicted by the
PBEs model. The identity of the continuous phase, for given input phase fraction and
mixture velocity, is ultimately (for long enough pipes) independent of inlet conditions.
However, the distance required to achieve this identity is dependent on inlet conditions.

Further studies are needed in dense liquid-liquid dispersions that would result in more
appropriate breakage and coalescence frequencies. It is also important to understand the
underlying physical mechanism of phase inversion that would indicate a more suitable
criterion for the appearance of an ambivalent region.
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Chapters
Theoretical Simulation of PhaseInversion and Ambivalent Range in
Stirred Vessels Using a Two-Region
Model
Phase inversion in agitated vessels was studied using a two-region model. In this model,
breakup and coalescence are assumed to take place in the vicinity of the impeller and away
from that region, respectively. The mechanism of phase inversion is regarded as the result of
an imbalance between the breakup and coalescence processes. A brief introduction is given
in Section 8.1 on the basis for the model developed in the present work. The mathematical
equations and model development are presented in Section 8.2. Section 8.3 describes the
criterion suggested in the current study for prediction of phase inversion in stirred vessels. A
comparison of the predicted ambivalent ranges under various conditions with experimental
data is discussed in Section 8.4. Finally, a summary is given in Section 8.5.

8.1

Introduction

Despite the postulation of a number of physical mechanisms to explain phase inversion
and the existence of the ambivalent range, as described in Section 2.1.4, very few studies
have reported good agreement between theory and experiment in terms of the width of the
ambivalent region has proved elusive. The studies described in this Chapter reconsider the
problem of predicting phase inversion in an agitated vessel and propose a model that
compares breakup and coalescence in the impeller and circulation regions, respectively, to
-
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predict the ambivalent range as a function of system parameters. The predictions are found to
be in good agreement with experimental data.

8.2

Model Development

In this section, details of the problem formulation are provided. Details of the procedure
used to solve the relevant equations are also given.

8.2.1 Energy Dissipation Rate

For systems (e.g. agitated vessels) where the flow is turbulent but anisotropic and
inhomogeneous, the rates of drop breakup and coalescence are spatially dependent; this is
because drops tend to breakup and coalesce under high and low turbulence, respectively
(Brown & Pitt, 1972). Although phase inversion in agitated vessels has been studied by
using the homogeneous turbulence assumption (Juswandi, 1995; Yeo et al., 2002), in order
to be able to predict ambivalent range it is necessary to include the flow inhomogeneity,
which arises naturally in agitated vessels, in any predictive models. In general, the flow in an
agitated vessel exhibits two distinct regions: a region near the impeller in which the flow is
highly turbulent and a circulation region away from the impeller where the turbulence
intensity is less. This feature of the flow was incorporated in the two-region model described
below.

A number of investigators have measured the energy dissipation rates as a function of
position in an agitated vessel (see, for instance, Cutter, 1966; Placek & Tavlarides, 1985) and
confirmed that the turbulence in these systems is highly inhomogeneous. The following
relationships have been postulated to describe the ratio of the local to mean energy
dissipation rate,

e.

\126

s

15.16 (Placek&Tavlarides, 1985)

% = 0.26
e

(Coulaloglou ,1975)

(Coulaloglou, 1975; Placek&Tavlarides ,1985)
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where s t and s c are the energy dissipation rates in the impeller and circulation regions,
respectively, and s is the mean energy dissipation rate which in stirred vessels can be
estimated by

(8-2)

e = C

where Nj is the impeller agitation speed, Dj is the impeller diameter and C; is a constant for
which values of 0.99 (Schwartzberg & Treybal, 1968) and 0.81 (Tsouris & Tavlarides, 1994)
have been suggested. Equation (8-2) is valid for a single phase and a dilute dispersion, while
for non-dilute dispersions, the use of an effective mixture viscosity was suggested to account
for turbulence damping due to the presence of drops (Doulah, 1975):

_
M

Mr 'P m

(8-3)

^ Mn ’ P c j

where ec and em are the energy dissipation rates for the pure continuous phase and the
dispersion, respectively; p c and p m, and p c and p m are the viscosities and densities of the
pure continuous phase and dispersion, respectively. A number of expressions have been
suggested for the viscosity of liquid-liquid dispersions, p m, and they are listed in Table 8.1.
Guilinger et al. (1988) applied an indirect method to measure the mixture viscosity during
the inversion process in water-kerosene dispersions and found that the predictions by
Vermuelen et al. (1955) agree well with the experiments. The expression given by
Vermuelen et al. (1955) was used in the present work.

By using the above energy dissipation rate in the circulation region (Equation 8-lb) to
calculate maximum stable drop size in a toluene-water dispersion, Tsouris & Tavlarides
(1994) found the predicted average drop size to be much larger than that measured
experimentally. They concluded that drop breakup occurs only in the impeller region where
energy dissipation is higher. Based on an energy balance inside the vessel, the volume of the
impeller region, Vi, can be calculated as follows:

K

em- e c

VT

e -e c

(8-4)
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where VT is the total volume of the vessel. In the present study, s { = 5.16fm and C/=0.99
were used, and s m is given by Equation (8-3).

Table 8.1: Expressions for the viscosity of liquid-liquid dispersions. Here, (p and p d are
the dispersed phase volume fraction and viscosity, respectively.

Author (year)

Mixture Viscosity

Taylor (1932)

^ + 0 .4 /^
Mm =Mc \ + 2.5(f>
Md+Mc ,

Vermuelen et al. (1955)

Mn

Laity & Treybal (1957)

u = -J-Mek- x , ^M d
r*m
l-*» \
Md+Mc)

Furuse (1972)

Mm = Me

Bamea & Mizrahi (1976)

Mm=McQXP

1-<(>

1+ 0.5<p
(1 - < ! > ) 2
^ + ° - 4fe
Vj +Mc

,

Bedeaux (1983)

8.2.2 Sauter Mean Diameter (d32)

Drop size measurements in liquid-liquid dispersions in agitated vessels have been carried
out for decades. Many correlations have been postulated for the relationship between the
Sauter mean diameter (d32) and the physical properties of the fluids, e.g. dispersed phase
fraction, viscosity, density and interfacial tension. A comprehensive review is given by
Godfrey et al. (1989) and Zhou & Kresta (1998). Generally, in dilute dispersions where the
drop size is determined by the turbulent breakup, the Sauter mean diameter, d32, is given by:

dl2=C2We~l nDI

(8-5)
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where WeI = p cN 2jD ) l a is the Weber number representing the ratio of the external
distorting (or deforming) force over the restoring surface tension force, pc is the density of
continuous phase and a is the interfacial tension. However, correlations similar to that given
by Equation (8-5) are only valid for dilute dispersions with an inviscid dispersed phase so
that the viscous energy within a drop is negligible compared to its surface energy.

As phase inversion often takes place in concentrated dispersions where drop sizes are
determined by both breakup and coalescence processes, the influence of drop coalescence
must be considered. One common method is to modify Equation (8-5) to take into account
the dispersed phase fraction and the viscosity of the dispersed phase as follows:

(8-6)

dn =C2 (\+ C JW e rD , ^
\M c ;

where C2, C3, C4 and n are adjustable constants, varying with the nature of the dispersed
system. Previous experiments have indicated that 0.05 <C2 <0.08, 0.48 <C3 <22 (Godfrey
et al., 1989; Pacek et al., 1994a; Desnoyer, et al., 2003), n=0.6 in the breakup region and
n=3/8 in the coalescence region (Roger et al., 1956; Shinnar, 1961; Nishikawa et al., 1987),
and 0.2 <C 4 <0.25 (Zhou & Kresta, 1998). Recently, Desnoyer et al. (2003) investigated
drop sizes in two concentrated liquid-liquid dispersed systems (up to 60%), one liquid pair
with high coalescence rate and the other with low coalescence rate. They reported that the
classical Hinze-Kolmogorov theory (Hinze, 1955) with «=0.6 failed to provide an accurate
fit for the drop size in highly concentrated dispersions. Instead, the following polynomial
relationships were proposed for n in order to fit their experimental data:

(at low coalescence rate)

(8-7a)

(at high coalescence rate)

(8-7b)

In the present study, n was given different values for the impeller and circulation regions but
was considered independent of the volume fraction. For baffled systems, the parameters used
to calculate the drop size in these regions in o/w and w/o dispersions, respectively, are
summarised in Table 8.2.
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Table 8.2: Values of the parameters in Equation (8-6).

Regions

Impeller Region

Circulation Region

Dispersions

o/w

w/o

o/w

w/o

c2

0.07

0.07

0.07

0.07

C3

9.0

9.0 or 0.5

2.0

2.0

n

0.6

0.6 or 3/8

3/8

3/8

C4

0.25

0.25

0.25

0.25

8.2.3 Breakage and Coalescence Frequency

This chapter focuses mainly on studies in pure liquid-liquid systems in the absence of
surfactants and therefore the expressions developed for drop breakage and coalescence are
those for dispersions without surfactant. Modification of the present model would be
required if surfactants are present. In general three mechanisms are associated with drop
breakup, namely turbulent (deformation), viscous shear (tearing) and elongation flow
breakup. For dispersions in agitated vessels, turbulent breakup is regarded as the most
dominant mechanism (Lasheras et al., 2002). Several functions have been suggested for the
turbulent breakup rate. In this paper, the binary breakup frequency, g(d), for drops of
diameter d is calculated by the following equation (Luo & Svendsen, 1996):

W

g(d) = 0 . 4 6 1 5 ( 1 - ^ 1 3 Jf ) ^ f f - e x p f Vo J

04

V 2 -04 P c £ b d

*

S

(8-8)

)

where eB = st is the energy dissipation rate in the breakup region, £ is the size ratio {lid)
between a turbulent eddy and a drop, a is the surface tension, and C5 = / 2/3 + (1 - / ) 2/3 -1
represents the surface increase due to drop breakup given the daughter drop volume fraction
f Note that Equation (8-8) does not need any adjustable parameters for a known drop size in
a given turbulent flow.

The drop coalescence rate has been expressed as the product of collision frequency and
coalescence efficiency (Coulaloglou & Tavlarides, 1977; Prince & Blanch, 1990; Tsouris &
Tavlarides, 1994). Collisions of drops in a turbulent flow were assumed to be analogous to
those of gas molecules. Coalescence occurs only when the drop contact time exceeds the
time needed by the liquid film trapped between the colliding drops to drain. Accordingly, the
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coalescence efficiency was represented by an exponential function of the film drainage time
and

the

drop

contact

time.

A

frequently

used

expression

for

coalescence

frequency, X (d{,d 2) , for drops with diameters d} and d2 was given by Coulaloglou and
Tavlarides (1977):

A(dt,d 2) = C6-% (<*, + d 2 ) 2 (d f ' 3 + d ln )m exp
1+ (p

C l P c V C£ o (

d \d 2

A

\d \+ d 2 j

(8-9)

where e0 = ec is the energy dissipation rate in the coalescence region, C«j = 2.17><10'4 and C7
= 2.28xl013 from experimental measurements conducted in dispersions of volume fraction
less than 15% (Coulaloglou & Tavlarides, 1977). However, in Equation (8-9) the collision
rate between drops is calculated from gas molecular collision theory, which may not be
applicable to dense dispersions in which drops are closely packed.

In the present work, the collisions of drops of various sizes are assumed to be analogous
to molecular interactions in a fluid of hard spheres that are close together. Therefore, given a
drop of size dj, the possibilities of finding drops of size d2 at a distance between r and r+dr
(see Figure 8.1) can be expressed by a radial distribution function, h]2 (r)dr, where r
represents the distance between the drop centres.

Figure 8.1: A schematic showing drops of various sizes in a concentrated dispersion.

In addition, in order for coalescence to occur, two liquid drops have to stay sufficiently
close so that the liquid film between them can be drained off over a short period of time.
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Accordingly, the possibility for drops of size 1 ‘seeing’ drops of size 2 can be estimated by
the radial distribution function when the distance r Mfii+di)!'!. Many expressions have been
proposed for the radial distribution function for hard spheres with multi-components (i.e.
multi-sized particles) (see, for instance, Percus-Yevick theory (PY), Oden & Henderson
theory (OH) and Camhan & Starling’s equation (CS)). The CS equation was found to give
better predictions at r = (di+di)!2 and was used here (McQuarrie, 2000):

Xi
Xi
h (r = ^ L i A ) = _ L _ + J ^ 2 ----------+2
2
1 - Zi
dl+ d 2 ( \ - X 3 ) 2
dx+d2J (1 x f)

(8- 10)

where

00

Xi = ^ \N {k)d(d[ )

i = 2 and 3

(8-11)

and N(k) is the number density of drops of size dk. Therefore, the following coalescence
frequency was used, where the right hand side of Equation (8-9) is multiplied by the radial
distribution function h(r):

X’(dl,d 2) = h]2(r = ^ f - ) X ( d u d2)

8.3

(8-12)

Criterion for Phase Inversion

As discussed above, there is a dynamic balance between drop breakup and coalescence in
dispersions, and phase inversion follows when this balance is destroyed. In inhomogeneous
systems, such as agitated vessels, the processes of drop breakup and coalescence take place
in different regions. In this study, the assumption was used that drops break in the impeller
region in which the flow is highly turbulent, and coalesce in the circulation region in which
the flow is much less turbulent. Figures 8.2 a&b present a comparison of breakup and
coalescence frequencies calculated from Equations (8-8) and (8-12), in which eB = si and
€o= €c, respectively for pc = 998 Kg/m3, jHe = 0.96 cP, o = 0.0323 N/m, ^ = 0.5 and
e = 0.1m2/s3. The result further illustrates that the breakup frequency in the impeller region
is much higher than that in the circulation region; the opposite is true for coalescence
frequency, particularly for larger drops.
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Figure 8.2: Comparisons of (a) coalescence and (b) breakup frequencies in the impeller
and circulation regions with e - 0.1 mV3 for (f>= 0.5.
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From the above description, phase inversion is expected to occur when the coalescence
rate exceeds the breakup rate, or:

m d

32

tC)(VT - r7)]2AV32)C,</32)C) > N(dZ2 J)Vlg (d32J)

where N is the drop number density per unit volume, d l 2

(8-13)

and d 32 i are the Sauter mean

diameters in the circulation and impeller regions, respectively. Equation (8-13) can then be
solved for the only unknown variable, namely the volume fraction of the dispersed phase, <f>.

8.4

Results and Discussion

Given the above models and criterion for phase inversion, simulations were performed to
simulate experiments by Norato et al. (1998) who used a stirred vessel of 10.2 cm in height
(H) and 10.2 cm in diameter (T). A Rushton impeller of 5.0 cm diameter was used to agitate
the dispersion of two immiscible liquids. Figure 8.3 illustrates the predicted ambivalent
range for phase inversion (solid lines) in the toluene/water system using the parameters listed
in Table 8.2. The properties of the fluids used in the experiments are shown Table 8.3. As
can be seen in Figure 8.3 the prediction of the upper curve of the ambivalent range (from o/w
to w/o) is in fairly good agreement with the experimental data of Norato et al. (1998). The
organic phase volume fraction required for phase inversion decreases with increasing
agitation speed. However, the lower curve (solid line) representing inversion from w/o to
o/w shows an opposite trend compared with the experiments. It is proposed that this may be
due to the fact that water drops in an oil medium can coalesce more efficiently due to the
relative absence of repulsive electrostatic forces; that is, water drops do not experience
similar repulsive forces to oil drops in an aqueous environment where the electrical double
layers around oil drops that approach each other can overlap (Kumar, 1996). This means that
some coalescence of water drops in oil can also appear in the impeller region which will
modify the average drop size. This effect may be taken into account by setting n = 3/8 and C3
= 0.5 in the impeller region. As shown in Figure 3, the prediction of the model with the
revised constants (dashed line) agrees reasonably well with the experimental data and the
modified parameters are then used to generate the rest of results shown in this work.
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Table 8.3: Physical properties of the liquid-liquid systems used in the experiments of
Norato et al. (1998).

Liquid-liquid system

p„ (kg/m3)

p w (kg/m3)

M P a s)

p w (Pa s)

q

Toluene/Water

867

996

0.00057

0.00096

0.0323

900

995

0.00059

0.00101

0.0299

1040

996

0.00065

0.00097

0.0277

1180

996

0.00073

0.00100

0.0263

805

977

0.00061

0.00102

0.0089

Toluene+CC14(4.54 wt%)
/Water
Toluene+CC14(23.8 wt%)
/Water
Toluene+CC14(43.1 wt%)
/Water
Methyl Isobutyl Ketone
/Water

(N/m)

c

o
o
£
a>

I

o
>
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to 0.4
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O

sim.

exp. data (Norato et al.,1998)
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Figure 8.3: Comparison of the predicted ambivalent range with the experimental data
by Norato et al. (1998). Here, for the impeller region Cj=9 and #i=0.6 (solid line); Cj=0.5
and /i=3/8 (dashed line); the rest of the parameters are as listed in Table 8.2.
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Figure 8.4 presents a comparison between model and experiments (by Norato et al., 1998)
of the ambivalent range in a toluene/water system with and without the use of the radial
distribution function [Equation (8-10)], which was adopted to better describe the drop
collision behaviour in concentrated dispersions. As shown in Figure 8.4, the width of the
ambivalent range is over-predicted in the absence of the radial distribution function. This
illustrates the fact that the coalescence rates obtained for dilute dispersions provide a poor
approximation to those of dense dispersions, and Figure 8.4 also provides a motivation for
the use of the radial distribution function in the rest of the work.
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o
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£
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distribution
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E
3
O
>
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V)

(0

£
a
o
c
(0

without radial
distribution
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0.4 -

exp. data
(Norato et
al.,1998)
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1600
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Figure 8.4: Effect of the radial distribution function on the model predictions for a
toluene/water system; the experimental data is taken from the work by Norato et al.
(1998).

Figure 8.5 illustrates the predicted phase inversion ambivalent ranges for a toluene/water
system, with an interfacial tension of 0.0323 N/m, and a methyl isobutyl ketone
(MIBK)/water system, with a lower interfacial tension of 0.0089 N/m. The predictions are
compared with the experimental data of Norato et al. (1998). Both prediction and
experimental data indicate a shift to lower organic phase fractions of the lower and upper
inversion curves. As shown in Figure 8.5, the predicted upper curve of the ambivalent range
of both systems shows good agreement with the experimental data. The organic phase
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volume fraction at phase inversion from o/w to w/o dispersion decreases gradually with
increasing agitation speed. The predicted lower curves are also in good agreement with the
experimental data for the toluene/water system which has a relatively high interfacial
tension; the agreement for the lower interfacial tension system, MIBK/water, is not as good.
The experimental results of Norato et al. (1998) show that the lower curve of the ambivalent
range undergoes a significant drop as the interfacial tension decreases. Similar investigations
were also carried out by Reeve & Godfrey (2002) in a square cross-section tank; their
experiments show that the width of the ambivalent range is unchanged with variation of the
interfacial tension. The simulations from our two-region model, shown in Figure 8.5, seem to
agree better with the findings of Reeve & Godfrey (2002).
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a MIBK/Water (Low interfacial tension)
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Figure 8.5: Effect of interfacial tension on phase inversion; comparison of predicted
ambivalent ranges for toluene/water (solid lines) and MIBK/water (dashed lines) with
the experimental data by Norato et al. (1998).

Figure

8 .6

shows the influence of the organic phase density on the predicted ambivalent

range; the predictions are again compared with the experimental data of Norato et al. (1998)
where the organic phase density is varied by adjusting the concentration of CCI4 in
toluene+CCVwater system. To truly compare with the experiments, the simulation has also
taken into account the slight changes of other parameters (e.g. interfacial tension and
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viscosity) due to the variation of the CCU concentration. The agreement between the model
predictions and the experimental results shows that the density differences between organic
and aqueous phase do not affect significantly the phase inversion point and ambivalent
range. These results are also in agreement with those reported by previous investigators
(Selker & Sleicher, 1965; McClarey & Mansoori, 1978).
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Figure 8 .6 : Effect of organic phase density (in Kg/m3) on phase inversion; comparison
of predicted ambivalent ranges with the experimental data by Norato et al. (1998).

Viscosity has been shown to play an important role in determining phase inversion point
and to affect directly the width of the ambivalent range. In general, it has been found that as
the viscosity of a liquid phase increases its tendency to be the dispersed phase also increases
(Selker & Sleicher, 1965). Figure 8.7 illustrates the predicted effect of the viscosity ratio (juJ
pc) on the ambivalent range. The simulation shows that the upper and lower curves of the
ambivalent range move towards higher and lower organic phase volume fractions,
respectively, with increasing viscosity ratio; in other words, more dispersed phase is required
to invert a dispersion as its viscosity increases. This trend is in agreement with previous
experimental observations (Selker & Sleicher, 1965). The trend is due to the fact that the
coalescence probability increases with decreasing viscosity of dispersed phase (Chesters,
1991). Similar trends were also found by Yeh et al. (1964) and Yeo et al. (2002).
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Figure 8.7: Effect of viscosity ratio on the predicted ambivalent range.
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Figure 8.8: Effect of impeller to tank diameter ratio on phase inversion; comparison
between model predictions and the experimental data by Norato et al. (1998).
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Apart from liquid physical properties (e.g. viscosity, interfacial tension and density), the
effect on phase inversion of tank geometry and materials has also been studied (Quinn &
Sigloh, 1963; Selker & Sleicher, 1965; Kumar et al., 1991; Deshpande & Kumar, 2003). The
experiments of Norato et al. (1998) showed that the ambivalent range is not strongly
influenced by varying the ratio of impeller size to tank diameter (in the range 0.417 ~ 0.619),
although both curves shift downwards slightly with impeller speed. Moreover, it was found
that for a given system and a fixed volume fraction, a small impeller needs higher agitation
speed to reach inversion (Quinn & Sigloh, 1963; Deshpande & Kumar, 2003). In this study
the effect of impeller size on phase inversion and ambivalent range is simulated for a
toluene/water system and the results are presented in Figure 8 .8 . The predictions are in good
agreement with the experimental data by Norato et al. (1998). Both curves of the ambivalent
range are found to shift to slightly lower values of organic phase fraction as the impeller size
increases and more energy input is required to invert the dispersion under a given volume
fraction for a smaller size impeller.

8.5

Summary

In this Chapter, a model to predict the phase inversion volume fraction and the width of
the ambivalent range of concentrated liquid-liquid dispersions in agitated vessels is
described. This so-called ‘two-region’ model is based on the assumption that rates of
breakup and coalescence are relatively high in the impeller and circulation regions, in which
the turbulence intensity is high and low, respectively. Phase inversion was assumed to take
place when the drop coalescence rate in the circulation region exceeds that of breakup in the
impeller region. In order to extend the validity of the coalescence frequency expressions
available in the literature which have been determined for dilute dispersions, the concept of a
radial distribution function was used. The model predictions were found to be in good
agreement with experimental observations, particularly for the upper curve of the ambivalent
range (inversion from o/w to w/o). The agreement between the predictions of the lower
ambivalent range curve (inversion from w/o to o/w) and experimental data, however, were
not as good. This may be due to the formation of secondary dispersions, which have been
observed experimentally to accompany the inversion from w/o to o/w (Pal, 1993; Pacek et
al., 1994b; Liu et al., 2005). Their formation would mean less effective continuous phase
volume for the same dispersed phase fraction and the appearance of phase inversion at
higher continuous (organic) phase fraction. A PBEs-based framework to account for the
presence of secondary dispersions and the inclusion and escape of secondary droplets is
presented in the following chapter.
-
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Frame Work for Simulating Secondary
Dispersions Using Population Balance
Equations (PBEs) Model
As discussed in previous chapters, the formation of secondary dispersions was suggested
as another important factor that could significantly affect the stability of a dispersion and the
occurrence of phase inversion. Moreover, despite the fact that secondary dispersions have
been observed for several decades, the understanding of the mechanism of inclusion and
escape is still rather limited due to the complicated nature of this phenomenon and the
difficulties associated with experimental measurements. Even though a few experiments
have been conducted to quantitatively investigate some parameters associated with such
complex dispersions, no modelling work on dispersed systems containing secondary
dispersions has been reported in the literature. This Chapter, therefore, outlines a framework,
developed in the present work, for simulating the dynamic evolution of dispersions
containing secondary droplets, using a population balance equations (PBEs) model.

The rest of this Chapter is organised as follows. Section 9.1 summarizes previous
experimental observations and postulated mechanisms for inclusion and escape processes of
secondary droplets. The models and equations used to develop the present modelling
framework are given in Section 9.2, and Section 9.3 describes the implementation methods.
Section 9.4 illustrates the simulated results on the evolution of secondary droplets and
dispersed drops. Finally a short summary is given in Section 9.5.
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9.1

Introduction

In a liquid-liquid dispersion (normally involving an organic and an aqueous phase) it is
possible for the dispersed phase to entrain some of the continuous phase forming a dropletsin-drop structure, termed ‘secondary’ dispersion or ‘multiple’ dispersion, as shown in Figure
9.1. The enclosed continuous phase droplets can also escape from the dispersed drops. The
formation of secondary dispersions is a common phenomenon which can impact a number of
processes in chemical and process industries, such as the production of fine emulsions and
phase separation. It is therefore necessary, in order to optimise the system performance, to
understand the dynamic evolution of these two processes (i.e. secondary droplet entrainment
and escape, and the distribution of secondary droplets). However, so far not much attention
has been paid to achieving fundamental understanding of the dynamic behaviour of
secondary droplets in the literature.
To describe clearly what follows in this Chapter, the structure of a secondary dispersion is
hence defined in terms of ‘host drop’ (or ‘drop *) which is dispersed in the continuous phase,
and ‘secondary droplet’ (or ‘droplet *) which is the part of the continuous phase entrapped
inside the ‘host drop’.
Secondary droplet

Figure 9.1: Secondary dispersions of o/w/o (a) and w/o/w (b) structures visualized by
laser induced florescence technique (Liu et al., 2005). Green and black regions
correspond to water solution and oil phase, respectively.

9.1.1 Mechanisms of Inclusion
A number of mechanisms have been proposed in the literature to interpret the formation
of secondary droplets (Pacek et al., 1994a; Groeneweg et al., 1998; Sajjadi et al., 2002; Liu
et al., 2005), which could be summarized as follows:
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Binary coalescence Inclusion could occur during coalescence following an intense collision
between two drops, which gives rise to ‘dimple’ formation followed by film rupture, that
causes entrapment of a droplet of the continuous phase in the resultant coalesced ‘host’ drop.
This mechanism is often regarded valid at low volume fractions of dispersed phase (Kumar,
1996).

Multi-body coalescence Inclusion could also occur during multi-drop collision and
subsequent coalescence, e.g. by three or more adjacent drops, which entrains the interstitial
continuous phase into the newly formed drop. The secondary droplets formed by multi-body
collision are likely, as expected, to occur in highly concentrated emulsions where drops are
closely packed.

Large drop deformation Inclusion could occur if a large drop of dispersed phase under a high
shear rate is severely deformed, and then engulfs the continuous liquid inside. After
analysing the size of secondary droplets formed in a polymer/water/surfactant system,
Sajjadi et al. (2002) suggested that drop deformation was the main mechanism for generating
secondary dispersions at a low dispersed phase fraction. However, it was also found that
there is a large contribution of this mechanism to the formation of secondary droplets as
phase inversion is approached, where the flow becomes highly viscous and drops are very
elongated (Liu et al., 2005).

The rates of formation of secondary droplets from binary coalescence and large drop
engulfment may depend on the circulation frequency of drops passing through the region of
high shear rate, such as the impeller region in agitated vessels. Groeneweg et al. (1998)
measured the inclusion frequency both by microscopic observations and by measuring the
conductance of the dispersion, and found only a few inclusions per drop are occurring in
their system during each circulation. They then pointed out that collisions of drops with
sufficient intensity leading to coalescence and possibly secondary dispersions only occur in a
small volume just outside the impeller region. The inclusion rates at two different initial
dispersed phase volume fractions, 20% and 40% respectively, were also compared and
accordingly they suggested that the inclusion frequency is not necessarily proportional to the
coalescence frequency, as a similar number of inclusion events are shown for both cases. It
was further reported that the inclusion frequency reaches its maximum at one critical volume
fraction; no further increase in the inclusion frequency will occur with increasing volume
fraction of the dispersed phase.
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9.1.2 Mechanisms of Escape

According to Groeneweg et al. (1994), Sajjadi et al. (2002) and Klahn et al. (2002), the
following two mechanisms lead to the escape of entrapped small droplets:

Passive escape The escape of included droplets could occur if the surrounding host drop
becomes sufficiently deformed by the external flow, such that the film between the
secondary droplet and the continuous phase might rupture and the droplet will subsequently
escape.

Active escape The enclosed droplet actively moves within the surrounding drops and when it
reaches the boundary of the host drop and remains there for a sufficiently long time, the film
between the enclosed droplet and the continuous phase might become so thin that it ruptures,
leading to the coalescence of droplet and continuous phase and the escape of the entrapped
droplet.

Klahn et al. (2002) recently developed a model to calculate the rate from active escape,
by assuming that motions of secondary droplets are driven by the flow within the host drop
exposed to an external shear flow and that the entrapped droplets can escape provided that
they contact the boundary of host drop for a sufficiently long time. A modified coalescence
model of drop-drop interaction was then used to express the escape process. The escape rate
function derived was then incorporated into a CFD model and the theoretical predictions
showed good agreement with their experimental data. However, the fundamental expression
of the escape rate postulated in their paper [see Eq. (2) of Klahn et al. (2002)] may be in
error (as will be discussed below). A modified escape function is applied in this work.

9.1.3 Asymmetric Characteristic

Interestingly, previous experiments have shown that oil droplets are likely to be entrapped
by water drops in water-in-oil dispersions (o/w/o), but water droplets are seldom included
within oil drops in oil-in-water dispersions (w/o/w), even in the case of systems with equal
densities and viscosities. There have been a large number of visual observations of o/w/o
dispersions in the past [see, for instance, of Pal (1993), Pacek et al. (1994 a,b), Pacek &
Nienow (1995a,b), Pacek et al. (1994b), Sajjadi et al. (2002), and Liu et al. (2005)].
However, only few experiments have captured the formation of w/o/w structures in pure (no
surfactant) liquid-liquid dispersions (Luhning & Sawistowski, 1971; Groeneweg et al., 1998;
Liu et al., 2005). Although some suggestions have been postulated to elucidate the reason for
-
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this asymmetric behaviour, i.e. overlapping of electrical double layers of oil drops (Kumar
1996) and purity of the oil phases (Groeneweg et al., 1994), complete understanding of this
has not yet been achieved. Recently, Groeneweg et al. (1998) also argued that the inclusion
does occur in both o/w and w/o dispersions, but in the case of o/w emulsions, inclusion of
secondary droplets is counterbalanced by their fast escape, making w/o/w dispersions
difficult to observe.

9.1.4 Effect on Phase Inversion

The occurrence of secondary dispersion will increase and decrease the effective volume
fractions of the dispersed and continuous phases, respectively. As expected, the effective
volume fraction of the dispersed phase is determined by the balance between the rate of
inclusion of droplets of the continuous phase into host drops of the dispersed phase and the
rate of escape of the enclosed droplets to the continuous phase. In a system where inclusion
is preferable initially, there can either be a gradual increase of the effective volume fraction
until a steady state is reached in which the inclusion is in balance with the escape, or a large
increase in the effective volume fraction to the point where drop break-up can no longer
counterbalance coalescence and phase inversion occurs. In addition, increases in the
effective volume fraction of the dispersed phase also lead to damping of turbulence levels
and the enhancement of drop coalescence, both of which promote phase inversion. In fact, it
has been suggested that, in an agitated system, the time for increasing the effective volume
fraction via inclusion corresponds to the majority of the total stirring time, as the actual
inversion occurs rapidly soon after the critical effective volume fraction is reached
(Groeneweg et al., 1998; Sajjadi et al., 2002).

The formation of secondary dispersions may also be partly responsible for the appearance
of the ‘ambivalent’ region, a well-documented phenomenon which accompanies phase
inversion in agitated vessels (Pacek et al., 1994b; Kumar, 1996). As discussed above, there is
an asymmetry of secondary liquid-liquid dispersions: o/w/o are more likely to be formed
than w/o/w. The effective dispersed phase volume fraction is, therefore, higher in w/o
dispersions than o/w dispersions for a given initial volume fraction. The asymmetric
existence of secondary dispersion is then invoked to interpret why the critical dispersed
phase holdups for phase inversion from o/w dispersion to w/o dispersion are higher than in
the reverse case.
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9.2 Model and Equations
The details of population balance-based models and equations adopted in this work are
presented in the following Section.

9.2.1 Population Balance Equations (PBEs)

A surfactant-free liquid-liquid dispersion is considered wherein the turbulence
fluctuations and energy dissipation rate are isotropic and uniform. Drops of the dispersed
phase, which are assumed to be spherical, can break into two smaller daughter drops or
coalesce with another drop to form a large drop; droplets of the continuous phase, also
assumed to be spherical, can be included into and released from host drops. Only the
multiple dispersion structure of o/w/o or w/o/w is considered, while the rate of formation of
more complex structures, such as w/o/w/o, is assumed to be negligibly small. It is also
assumed that all drops (including secondary droplets) are distributed homogeneously in
terms of size and space. Therefore, the time evolution of drop and droplet distribution can be
described by the dynamic balance of processes, such as coalescence and breakage of host
drops, inclusion and escape of secondary droplets, coalescence and breakage of secondary
droplets in a given host drop. However, since the secondary droplets are surrounded by a
relatively passive ambient fluid whose flows are driven mainly by external shear stresses, it
could then be expected that the breakage rate of small droplets is negligible as compared to
that of the escape and inclusion processes. Similarly, the coalescence of small droplets is
also assumed to be negligible in the current model, despite the results of Sajjadi et al. (2002)
who observed an increase in the size of secondary droplets with volume fraction which they
attributed to their coalescence.

If N(D) describes the number density (defined as thenumber perunit volume) of host
drops for a given size D, and n(d/D) describesthe number density

[definedsimilarly to

N(D)] of secondary droplets of diameter d in the host drop of size D, then the equations
governing the population of host drop (D) and its included secondary droplets (d) can be
expressed as

dN(P) = b (D )-D (D )
dt

(9-1)

dn('d , D ) =i,(d/D) - d ( d / D )
dt

(9-2)
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where t denotes time, and B(D) and D(D) are the ‘birth’ and ‘death’ rates of a host drop of
size D, respectively; while, b(d/ D) and d (d /D ) are the birth and death rates of secondary
droplets of diameter d in the host drop of diameter D, respectively. Note that in Equations (91) and (9-2), the precise number of secondary droplets within a host drop (for example how
many host drops, D, only include three secondary droplets) is unknown in the current
framework. Instead, an average number of secondary droplets of size d in a host drop of
given size D is used in the current work.

As far as the inclusion and escape processes are concerned, it is assumed that any two
events (such as breakage and escape, escape and inclusion, escape of secondary droplets of
two different sizes etc.) could not take place simultaneously for a given drop or droplet but
could happen in a finite sequence. The inclusions of secondary droplets are assumed only as
a result of intensive coalescence of two drops. It is also assumed that only one droplet can be
entrapped into a host drop formed via coalescence of two drops if coalescence leads to the
occurrence of an inclusion event. The secondary droplets of a given size d are assumed to be
distributed equally among the host drops of diameter D, so that the decrease in the number of
host drops due to an escape event could be estimated by knowing the total number of escape
events and the average droplet number per host drop.

Therefore, for the system studied, the increases in the number of drops of volume V will
be dependent on the following factors:
•

Breakage of large (host) drop (>V) which leads to one of the daughter drops having a
volume V;

•

Escape of secondary droplet(s) in a large host drop (>V) which leads to formation of
a new host drop of volume V\

•

Pure coalescence of small (host) drops without entrapping the secondary droplets,
forming a big (host) drop of volume V;

•

Coalescence of small (host) drops, in the presence of inclusion of secondary droplet,
to form a host drop of volume V.

Accordingly, the birth rate of drops of size D (volume V) in Equation (9-1) can be given
by the following expression:
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oo

B(V) = jm(V')j3(V,V')g(V')N(V')dV' +
v

f fS(y,V')c{ylV' ^ v l V '^ dvdV' +
J J
k(v/V')
VI2
Jt/(F - V',V')A(V - V',V')h(V - V',V')N(V - V')N(V')dV'+
o

(9-3)

vmax ( V - V ) I 2

f

f

0

0

[ l- r j( V - V - v ,V ') ) p v(V -V '-v,V ')Z v( V - V ' - V,V')x

h(y - V'-v, V')N(V - V'-v)N(V')dV'dv

The terms on the right-hand-side of Equation (9-3) represent the contributions of
breakage, escape, pure coalescence, and inclusion events, respectively, to the increase in
population of a given (host) drop size, as discussed above. Here, m(V) is the number of
drops formed from the breakage of a drop volume V\ which is set to 2 for the binary break
up assumed in the present model; /3(V,V) is the probability density of the daughter drops
which represents the likelihood of forming drops of V from breakage of drops of V; g(V) is
the breakage frequency of the drops of volume V\ and c(v,V) is the escape frequency of
secondary droplets of volume v from host drop of volume V. k(v/V) = n(vlV)/N(V) is the
average number of secondary droplets of volume v within a host drop of volume V\ S(v,V) is
a sign function which is 1 if V=V-k(v/V)v, 0 otherwise; h(V,V) is the collision frequency of
drops of volumes of V and V; XV,V) is the coalescence efficiency once a collision occurs
between drops of volume V and V; rj(V,V) is the fraction of the coalescence events which do
not involve secondary droplet inclusion in the formed drops (which is called ‘pure’
coalescence); vmax is the maximum volume of secondary droplets entrapped by coalescence;
X(V,V) is the efficiency for drops of volume V and V to coalesce and include the secondary
droplet and p v(V, V) is the probability to entrap secondary droplets of volume v inside the
host drop if secondary droplets are formed. Note that the efficiency \(V ,V ) could depend on
Pv(V, V ) ,

since the size of an entrapped droplet can depend on the drainage dynamics

accompanying coalescence (Yeo et al., 2002). However, in this study they are assumed to be
two independent functions. During the escape process, also, the release of secondary droplets
of different sizes is assumed not to occur simultaneously to a single host drop; in other
words, at a given time one host drop could only allow its internal droplets of one fixed size
to escape.
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Similarly, the decreasing number of (host) drops of volume V at a given time t depends on
the following factors:
•

Breakup into smaller drops;

•

Coalescence with other drops to form larger (host) drops (with and without droplet
inclusion);

•

The release of internal secondary droplets which leads to the formation of smaller
drops;

According to above description, the death rate in Equation (9-1) can then be given by the
following expression:

00

b(V ) = g ( V ) N ( V ) + N ( V ) | [V ( V, V ' ) W , V ) +
o
[1 - ij(V, H ] ( m“ Pv(V, V')Xv{V, V')dv}x h(V, V')N(V')dV'+

(9-4)

Vmr c ( v / K M v / n iv
J
k(v/V)

where the terms on the right-hand-side of Equation (9-4) show the contributions from the
phenomena of breakage, coalescence and escape, respectively.

Here, it is assumed that the birth of secondary droplets of volume v in host drop V will be
determined by the following factors:
•

Breakup of a droplet-carrying host drop of volume larger than V to form a host drop
of volume V containing a secondary droplet of volume v;

• Coalescence of host drops of volume smaller than V to form a host drop of volume V
which contains a secondary droplet of volume v; this may be formed during the
coalescence process or may have existed in either one of the mother host drops ;
• Release of secondary droplet from a host drop of volume larger than V that contains
droplets of volume v to form a host drop of volume V containing a secondary droplet
of volume v;

The expression of birth rate of secondary droplets of volume v in host drops of volume V can
then be written as
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b{y IV) = V ^ ^ ^ m { V ' ) P { V , V ' ) g { V ' ) N { V i)dV%
+
v
V/ 2

J/7 (K - V',V')A(V - V',V')h(V - V',V')N(V - V')N(V')x
o
[ k ( v / r ) + k ( v / ( v - r ,))}iv,+
(9-5)

((iV-v)/2
y-v)/2

j

[ i - n( v - v'-v,v')]Pv( v - v < - v , v ) \ ( r - v - v , v ) x

0

h(y - V'-v, V')N(V - V’-v )N (V )d V +

v

o

where the terms on the right-hand-side represent the contributions by the processes of
breakage, pure coalescence, inclusion and escape, respectively.

The death of secondary droplets of volume v in host drops of volume V depends on the
following factors:
•

Breakup of a host drop of volume V to form a drop of a smaller volume containing a
secondary droplet;

•

Coalescence of a drop of volume V carrying secondary droplets with another drop
(in the presence or absence of inclusion events);

•

Release of secondary droplets by their hosts into the continuous phase to form
smaller host drops;

The expression for the death rate of secondary droplets of volume v in host drops of
volume V can be finally written as:

d{vlV) = k{vlV)g{V)N{V) +
00

(9-6)

o
[1

- n(v, v')]

PV(V, V K (K , V')dv}h(v, v ')N (y ')d v +

c(v/V)k(v/V)N(V)
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Equations (9-1) - (9-6) constitute the basic population balance equations and will be used
to track the distributions of host drops and secondary droplets. Equations (9-1) and (9-2)
generate a group of integral differential equations which could only be solved if the
functions expressing the inclusion and escape rate of secondary droplets are specified.
However, with the exception of the work of Klahn et al. (2002) on droplet escape, very few
relevant studies exist in the literature. Here, the model of Klahn et al. (2002) on droplet
escape is used and some approximate closure representations for the remaining functions are
adopted.

9.2.2 Escape Rate of Secondary Droplets
The model developed by Klahn et al. (2002) is used here to derive the escape rate of
secondary droplets from the host drop. It was presumed that the instability of a secondary
dispersion is governed by the external flow of the continuous fluid, which generates an
internal flow within the host drop. This internal flow drives the included droplets into contact
with the interface of the host drop, which could result in an escape event provided that the
film between the droplets and the continuous fluid drains sufficiently quickly. Also, Klahn et
al. (2 0 0 2 ) suggested that, for an inner droplet to escape, it must be transported to the critical
volume near the boundary of host drop (see Figure 9.2). Only droplets in this outer shell
region only would have an opportunity to escape, while those in the core region cannot be
released.

Figure 9.2: Diagram of critical volume (shaded region) determined by the internal fluid
flow streamlines (Klahn et al., 2002).
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The change of internal droplet number, «(v), was accordingly expressed as follows

dn(v)
dt

2

Pe r„ / ' , n „
[ n { v ) - { \- a cr)n (v)]
t„

(9 . 7 )

where PE is the escape probability which was assumed to be analogous to the probability of
coalescence of the entrapped droplet with the outer continuous phase; c^r is the critical
volume fraction; tc is the circulation time of the secondary droplet inside the host drop and
n°{v) is the initial droplet number at t = 0. Klahn et al. (2002) then developed the following
functions to describe the above variables:

4 mn
h = —r -

(9-8)
-4 (1 + 0

n a £ \ »'•»
Pe =

(9_9)

J

V

a„ = l - e x p |- [2.22 + 1.51 - r -0'57]-^!

(9-10)

in which

+r
95T(19r +16)
V m + n + 4[(i9r)2 +(40/c„)2]
1

( i+ r ) ( 2 5 r 2 + 5 o r - 3 i)
5 [ r ( r + 2 )]3 / 2

(9-11)

Here, the capillary number (Ca) is defined as

a

In Equations (9-8) - (9-12), m is the dimensional circulation time, given by Equation (911); y is the shear rate defined by the stirrer spin rotation frequency in Klahn’s work; d and
D are the diameters of secondary droplets and host drop, respectively; AH= 4.88><10‘ 21 J is
the Hamaker constant; T is the viscosity ratio of the dispersed ([id) to the continuous phase
(jLie); a is the interfacial tension.

Recently, the above escape model has also been incorporated into the CFD code, STARCD, by Agterof et al. (2003) to predict the drop size distribution in oil-water dispersions.
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However, note that in the work of Klahn et al. (2002) and Agterof et al. (2003), the formula
for escape rate was incorrectly derived.§ The current study revises their expression resulting
in the correct form of Equation (9-7).

Equation (9-7) can be solved for a given host drop according to the above definitions for
circulation time, coalescence probability and critical volume fraction. However since, in the
current PBEs model, the number and details of secondary droplets within each host drop are
not considered (an average value is used instead), another simplification is therefore
necessary before Equation (9-7) can be used. Here, the secondary droplets in each individual
host drop are assumed to be redistributed uniformly in space following an escape event.
This, of course, implies that the droplets in the core region will travel outside this region
over a short time to compensate for the release of a secondary droplet, which violates the
main assumption underlying the work of Klahn et al. (2002). Accordingly, in this study the
escape rate of secondary droplet is then written as

, /T„ 2PA v/V)
c(v/V) = EK
1
tc(v/V)

(9-13)

Figure 9.3 shows the relationship of c{d/D) with the size of secondary droplet and host
drop in a water-in-toluene system with y = 2 0 s'1.

Another mechanism for secondary droplet escape is the host drop deformation; the inside
droplet is gripped in the narrow neck region of a deformed drop and is then released.
However, by comparing their prediction with experimental data, Klahn et al. (2002)
suggested that the escape from deformation is negligible compared to the active escape.
Hence, deformation-induced escape (or ‘passive’ escape) of secondary droplets is not
considered here.

§ The escape rate of inner droplets in a host drop was expressed as

-dni/dt=2n-rPE/ tcby Klahn et al.

(2002), where n, is the number of inner droplets and n-r is the number of inner droplets in the critical
area. According to their assumption that secondary droplets further away from host drop surface (see
white area in Figure 9.2) cannot escape from the host drop due to the slow motion, for a given time, t,
one can write n-r(t)=n
i(t)-(l-acr)n?. Hence, the final expression for the escape rate would be
-dn,(t)/dt = 2Pe[fij(0 - (1- acr)nf]/ >as given by Equation (9-7), instead of Equation (2) in the paper of
Klahn et al. (2002) which is -

dnt(t)/dt= 2PE[«,. (0 - (1- acr)«? ]l(acrtc).
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Figure 9.3: Escape rate of secondary droplet (d) from different sizes of host drops (/)),
calculated from Equation (9-13).

9.2.3 Inclusion Rate
In this study, the appearance of secondary droplets is presumed to be the consequence of
intense drop-drop coalescence that entraps continuous phase into the newly formed host
drop. The frequency of entrapping droplet of volume v by coalescence of drops of volume V
and V, coJ^V^V*), can therefore be expressed by
G>v< y r ) = [ i - ri{v,v')\pv< y r ) K ( y y ') h ( y ,v ') N < y ) N ( y ')

(9-14)

where y](V,Vr), pAKV'), AV(F,F’), h(V,V1) and N(V) have been previously defined. In the
absence of any available functional forms for r}(V,Vr), p j y , V ) and Xjy,V), suitable closure
expressions are adopted. For the fraction r/(V,Vr), analogous to the coalescence efficiency of
drops suggested by Coulaloglou and Tavlarides (1977), Equation (9-15) is assumed,

(9-15)

V +v

where Xo, xu x2 x3 and x 4 are the assumed empirical parameters; e is the energy dissipation
rate per unit mass; note that x 0 is dimensional and its value is assumed to be dependent on the
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electrical double-layer forces between the drops of dispersed phase, for example, one would
expect to have a low x 0 for o/w dispersion and a high one for w/o dispersion. Figure 9.4
shows the fraction of coalescences which result in the generation of a secondary droplet if
water drops coalesce in a water-in-toluene dispersion, according to Equation (9-15), which
gives an ascending value with drop size.
In the present work, the sizes of secondary droplets included via coalescence are assumed
to follow a truncated normal distribution function, expressed as follows

—\2

(v -v )

(9-16)

281

where v is the average size of included secondary droplets by coalescence of V and V,
which is set arbitrarily equal to half the volume of the maximum droplet staying in the host
drop V or V\ Sv is the standard deviation, where 8 v = v73 in this study; x5 is the scale
constant to ensure the sum of distribution is equal to 1 .
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Figure 9.4: Fraction of entrapping droplet inclusion, if water drops coalesce, in a
water-in-toluene system. Here, x 0 = 0.5, x t = 1/9, x 2 = 0.2, x 3 =1/3, x 4 = \ and s = 0.1 m2s' 3
are used.
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The efficiency of coalescence in the presence of inclusion is also taken to be an
exponential function of the ratio of the coalescence time (td) to the contact time (/,), in a
manner similar to that postulated for pure coalescence (i.e. Coulaloglou & Tavlarides, 1977;
Chester, 1991; Tsouris & Tavlarides, 1994):

(9-17)
v

y

Nose-nose coalescence

Dimple formation coalescence

Figure 9.5: Schematic of (a) ‘pure’ coalescence (i.e. in the absence of an inclusion event)
with nose-nose coalescence and of (b) secondary droplet inclusion via coalescence
accompanied by ‘dimple’ formation.

As expected, the film drainage between the approaching drops depends on the
approaching velocity, interface deformability, van de Waals force, electric double-layer
forces and the film rupture location. It is assumed that ‘pure’ coalescence occurs in the
absence of dimple formation and, thus, it would occur on a shorter time scale than when
inclusion is present which follows film rupture at the rim of the drainage region (as shown in
Figure 9.5). This is taken into account, in the present work, by multiplying Xby a factory.

k ( V r ) = x, exp - ^
i
V

= x6 W , V )

(9-18)

Li J,

Equations (9-15), (9-16) and (9-18) are then applied to the population balance equations, as
given in Section 9.2.1
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9.3

Model Implementation

In order to obtain the distributions of host drops and secondary droplet within given-size
host drop, it is necessary to solve Equations (9-1) and (9-2) simultaneously. In this study, the
integro-differential equations generated from Equations (9-1) and (9-2) are combined
together to form a new set of equations, such that, if host drops are categorized by K groups
and secondary droplets inside one category of host drops are categorized by J groups, one
has

'R H S ^
RHSk
= rhsxx

(9-19)

rhsl 2

^ 1,2

l

• #
•5 i

_%,y_

where RHSk is the rate of change of the kth group of host drop, RHSkj is the rate of change of
the / h group of secondary droplets whose host drops are in the size group k. Equations (9-19)
are numerically solved using a FORTRAN program, variable-coefficient ordinary
differential equation solver (DVODE) (Tsouris & Tavlarides, 1994).

However, several other aspects need to be specified prior to the numerical solution of the
above equations. Firstly, the drops and secondary droplets are divided into equally separated
classes according to their sizes. The minimum group size of drops is set equal to the
Komolgroff length scale. Neither breakage of drops of the smallest size group nor
coalescence of drops of the largest group can be allowed. For a host drop of volume V, the
maximum volume of the secondary droplet it can accommodate is assumed proportional to
its own volume:

c,max

where

0

- x 7Vk

(9-20)

< x 7 < 1.

Secondly, during coalescence, breakage, inclusion and escape processes, the formed host
drop or secondary droplets cannot match exactly the discrete characteristic group sizes. The
mass (or volume) of each phase is then unlikely to remain constant with time. The methods
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suggested in Chapter 7 to conserve mass are also adopted here for the host drops and the
secondary droplets: drops formed by coalescence or escape, and secondary droplets
generated by coalescence are split into two adjacent groups nearest to their size, on the basis
o f conservation o f mass (or volume) and number; for drops generated by breakage o f large
drops, the mass is balanced by scaling the daughter drop distribution function o f the large
drops. We also assume that the secondary droplets are distributed evenly in the host drops.
Thus, breakup or coalescence o f a host drop in a given class will result in the loss o f the
secondary droplet associated with this host drop. For example, if for a given class, one has 4
host drops and 4 secondary droplets o f given size, it is assumed that each host drop contains
one secondary droplet. Breakup or coalescence o f one o f these hosts results in three hosts
and three secondary droplets in this class.

Thirdly, it is assumed that the effect o f the secondary droplets inside a host drop on the
breakage frequency o f the host drop and its daughter drop distribution is negligible; in other
words the functions derived for a pure drop are presumed to be still valid for host drops
containing secondary droplets. The breakage rate function o f Luo & Svendsen (1996) and
the U shaped daughter drop size distribution function o f Kostoglou et al. (1997) are
employed in the current work; details o f these expressions can be found in Section 7.3.1.2
(see Equation 7-11). Again, the coalescence function with radial distribution function used in
Chapter 8 (Equation 8-12) is also employed in this Chapter.

Host drop A with one large
droplet inside

\
\

‘Released’ by drop B
(become continuous phase)

One of daughter drops
formed by breakage

Figure 9.6: Schematic diagram showing the immediate ‘release’ of a secondary droplet
by its ‘host’ drop in a breakage process.
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Yet, another consideration is necessary while simulating the process of breakage of a host
drop and escape of secondary droplets. For example, if a host drop (A) breaks into two
smaller host drops (B and B’), the secondary droplets in host drop A may sometimes be
larger than the maximum size of droplets that host drops B or B’ can accommodate. To
compensate for this, it is assumed that such droplets (say in drops B) are immediately
‘released’ by their host drop (B) and become part of the continuous phase, as shown in
Figure 9.6. The above compensation method is also applied to the escape process.

9.4

Results and Discussion

A water-in-toluene system is studied to assess the PBEs model presented above. Initially,
drops of dispersed phase (water) are assumed to follow a truncated normal distribution in
terms of size, and it is assumed that there are no secondary droplets in the dispersion.
Secondary droplets, however as expected, will appear as a consequence of coalescence and
also some will escape from host drops. The system under given operating conditions will
evolve until an equilibrium state is reached, should one exist, in which a balance is present
between coalescence, break-up, inclusion and escape. The system may also not reach such a
steady state if phase inversion occurs. In the results presented below, two different cases are
discussed: one with an ultimate equilibrium state formed (case I), and the other showing no
existence of this equilibrium state (case II).

Table 9.1: The parameters and initial conditions used in the PBEs model.

Parameter

Value

Parameter

Value

Pw (kg/m3)

996

Po (kg/m3)

867

Pw (Pa s)

0.96x1 O' 3

Po (Pa s)

0.57x10' 3

a (N/m)

0.0323

x0

0.5’

x4

1

Xi

1/9

x5

0.8328

x2

0 .2

x6

0.9

X3

1/3

x7

0 .8

(m2 s'3)

4>i (case I)

0.5

0.05 (m2s‘3)

4h (case II)

0 .8

e (case I)
€ (case II)

0 .1

*: Suggested absolute value of x 0 without considering its unit, as the unit will change with
the other parameters, i.e. xj, X2 and x 3 etc.
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Simulations are carried for the parameters shown in Table 9.1, which lists the values of
the parameters described above and initial operation conditions (such as energy dissipation
rate e and dispersed phase holdup <&•) for the two cases. Note that the energy dissipation rate
(e) has been suggested to decrease with the increase of dispersed phase volume fraction due
to increase of mixture viscosity (Taylor, 1932; Tsouris & Tavlarides, 1994); a 50% decrease
has been assumed here accordingly for the holdup rising from 0.5 to 0.8.

Figure 9.7 shows the evolution of the effective volume fraction

simulated for the two

v

cases, where q>eff = j N(V)VdV. As can be seen, for case I where <&•= 0.5 and e = 0.1 m2s'3,
o
<f>eff gradually increases due to the inclusion of secondary droplets until it reaches a constant
value where an equilibrium state is formed. A similar trend is also shown by the Sauter mean
diameter (D32) of the host dispersed drops for case I, as illutrated in Figure 9.8. However, for
case II when a higher fa (=0.8) and a lower e (=0.05 m2s'3) are used, the effective volume
fraction does not reach a constant value, but goes up to its maximum condition faff =
approximate

220

1

in

seconds due to the associated increase in coalescence efficiency and that of

secondary droplet formation entrapping continuous phase. If the frequency of escape does
not balance that of inclusion of secondary droplets (as is evident in case II), then ultimately
the majority of the continuous phase will become trapped within the dispersed phase leading
to faff=1. The evolution of Sauter mean diameter in case II illustrates that a gradual increase
before faff = 1 is achieved (see Figure 9.8), which indicates that net-entrapment of the
continuous phase into the dispersed drops. According to Sajjadi et al. (2002) and Liu et al.
(2005), phase inversion can be defined as a phenomenon where all of the continuous phase is
entrapped into the dispersed phase and become secondary droplets, namely, faff = 1. Hence,
the non-existence of equilibrium state shown by case II could suggest a necessary
condition/criterion for emulsion invert to the opposite one (toluene-in-water).
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cases I and II listed in Table 9.1.
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listed in Table 9.1.
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Figures 9.9(a) and (b) present the evolutions of (host) drop size distributions from the
simulations of case I and case II, respectively. Although initially the same size distribution
function of dispersed drops is used in both cases, their subsequent evolution is quite
different. In case I, a bell-shaped distribution is reached, while in case II a more uniform
distribution is reached which indicates the appearance of many large drops. Recent
experimental work has found that many large (host) drops are observed in the system before
phase inversion, while drops in the opposite dispersion become much smaller after inversion
(Pal, 1993; Pacek et al., 1994 ab; Liu et al., 2005). As would be expected, after phase
inversion those secondary droplets (toluene) of much smaller size will become the drops in
the newly-formed dispersion. Therefore, the findings shown by case II simulation seem to be
in qualitative agreement with experimental observations.

Figures 9.10(a) and (b) show the number density of secondary droplets in host drops of
various sizes, predicted by the simulations of cases I and II, respectively. As illustrated,
secondary droplets are gradually generated by coalescence of drops until an equilibrium state
is reached where the rate of escape balances that of inclusion. Although the overall trends are
the same for case II, the number of secondary droplets is higher by two orders of magnitude
than in the case I, which is consistent with the large increases in the effective volume
fraction shown in Figure 9.7. In addition, the probability density functions (PDF) of droplets
in a specified host drop of size of 0.67 mm, presented for both cases in Figure 9.11, have
similar evolutions at early times. However, as the system evolves (>120 sec) more large
droplets are observed in case II than in case I. This is as expected because more large drops
would be accumulated in the system of case II than case I, due to a higher dispersed phase
volume fraction and lower energy dissipation rate in case II. Also, the current inclusion
model assumes that the secondary droplets are proportional to the sizes of newly-formed
drops to some extent. Hence, compared to those in case I, the PDF curves obtained in case II
would shift towards the large droplet size, as shown in Figure 9.11.
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Figure 9.10: Evolution of the overall distribution of secondary droplets in host drops of
given size, obtained for (a) cases I and (b) case II, listed in Table 9.1.
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Since the model derived contains a relatively large number of parameters, it proves
instructive to assess the sensitivity of the solutions of the PBEs to these parameters. In what
follows, the effects of such parameters as x0 in Equation (9-15) and x6 in Equation (9-18) are
studied. The effects of x0 and X6 on the evolution of the effective volume fraction of
dispersed phase are shown in Figures 9.12 and 9.13, respectively. Here, case I is used for the
rest of the parameters. As shown in Figure 9.12, the effective volume fraction of the
dispersed phase increases with x0due to a concomitant increase in the number of inclusion
events, which is as expected. Compared to the ‘stable’ dispersions formed for *0=0.05 and
*0=0.5, phase inversion occurs for *o=5.0 after 200 s, which is signified by the effective
volume fraction becoming equal to unity. Increasing the parameter controlling the
coalescence efficiency, *$, yields similar results, as shown in Figure 9.13.

Figure 9.14 shows a ‘demonstration’ of the existence of ambivalent region predicted by
the PBEs model simulation with the case I parameter set. Based on the criterion that phase
inversion occurs once the effective volume fraction reaches unity, an ambivalent region is
clearly predicted by the proposed model. Since the prediction of an ambivalent region has
not been successfully reported by means of other methods [e.g. equal system free energy
(Fakhr-Din, 1971; Brauner & Ullman, 2002), zero shear stress (Yeh et al., 1964; Nadler &
Mewes, 1995)], this PBEs model, based on a framework that accounts for the formation of
secondary dispersions is therefore very promising. However, detailed knowledge of the
various parameters involved in this model should be obtained from explicit numerical
simulations and/or direct experimentation before it can be used to provide accurate and
reliable predictions of phase inversion in concentrated liquid-liquid dispersions.
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9.5

Summary

A framework for studying the behaviour of secondary dispersions has been developed in
this Chapter. The inclusion and escape of secondary droplets were regarded as the two other
major processes in multiple dispersion formation, in addition to coalescence and breakage of
(host) drops. A population balance equations (PBEs) model was developed to simulate the
evolution of secondary dispersions, which was implemented by incorporating some
simplified model functions for the escape and inclusion frequencies. Two different
simulation cases, one forming an equilibrium state and one leading to phase inversion were
studied and compared; in the latter case, complete entrapment of the continuous phase by
dispersed drops was interpreted to result in phase inversion. Using the PBEs model, the
evolution of the effective volume fraction, the distribution of host drops and secondary
droplets are simulated and analysed for two cases. The predictions were in qualitative
agreement with experimental findings. However, as the current understanding of inclusion
and escape is rather limited, it is unrealistic at this stage for the PBEs model to produce
accurate predictions of phase inversion. The objectives of this work are mainly focused on
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developing a quantitative methodology capable of predicting phase inversion characteristics
when appropriate closures become available for the inclusion and escape function (either
through careful experimentation or explicit numerical simulations).

CfeamsrlO
Conclusions and Recommendations
This Chapter outlines the conclusions drawn from the present experimental and
theoretical work and provides recommendations for future studies in this field. The main
conclusions are presented in Section 10.1, and possible directions for future work are
included in Section 10.2.

10.1

Conclusions

10.1.1

Conclusions from Experimental Investigations

The experimental work described in this thesis investigated phase inversion and
associated phenomena (e.g. ambivalent region and turbulence modification) in oil-water
pipeline flows. Experiments on oil-in-water (o/w) and water-in-oil (w/o) flows in the vertical
upward, vertical downward and horizontal directions were carried out on the WOLF facility
at Department of Chemical Engineering, University College London. Phase inversion was
detected by means of several techniques, i.e. conductivity probe, glue-on hot-film probe and
visualization. Two inversion routes (w/o to o/w and o/w to w/o, respectively) were followed
to elucidate the hysteresis effect in pipeline flows. Investigations of parameters such as
pressure drop, drop size, holdup, mean and turbulence velocity, were accordingly conducted
to observe their behaviour at increasing dispersed phase fractions that lead to inversion and
beyond. An advanced instrument, the hot-film anemometer (HFA), commissioned on the
WOLF rig, was employed for measuring turbulence structures and modifications of the
continuous phase in oil-water dispersed flows. Also, an improved analytical method was
developed to derive stable drop size distributions (DSD) from the distributions of chord
lengths (CLD), measured by a dual-impedance probe. The effect of biased sampling towards
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larger drops was included while smoothing equations were introduced to eliminate the
negative DSD values that can arise from the direct backward transformation of CLD. Both
forward and backward transforms were shown to be in good agreement with ideal data and
with data obtained from Monte-Carlo simulations. A method for choosing an appropriate
smoothing factor was also suggested.

Phase inversion in co-current upward and downward vertical flows were investigated by
two types of experiments: constant mixture velocity (type I experiments) and increasing
mixture velocity with the superficial velocity of one of the phases fixed (type II
experiments). A conductivity probe at the pipe centre and a glue-on HFA probe at the pipe
wall indicated that phase inversion initially takes place at the pipe centre with the formation
of complex structures, before it reaches the wall. The input oil fraction at which inversion is
detected at the wall, defined as the complete phase inversion point, signifies that the new
continuous phase has spread over the whole pipe cross section.

In summary, the main experimental conclusions ensuing from the work described in this
thesis are as follows:

•

No obvious ambivalent region is found in both type I (constant mixture velocity) and
type II experiments (with an increasing mixture velocity) in vertical flows. There is
however, a narrow range of input phase fractions (Aec<4%- 6%) where the flow is
unstable and complex structures are formed.

•

The results from type I experiments in both upward and downward flows indicate that
frictional pressure gradient reaches a minimum at the complete phase inversion point.
Drag reduction as well as the effect of drop size on mixture viscosity are suggested as
possible reasons for this behaviour, which contrasts with the maximum pressure gradient
near phase inversion often observed in horizontal flows.

•

The phase inversion point is found by the type II experiments to depend on mixture
velocity at low and medium mixture velocities.

•

The phase inversion points were found to be different in upward and downward vertical
flow respectively. However, the velocity ratios where complete inversion appeared, had
close to the same constant value in both flow directions, apart from at the lowest velocity
investigated.
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•

In contrast to the previously postulated phase inversion mechanisms, it was found, based
on drop size measurements, that the interfacial energies of the dispersions just before and
after phase inversion are not necessarily equal. Other phenomena, such as increased
coalescence rate before inversion, probably related to the large drops observed in this
region, could also be responsible for the appearance of the phenomenon.

• In o/w upward flow, the axial mean velocity profiles become flatter than single-phase
flow and then change to centre peaked from as the input oil fraction increases; a flatter
profile is seen in w/o upward flow. In downward flow, the presence of oil drops always
tends to flatten the continuous phase velocity profile in o/w flows, while a profile with a
slight centre peak is observed in all cases of w/o downward flows. In horizontal flows,
the results for two-phase flows of both o/w and w/o dispersions show a more uniform
distribution of the continuous phase velocity than occurs in single-phase flow of either
phase. Previous studies (e.g. that of Iskandrani & Kojasoy, 2001), had suggested that
effects such as the turbulent fluctuations of the dispersed phase and the local dispersed
phase fraction (or population) could play a key role in influencing the continuous phase
velocity; the present study shows that the local velocity of the dispersed phase is also
important in this context.

• In downward flow, the velocity profile of oil drops in a continuous water phase was
shown to be generally more flattened in the pipe core region than that for water drops in
an oil continuous phase; both two-phase velocity profiles were flatter than that for a
single-phase flow. The velocities of oil drops were found to be lower than those of water
drops and this difference became more pronounced at the low velocity. There is no
obvious difference on drop velocity profile between o/w and w/o flows in upward flows.

•

The presence of a dispersed phase tends to flatten the turbulence intensity profile of the
continuous phase and results in a more uniform distribution of the turbulent energy over
the pipe cross-section. This finding is consistent with the observations in previous
studies in air-water and oil-water bubbly/dispersed flows.

•

In all cases investigated in vertical flows, the turbulence o f the continuous phase is found
to be enhanced in the pipe centre and attenuated close to the wall compared to that of a
single-phase flow. Enhancement or attenuation of turbulence level of the continuous
phase could depend on a number of parameters such as local dispersed phase
concentration, drop size, flow direction and velocity. It is evident that high concentration
and large drops of the dispersed phase are likely to increase local turbulence.
-
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•

Experimental observations on turbulence modulation in oil-water flows were compared
with the postulated models by Hetsroni (1989) and Kenning & Crowe (1997) for
particle-fluid systems. The present data did not agree with these models, indicating that a
much more complex method of the dispersed phase/turbulence interaction is needed for
droplet dispersions where interface deformation and breakup and coalescence would be
expected to exert an influence.

•

The experiments in oil-water horizontal pipe flows indicated that, in both o/w and w/o
dispersions, the axial liquid mean velocity shows a more uniform distribution than that
given by the 1/7* power law. The turbulence levels in o/w and w/o generally increase
with the input oil fraction. These findings are in agreements with those observed by
Iskandrani & Kojasoy (2001) in air-water horizontal bubbly flows.

10.1.2

Conclusions from Theoretical Studies

A novel application of a population balance equations (PBEs) model in the prediction of
phase inversion was developed and presented in this work. The application of the PBEs
model aims to promote a better understanding of the influence of breakage and coalescence
of dispersed drops on the process of phase inversion. Two PBEs models were developed for
surfactant-free dispersions formed by two immiscible liquids for stirred vessels and pipeline
flows, respectively. Also, modelling o f phase inversion and the ambivalent region in stirred
vessels with heterogeneous and homogeneous distribution of turbulent energy was
considered. To achieve better predictions for systems in stirred vessels, a ‘two-region’ model
was postulated which assumed that drop breakup and coalescence take place preferentially in
the vicinity o f the impeller and away from that region, respectively. Previous work (e.g.
Groeneweg et al., 1998; Sajjadi et al., 2002) provides evidence that secondary dispersions
play a key role in the phase inversion process; thus, the theoretical work was further
extended to account for their presence. To this end, a framework incorporating inclusion and
escape processes of secondary droplets was developed using as a basis the PBEs model. The
evolution of secondary dispersions and its effect on phase inversion were evaluated.
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In summary, the main theoretical conclusions and advances ensuing from the work
described in this thesis are as follows:

•

A combination of PBEs and phase inversion models was implemented for liquid-liquid
dispersed systems in stirred vessels and in pipelines. For pipeline flow systems, a more
advanced PBEs model was developed by taking into account the flow of the dispersion.

•

The predicted distributions of drop sizes in stirred vessels by the PBEs model showed
good agreement with the published experimental correlations for dilute dispersions.
However, discrepancies appeared for dense dispersions, which were attributed to the less
accurate predictions of coalescence efficiency and collision frequency in highly
concentrated and closely packed dispersions.

• According to the PBEs simulations in pipeline flows, the steady state drop size
distribution formed downstream of the inlet is independent of the initial and inlet
conditions. The predictions of phase inversion points using the equal surface energy
criterion, suggested by Brauner & Ullman (2002), showed good agreement with the
experimental data observed in oil-water pipeline flows by Ioannou et al. (2004). In
addition, the difference in the distance required to achieve the fully-developed state
suggests the existence of an ambivalent region in terms of location rather than input oil
fraction in pipeline flow; this location from inlet where inversion appears depends on
initial conditions, mixture velocity and fluid physical properties.

• A two-region model is developed to predict the phase inversion volume fraction and the
width of the ambivalent range of concentrated liquid-liquid dispersions in agitated
vessels. This model is based on the assumption that rates of breakup and coalescence are
relatively high in the impeller and circulation regions, in which the turbulence intensity
is high and low, respectively. Phase inversion was assumed to take place when the drop
coalescence rate in the circulation region exceeds that of breakup in the impeller region.

• The concept of a radial distribution function was used in order to extend the validity of
the coalescence frequency expressions available in the literature which have been
determined in dilute dispersions.
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•

The predictions from the two-region model in stirred vessels were found to be in good
agreement with experimental observations by Norato et al. (1998), particularly for the
upper curve o f the ambivalent range (inversion from o/w to w/o). The agreement
between the predictions of the lower ambivalent range curve (inversion from w/o to o/w)
and experimental data, however, were not as good. This may be due to the formation of
secondary dispersions, which have been observed experimentally to accompany the
inversion from water-in-oil (w/o) to oil-in-water (o/w) dispersions (Pal, 1993; Pacek et
al., 1994b; Liu et al., 2005).

•

A framework of studying the behaviour of secondary dispersions was developed and
incorporated into a PBEs model, by taking into account the inclusion and escape of
secondary droplets. Two different simulation cases, one forming an equilibrium state and
one leading to phase inversion were presented.

10.2 Recommendations
In this Section recommendations are put forward for future experimental and theoretical
studies.

Experimental Studies
The following objectives are recommended for future experimental studies:

• In the present studies, experiments with only one pair of liquid phases (tap water and
Exxol D140 oil) were performed. It is recommended that a wide range of fluids with
different viscosity and interfacial tension should be investigated. Also, the effect of pipe
wall wettability and surfactants on phase inversion should be studied. Examination of
these aspects would extend the experimental data and further enhance understanding of
the phenomena associated with phase inversion.

• The PBEs simulation suggested that, in oil-water pipeline flows, phase inversion may
occur downstream of the pipe with a developing distance from the entrance and also that
an ambivalent region in terms of pipe location may exist. It would therefore be
interesting to verify the above suggestions experimentally and, if possible, study the
factors that affect the location in the pipe where phase inversion appears.
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•

The experiments showed that occurrence of phase inversion, seem to be accompanied by
a constant slip velocity ratio between the phases; further investigation of the finding is
recommended. To this end, a well-controlled entrance section which can provide known
velocities and concentrations of both phases should be used.

•

As the present PBEs model is capable of predicting the evolution of drop size
distributions, it would be interesting to conduct experiments with a known distribution of
dispersed drops introduced at the entrance and compare the simulated axial evolution
with the experimental data.

•

The work described in this thesis studied the modification of turbulence in the
continuous phase in the presence of dispersed phase. Another issue which could be
useful is to observe the fluctuating velocities of dispersed phase and study their
behaviour around phase inversion.

Future work in investigating phase inversion behaviour should also take into consideration
the role of secondary dispersions since the existence of secondary droplets within drops
seems likely to be an important factor in the inversion process. In particular, due to limited
information reported so far, future experiments should focus on providing information on
secondary droplet size distribution, inclusion and escape rates.

Theoretical Studies
The following objectives are recommended for future analytical efforts:

•

As mentioned previously in this thesis, most parameters appearing in the coalescence
frequency functions are correlated from experimental data obtained in stirred vessels for
dispersions of volume fraction less than 15%, whilst phase inversion is more likely to
occur in dense dispersions. Therefore, developing improved parameters for a wide range
of conditions (e.g. high concentrations and pipeline flow) is recommended.

•

The present experiments and previous work by Liu et al. (2005) showed that phase
inversion could occur locally and spread gradually to the rest of the system.
Accordingly, studies of phase inversion combined with computed simulation of interface
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behaviour, which might provide a more detailed view on flow structures would be
interesting.

•

Only limited studies have been carried out by considering secondary dispersions in the
PBEs model in the present work. It is therefore recommended to extend the present
framework to a more advanced model in future studies, by using reliable closure models
for the inclusion and escape rate of secondary droplets (which might be obtained via
explicit simulations and/or direct experimentation).
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AppeailxA
Photographs of OAV and W/O Dispersed Flows
Figure A. 1 (a-h) shows the photographs of dispersion at various input oil fractions taken
by a high speed camera from 1.5 m/s mixture velocity in downward flow. The complete
phase inversion point is found to be 75%, according to the glue-on hot-film probe. Figure
A.2 illustrates the complex flow (like plug) observed in 1.0 m/s 80% input oil fraction.

(e) 60%

(f) 74%

(g) 78%

(h) 80%

Figure A .l: Photographs of the dispersion taken at various input oil fractions from 1.5
m/s mixture velocity in downward flow (not to scale).

Figure A.2: Photographs of complex (like plug) flow observed from l.Om/s mixture
velocity at 80% input oil fraction in downward flow (not to scale).
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Appendix B shows the experimental data obtained from oil-water vertical pipeline flows
which were not presented in the main context of Chapter 6.
Figures B. 1 and B.2 illustrates the radial profiles of mean velocity (U) and relative mean
velocity (U/Uc), turbulence velocity (u) and turbulence intensity (u/Uc) obtained with Dantec
55R14 probe in upward vertical flows at 1.0 m/s mixture velocity for o/w and w/o
dispersions.
Figures B.3 and B.4 illustrates the radial profiles of mean velocity (U) and relative mean
velocity (U/Uc), turbulence velocity (n) and turbulence intensity (u/Uc) obtained with TSI
1276-10AW probe in upward vertical flows at 1.0 m/s mixture velocity for o/w and w/o
dispersions.
Figures B.5 and B.6 illustrates the radial profiles of mean velocity (U) and relative mean
velocity (U/Uc), turbulence velocity (u) and turbulence intensity (u/Uc) obtained with TSI
1276-10AW probe in upward vertical flows at 1.5 m/s mixture velocity for o/w and w/o
dispersions.
Figures B.7 and B.8 illustrates the radial profiles of mean velocity (U) and relative mean
velocity (U/Uc), turbulence velocity (u) and turbulence intensity (u/Uc) obtained with Dantec
55R14 probe in downward vertical flows at 2.0 m/s mixture velocity for o/w and w/o
dispersions.
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Figure B.l: Mean and relative velocity profiles of the continuous phase at different
input oil fractions measured with Dantec 55R14 probe at 1.0 m/s mixture velocity in
upward flow, (a) & (c): water continuous, (b) & (d): oil continuous.
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Figure B.2: Turbulence velocity and intensity profiles of the continuous phase at
different input oil fractions measured with Dantec 55R14 probe at 1.0 m/s mixture
velocity in upward flow, (a) & (c): water continuous, (b) & (d): oil continuous.
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Figure B.3: Mean and relative velocity profiles of the continuous phase at different
input oil fractions measured with TSI 1276-10AW probe at 1.0 m/s mixture velocity in
upward flow, (a) & (c): water continuous; (b) & (d): oil continuous.
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input oil fractions measured with Dantec 55R14 probe at 2.0 m/s mixture velocity in
downward flow, (a) & (c): w ater continuous; (b) & (d): oil continuous.
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(d): oil continuous.

iMMMHlC
Mean Velocity and Turbulence Fluctuation
Velocity in Horizontal Pipeline Flows
Appendix C shows the experimental data obtained from oil-water horizontal pipeline
flows by the Dantec 55R14 probe, which were not presented in the main context of Chapter
6. Figure C.l shows the radial profiles of axial mean velocity (U) of continuous phase for
different input oil fractions in o/w and w/o dispersed flows at 3.0 m/s mixture velocity. The
experimental data are then compared to the 1/7* power law. Figure C.2 illustrates the radial
profiles of the turbulence velocity (u) for the experimental data given in Figure C. 1.
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Figure C .l: Axial mean velocity ( IT) profiles of the continuous phase at different input
oil fractions measured with Dantec 55R14 probe at 3.0 m/s mixture velocity in
horizontal flow, in comparisons with the l/7th Power law (dot line), (a): water
continuous and (b): oil continuous
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Drop Velocity and Drop Size Distribution in
Oil-Water Horizontal and Vertical Pipeline
Flows
Appendix D presents the experimental data of drop velocity and drop size distribution in
oil-water horizontal and vertical flows, which were not shown in die main context of the
Thesis.
One of the purposes to study the drop size distribution in horizontal flows is to correlate
the coefficients appeared in die PBEs model, in particular in die coalescence kernel where
most of the constant coefficients were reported for stirred vessel system. Experiments were
carried out in oil-in-water dispersed flows at two different axial locations which are 4 m and
7 m from the inlet, respectively. Figures D.l and D.2 show the cross-sectional averaged
chord length distributions obtained at 3.0 m/s and 3.5 m/s mixture velocities, respectively,
where three input oil fractions (i.e. 7%, 10% and 20%) are used. The radial profiles of the
characteristic chord length scale, L&, are then presented in Figures D.3 for two different
axial locations. No significant differences between 4 m and 7 m axial locations are observed
in current studies. However, the radial profiles of drop velocity (see Figure D.4) seem to
more likely follow the 1/7* power law at 7 m than 4 m position, which infers that the flow at
4 m is in a developing state. Therefore, only the data collected at 7 m location were used for
correlating the parameters in the PBEs model.
Figures D.5 and D.6 illustrate the cross-sectional averaged chord length distributions
measured in upward vertical flows at 1.5 m/s and 2.0 m/s mixture velocities, respectively.
Figure D.7 then shows the cross-sectional averaged chord length distributions obtained in
downward vertical flows at 1.5 m/s mixture velocity.
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Figure D .l: Cross-sectional averaged chord length distribution obtained at axial
positions of 4 m and 7 m (from the inlet) at 3.0 m/s mixture velocity in oil-in-water
horizontal flows with 7% , 10% and 20% input oil fractions.
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Figure D.2: Cross-sectional averaged chord length distribution obtained at axial
positions of 4 m and 7 m (from the inlet) at 3.5 m/s mixture velocity in oil-in-water
horizontal flows with 7% , 10% and 20% input oil fractions.
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Figure D.3: Radial profiles of the characteristic chord length (L32 ) obtained at 3.0 m/s
and 3.5 m/s mixture velocities in o/w horizontal dispersed flows at positions of 4 m (a)
and 7 m (b) from the inlet.
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(a) 4 m

(b) 7 m

Figure D.4: Radial profiles of drop velocities obtained at 3.0 m/s and 3.5 m/s mixture
velocities in horizontal o/w dispersed flows at positions of 4 m (a) and 7 m (b) from the
inlet, in comparison with the 1/7* power law (see lines).
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Figure D.5: Cross-sectional averaged chord length distributions obtained at 1.5 m/s
mixture velocity in upward flows for o/w (blue) and w/o (red) dispersions.
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Figure D.6: Cross-sectional averaged chord length distributions obtained at 2.0 m/s
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Figure D.7: Cross-sectional averaged chord length distributions obtained at 1.5 m/s
mixture velocity in downward flows for o/w (blue) and w/o (red) dispersions.
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IPIMRdlxE
Program for Analysing Drop Velocity and
Chord Length Distribution
A Fortran 90 program with Windows® interface is developed in this work, as shown in
Figure E .l, to obtain the drop velocity and chord length distribution from the experimental
data output by a dual-impedance probe. The main subroutines are shown in this section.

-in lx l

Chord length analysis program (coded by Bin Hu at UCL, 2004)

This program is to obtain the chord length information from experimental sigpals
measured by impedance probe in a two-phase bubbly flow pattern. Oil or air and water
phase will lead to high and low voltage, respectively.
Exp. setup---------------------------------

Input options------------------------------

Sampling frequency (KHz): 135

Input the file name inc. path (.csv):

Sample number (x1000):
How many probes:

f

1120
1

Is
Drop/bubble velocity (m/s):

(? 2

Or

Dist. of two probes (mm): 110

| 1.452282

Probe at which location is used:

Flow pattern:

17 upstream

I? downstream

Output options------------------r

(U)

(D)

[2

(U)

(D)

17 Slope:

Chord length distribution

C W/O

Level: f3D

I? Squave signals
r

f7 O/W

Thresholup setup
r

X-correlation spectrum

| X-correlation (Q)

Estimated dispersed phase fraction: probe (up)=0.383675 ; probe (down)= 0.370408
f“ Open CLD file after calculation.

| Save (S) |

|Reset (B)|

I Exit Qfl

Figure E.l: Interface of the program developed for drop velocity and chord length
distribution analyses.
•

For drop velocity
SUBROUTINE xcSub( mgdlg, id, callbacktype)
use user32
use msflib
use dflogm
use cldGlobals
implicit none
include 'resource.fd'
type (dialog) mgdlg
integer id, callbacktype
integer*4 lret
character* 100 filepath,ctemp
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integer,allocatable:: indexs(:)
real, allocatable:: t(:),X(:),Y(:),ans(:),ansout(:)
real xmean,ymean,xstd,ystd,lagtime
logical ylagsx
ylagsx=.TRUE.
if (callbacktype = dlg_clicked) then
call DlgSetTitle(mgdlg,'Program is running...')
call getDialog(mgdlg)
!check validity
if(SN_C = "")then
lret = MessageBox(NULL, "Sample number cannot be NULL!"C, &
"Error"C, MB_OK)
return
else
read(SN_C,*)num
num=num* 1000
endif
if(SF_C = "")then
lret = MessageBox(NULL, "Sampling frequency cannot be NULL!"C, &
"Error"C, MB_OK)
return
else
read(SF_C,*)sf
sf=sP 1000.0
endif
if(dist_C = "")then
lret = MessageBox(NULL, "distance between 2 probes cannot be NULL!"C, &
"Error"C, MB_OK)
return
else
read(dist_C,*)dist
dist=dist/1000.0
endif
lallocate variables
if(num>=30000)then
num=32768
elseif (num>8000)then
num=8192
else
num=2048
endif
allocate(t(l :num),X(l :num),Y(l :num),ans(l :2*num),ansout(l :num/2))
allocate(indexs( 1:num/2))
!file path and name
I=len_trim( filename)
if(I>=5.and.filename(I-3:I)=".csv")then
filepath=filename
else
filepath=trim(filename)//".csv"
endif
Iread data
Open(66,File=trim(filepath),STATUS="OLD",ERR=999,IOSTAT=Istatus)
IF(Istatus.GT.O)GOTO 999
1=0
DO 10 WHILE(.NOT.EOF(66).AND.I.LE.num-l)
1= 1+1

READ(66,*) t(I),X(I),Y(I)
10 END
DO
Close(66)
Imean
DO 1=1, num
Xmean=Xmean+X(I)
Ymean=Y mean+Y(I)
END DO
Xmean=Xmean/Num
Ymean=Ymean/Num
{standard deviation
DO 1=1, Num
Xstd=(X(I)-Xmean)**2.0+Xstd
Ystd=(Y(I)-Ymean)* *2.0+Ystd
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END DO
Xstd=(Xstd/(Num-1))**0.5
Ystd=(Ystd/(Num-1))**0.5
!normalization
DO 1=1, Num
X(I)=(X(I)-Xmean)/Xstd
Y(I)=(Y(I)-Ymean)/Ystd
ENDDO
ans=0.0
Ixcorrelation calc...
CALL correl(X,Y,num,ans)
DO 1=1,num/2
IF(ylagsx)THEN
ansout(I)=ans(num+1-I)/(num/2)
ELSE
ansout(I)=ans(I)/(num/2)
ENDIF
ENDDO
DEALLOCATE^,Y,ans)
!output x-correlation
IF(OUT_XC) THEN
filepath=trim(filepath)
OPEN(88,FILE=filepath( 1:Len(Trim(filepath))-4)//"cc.csv")
DO 1=1,num/2
write(88,*)l .0/sf*I,',',ansout(I)
ENDDO
Close(88)
ENDIF
!sorting the results
call indexx(num/2,ansout,indexs)
Idrop velocity
lagtime=indexs(num/2-1)* 1.0/sf
dropU=dist/lagtime
[printing on the dialog
OPEN(99,FILE="~.tmp")
write(99,"(F8.6)")dropU
REWIND(99)
READ(99,'(A30)')ctemp
CLOSE(99)
lret=DlgSet(gdlg,IDC_DROP_U, trim(ctemp))
lret=DELFILESQQ("~.tmp")
endif
call DlgSetTitle(mgdlg,'Chord length analysis program (coded by Bin Hu at UCL, 2004)')
return
999 &
lret = MessageBox(NULL, "Error finding the source file"C, &
"Error"C, MB OK)
END SUBROUTINE xcSub

!x-correlation function
SUBROUTINE correl(datal,data2,n,ans)
INTEGER n,NMAX
REAL datal(n),data2(n)
COMPLEX ans(n)
PARAMETER (NMAX=131072)
!CU USES realft,twofft
INTEGER i,no2
COMPLEX fft(NMAX)
call twofft(data 1,data2,fft,ans,n)
no2=n/2
do 11 i=l,no2+l
ans(i)=fft(i)*conjg(ans(i))/float(no2)
11 continue
ans( 1)=cmplx(real(ans( 1)),real(ans(no2+1)))
call realft(ans,n,-l)
return
END
!C (C)Copr. 1986-92 Numerical Recipes Software v%ljw#<0(9p#3.

SUBROUTINE realft(datal,n,isign)
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INTEGER isign,n
REAL datal(n)
!CU USES fourl
INTEGER i,il,i2,i3,i4,n2p3
REAL c 1,c2,h 1i,h 1r,h2i,h2r,wis,wrs
DOUBLE PRECISION theta,wi,wpi,wpr,wr,wtemp
theta=3.141592653589793d0/dble(n/2)
cl =0.5
if (isign.eq.l) then
c2=-0.5
call fourl(datal,n/2,+l)
else
c2=0.5
theta=-theta
endif
wpr=-2.0d0*sin(0.5d0*theta)**2
wpi=sin(theta)
wr= 1.OdO+wpr
wi=wpi
n2p3=n+3
do 11 i=2,n/4
il=2*i-l
i2=il+l
i3=n2p3-i2
i4=i3+l
wrs=sngl(wr)
wis=sngl(wi)
h 1r=c 1*(data 1(i 1)+data 1(i3))
h 1i=c 1*(data 1(i2)-data 1(i4))
h2r=-c2 *(data 1(i2)+data 1(i4))
h2i=c2*(data 1(i 1)-data 1(i3))
data 1(i 1)=h 1r+wrs*h2r-wis *h2 i
data 1(i2)=h 1i+wrs*h2i+wis*h2r
data 1(i3)=h 1r-wrs*h2r+wis*h2i
data 1(i4)=-h 1i+wrs*h2i+wis*h2r
wtemp=wr
wr=wr*wpr-wi*wpi+wr
wi=wi*wpr+wtemp*wpi+wi
11 continue
if (isign.eq.l) then
hlr=datal(l)
datal(l)=hlr+datal(2)
data 1(2)=h 1r-data 1(2)
else
hlr=datal(l)
data 1(1 )=c 1*(h 1r+data 1(2))
data 1(2)=c 1*(h 1r-data 1(2))
call fourl(datal,n/2,-l)
endif
return
END
!C (C)Copr. 1986-92 Numerical Recipes Software v%ljw#<0(9p#3.

SUBROUTINE fourl (dataO,nn,isign)
INTEGER isign,nn
REAL data0(2*nn)
INTEGER i,istepj,m,mmax,n
REAL tempi,tempr
DOUBLE PRECISION theta,wi,wpi,wpr,wr,wtemp
n=2*nn
j=l
do 11 i=l,n,2
if(j.gt.i)then
tempr=dataO(j)
tempi=dataO(j+l)
data0(j)=data0(i)
data0(j+1)=data0(i+1)
dataO(i)=tempr
dataO(i+l)=tempi
endif
m=n/2
1
if ((m.ge.2).and.(j.gt.m)) then
j=j-m
m=m/2
goto 1
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2

12

13

!C

endif
j=j+m
continue
mmax=2
if (n.gt.mmax) then
istep=2*mmax
theta=6.28318530717959d0/(isign*mmax)
wpr=-2.d0*sin(0.5d0*theta)**2
wpi=sin(theta)
wr=l.d0
wi=0.d0
do 13 m=l,mmax,2
do 12 i=m,n,istep
j=i+mmax
tempr=sngl(wr)*dataO(j)-sngl(wi)*dataO(j+1)
tempi=sngl(wr),"dataO(j+1)+sngl(wi)*dataO(j)
dataO(j)=dataO(i)-tenipr
data0(j+1)=data0(i+1)-tempi
dataO(i)=dataO(i)+tempr
data0(i+1)=data0(i+1)+tempi
continue
wtemp=wr
wr=wr* wpr-wi *wpi+wr
wi=wi*wpr+wtemp*wpi+wi
continue
mmax=istep
goto 2
endif
return
END
(C)Copr. 1986-92 Numerical Recipes Software v%ljw#<0(9p#3.

SUBROUTINE twofft(datal,data2,fftl ,fft2,n)
INTEGER n
REAL datal(n),data2(n)
COMPLEX fftl(n),flft2(n)
!CU USES fourl
INTEGER j,n2
COMPLEX hi,h2,cl,c2
cl=cmplx(0.5,0.0)
c2=cmplx(0.0,-0.5)
do 11 j=l,n
fft 1(j)=cmplx(data 1(j),data2(j))
11 continue
call fourl(fftl,n,l)
fft2( 1)=cmplx(aimag(fft 1(1 )),0.0)
fft 1(1 )=cmplx(real(fft 1(1 )),0.0)
n2=n+2
do 12 j=2,n/2+l
h 1=c 1*(fft 1(j)+conj g( fft 1(n2-j)))
h2=c2*(fft 1(j)-conjg(fftl (n2-j)))
fftl(j)=hl
fft 1(n2-j)=conjg(h 1)
fft2(j)=h2
fft2(n2-j)=conjg(h2)
12 continue
return
END
!C (C) Copr. 1986-92 Numerical Recipes Software v%ljw#<0(9p#3.
SUBROUTINE indexx(n,arr,indx)
INTEGER n,indx(n),M,NSTACK
REAL arr(n)
PARAMETER (M=7,NSTACK=50)
INTEGER i,indxt,ir,itempjjstack,k,l,istack(NSTACK)
REAL a
do 11 j=l,n
indx(j)=j
11 continue
jstack=0

1= 1
1

ir=n
if(ir-l.lt.M)then
do 13j=l+l,ir
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5

!C

indxt=indx(j)
a=arr(indxt)
do 12 i=j-l,l,-l
if(arr(indx(i)).le.a)goto 2
indx(i+l)=indx(i)
continue
i=0
indx(i+l)=indxt
continue
iftjstack.eq.O)retum
ii=istack(jstack)
l=istack(jstack-l)
jstack=jstack-2
else
k=(l+ir)/2
itemp=indx(k)
indx(k)=indx(l+1)
indx(l+l)=itemp
ifi(arr(indx(l+l)).gt.arr(indx(ir)))then
itemp=indx(l+l)
indx(l+1)=indx(ir)
indx(ir)=itemp
endif
if([arr(indx(l)).gt.arr(indx(ir)))then
itemp=indx(l)
indx(l)=indx(ir)
indx(ir)=itemp
endif
if^arr(indx(l+1)).gt.arr(indx(l)))then
itemp=indx(l+l)
indx(l+l)=indx(l)
indx(l)=itemp
endif
i=l+l
j=ir
indxt=indx(l)
a=arr(indxt)
continue
i=i+l
ifi[arr(indx(i)).lt.a)goto 3
continue
j=j-l
ifi[arr(indx(j)).gt.a)goto 4
if(j.lt.i)goto 5
itemp=indx(i)
indx(i)=indx(j)
indx(j)=itemp
goto 3
indx(l)=indx(j)
indx(j)=indxt
jstack=jstack+2
if(jstack.gt.NSTACK)pause 'NSTACK too small in indexx'
ifl[ir-i+l.ge.j-l)then
istack(jstack)=ir
istack(jstack-l)=i
ir=j-l
else
istack(jstack)=j-l
istack(j stack-1)=1
l=i
endif
endif
goto 1
END
(C) Copr. 1986-92 Numerical Recipes Software v%ljw#<0(9p#3.
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•

For chord length distribution
SUBROUTINE cldCalc(x,y,N)
use cldGlobals
implicit none
real
X(num),Y(num),diamin
integer
K,N,N 1,N2,Nmin
logical
switch
N=0
Nmin=0
alpha=0.0
alpha2=0.0
diamin=250* 10.0’*‘1,‘(-6.0)
!threshold options
ifi[level_L.AND..NOT.slope_L)then
goto
101
elseifi(.NOT.level_L.AND.slope_L)then
goto
102
elseif(level_L.AND.slope_L)then
goto
103
endif
.'only level method
!upstream probe
101 N1=0
N2=0
if(oildrop)then
switch=.false.
elseif([waterdrop)then
switch=.true.
endif

!only level
lonly slope
!slope and level

if(upstream)then
do k=l,num
if(X(k).GE.level.AND..NOT.switch)then
switch=.true.
Nl=k
elseifi(X(K).LE.level.AND.switch)then
switch=.false.
N2=k
endif
if*oildrop.AND.N2.GT.N 1)then
!output values of oil drop as 1
do i=Nl,N2
square(i,l)=1.0
enddo
N=N+1
chord(N,l)=N
chord(N,2)=N2-N 1
chord(N,3)= 1.0E3 *(N2-N 1)/sf*dropU
N1=N2+1
alpha=chord(N,2)+alpha
elseifi[waterdrop.AND.N2.LT.N 1)then
!output values of water drop as 0
do i=Nl,N2
square(i,l)=0.0
enddo
N=N+1
chord(N,l)=N
chord(N,2)=N 1-N2
chord(N,3)= 1.0E3*(N 1-N2)/sPdropU
N2=N1+1
alpha=chord(N,2)+alpha
endif
enddo
endif
alpha=alpha/num
!downstream probe
N1=0
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N2=0
if(oildrop)then
switch=. false.
elseifi(waterdrop)then
switch=.true.
endif
ifi[downstream)then
do k= 1,num
if(Y(k).GE.level2.AND..NOT.switch)then
switch=.true.
Nl=k
elseif(Y(K).LE.level2.AND.switch)then
switch=.false.
N2=k
endif
if(oildrop. AND.N2.GT.N 1)then
!output values of oil drop as 1
do i=N 1,N2
square(i,2)=1.0
enddo
N=N+1
chord(N, 1)=N
chord(N,2)=N2-N 1
chord(N,3)= 1.0E3 *(N2-N 1)/sPdropU
N1=N2+1
alpha2=chord(N,2)+alpha2
elseifi(waterdrop.AND.N2.LT.N 1)then
!output values of water drop as 0
do i=N 1,N2
square(i,2)=0.0
enddo
N=N+1
chord(N,l)=N
chord(N,2)=N 1-N2
chord(N,3)= 1.0E3 *(N 1-N2)/sPdropU
N2=N1+1
alpha2=chord(N,2)+alpha2
endif
enddo
endif
alpha2=alpha2/num
return
lonly slope method
!upstream probe
102 N 1=0

N2=0
switch=.false.
Nmin=int(diamin/dropU*sf)
if(oildrop)then
level=minval(x)+2.0
level2=minval(y)+2.0
elseif(waterdrop)then
level=maxval(x)-2.0
level2=maxval(y)-2.0
endif

if(upstream)then
do k=l,num-l
if(oildrop)then
if(X(k+l)-X(k).GE.slope.AND..NOT.switch.AND.X(k).GE.level)then
switch=.true.
Nl=k+1
elseif(X(k)-X(k+1).GE.slope. AND.s witch.AND.X(k+1).GE.level)then
switch=. false.
N2=k
elseifl[X(k).LT.X(Nl)-l.AND.switch.AND.X(k+l).GE.level)then
switch=. false.
N2=k
endif
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elseifl(waterdrop)then
ifi(X(k)-X(k+l).GE.slope.AND..NOT.switch.AND.X(k).LE.level)then
switch=.true.
Nl=k+1
elseif(X(k+1)-X(k).GE.slope. AND.switch. AND.X(k+1).LE.level)then
switch=.false.
N2=k
elseifi[X(k).GT.X(N 1)+1.AND.switch.AND.X(k+1).LE.level)then
switch=.false.
N2=k
endif
endif
if(N2>N 1+Nmin)then
N=N+1
!output values of oil drop as 1, or water drop as 0
do i=Nl,N2
if(oildrop)then
square(i,l)=1.0
else
square(i,l)=0.0
endif
enddo
chord(N,l)=N
chord(N,2)=N2-N 1
chord(N,3)=l -0E3*(N2-N 1)/sPdropU
N1=N2+1
alpha=chord(N,2)+alpha
endif
enddo
endif
alpha=alpha/num

!downstream probe

N1=0
N2=0
switch=.false.
ifi(downstream)then
do k=l,num-l
if(oildrop)then
if(Y(k+1)-Y(k).GE.slope2. AND. .NOT.switch. AND. Y(k).GE.level2)then
switch=.true.
Nl=k+1
elseifi(Y(k)-Y(k+1 ).GE.slope2. AND.switch.AND.Y (k+1).GE.level2)then
switch=.false.
N2=k
elseif](Y(k).LT.Y(N1)-1.AND.switch. AND.Y(k+1).GE.level2)then
switch=.false.
N2=k
endif
elsei f(waterdrop)then
if(Y(k)-Y(k+l).GE.slope2.AND..NOT.switch.AND.Y(k).LE.level2)then
switch=.true.
Nl=k+1
elseif(Y(k+l)-Y(k).GE.slope2. AND.switch. AND.Y(k+l).LE.level2)then
switch=. false.
N2=k
elseifl[Y(k).GT.Y(N 1)+1 .AND.switch. AND. Y(k+1).LE.level2)then
switch=.false.
N2=k
endif
endif
if(N2>N 1+Nmin)then
!output values of oil drop as 1, or water drop as 0
do i=Nl,N2
ifi[oildrop)then
square(i,2)=1.0
else
square(i,2)=0.0
endif
enddo
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N=N+1
chord(N, 1)=N
chord(N,2)=N2-N 1
chord(N,3)= 1.0E3*(N2-N 1)/sf*dropU
N1=N2+1
alpha2=chord(N,2)+alpha2
endif
enddo
endif
alpha2=alpha2/num
return
!level and slope method
lupstream probe
103 N1=0
N2=0
switch=.false.
Nmin=int(diamin/dropU'l‘sf)
if(upstream)then
do k=l,num-l
if(oildrop)then
ifl(X(k+l)-X(k).GE.slope.AND..NOT.switch.AND.X(k).GE.level)then
switch=.true.
Nl=k+1
elseifl(X(k)-X(k+l).GE.slope.AND.switch. AND.X(k+l).GE.level)then
switch=.false.
N2=k
elseifi(X(k).LT.X(N 1)-1.AND.switch.AND.X(k+1).GE.level)then
switch=. false.
N2=k
endif
elseif([waterdrop)then
if[X(k)-X(k+l).GE.slope.AND..NOT.switch.AND.X(k).LE.level)then
switch=.true.
Nl=k+1
elseifl[X(k+1)-X(k).GE.slope. AND.switch. AND.X(k+1).LE.level)then
switch=.false.
N2=k
elseif(X(k).GT.X(N 1)+1.AND.switch.AND.X(k+1).LE.level)then
switch=.false.
N2=k
endif
endif
if(N2>N 1+Nmin)then
N=N+1
!output values of oil drop as 1, or water drop as 0
do i=Nl,N2
ifi[oildrop)then
square(i,l)=1.0
else
square(i,l)=0.0
endif
enddo
chord(N,l)=N
chord(N,2)=N2-N 1
chord(N,3)= 1.0E3 *(N2-N 1)/sf"dropU
N1=N2+1
alpha=chord(N,2)+alpha
endif
enddo
endif
alpha=alpha/num

!downstream probe
N1=0

N2=0
switch=. false.
if(downstream)then
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do k=l,num-l
if(oildrop)then
ifl(Y(k+l)-Y(k).GE.slope2.AND..NOT.switch.AND.Y(k).GE.level2)then
switch=.true.
Nl=k+1
elseif(Y(k)-Y(k+l).GE.slope2.AND.switch.AND.Y(k+l).GE.level2)then
switch=.false.
N2=k
elseif(Y(k).LT.Y(N 1)-1 .AND.switch. AND. Y(k+1).GE.level2)then
switch=. false.
N2=k
endif
elseifi(waterdrop)then
if(Y(k)-Y(k+1).GE.slope2. AND. .NOT.switch. AND. Y(k).LE.level2)then
switch=.true.
Nl=k+1
elseif(Y(k+1)-Y(k).GE.slope2. AND.switch.AND. Y(k+1).LE.level2)then
switch=.false.
N2=k
elseif(Y(k).GT. Y(N1)+1. AND.switch. AND. Y(k+l).LE.level2)then
switch=.false.
N2=k
endif
endif
if(N2>N 1+Nmin)then
loutput values of oil drop as 1, or water drop as 0
do i=Nl,N2
if(oildrop)then
square(i,2)=1.0
else
square(i,2)=0.0
endif
enddo
N=N+1
chord(N,l)=N
chord(N,2)=N2-N 1
chord(N,3)=l .0E3*(N2-Nl)/sf*dropU
N1=N2+1
alpha2=chord(N,2)+alpha2
endif
enddo
endif
alpha2=alpha2/num
return

END SUBROUTINE cldCalc
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Program for Separating HFA Signals in TwoPhase Flow
According to the algorithm suggested by Liu & Bankoff (1993a,b), a Matlab® program is
written to attain the HFA output signals for the continuous phase.

•

For oil-in-water dispersed flow
clear all;
close all;
clc;
%load the signals into a 2-D array
out=load('2.txt');%give sampling frequency Hz
tcorrection=0;
calibration^;
%temperature setup
tref=25.05;
toverheat=21.63;
twire=tref+toverheat;
%calibration curve Power law fit
a= 11.430622;
b= 6.712339;
n= 0.224063;
%despatch into time and voltage
time=out(:,l);
vol=out(:,2);
volc=vol;
temperature=out(:,3);
tambient=mean(temperature)*30;
clear out;
clear temperature;
%setup level threshold
levelmin=4.282; %c-coeff‘d;
levelmax=4.35;
%setup slop threshold
slope=0.001;
J=l;
for I=2:length(vol)-2
% for the case in that there are at least two points in water
% if (vol(I)>level && vol(I+1)>level)||(vol(I)>level && vol(I-1)>level)
Pb=vol(I)-vol(I-l); %backward slop
Pf=vol(I)-vol(I+l); %forward slop
Rb=abs(Pb);
%backward slop magnitude
Rf=abs(Pf);
%forward slop magnitude
if(vol(I)>levelmin && vol(I)<levelmax) %larger than the level value, in water
if(Rb<slope && Rf<slope)
%it's in water
water(J,l)=time(I);
water(J,2)=vol(I);
J=J+1;
elseif(Rb<slope && Pf>slope)
water(J,l)=time(I);
water(J,2)=vol(I);
J=J+1;
%entering oil or dispersed phase
e!seif(vol(I)>levelmin && vol(I)<levelmax && Pb>slope && Rf<slope)
water(J,l)=time(I);
water(J,2)=vol(I);
J=J+1;
%entering into the water
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elseif(Pf<0 && Pb<slope && Pf<1.5*slope && abs(vol(I+2)-vol(I+l))>slope)
%in liquid, just having a overshoot
water(J, 1)=time(I);
water(J,2)=vol(I);
J=J+1;
elseif(vol(I-l)<levelmin && vol(I+l)>levelmin && Pf>0 && Pb>slope && Rf<1.5*slope)
%overshooting due to detaching of bubble, in water
water(J, 1)=time(I);
water(J,2)=vol(I);
J=J+1;
% add by Hu Bin apart from Liu & Bankoff
elseif( vol(I+l)>levelmin && vol(I+l)<levelmax && Pf>0 && Pb>slope && Rf<1.5*slope)
%overshooting due to detaching of bubble, in water
water(J,l)=time(I);
water(J,2)=vol(I);
J=J+1;
else
volc(I)=0;
%in oil or dispersed phase
end
else

%less than the level value, in dispersed phase
volc(I)=0;
%in oil or dispersed phase

end
end
if][tcorrection)
water(:,2)=water(:,2)*((twire-tref)/(twire-tambient))A0.5;
end
if(calibration)
water(:,2)=((water(:,2).A2-a)/b).A( 1/n);
end
figure, plot(time( 1:5000), volc(l:5000),'xr7markersize',2,'linestyle','none');
hold on;
plot(time( 1:5000), vol( 1:5000)-1,'linestyle','-');
m( 1)=mean(water(:,2));
m(2)=std(water(:,2), 1);
m(3)= 1-J/length(vol)
m(4)=levelmax;
m(5)=levelmin;
m(6)=slope;
m(7)=tambient;
clear time;
clear vole;
clear vol;
%csvwrite('Ov.csv',water);
plot(water( 1:1000,1), water( 1:1000,2),'.g','markersize',2,'linestyle',’none');
hold off;
%subplot(2,1,1), plot(time(l :5000), vol(l:5000),'marker1,'.','markersize',2,'linestyle','none');
%subplot(2,1,2), plot(time(l :5000), volc(l :5000),'marker1,'.','markersize1,2,'linestyle','-');
%plot(water(90:110,1 ),water(90:110,2),'marker1,'*','markersize',2,'linestyle','none')

•

For water-in-oil dispersed flow
clear all;
close all;
clc;
%load the signals into a 2-D array
out=load('19.txt');%give sampling frequency Hz
tcorrection=l;
calibration^;
%temperature setup
tref=31.85;
toverheat=22.39;
twire=tref+toverheat;
%calibration curve Power law fit
a= 6.400499;
b= 4.534054;
n= 0.610000;
%despatch into time and voltage
time=out(:,l);
vol=out(:,2);
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volc=vol;
temperature=out(: ,3);
tambient=mean(temperature)*30;
clear out;
clear temperature;
%setup level threshold
levelmin=3.2; %c-coeff*d;
levelmax=3.5;
%setup slop threshold
slope=0.001;
J=l;
for I=2:length(vol)-2
Pb=vol(I)-vol(I-l); %backward slop
Pf=vol(I)-vol(I+l); %forward slop
Rb=abs(Pb);
%backward slop magnitude
Rf=abs(Pf);
%forward slop magnitude
if(vol(I)<levelmax && vol(I)>levelmin) %less than the level value, in oil
if(Rb<slope && Rf<slope)
%it's in oil
oil(J,l)=time(I);
oil(J,2)=vol(I);
J=J+1;
elseif(Rbxslope && -Pf>slope)
oil(J,l)=time(I);
oiI(J,2)=vol(I);
J=J+1;
%entering water or dispersed phase
elseif(vol(I+l)<levelmax && vol(I+l)>levelmin && -Pb>slope && Rf<slope)
oil(J,l)=time(I);
oil(J,2)=vol(I);
J=J+1;
% add by Hu Bin apart from Liu & Bankoff
elseif( vol(I+l)<levelmax && vol(I+l)>levelmin && -Pf>0 && -Pb>slope && Rf<1.5*slope)
%overshooting due to detaching of bubble, in oil
oil(J,l)=:time(I);
oil(J,2)=vol(I);
J=J+1;
else
volc(I)=0;
%in water or dispersed phase
end
else

%less than the level value, in dispersed phase
volc(I)=0;
%in water or dispersed phase

end
end
if(tcorrection)
oil(:,2)=oil(:,2)*((twire-tref)/(twire-tambient))A0.5;
end
ifl[calibration)
oil(:,2)=((oil(:,2).A2-a)/b).A(l/n);
end
figure, plot(time(1:5000), volc(l:5000)-l,'xr','markersize’,2,'linestyle','none');
hold on;
plot(time(l :5000), vol(l :5000),'linestyle’,'-');
m( 1)=mean(oil(:,2));
m(2)=std(oil(:,2),l);
m(3)= 1-J/length(vol)
m(4)=levelmax;
m(5)=levelmin;
m(6)=slope;
m(7)=tambient;
clear time;
clear vole;
clear vol;
%csvwrite('Ov.csv',water);
plot(oil(l :500,1), oil(l iSOO^X'.g'.'markersize'^.'linestyle'j'none');
hold off;
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Program for the PBEs Model in Stirred Vessels
Program Main
USE
Properties
IMPLICIT NONE
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION,
DOUBLE PRECISION
DIMENSION

OPTIME, TMark
Re
vT
!Tank volume (mA3)
f
[friction factor
T, TOUT
Vol,D3,D2
RTOL
ATOL, RPAR, RWORK
ALLOCATABLE
:: Y(:)
G,Birth,B, CR
ATOL(KC)

DOUBLE PRECISION beita,Xl,X2, testl,test2, test(lOO)
IWORK
INTEGER
NEQ
INTEGER
INums of Equations
I, K, NLOOP, NL
INTEGER
IOUT
INTEGER
ITASK
INTEGER
ISTATE
INTEGER
IOPT
INTEGER
LRW
INTEGER
LIW
INTEGER
MF
INTEGER
ITOL
INTEGER
IPAR
INTEGER
INTEGER
ML, MU
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
EXTERNAL

IV
ITR
[Transient switch
Organic
FEX, JEX, G, B

ALLOCATABLE :: RWORK(:), IWORK(:)
ALLOCATE (CN(KC),Y(KC),GA(KC),DA(KC,KC),CRA(KC,KC),gl2(KC,KC),
&
CRATemp(KC,KC) )
!/

!

PipeFlow=.FALSE. [.FALSE.
BModel=4

!1 —Coulaloglou & Tavlarides 1977
!2 —Tsouris & Tavlarides 1994
!3 -- Prince and Blanch 1990
!4 -- Luo and Svendsen 1996

DKemel=l

!1 —Vella Alpaneus, 1999
!2 —Lars Hagesaether 2002

DModel=8

!1 -- Coulaloglou & Tavlarides 1977, Normal dist.
!2 —Hsia & Tavlarides 1983, Beta Dist.
!3 - Lee 1987
!4 —Konno et al. 1980
!5 —Prince & Blanch 1990, Uniform dist.
!6 - Tsouris & Tavlarides 1994
!7 - Luo and Svendsen 1996
!8 —Kostoglou 1997, U-shaped beta dist.

CModel=l

!1 -- Coulaloglou & Tavlarides 1977
!2 -- Tsouris & Tavlarides 1994
!3 - Ville Alopaeus, 1999,2001
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Organic=0

!0 - 0/W -> W/O
!1 -- W/O -> O/W

!/-----------------------------------------------------------------

IF(Organic.EQ. 1)THEN
rhoC=867.0D0
rhoD=996.0D0
muC=0.57D0*10.0**(-3.0)
muD=0.96D0* 10.0* *(-3.0)
ELSEIF(Organic.EQ.O)THEN
rhoC=996.0D0
rhoD=867.0D0
muC=0.96D0* 10.0* *(-3.0)
muD=0.57D0* 10.0**(-3.0)
ENDIF
sigma=0.0323D0
pi=DACOS(-1.0D0)
!For pipeflow
usC=3.5*0.93D0
usD=3.5*0.07D0
dia=0.038D0
umix=usC+usD
dI=0.05D0
tV=0.102
!2.0*dl
hV=0.102 !2.0*dl
rpm=900.0D0
alpha=0.20D0
NLOOP=200
NTot=lD0
MeanInit=0.0005D0
DMax=0.0010D0
lmax=l
OPTime=2DO
TMark=0.0D0

!Total drop numbers
IMean drop size, m
!The upper limitation of drop dia., m

!Output time interval

!/-------- 5-------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
!Density and Viscosity
rhoM=( 1-alpha)*rhoC+alpha*rhoD
IF(CModel.EQ.3)THEN
muM=muC/(l-alpha)*(1.0+1.5*alpha*muD/(muC+muD)) !Ville Alopaeus 1999
ELSE
muM=muC*(l+2.5*alpha*((muD+0.4*muC)/(muD+muC)))
ENDIF
muM=muC*(l+2.5*alpha*((muD+0.4*muC)/(muD+muC))) ITaylor (1932)
c
muM=muC/(lD0-alpha)*(lD0+1.5*alpha*muD/(muD+muC))
IVemuelen (1955)
nl=rpm/60.0
!Calculate Energy Dissipation Rate
IF (PipeFlow) THEN
Re=rhoC*dia*umix/muC
f=0.079*Re**(-0.25)
e=2.0*f*umix**3.0/dia
ELSE
Web=(nI**2.0*dI**3.0*rhoM)/sigma
vT=pi*tV**2.0*hV/4.0
!e=5.1*nI**3.0*dI**5.0/vT
e=0.99*nl**3.0*dl**2.0
ENDIF
IDampling influence on energy dissip.
e=e*(muC*rhoM/(muM*rhoC))**3D0
IKolmogroff microscale (m)
xkmg=(muC**3D0/(rhoC**3D0*e))**0.25D0
!Critical Maximum Stable Drop Size, Dc, (m)
IF(PipeFlow) THEN
WebCrit= 10.00
paral=sigma**0.6/(rhoC**0.3*rhoD**0.2*muC**0.1)
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dc=1.38*WebCrit**0.6*(paral)*dia**0.5/umix**l.l
ELSE
Web=(nI**2.0*dI**3.0*rhoC)/sigma
vi= 1+2.5 *alpha*((muD+0.4*muC)/(muD+muC))
ITaylor (1932)
cm=0.125D0
dc=cm*Web**(-0.6)*dI*vi**l .2
ENDIF
dDia=(DMax-xkmg)/KC

CALL NInit(CN,Y,MeanInit)
!Write the initial volume in a file
Vol=0D0
DO I =1, KC
Vol=Vol+Y(I)*pi/6D0*(1000D0*CN(I))**3D0
ENDDO
!Calculate the total drop number
NTot=alpha/(Vol* 10D0**(-9.0))
Y=NTot*Y
Vol=NTot*Vol
OPEN (11, F ile-’C:\result.xls")
OPEN (12, File="C:\volume.xls")
WRITE( 11 ,'(F 14.5,<KOF 14.6)')0.0,(CN(K)* 1000,K= 1,KC)
WRITE( 11 ,'(F 14.5,<KOF 14.6)')0.0,(Y(K)/NTot,K= 1,KC)
WRITE(*,20)T,Vol
!Fill out the look up table
DA=0D0
CRA=0D0
GA=0D0
DO K=1,KC
GA(K)=G(K)
!GA(K)=B(K,50)
ENDDO
DO K=1,KC
DO 1=1,K-l
DA(I,K)=B(I,K)
ENDDO
ENDDO
DO K=1,KC
DO 1=1,KC
CRA(K,I)=CR(K,I)
ENDDO
ENDDO
open (13, File="C:\d.xls")
DO 1=1, KC
write( 13,'(2F 12.8)')CN(I),DA(I,KC)
ENDDO

NEQ = KC
T = 0.0D0
TOUT = 0.04D0
ITOL = 2
RTOL= l.D-8
DO 15 I =1, KC
ATOL(I)= l.D-8
15 ENDDO
ITASK = 1
ISTATE = 1
IOPT = 0
MF =22
ML=1
!FOR JACOBIAN
MU=2
!FOR JACOBIAN
IF(MF.EQ.10)THEN
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ALLOCATE(RWORK(20+16*NEQ),IWORK(30))
LRW = 20+16*NEQ
LIW = 30
ELSEIF(MF.EQ.21.OR.MF.EQ.22)THEN
ALLOCATE(RWORK(22+9*NEQ+2*NEQ**2),IWORK(30+NEQ))
LRW = 22+9*NEQ+2*NEQ**2
LIW = 30+NEQ
ELSEIF(MF.EQ.24.0R.MF.EQ.25)THEN
ALLOCATE(RWORK(22+l 1*NEQ+(3*ML+2*MU)*NEQ),IWORK(30+NEQ))
IWORK(l) = ML
IWORK(2) = MU
LRW = 22+11*NEQ+(3*ML+2*MU)*NEQ
LIW = 30+NEQ
ENDIF

ALLOCATE(D32( 1:NLOOP))
666 DO 4 0 IOUT = l,NLOOP
ITASK = 1
IOPT = 0
ISTATE = 1
T=0D0
TOUT=OPTIME
CALL DVODE(FEX,NEQ,Y,T,TOUT,ITOL,RTOL,ATOL,ITASK,ISTATE,
&
IOPT,RWORK,LRW,IWORK,LIW,JEX,MF,RPAR,IPAR)
!Total number
NTot=0D0
(Output Sum(DA3) here
Vol=0D0
D3==0D0
D2=0D0
DO I =1, KC
NTot=NTot+Y(I)
Vol=Vol+Y(I)*pi/6D0*( 1OOODO*CN(I))**3DO
D3=D3+Y(I)*CN(I)**3D0
D2=D2+Y(I)*CN(I)**2D0
ENDDO
D32(IOUT)=D3/D2
lmax=D3/D2
!radial distribution
beita=D2*pi/6.0
IF(DABS((TOUT*IOUT-TMark)/OPTIME).GT.0.999DO)THEN
WRITE( 11,'(F 14.5,<KOF 14.6)')TOUT*IOUT,(Y(K)/NTot,K= 1,KC)
TMark=TOUT*IOUT
ENDIF
(Compare break up rate and coalescence rate
BRK=0D0
COA=ODO
DO I =1, KC
BRK=BRK+Y(I)*GA(I)
DO K =1,KC
COA=COA+Y(I)*Y(K)*CRA(I,K)
ENDDO
ENDDO
COA=COA/2DO
WRITE(12,*) Tout*Iout,D32(IOUT)*10**6.0 !Vol
WRITE(*,20)Tout*Iout,Vol,COA/BRK
20
FORMAT(' At t (sec)=l,D12.4,';Total Volume (mmA3) =',D14.6
&
,';C/B=',F8.5)
IF (ISTATE .LT. 0) GO TO 80
40

ENDDO

CLOSE (11)
WRITER,60) IWORK(l l),IWORK(12),IWORK(13),IWORK(19),
&
IWORK(20),IWORK(21),IWORK(22)
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60 FORMAT^ No. steps - ,14,' No. f-s=',I4,
&
' No. J-s =',14,' No. LU-s =',14/
&
' No. nonlinear iterations =',14/
&
' No. nonlinear convergence failures =',14/
&
' No. error test failures =',I4/)
WRITE(*,85)ISTATE
85 FORMAT(///'ISTATE =',I3)
IF(ISTATE.NE.2)PAUSE
STOP
80 WRITER,90)ISTATE
90 FORMAT^ Error halt: ISTATE =',I3)
IF(ISTATE.NE.2)PAUSE
END
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION B_D (N,Y)
!Birth rate and Death rate of size D
!Due to breakage and coalescence
USE Properties
IMPLICIT NONE
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER

DN
VN
VO

IDrop diameter of N, m
!Volume of N, mA3
!Volume of Max(N&Stable), mA3

Y(*)
DO
!Max(dc,d)
B
{Daughter distribution function
{Breakage frequency function
G
DK,VK,DJ,VJ
!VK+VJ->X*VN+( 1-X)* VN-1
!D(N-1), V(N-1)
DN1,VN1
!D(N+1), V(N+1)
DN2.VN2
{Coalescence rate of VK & VJ
CR
XI, X2
CTempl,CTemp2

N
K,J
IClass
NDaughter
IV
IHalfV
IComp
IStore

{Size Class

!=2 for binary breakage
{External Function
{Index of V/2
{Index of Compensary Part of VI

EXTERNALB
EXTERNALG
EXTERNALIV
EXTERNALCR
DN=CN(N)
VN=pi*DN**3D0/6D0
NDaughter=2
B_D=0.0D0
C GOTO 25
{Birth rate due to larger drop breakage
IF(DKemel.EQ. 1)THEN
DO K=N+1,KC
!OR IClass+1 ,KC
B_D=B_D+BX*NDaughter*DA(N,K)*GA(K)*Y(K)
ENDDO
ELSEIF(DKemel.EQ.2)THEN
DO K=N+1 ,KC
!OR IClass+1 ,KC
B_D=B_D+NDaughter*DA(N,K)*GA(K)*Y(K)
{need to think about.....
ENDDO
ENDIF
{Death rate to this class drop breakage
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B_D=B_D-GA(N)*Y(N)
C

Return

!Death rate due to drop coalecence with this class
25 DO 20 K=l, KC
IF(K.EQ.N)THEN
B_D=B_D-2.0*CRA(N,K)*Y(N)*Y(K)
ELSE
B_D=B_D-CRA(N,K)*Y(N)*Y(K)
ENDIF
20 ENDDO
IBirth rate due to smaller drop coalescence
IF(N.EQ.1)THEN
CTempl=0D0
VK=VN
DJ=CN(2)
VJ=pi*DJ**3D0/6D0
X 1=(VJ-2D0*VK)/(VJ-VK)
CTemp 1=X 1*CRA( 1,1 )*Y( 1)* Y( 1)
B_D=B_D+CTemp 1
RETURN
ENDIF
DN1=CN(N-1)
VNl=pi*DNl**3D0/6D0
CTemp 1=0D0
DO 40 K=1,N-1
DK=CN(K)
VK=pi*DK**3D0/6D0
DO 30 J=1,N-1
DJ=CN(J)
VJ=pi*DJ**3D0/6D0
IF(VK+VJ.GT.VN 1.AND. VK+VJ.LE. VN)THEN
X 1=(VK+VJ-VN1)/(VN-VN1)
IF(J.EQ.K)THEN
CTemp 1=CTemp 1+2D0*X 1*CRA(K,J)*Y(K)*Y(J)
ELSE
CTemp 1=CTemp 1+X1*CRA(K,J)*Y(K)*Y(J)
ENDIF
ENDIF
30
ENDDO
40 ENDDO
B_D=B_D+0.5D0*CTemp 1
IF(N.EQ.KC)THEN
CTemp2=0D0
DO 60 K=1,N
DK=CN(K)
VK=pi*DK**3D0/6D0
DO 50 J=1,N
DJ=CN(J)
VJ=pi*DJ**3D0/6D0
IF(VK+VJ.GT.VN)THEN
X2=(VK+VJ)/VN
IF(J.EQ.K)THEN
CTemp2=CTemp2+2D0*X2*CRA(K,J)*Y(K)*Y(J)
ELSE
CTemp2=CTemp2+X2*CRA(K,J)*Y(K)*Y(J)
ENDIF
ENDIF
50
ENDDO
60
ENDDO
CTemp2=CTemp2
ELSE
DN2=CN(N+1)
VN2=pi*DN2**3D0/6D0
CTemp2=ODO
DO 80 K=1,N
DK=CN(K)
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70
80

VK=pi*DK**3D0/6D0
DO 70 J=1,N
DJ=CN(J)
VJ=pi*DJ**3D0/6D0
IF(VK+VJ.GT.VN.AND.VK+VJ.LE.VN2)THEN
X2=(VN2-VK-VJ)/(VN2-VN)
IF(J.EQ.K)THEN
CTemp2=CTemp2+2D0*X2*CRA(K,J)*Y(K)*Y(J)
ELSE
CTemp2=CTemp2+X2*CRA(K,J)*Y(K)*Y(J)
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDDO
ENDDO

ENDIF
B_D=B_D+0.5D0*CTemp2
100 END

FUNCTION B_D

MODULE Properties
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION

rhoC
rhoD
rhoM
muC
muD
muM
sigma
dia
usC
usD
umix
alpha
dc

!For Impeller
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION

tv
dl
hV
Pi
Web
nl
rpm
vi
cm
WebCrit
paral
xkmg

DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION,
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION,
DOUBLE PRECISION,
DOUBLE PRECISION,
DOUBLE PRECISION,
DOUBLE PRECISION,
DOUBLE PRECISION,

NTot
i
Meanlnit
ALLOCATABLE
:: CN(:)
DMax
[Max. drop diamter, m
dDia
ALLOCATABLE
:: GA(:) .'Breakage Array storing G(I)
ALLOCATABLE
:: DA(:,:)
IDaughter Dist. Array
ALLOCATABLE
:: CRA(:,:) ICoalecscence Rate Array
ALLOCATABLE
:: D32(:) ISauter mean diameter
AllOCATABLE :: gl2(:,:)!radial distribution
AllOCATABLE :: CRATemp(:,:).'temp. matrix for coa

DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION

Vollncr
e
TV1,TV2,BX
BRK
COA
ep
lmax

!Maximum stable drop size, m

[Diameter of Vessle, m
[Impeller diameter, m
[Height of the tank, m

[Impeller speed, 1/s
[Impeller speed, rpm
[Viscosity damping
[Coefficient for dc
[Critical Web number
[Komogorov length,m

[Energy dissipation, mA2/sA3
[Breakage rate, 1/s
[Coalescence rate, 1/s
i
[maximum eddy size

INTEGER, PARAMETER:: KC=40
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER

BModel
DModel
CModel
DKERNEL

'.Breakage model choice
IDaughter Distribution Model
.'Coalescence Model
!Kernel to conserve mass due to breakage
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LOGICAL PipeFlow
END MODULE PROPERTIES
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION gammp(a,x)
DOUBLE PRECISION a,x
C USES gcf,gser
!
Returns the incomplete gamma function P(a, x).
DOUBLE PRECISION gammcf,gamser,gln
DOUBLE PRECISION tempi
if^x.lt.O.DO.or.a.le.O.DO) pause "bad arguments in gammp"
ifi(x.lt.a+l.DO)then !Use the series representation,
call gser(gamser,a,x,gln)
gammp=gamser
else !Use the continued fraction representation
call gcf(gammcf,a,x,gln)
gammp= 1,-gammcf land take its complement.
endif
temp 1=gammln(a)
gammp=( 1DO-gammp)*DExp(temp 1)
return
END

**=gammln.spg processed by SPAG 4.04J at 17:18 on 28 Jul 1998
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION GAMMLN(Xx)
IMPLICIT NONE
DOUBLE PRECISION Xx
INTEGER j
DOUBLE PRECISION ser, stp , tmp , x , y , cof(6)
SAVE cof, stp
DATA cof, stp/76.18009172947146D0 , -86.50532032941677D0 ,
& 24.01409824083091 DO, -1.231739572450155D0 ,
& .1208650973866179D-2 , -.5395239384953D-5 ,
& 2.5066282746310005D0/
x = Xx
y=x
tmp = x + 5.5D0
tmp = (x+0.5D0)*DLOG(tmp) - tmp
ser = 1.000000000190015D0
DO 100 j = 1 , 6
y = y + 1.D0
ser = ser + cof(j)/y
100 CONTINUE
GAMMLN = tmp + DLOG(stp*ser/x)
RETURN
END

**=gser.spg processed by SPAG 4.04J at 17:18 on 28 Jul 1998
SUBROUTINE GSER(Gamser,A,X,Gln)
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER ITMAX
DOUBLE PRECISION A , Gamser, Gin , X , EPS
PARAMETER (ITMAX=10000,EPS=3.E-7)
CU USES gammln
INTEGER n
DOUBLE PRECISION ap , del, sum , GAMMLN
Gin = GAMMLN(A)
IF ( X.LE.0.D0) THEN
IF ( X.LT.0.D0 ) PAUSE ’x < 0 in gser’
Gamser = 0.D0
RETURN
ENDIF
ap = A
sum = 1.DO/A
del = sum
DO 100 n = 1 , ITMAX
ap = ap+ 1.
del = del*X/ap
sum = sum + del
IF ( DABS(del).LT.DABS(sum)*EPS) GOTO 200
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100 CONTINUE
PAUSE 'a too large, ITMAX too small in gser1
200 Gamser = sum*DEXP(-X+A*DLOG(X)-Gln)
RETURN
END

**=gcf.spg processed by SPAG 4.04J at 17:18 on 28 Jul 1998
C (C) Copr. 1986-92 Numerical Recipes Software *l(.~[)!-7k'(4.
cSdebug
SUBROUTINE GCF(Gammcf,A,X,Gln)
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER ITMAX
DOUBLE PRECISION A , Gammcf, Gin , X , EPS , FPMIN
PARAMETER (ITMAX=10000,EPS=3.E-7,FPMIN=1 .E-30)
CU USES gammln
INTEGER i
DOUBLE PRECISION an , b , c , d , d el, h , GAMMLN
Gin = GAMMLN(A)
b = X+ 1.-A
c = 1D0/FPMIN
d= lDO/b
h= d
DO 100 i = 1 , ITMAX
an = -i*(i-A)
b = b + 2.
d = an*d + b
IF ( DABS(d).LT.FPMIN ) d = FPMIN
c = b + an/c
IF ( DABS(c).LT.FPMIN) c = FPMIN
d= l./d
del = d*c
h = h*del
IF ( DABS(del-1DO).LT.EPS ) GOTO 200
100 CONTINUE
PAUSE 'a too large, ITMAX too small in gcf
200 Gammcf = DEXP(-X+A*DLOG(X)-Gln)*h
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE NInit(DropSize,DropN,Mean)
USE Properties
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER

I

DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION

DropSize(l:KC) !Drop Size Class
DropN( 1:KC)
IDrop Number

DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION

Mean
Dev
XN1
XN2

!Mean dia, m
!Deviation of dia, m
!Temporary variant
ITemporary variant

Dev=Mean/4D0
DO 101=1, KC
DropSize(I)=xkmg+I*dDia
!dDia’*‘I
XNl=DEXP(-0.5*((DropSize(I)-Mean)/Dev)**2.0)
&
/(DSQRT(2.0*pi)*Dev)
XN2=DEXP(-0.5*(((I-l)*dDia-Mean)/Dev)**2.0)
&
/(DSQRT(2.0*pi)*Dev)

!

DropN(I)=(XN 1+XN2)*0.5*dDia*NTot
DropN(I)=lD0/KC*NTot

10

ENDDO
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END SUBROUTINE NInit

DOUBLE PRECISION

FUNCTION G(I) [Breakage frequency

USE Properties
IMPLICIT NONE
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
EXTERNAL

D
V

K1
K2
ei
DF
dk
Demin
X
D1,D2
ec
eddy
pl,p2,cl
c4,tm,b0,bl
beta,cf
Dson
Gtemp
fbv
xk,xkmax,dkx
xkmin
ImaxO

[Drop size diameter, m
[Drop volume, mA3
[Coefficient for G
[Coefficient for G
[Energy dissipation in impeller region
[Dampling factor

[breakage efficiency
[average eddy energy

[daughter drop size,m
[Temp, variable
[Prince & Blanch, =k
[Prince & Blanch, =k

gammp

gammp

INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER

Integral
I
J

[Integrate step num.
[Mother drop
[Daughter Drop

D=CN(I)
v=pi*D**3.0/6.0
IF(D.LE.DC)THEN
C
G=0D0
C
RETURN
ENDIF

[Coulaloglou & Tavlarides 1977

IF(BModel.EQ.l) THEN
IF(PipeFlow)THEN
K 1=0.005
K2=0.62
ELSE
Kl=0.00487
K2=0.0552
ENDIF

[0.287
[0.0252

[0.00487
[0.0552

G=Kl*e**(1.0/3.0)/((lD0+alpha)*D**(2D0/3D0))*DExp((-K2*sigma*
&
(lD0+alpha)**2D0)/(rhoD*D**(5.0/3.0)*e**(2D0/3D0)))
ELSE IF (BModel.EQ.2) THEN

[Tsouris & Tavlarides 1994

DF=0DO+2.5DO*alpha*(muD+O.4*muC)/(muD+muC))**2DO
Demin=0.5*dc
Integral=1000
dk=(2D0/Demin-2D0/D)/Integral
ei=5.16*e
IF(I.EQ.1)THEN [Maximum daughter drop size
D1=CN(1) [Dmin 1(dc,0.99*D)
ELSE
D1=CN(I-1)
ENDIF

!CN(1,1)
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D2=(D**3D0-D1 **3DO)**(1DO/3DO)
Ec=0.5*pi*signm*(2.0*(D/1.2599)**2.0+D2**2.0+Dl**2.0-2.0*D**2.0)
cl=1.3D0
!From T&T 1994
G=0.0D0
DO 10 X =2D0/D, 2D0/Demin, dk

&

10

eddy= 17.16*rhoC*ei**(2D0/3D0)*X**(-11D0/3D0)
p 1=(2D0/X+D)**2D0*(8.2D0*X* *(-2D0/3D0)+1.07D0*
D**(2DO/3DO))**0.5DO*X**2DO
p2=DEXP(-Ec/(c 1'"eddy))
G=G+DMax 1(p 1*p2*dk,0.0D0)
ENDDO

G=0.0118*DF*ei**(1.0/3.0)*G
ELSE IF(BModel.EQ.3) THEN

10.0118
!Prince & Blanch 1990

xkmax= 10D0*pi/D !0.5*(rhoC**3D0*e/(muC**3D0))**0.25D0 !
xkmin=2D0*pi/D
dkx=xkmax/1000D0
G=0D0
DO 20 xk=l,xkmax,dkx
Gtemp=0D0
Gtemp=DEXP(-l. 18D0*sigma*xk**(2D0/3D0)/((2D0*pi)**(2D0/3D0)
&
*rhoC*D*e**(2D0/3D0)))*xk**2D0*e**(lD0/3D0)*(D**(2D0/3D0)+
&
(2D0*pi/xk)**(2D0/3D0))**0.5D0
&
*0.14D0*pi*(D+2D0*pi/xk)**2D0/16D0
G=G+Gtemp*dkx
20
END DO
ELSE IF (BModel.EQ.4) THEN

!Luo & Svendsen 1996

c4=0.923
beta=2.0466
G=0D0
DO 50 J= 1,1-1
Gtemp=0D0
Dson=CN(J)
cf=(Dson/D)**2D0+(l-(Dson/D)**3D0)**(2D0/3D0)-l
bl=12D0*cf*sigma/(beta*rhoC*e**(2D0/3D0)*d**(5D0/3D0))
!maximum eddy size
lmax0=DMin 1(lmax,d)
b0=b 1"‘(lmaxO/d)* *(-11D0/3D0)
lend on maximum eddy size
tm=b 1*(xkmg/d)'"*(-11D0/3D0)
Gtemp=(Gammp(8D0/l lD0,tm)-Gammp(8D0/l lDO,bO))+
&
2D0*bl**(3D0/l lD0)*(Gammp(5D0/l lD0,tm)-Gammp(5D0/l lDO.bO))
& +bl**(6D0/l lD0)*(Gammp(2D0/l lD0,tm)-Gammp(2D0/l lDO.bO))
Gtemp=-3D0*c4*(e/d**2D0)**(lD0/3D0)/(llD0*bl**(8D0/llD0))*Gtemp

!
!
!

50

Gtemp=Dmax 1(0D0,Gtemp)
G=G+Gtemp*dDia
G=G+Gtemp*pi/2D0*Dson**2D0*dDia
G=G+Gtemp*(CN(J+l)**3DO-Dson**3DO)/D**3DO
G=G+Gtemp*3D0*Dson**2D0*dDia/D**3D0
END DO
G=G*0.5D0*(1-alpha)

ELSE IF(BModel.EQ.5) THEN
ENDIF
END FUNCTION G

DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION B(N,M)
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IDaughter drop size distribution
USE Properties
IMPLICIT NONE
DOUBLE PRECISION Dd
IDaughter drop size, m
DOUBLE PRECISION Dm
IMother drop size, m
DOUBLE PRECISION Vd
IDaughter drop volume, m3
DOUBLE PRECISION Vm
IMother drop volume, m3
DOUBLE PRECISION TempA, TempB, TempC
DOUBLE PRECISION c 1,c2
ILee's PDF
DOUBLE PRECISION Gammln
DOUBLE PRECISION Dxl,Dx2,DxO IT&T
DOUBLE PRECISION Dxi
IT & T
DOUBLE PRECISION c4,tm
DOUBLE PRECISION beta,cf,bl
DOUBLE PRECISION Gtemp,Gammp
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER

M
N
I

IMother Drop Class
IDaughter Drop Class

External Gammp
Dd=CN(N)
Dm=CN(M)
Vd=pi*Dd**3.0/6.0
Vm=pi*Dm**3.0/6.0
IF(DModel.EQ. 1)THEN
IC&T 1977
B=2.4/Vm*DExp(-4.5*(2.0*Vd-Vm)**2.0/Vm**2.0)
B=B*pi/2D0*Dd**2D0*dDia
ELSEIF(DModel.EQ.2) THEN

IHsia&T

1983

B=90.0*Dd**2D0/Dm**3D0*(Dd/Dm)**6D0*(lD0-Dd**3D0/Dm**3D0)*’,‘2D0
B=B*dDia !B*3D0*Dd**2D0*dDia
ELSEIF(DModel.EQ.3)THEN
ILee 1987
cl=2D0
c2=2D0
B=DEXP(Gammln(c 1+c2))*(Vd/Vm)**(c 1-1)*(1 D0-Vd/Vm)**(c2-1)
&
/(DEXP(Gammln(c 1))*DEXP(Gammln(c2))*Vm)
B=B*pi/2D0*Dd**2D0*dDia
ELSEIF(DModel.EQ.4)THEN
IKonno 1980
B=DEXP(Gammln(12D0))*(Dd/Dm)**8D0*(l-Dd/Dm)**2D0
&
/(DEXP(Gammln(3D0))*DEXP(Gammln(9D0))*Dm)
B=B*dDia
ELSEIF(DModel.EQ.5)THEN
IPrince & Blanch 1990
B=lD0/(Vm)
B=B*pi/2D0*Dd**2D0*dDia !pi/6D0*(CN(N+l)**3D0-CN(N)**3D0)
ELSEIF(DModel.EQ.6) THEN

IT &T 1994

Dxl=CN(l)
Dx2=(Dm**3D0-Dxl**3D0)**(lD0/3D0)
DxO=(0.5DO)**(lDO/3DO)*Dm
Dxi=(Dm**3DO-Dd**3DO)**(lDO/3DO)
TempA=Dxl**2D0+Dx2**2D0+2D0*Dx0**2D0-Dm**2D0-Dd**2D0-Dxi**2D0
TempB=(M-l)*(Dxl**2D0+Dx2**2D0+2D0*Dx0**2D0-2D0*Dm**2D0)
TempC=0D0
DO 1=1,M-l
TempC=TempC+CN(I)**2D0+(Dm**3D0-CN(I)**3D0)**(2D0/3D0)-Dm**2D0
ENDDO
B=TempA/(TempB-TempC)
ELSEIF(DModel.EQ.7)THEN
C
C

ILuo & Svendsen 1996

open(3, File="d:\n.xls")
DO cl=0.0001DO,0.019DO,0.0001DO
Gtemp=0.0
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C

Dd=cl

!**(lD0/3D0)*Dm

c4=0.923
beta=2.0466
cf=(Dd/Dm)**2D0+( 1-(Dd/Dm)**3D0)**(2D0/3D0)-1
bl=12D0*cf*sigma/(beta*rhoC*e**(2D0/3D0)*Dm**(5D0/3D0))
tm=b 1*(xkmg/Dm)**(-11D0/3D0)
Gtemp=(Gammp(8D0/l lD0,tm)-Gammp(8D0/l lDO,bl))+
&
2D0*bl**(3D0/l lD0)*(Gammp(5D0/l lD0,tm)-Gammp(5D0/l lDO.bl))
&
+bl**(6D0/l lD0)*(Gammp(2D0/l lD0,tm)-Gammp(2D0/l lDO.bl))
Gtemp=-3DO*c4*(e/Dm**2DO)**(lDO/3DO)/(llDO*bl**(8DO/llDO))*Gtemp
IF(GA(M).NE.ODO)THEN
B=Gtemp/(GA(M)*Vm)
!Need some work here
B=B*pi*Dd**2D0*dDia/2.0
ENDIF
C
C

Write(3,'(2F14.8),)cl,B
enddo

ELSEIF(DModeI.EQ.8)THEN

IKostoglou, 1997, U shaped beta dist.

cl =0.01

c2=1.0
TempA=0.5D0*c 1/(2D0*c2*( 1.0+c2)*( 1.0-c 1))
TempB=0.5/(DLOG( 1DO+c2)-DLOG(c2)+(TempA-1D0)/(c2+0.5D0))
B=( 1D0/(VdA^m+c2)+1D0/( 1D0-VdA^m+c2)+2D0*(TempA-1DO)/
&
(c2+0.5D0))*TempB/Vm
!B=B^pi/2D0*(Dd**2D0*dDia)
B=B*pi/6D0*((Dd+0.5*dDia)**3D0-(Dd-0.5*dDia)**3D0)
!B=B*Vm
!For plot beta curve
ENDIF
END FUNCTION B

!!!!

SUBROUTINE FEX(NEQ, T, Y, YDOT, RPAR, IPAR)
USE

Properties

DOUBLE PRECISION RPAR, T, Y, YDOT
DIMENSION Y(NEQ), YDOT(NEQ)
DOUBLE PRECISION dl
DOUBLE PRECISION B_D
DOUBLE PRECISION G
DOUBLE PRECISION NDrop
INTEGER I,K,J
TV1=0D0
DO K=1,KC
TVl=TVl+(pi*CN(K)**3/6D0)*GA(K)*Y(K)
ENDDO
TV2=0D0
DO K=1,KC-1
DO I=K+1,KC
TV2=TV2+(pi*CN(K)**3/6D0)*DA(K,I)*2*GA(I)*Y(I)
ENDDO
ENDDO
BX=TV1/TV2
DO 40 I =1, NEQ
YDOT(I)=B_D(I,Y)
40 ENDDO

RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE JEX ()

!Dummy Jacobian Function

END
!__
INTEGER

FUNCTION IV(V)

!Find out the index of drop of vol. V

USE
Properties
IMPLICIT NONE
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
INTEGER

V
D
I

IVolume mA3
IDiameter, m

D=(6D0*V/pi)**( 1DO/3DO)
IF(D.GT.CN(KC))THEN
IV=KC
RETURN
ENDIF
DO 10 1=1,KC
IF(D.LT.CN(l)+0.5*dDia)THEN

IV=1
RETURN
ELSEIF(D.GT.CN(I)+0.5*dDia.AND.D.LE.CN(I+l)+0.5*dDia)THEN
IV=I+1
ENDIF
10 ENDDO
END FUNCTION IV

DOUBLE PRECISION

FUNCTION CR(I,J) ICoalescence Rate of I & J 1I+1J

USE
Properties
IMPLICIT NONE
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
INTEGER

D1
D2
Re
f
vT
Cl
C2
CF
CE
H1,H2
Q,Templ,Temp2
C3,C4,CE1,CE2

!Dia. of Class I
!Dia. of Class J
!friction factor
ICoeff. of Collision Freq.
ICoeff. ofCoalecence Efficiency
ICollision Frequency of I & J
ICoalescence Efficience of I & J

I, J

D1=CN(I)
D2=CN(J)
IF(CModel.EQ.l)THEN
C1=2.0*10D0**(-3D0)
C2=2.28*10D0**13

ICoulaloglou & Tavlarides 1977
!1.9*10D0**(-3D0) !2.17*10D0**(-4D0)
!2.0*10D0**13
!2.28*10D0**13

CF=Cl*e**(lD0/3D0)/(l+alpha)*(Dl+D2)**2D0*
&
(D1**(2D0/3D0)+D2**(2D0/3D0))**(1D0/2D0)
CE=DEXP(-C2*muC*rhoC*e*(Dl*D2/(Dl+D2))**4D0/
&
(sigma* *2D0*( 1DO+alpha)* *3DO))
ELSEIF(CModel.EQ.2)THEN
!2 - Tsouris & Tavlarides 1994
Cl=28.1128.1D0
H1=0.1 *(0.5 *D 1*D2/(D 1+D2))
H2=0.0 !500.0* 10D0**(-10D0)
Q=(muC/muD)*(0.5*Dl*D2/(Dl+D2))**0.5D0
Temp 1=(H 1**0.5+1.378*Q)/(H2**0.5+1.378*Q)
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Temp2=(Hl **0.5+0.312*Q)/(H2**0.5+0.312*Q)
C2=1.872*DLOG(Templ)+0.127*DLOG(Temp2)
CF=0.2586*pi*e**(lD0/3D0)*(Dl+D2)**2D0*
&
(D1 **(2D0/3D0)+D2**(2D0/3D0))**(1D0/2D0)
CE=DEXP(-6D0*pi*muC*C 1*C2*31.25*nI*dI/(rhoC*e**(2D0/3D0)*
&
(Dl+D2)**(2D0/3D0)*(tV**2D0*hV)**(lD0/3D0)))
ELSEIF(CModel.EQ.3)THEN
C1=1712*28.1D0
!1712*3.44D0
C2=-Cl*muC/(rhoC*5D0**(lD0/3D0)*e**(lD0/3D0)*(Dl+D2)**
&
(2D0/3D0)*DI**(2D0/3D0))
CF=0.2586*pi*e**(lD0/3D0)*(Dl+D2)**2D0*
&
(D1**(2D0/3D0)+D2**(2D0/3D0))**( 1D0/2D0)
CE=(0.26144*muD/muC+l .0)**C2
ELSEIF(CModel. EQ.4)THEN
C1=2.17*10D0**(-4D0) !1.9*10D0**(-3D0) !2.17*10D0**(-4D0)
C2=2.28* 1ODO** 13
12.0*1 ODO** 13
12.28*1 ODO** 13
CE l=DEXP(-C2*muC*rhoC*e*(D 1*D2/(D 1+D2))**4D0/
& (sigma**2D0*( 1DO+alpha)* *3D0))
C3=28.1128.1 DO
H1=0.1 *(0.5 *D 1*D2/(D 1+D2))
H2=0.0 !500.0* 1ODO**(-1ODO)
Q=(muC/muD)*(0.5*Dl*D2/(Dl+D2))**0.5D0
Templ=(Hl **0.5+1.378*Q)/(H2**0.5+1.378*Q)
Temp2=(Hl **0.5+0.312*Q)/(H2**0.5+0.312*Q)
C4= 1,872*DLOG(Temp 1)+0.127*DLOG(Temp2)
CF=0.2586*pi*e**( 1D0/3D0)*(D 1+D2)**2D0*
&
(D1**(2D0/3D0)+D2**(2D0/3D0))**(1D0/2D0)
CE2=DEXP(-6D0*pi*muC*C3*C4*31,25*nI*dI/(rhoC*e**(2D0/3D0)*
&
(Dl+D2)**(2DO/3DO)*(tV**2DO*hV)**(lDO/3DO)))
CE=2.0*CE1*CE2/(CE1+CE2)
ENDIF
IF((D 1**3DO+D2* *3D0).GT.CN(KC)* *3D0)THEN
CR=CF*CE
ELSE
CR=CF*CE
ENDIF
END FUNCTION CR
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Program for the PBEs Model in Pipeline Flows
PROGRAM MAIN
USE SHARE
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER, PARAMETER:: NPDE=20, LWORK=100000, LIWORK=30000
INTEGER, PARAMETER:: NINT=20
INUMBER OF LENGTH INTERVAL
DOUBLE PRECISION, PARAMETER:: TFINAL=5D0 .'FINAL TIME SCALE, SEC
DOUBLE PRECISION XLEFT,DTUSED,XBKPT(NINT+1),U(NPDE,NINT+1),
+
SCTCH(NINT+1),WORK(LWORK),TO,TOUT,DT,EPS,DX
DOUBLE PRECISION PLENGTH
DOUBLE PRECISION RE
!REYNOLD NUMBER
DOUBLE PRECISION FRICTION
!FRICTION FACTOR
DOUBLE PRECISION PARA1
DOUBLE PRECISION WEC
ICRITICAL WEBER NUMBER
DOUBLE PRECISION D3(NINT+1)
ICRITICAL WEBER NUMBER
DOUBLE PRECISION D2(NINT+1)
IFOR D32=D3/D2
DOUBLE PRECISION UTOT(NINT+l) IFOR MAXIMUM DROP NUMBER AT X
DOUBLE PRECISION V JN
IOVERALL INJET VOLUME OF DROPS
DOUBLE PRECISION V_OUT
IOVERALL OUTLET VOLUME OF DROPS
DOUBLE PRECISION V_PIPE(2)
IOVERALL PIPE VOLUME OF DROPS
DOUBLE PRECISION dispHoldup
IDISPERSED PHASE INPUT FRACTION
INTEGER NQ,NSTEPS,NF,NJ,IWORK(LIWORK),NPTS,KORD,NCC,MF,I,K,INDEX, ISTEP
INTEGER NOC
IORGANIC CONTINUOUS IF NOC=l
COMMON /ENDPT/ XLEFT
COMMON /GEAR0/ DTUSED,NQ,NSTEPS,NF,NJ
DOUBLE PRECISION BREAKAGE, DDRPD, COA
EXTERNALBREAKAGE, DDRPD, COA
J /* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * '

ISTEP = 5

ISTEP NUMBERS FROM 0(SEC) TO TFINAL

NOC=0
dispHoldup=0.3 ODO
usC=3.0*( 1-dispHoldup)
usD=3.0*dispHoldup
dia=0.038DO
umix=usC+usD
PI=DACOS(-1DO)
PLENGTH =15.0
!UMIX*TFINAL
IPIPE LENGTH, M
MEAN=0.001D0
DEV =0.0002D0
DMAX=0.0020D0
C
C DDIA=0.000254777 IDMAX/NPDE
ALLOCATE(DSIZE( 1:NPDE),GT( 1:NPDE),DDT( 1:NPDE, 1:NPDE))
ALLOCATE(COAT( 1:NPDE, 1:NPDE))
IF(NOC.EQ. 1)THEN
rhoC=828.0D0
rhoD=998.0D0
muC=5.5D0*10.0**(-3.0)
muD= 1.17D0* 10.0**(-3.0)
ELSE
rhoC=998.0D0
rhoD=828.0D0
muC= 1.17D0* 10.0**(-3.0)
muD=5.5DO* 10.0* *(-3.0)
ENDIF
sigma=0.025D0
V_IN=0D0
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V_OUT=ODO
V_PIPE=ODO
j/* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

!SUPPOSE THERE IS NO SLIP BETWEEN DISPERSED DROP AND CONTINUOUS PHASE
ALPHA=U SD/UMIX
!Density and Viscosity
rhoM=( 1-alpha) *rhoC+alpha*rhoD
muM=muC*(l+2.5*alpha*((muD+0.4*muC)/(muD+muC)))
RE=rhoM*dia*umix/muM
FRICTION=0.079*RE**(-0.25)
E=2.0*FRICTION*UMIX**3.0/dia
IDampling influence on energy dissip.
E=E*(MUC*RHOM/(MUM*RHOC))* *3D0
IKolmogrofT microscale (m)
xkmg=(muM**3D0/(rhoM**3D0*E))**0.25D0
!ALLOCATE DROP SIZE FOR CLASS I
DDIA=(DMAX-xkmg)/NPDE
DO I=1,NPDE
DSize(I)=xkmg+DDIA*I
C
DSize(I)=ODO+DDIA*I
ENDDO
ICALC MAXIMUM STABLE DROP SIZE ACCORDING TO CRITICAL WEBER NUMBER
WeC=1.10
paral=sigma**0.6/(rhoC**0.3*rhoD**0.2*muC**0.1)
dc=1.38*WeC**0.6*(paral)*dia**0.5/umix**l.l
C DC=0.0015D0
!INITIAL CONDITION CALL
CALL NUMBER(NPDE,NINT+1.PLENGTH)
WRITE(*,*)”TOTAL DROPS=",NTOT
IFILL OUT THE BREAKAGE TABLE AND DAUGHTER DROP SIZE TABLE
GT=0D0
DDT=0D0
COAT=ODO

DO I=1,NPDE
GT(I)=BREAKAGE(I)
ENDDO
DO K=1,NPDE
DO 1=1,K-l
DDT(I,K)=DDRPD(I,K)
ENDDO
ENDDO
IFILL OUT THE COALESCENCE RATE TABLE
DO K=1,NPDE
DO I=1,NPDE
COAT(K,I)=COA(K,I)
ENDDO
ENDDO
OPEN(888,FILE="PROFILES.dat")
OPEN(889,FILE="D32.dat")
OPEN(890,FILE="X.dat")
OPEN(891,FILE="Y.dat")
KORD=4

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

!KORD=SPLINE ORDER + 1, FOR CUBIC, SET KORD = 4

NPTS = NINT + 1
!NUMBER OF POINTS
NCC = 2
INUMBER OF CONTINUITY CONDITIONS
THE NUMBER OF CONTINUITY CONDITIONS, NCC, TO BE IMPOSED ACROSS ALL OF
THE BREAKPOINTS IS THE LAST PIECE OF USER SUPPLIED DATA WHICH IS
REQUIRED TO UNIQUELY DETERMINE THE DESIRED PIECEWISE POLYNOMIAL
SPACE. FOR EXAMPLE, NCC = 2 WOULD REQUIRE THAT THE APPROXIMATE
SOLUTION (MADE UP OF THE SEPARATE POLYNOMIAL PIECES) AND ITS FIRST
SPATIAL DERIVATIVE BE CONTINUOUS AT THE BREAKPOINTS AND HENCE ON
THE ENTIRE DOMAIN (XLEFT.XRIGHT). NCC = 3 WOULD REQUIRE THAT THE
APPROXIMATE SOLUTION AND ITS FIRST AND SECOND SPATIAL DERIVATIVES
BE CONTINUOUS AT THE BREAKPOINTS, ETC.
TO = ODO
ITHE INITIAL VALUE OF T(USED ONLY ON FIRST CALL)
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TOUT = ODO
!THE VALUE OF T AT WHICH OUTPUT IS DESIRED NEXT
DT = 1.0D-12
!THE INITIAL(MAXIMUM) STEP SIZE IN T FOR INDEX= 1(3)
EPS = 1.OD-4
!THE RELATIVE TIME ERROR BOUND
MF = 22
!BACKWARD DIFFERENTIATION FORMULAS+NO JACOBIAN
INDEX = 1
!THE FIRST CALL TO USE SOLVER
IWORK(l) = LWORK
IWORK(2) = LIWORK
!NCPTS*(NPDE + 1)
WRITE(*,9000)NINT,KORD,EPS

C

DX=PLENGTH/DBLE(NPTS-1) !THE INTERVAL LENGTH
WRITE DOWN THE INITIAL VALUES

20 DO I=1,NPTS
XBKPT(I)= 1D0*(I-1)*DX
ENDDO
XLEFT = XBKPT( 1) IDEFINE THE LEFT POINTS (X=0)
CALL PDECOL(TO,TOUT,DT,XBKPT,EPS,NINT,KORD,NCC,NPDE,MF,INDEX,
&
WORK,IWORK)
IF(INDEX.NE.O)THEN
WRITE(*,9500) INDEX
WRITE(*,*)"INPUT ERROR, PLEASE CHECK AGAIN!"
PAUSE
STOP
ENDIF
CALL VALUES(XBKPT,U,SCTCH,NPDE,NPTS,NPTS,0,WORK)
C

C

OUTPUT RESULTS HERE
WRITE(*,9200) TOUT,DTUSED,NSTEPS
CHECK THE MASS BALANCE

UTOT=ODO

V_PIPE(2)=0D0
DO K=1,NPTS
D3(K)=0D0
D2(K)=0D0
DO I=1,NPDE
UTOT(K)=U(I,K)+UTOT(K)
D3(K)=U(I,K)*DSIZE(I)**3D0+D3(K)
D2(K)=U(I,K)*DSIZE(I)**2D0+D2(K)
ENDDO
C

CALCULATE THE DROP VOLUME IN PIPE
V_PIPE(2)=V_PIPE(2)+PI/6D0*D3(K)

C

OUTPUT THE D32 AT ALL POSITIONS
WRITE(889,*)XBKPT(K),D3(K)/D2(K)
IF(TOUT.EQ.ODO) THEN
WRITE(890,*)XBKPT(K)
lOUTPUT X AXIAL POSITION
V_PIPE( 1)=V_PIPE( 1)+PI/6D0*D3(K)
ENDIF

WRITE(*,8900)K,PI/6D0*D3(K)
ENDDO
V_IN=V_IN+UMIX/DX*PI/6D0*D3( 1)*TFINAL/ISTEP
V_OUT=V_OUT+UMIX/DX",PI/6DO*D3(NPTS)*TFINAL/ISTEP
WRITE(*,9100) V_IN-V_OUT+V_PIPE( 1)-V_PIPE(2)
DO K= 1,NPDE
IF(TOUT.EQ.ODO)WRITE(891,*)DSIZE(K)
lOUTPUT Y AXIAL POSITION
WRITE(888,9400)(U(K,I)/UTOT(I),I= 1,NPTS)
ENDDO
TOUT=TOUT+TFINAL/ISTEP
IF(TOUT.LE.TFINAL) GOTO 20
OPEN (892,FILE="D2.DAT")
WRITE(892,9600)(D2(K),K= 1,NPTS)
CLOSE(888)
CLOSE(889)
CLOSE(890)
CLOSE(891)
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CLOSE(892)
9000 FORMAT('NO. OF SUBINTERVALS = ',13,' KORD = ’,12,
*’ EPS = ’,D10.2)
8900 FORMATC VOLUME (’,I4,')=',F12.8)
9100 FORMATC VOLUME INCREASE (MA3) =',F12.8)
9200 FORMATC T = \E10.3,' DT = ’,E10.3,' TOTAL STEPS = ’,16)
9300 FORMAT( 1OX.'PDE COMPONENT = ’,13)
9400 FORMAT( 10X,<NPTS>(F12.8,','))
9500 FORMATC INDEX = ',13)
9600 FORMAT(10X,<NPTS>(E 12.4,7))
C PAUSE "CALCULATION FINISHED!"
END
SUBROUTINE BNDRY(T,X,U,UX,DBDU,DBDUX,DZDT,NPDE)
C
C THIS ROUTINE SPECIFIES THE BOUNDARY CONDITION EQUATIONS.
C
C USE SHARE
INTEGER NPDE
REAL*8T,X,U(NPDE),UX(NPDE),DZDT(NPDE),
*
DBDU(NPDE,NPDE), DBDUX(NPDE,NPDE),
*
XLEFT
INTEGER I
COMMON /ENDPT/ XLEFT
IF ( X .NE. XLEFT) GO TO 10
DO 1=1,NPDE
DBDU(I,I)=1D0
DBDUX(I,I)=0D0
DZDT(I)=0D0
ENDDO

RETURN
10 CONTINUE
C
DBDU(1,1) = U(2)*COS(U(l)*U(2))
C
DBDUX(1,1) = 1.0
C
DZDT(l) = 0.0
DO 1=1,NPDE
DBDU(I,I)=0D0
DBDUX(I,I)=1D0
DZDT(I)=0D0
ENDDO
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE DERTVF(T,X,U,UX,UXX,DFDU,DFDUX,DFDUXX,NPDE)
C
C
C
C

THIS IS THE OPTIONAL ROUTINE PROVIDED IF THE USER WISHES TO
SUPPLY AN ANALYTIC JACOBIAN.
INTEGER NPDE
REAL* 8 T,X,U(NPDE),UX(NPDE),UXX(NPDE)
RETURN
END

DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION BREAKAGE(I)
USE SHARE
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER I,J
REAL*8K1,K2,DS,K3,BETA,GTEMP,DS0N,B1,TM,CF
REAL*8 GAMMP
DS=DSIZE(I)
BREAKAGE=0D0
GOTO 10
Kl=0.00487
K2=0.0552

10.00487
10.0552
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BREAKAGE=K1 *e**(l .0/3.0)/((lD0+alpha)*DS**(2D0/3D0))*
&
DExp((-K2*sigma*( 1DO+alpha)**2DO)/
&
(rhoD*DS**(5.0/3.0)*e**(2D0/3D0)))
RETURN
10 CONTINUE
C K3=0.0223
k3=0.923
beta=2.0466
DO 50 J= 1,1-1
Gtemp=0D0
DSON=DSIZE(J)
cf=(Dson/DS)**2D0+(l-(Dson/DS)**3D0)**(2D0/3D0)-lD0
bl=12D0*cf*sigma/(beta*rhoC*e**(2D0/3D0)*DS**(5D0/3D0))
tm=bl*(xkmg/DS)**(-l 1D0/3D0)
Gtemp=(Gammp(8D0/l lD0,tm)-Gammp(8D0/l lD0,bl))+
&
2DO*bl**(3DO/l lD0)*(Gammp(5D0/l lD0,tm)-Gammp(5D0/l lDO.bl))
&
+bl**(6D0/l lD0)*(Gammp(2D0/l lD0,tm)-Gammp(2D0/l lD0,bl))
Gtemp=-3D0*K3*(e/DS**2D0)**(lD0/3D0)/(l lD0*bl**(8D0/l lD0))*Gtemp
Gtemp=Dmax 1(0D0,Gtemp)
BREAKAGE=BREAKAGE+Gtemp*3DO*DSON**2DO*dDia/DS**3DO
50 ENDDO
BREAKAGE=BREAKAGE*0.5D0
END FUNCTION BREAKAGE
REAL*8
FUNCTION COA(I,J)
USE SHARE
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER I,J
DOUBLE PRECISION C1,C2
DOUBLE PRECISION CF.CE
DOUBLE PRECISION D1,D2
D1=DSIZE(I)
D2=DSIZE(J)
C2=2.28* 10**8
C1=0.0033 *alpha**(-1.3404)
CF=C 1*e**( 1D0/3D0)/( 1+alpha)*(D 1+D2)**2D0*
&
(D1**(2D0/3D0)+D2**(2D0/3D0))**(1 D0/2D0)
CE=DEXP(-C2*muC*rhoC*e*(Dl*D2/(Dl+D2))**4D0/
&
(sigma**2D0*(lD0+alpha)**3D0))
COA=CF*CE
END FUNCTION COA
REAL*8

FUNCTION DDRPD(I,K)

USE SHARE
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER I,K
REAL*8
C1,C2,TEMPA,TEMPB,VD,VM,DD,DM
c
real*8 tem(lOO)
c integer 1
DD=DSIZE(I)
DM=DSIZE(K)
Vd=pi*DSIZE(I)**3.0/6.0
Vm=pi*DSIZE(K)**3.0/6.0
cl=0.1
!0.3
c2=1.0
!0.5
TempA=0.5D0*c 1/(2D0*c2*( 1.0+c2)*( 1.0-c 1))
TempB=0.5/(DLOG( 1DO+c2)-DLOG(c2)+(TempA-1D0)/(c2+0.5D0))
DDRPD=( 1D0/(VdA^m+c2)+1D0/( 1D0-VdA^m+c2)+2D0*(TempA-1DO)/
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&
(c2+0.5D0))*TempB/V m
DDRPD=DDRPD*3D0*Dd**2D0*dDia
RETURN
10 DDRPD=90.0*Dd**2D0/Dm**3D0*(Dd/Dm)**6D0*(lD0-Dd**3D0/Dm**3D0)**2D0
DDRPD=DDRPD*3DO*Dd**2DO*dDia
END FUNCTION DDRPD
SUBROUTINE F(T,X,U,UX,UXX,FVAL,NPDE)
C
C THIS IS THE USER SUPPLIED SUBROUTINE TO SPECIFY THE DIFFERENTIAL
C EQUATIONS.
C
USE SHARE
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER I,J,K,NPDE,NDTER
REAL*8 U(NPDE),UX(NPDE),UXX(NPDE),FVAL(NPDE),T,X
REAL*8 B 1
!BIRTH DUE TO LARGER DROP BREAKAGE
REAL*8 D 1
IDEATH DUE TO ITSELF BREAKAGE
REAL*8 B2
!BIRTH DUE TO SMALLER DROP COALESCENCE
REAL*8 D2
IDEATH DUE TO COALESCENCE WITH OTHER DROPS
REAL* 8 BX
IBREAKGE MASS BALANCE COEFFICIENT
REAL*8 V1.V2
REAL*8 DK,VK,DJ,VJ
!VK+VJ->X*VN+( 1-X)*VN-1
REAL* 8 DN,VN
REAL*8 DN1.VN1
REAL*8 DN2.VN2
REAL* 8 CTEMP 1.CTEMP2
REAL*8 XI,X2
NDTER=2
INUMBER OF DAUGHTER DROPS
V1=0D0
V2=0D0
C CALCUALTE THE BREAKGE MASS BALANCE COEFFICIENT,BX -0 (1 )
DO K=1,NPDE
V1=V1+DSIZE(K)**3D0*GT(K)*U(K)
ENDDO
DO K=1,NPDE-1
DO I=K+1,NPDE
V2=V2+DSIZE(K)**3*NDTER*DDT(K,I)*GT(I)*U(I)
ENDDO
END DO
BX=V1/V2
DO 1=1,NPDE
C CALCULATE THE SOURCE TERMS FROM DROP BREAKING
B1=0D0
DO K=I+1,NPDE
B1=B1+BX*NDTER*DDT(I,K)*GT(K)*U(K)
ENDDO
D1=GT(I)*U(I)
C CALCULATE THE SOURCE TERMS FROM DROP COALESCENCE
!Death rate due to drop coalecence with this class
D2=0D0
DO K=l, NPDE
IF(K.EQ.I)THEN
D2=D2+2.0*COAT(I,K)*U(I)*U(K)
ELSE
D2=D2+COAT(I,K)*U(I)*U(K)
ENDIF
ENDDO
.'Birth rate due to smaller drop coalescence
B2=0D0
IF(I.EQ.l) THEN

!FOR THE MINIMUM DROP CLASS

DN=DSIZE(I)
VN=pi*DN**3D0/6D0
VK=VN
DJ=DSIZE(2)
VJ=pi*DJ**3D0/6D0
X1=(VJ-2D0*VK)/(VJ-VK)
B2=X 1*COAT( 1,1 )*U( 1)*U( 1)
ELSE
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DN=DSIZE(I)
VN=pi*DN**3DO/6DO
DN1=DSIZE(I-1)
VNl=pi*DNl**3D0/6D0
CTEMP 1=0D0
DO K=1,1-1
!WHEN VK+VJ<VN
DK=DSIZE(K)
VK=pi*DK**3D0/6D0
DO J= 1,1-1
DJ=DSIZE(J)
VJ=pi*DJ**3D0/6D0
IF(VK+VJ.GT. VN 1.AND.VK+VJ.LE. VN)THEN
X 1=(VK+VJ-VN 1)/(VN-VN 1)
IF(J.EQ.K)THEN
CTEMP 1=CTEMP 1+2D0*X 1*COAT(K,J)*U(K)*U(J)
ELSE
CTEMP 1CTEMP 1+X1*COAT(K,J)*U(K)*U(J)
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDDO
ENDDO
CTEMP 1=CTEMP 1*0.5 !DELETE THE DUPLICATE CASES FOR (K,J) AND (J,K)
CTEMP2=0D0
'.WHEN VK+VJ>VN
IF(I.NE.NPDE) THEN !FOR DROPS ARE NOT IN 1ST AND LAST CLASS
DN2=DSIZE(I+1)
VN2=pi*DN2**3D0/6D0
DO K=1,I
DK=DSIZE(K)
VK=pi*DK**3D0/6D0
DO J=1,I
DJ=DSIZE(J)
VJ=pi*DJ**3D0/6D0
IF(VK+VJ.GT.VN.AND.VK+VJ.LE.VN2)THEN
X2=(VN2-VK-VJ)/(VN2-VN)
IF(J.EQ.K)THEN
CTEMP2=CTEMP2+2DO*X2*COAT(K,J)*U(K)*U(J)
ELSE
CTEMP2=CTEMP2+X2*COAT(K,J)*U(K)*U(J)
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDDO
ENDDO
ELSEIF(I.EQ.NPDE)THEN

!FOR MAXIMUM DROP CLASS

DO K=1,I
DK=DSIZE(K)
VK=pi*DK**3D0/6D0
DO J=1,I
DJ=DSIZE(J)
VJ=pi*DJ**3D0/6D0
IF(VK+VJ.GT.VN)THEN
X2=(VK+VJ)/VN
IF(J.EQ.K)THEN
CTEMP2=CTEMP2+2DO*X2*COAT(K,J)*U(K)*U(J)
ELSE
CTEMP2=CTEMP2+X2*COAT(K,J)*U(K)*U(J)
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDDO
ENDDO
ENDIF
CTEMP2=CTEMP2*0.5 IDELETE THE DUPLICATE CASES FOR (K,J) AND (J,K)
B2CTEMP1+CTEMP2
ENDIF
C

OVERALL INFLUENCES FROM BREAKAGE AND COALCESCENCE

FVAL(I) = -UMIX*UX(I)+B 1-D1+B2-D2
C
FVAL(I) = B2-D2
I+B1-D1
ENDDO
END
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SUBROUTINE UINIT(X,U,NPDE)
C
C UINIT GIVES THE INITIAL CONDITIONS AT T=T0.
C
USE SHARE
INTEGER NPDE
REAL*8 X,U(NPDE),UTEMP( 15)
c
REAL*8 UCONST(200)
INTEGER I
REAL*8XN1,XN2
DO 1=1,NPDE
XN1=DEXP(-0.5*((DSize(I)-Mean)/Dev)**2.0)
&
/(DSQRT(2.0*pi)*Dev)
XN2=DEXP(-0.5*(((I-l)*dDia-Mean)/Dev)**2.0)
&
/(DSQRT(2.0*pi)*Dev)
U(I)=(XNl+XN2)*0.5*dDia*NTot
C
U(I)= 1DO/NPDE*NTOT
C
UCONST(I)=U(I)
ENDDO
RETURN
END
C CALCULATE THE TOTAL DROP NUMBER IN EACH CROSSSECTION
SUBROUTINE NUMBER(NPDE,NPTS,LENGTH)
USE SHARE
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER I,NPDE,NPTS
REAL*8 XN 1,XN2,U(NPDE),VOL,LENGTH,UTEMP( 15)
NTOT=l
DO 1=1,NPDE
XNl=DEXP(-0.5*((DSize(I)-Mean)/Dev)**2.0)
&
/(DSQRT(2.0*pi)*Dev)
XN2=DEXP(-0.5*(((I-l)*dDia-Mean)/Dev)**2.0)
&
/(DSQRT(2.0*pi)*Dev)
U(I)=(XN 1+XN2)*0.5*DDia*NTot
C
U(I)= 1DO/NPDE*NTOT
ENDDO
Vol=0D0
DO 1=1, NPDE
Vol=Vol+U(I)*pi/6D0*DSIZE(I)**3D0
ENDDO
{Calculate the total drop number
NTot=alpha/Vol
END SUBROUTINE NUMBER
MODULE SHARE
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION,
DOUBLE PRECISION,
DOUBLE PRECISION,
DOUBLE PRECISION,

rhoC
rhoD
rhoM
muC
muD
muM
sigma
dia
usC
usD
umix
alpha
{Maximum stable drop size, m
dc
I
Mean
DEV
PI
DMAX
{Max. SPECTRUM drop diamter, m
DDIA
{ENGERGY DISSIPATION RATE
E
xkmg
{Komogorov length,m
NTOT
{TOTAL DROP NUMBER, IN PIPE OF LENGTH
ALLOCATABLE
:: DSIZE(:)
ALLOCATABLE
:: GT(:) {BREAKAGE TABLE
ALLOCATABLE
:: DDT(:,:) {DAUGHTER DROP SIZE TABLE
ALLOCATABLE
:: COAT(:,:){COALESCENCE RATE TABLE

END MODULE
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Program for the Two-Region Model
Program Main
USE Properties
IMPLICIT NONE
integer oINw, I, K
double precision we,e,vT
double precision rpm,nx,nxc
double precision nb,nc,d32,xf, d32c
double precision break,coal
double precision aO,al,cm,vi,dc,vvi
double precision re,Z, x(6)
double precision g,cr
external g,cr
open(888,File="c:\pi.xls")
oINw=l
!0 —OAV -> W/O
ITest
IF(oINw.EQ. 1)THEN
.'water in oil
rhoC=996.0D0
rhoD=996.0D0
muC=5.0D0*10.0**(-3.0)
muD=l .ODO* 10.0* *(-3.0)
ELSEIF(oINw.EQ.O)THEN
.'oil in water
rhoC=996.0D0
rhoD=996.0D0
muC=0.6D0*10.0**(-3.0)
muD=l .ODO* 10.0**(-3.0)
ENDIF
sigma=0.0323D0
goto 20
.'Toluene+Water
IF(oINw.EQ.l)THEN
.'water in oil
rhoC=867.0D0
rhoD=996.0D0
muC=0.57DO*10.0**(-3.0)
muD=0.96D0* 10.0**(-3.0)
ELSEIF(oINw.EQ.0)THEN
.'oil in water
rhoC=996.0D0
rhoD=867.0D0
muC=0.96D0*10.0**(-3.0)
muD=0.57D0* 10.0* *(-3.0)
ENDIF
sigma=0.0323D0
goto 20
'.MIVB+WATER
!1 - W/O-> OAV
IF(oINw.EQ. 1)THEN
'.water in oil
rhoC=805.0D0
rhoD=977.0D0
muC=0.61DO* 10.0* *(-3.0)
muD=l .02D0* 10.0**(-3.0)
ELSEIF(oINw.EQ.O)THEN
!oil in water
rhoC=977.0D0
rhoD=805.0D0
muC= 1.02D0* 10.0**(-3.0)
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muD=0.61D0*10.0**(-3.0)
ENDIF
sigma=0.0089D0
c

goto 20

!Benzene+water
IF(oINw.EQ. 1)THEN
!water in oil
rhoC=870.0D0
rhoD=977.0D0
muC=0.61D0*10.0**(-3.0)
muD= 1.0D0* 10.0**(-3.0)
ELSEIF(oINw.EQ.O)THEN
!oil in water
rhoC=977.0D0
rhoD=870.0D0
muC=l .0D0* 10.0**(-3.0)
muD=0.61DO* 10.0* *(-3.0)
ENDIF
sigma=0.03D0

20 pi=DACOS(-1.0D0)

dI=0.05D0
tV=0.102
hV=0.102

!2.0*dl
!2.0*dl

DO 100 K=l,6
rpm=200.0+K*200.0 I1200.0D0
nI=rpm/60D0
a0=0.05
al=0.95
1=0

DO 10 WHILE (ABS(al-a0)/a0.GT.0.0005)
alpha=(a0+al)/2.0
1= 1+1

!Density and Viscosity
rhoM=( 1-alpha)*rhoC+alpha*rhoD
muM=muC/( 1-alpha)*(l .0+1.5 *alpha*muD/(muC+muD))
C muM=muC*(l+2.5*alpha*((muD+0.4*muC)/(muD+muC)))
We=(nI**2.0*dI**3.0*rhoM)/sigma
vT=pi*tV**2.0*hV/4.0
!e=5.1*nI**3.0*dI**5.0/vT
e=0.99*nl**3.0*dl**2.0
e=e*(muC*rhoM/(muM*rhoC))**3D0
eb=e*5.16
ec=e*0.26
xf=0.15
IKolmogroff microscale (m)
xkmg=(muM**3D0/(rhoM**3D0*eb))*"‘0.25D0
!D32
nxc=-1.0*alpha**2.0+0.1625*alpha+0.5962
nx=-0.425*alpha+0.598
IF(oInw.EQ. 1)THEN
nx=Max(3.0/8.0,nx)
nxc=Max(3.0/8.0,nxc)
nx=nxc
ELSE
nx=0.6
ENDIF
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C

d32c=0.06*(1.0+10.0*alpha)*we**(-nxc)*dI*(muD/muC)**0.25 !test

IF(oInw.Eq.O)THEN
d32=0.08*(1.0+4.0*alpha)*we**(-nx)*dI*(muD/muC)**0.25!oil in water
ELSE
d32=0.08*(1.0+0.3*alpha)*we**(-nx)*dI*(muD/muC)**0.25! water in oil
ENDIF

IWeinstein & Treybal 1973
vi=l+2.5*alpha*((muD+0.4*muC)/(muD+muC))
cm=0.125D0
dc=cm*We**(-0.6)*dI*vi**1.2
c

ITaylor (1932)

d32=Dmax 1(d32,dc)

Idrop number
ntotal=6D0*alpha/(pi*d32**3D0)
C xf=0.15
nc=(l-xf)*vT*ntotal
nb=xf*vT*ntotal
break=nb*g(d32) !*(1.0*D32**3D0)
coal=nc*nc*CR(d32,d32) !*(1.0*D32**3D0)
if(break.LT.coal)then
al=alpha
else
aO=alpha
endif
IF(I.GT.100)Pause
10 continue
x(K)=alpha
write(*,'(F 10.5,5x,F 10.5,5x,F 10.5,5x,F 10.5,5x,F 10.5)')
+ rpm,x(K),d32* 1000000D0,nx,nxc
write(888,'(F 10.5,5x,F 10.5,5x,F 10.5)’) rpm,x(K),d32* 1000000D0
100 CONTINUE
Pause
End

DOUBLE PRECISION

FUNCTION CR(D1,D2) ICoalescence Rate of I & J 1I+1J

USE
Properties
IMPLICIT NONE
double precision dl,d2
double precision cl,c2,cf,ce,radial,beita
double precision hl,h2,templ,temp2,Q
INTEGER I, J
C GOTO 100
C1=2.17*10D0**(-4D0) !1.9*10D0**(-3D0) !2.17*10D0**(-4D0)
C2=2.28*10D0**13
!2.0*10D0**13
!2.28*10D0**13
CF=C 1*ec* *( 1D0/3D0)/( 1+alpha)*(Dl+D2)**2D0*
&
(D1**(2D0/3D0)+D2**(2D0/3D0))**(1D0/2D0)
CE=DEXP(-C2*muC*rhoC*ec*(Dl*D2/(Dl+D2))**4D0/
&
(sigma* ”‘2D0*( 1D0+alpha)**3D0))
!Radial distribution
beita=ntotal*D 1**2D0*pi/6.0
radial= 1D0/( 1-alpha)+3D0*D 1*D2/(D 1+D2)*beita/( 1D0-alpha)**2D0+
+ 2D0*(D 1*D2/(D 1+D2))**2D0*beita**2D0/( 1D0-alpha)* *3D0
!Radial distribution
!
CR=CF*radial*CE
CR=CF*radial**(1.5*CE*muD/muC)*CE
!
CR=CF*CE
return
.'Radial distribution
100 beita=ntotal*Dl**2D0*pi/6.0
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radial= 1D0/( 1-alpha)+3D0*D 1*D2/(D 1+D2)*beita/( 1D0-alpha)**2D0+
+ 2D0*(D 1*D2/(Dl+D2))**2D0*beita* *2D0/( 1DO-alpha)* *3D0
!Radial distribution
C1=3.4D0
H 1=0.1 *(0.5 *D 1*D2/(D 1+D2))
H2=0.0 1500.0* 10D0**(-10D0)
Q=(muC/muD)*(0.5*D 1*D2/(D 1+D2))**0.5D0
Tem pl=(H l **0.5+1.378*Q)/(H2**0.5+1.378*Q)
Temp2=(Hl**0.5+0.312*Q)/(H2**0.5+0.312*Q)
C2=1.872*DLOG(Templ)+0.127*DLOG(Temp2)
CF=0.2586*pi*ec**(lD0/3D0)*(Dl+D2)**2D0*
&
(D1**(2D0/3D0)+D2**(2D0/3D0))**(1D0/2D0)
CE=DEXP(-6D0*pi*muC*Cl*C2*31.25*nI*dI/(rhoC*ec**(2D0/3D0)*
&
(Dl+D2)**(2D0/3D0)*(tV**2D0*hV)**(lD0/3D0)))
CR=CF*radial*CE
!
CR=CF*CE
END FUNCTION CR
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Program for Simulation of Secondary
Dispersion within a PBEs Model
PROGRAM MAIN
USE
Properties
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER, PARAM ETER:: NLoop=1200
INTEGER
IWORK, I, J, K, IOUT.M
INTEGER ITASK, ISTATE, IOPT, LRW, LIW, MF, ITOL, IPAR, ML, MU
INTEGER
NEQ
DOUBLE PRECISION TOUT, T, sumtemp
DOUBLE PRECISION, PARAMETER :: DT=0.5D0
DOUBLE PRECISION Vol, D3, D2, Vole
DOUBLE PRECISION RTOL
DOUBLE PRECISION
RPAR, RWORK
DOUBLE PRECISION G,B, CR, JEX, FEX, Es
DOUBLE PRECISION, ALLOCATABLE
:: ATOL(:),Y(:)
DOUBLE PRECISION, ALLOCATABLE
:: Z2(:,:)
LOGICAL, PARAMETER :: OinW=.FALSE.
ALLOCATABLE:: RWORK(:), IWORK(:)
EXTERNALG,B,CR, JEX, FEX, Es
!___
ALLOCATE (CN(KC),GA(KC),DA(KC,KC),CRA(KC,KC),g 12(KC,KC),
&
CRATemp(KC,KC) )
IF(OinW)THEN
rhoC=996.0D0
rhoD=867.0D0
muC=0.96D0* 10.0**(-3.0)
muD=0.57DO*10.0**(-3.0)
ELSE
rhoC=867.0D0
rhoD=996.0D0
muC=0.57D0* 10.0**(-3.0)
muD=0.96D0*10.0**(-3.0)
ENDIF
sigma=0.0323D0
pi=DACOS(-1.0D0)
e=0.1D0
alpha=0.65D0
[effective volume fraction
alphaD=0.65D0
Idispersed phase volume fraction
MeanInit=0.0004D0
IMean drop size, m
DMax=0.0010D0
!The upper limitation o f drop dia., m
rhoM=( 1-alpha)*rhoC+alpha*rhoD
muM=muC*(l+2.5*alpha*((muD+0.4*muC)/(muD+muC)))
xkmg=(muC**3D0/(rhoC**3D0*e))**0.25D0 IKolmogroffmicroscale (m)
Ntot=l
dDia=DMax/KC
lmax= 1DO
!maximal eddy length
!— 2nd dispersion
a2nd=alpha-alphaD
!2nd droplets volume fraction
NEQ=KC+K2nd*KC
ALLOCATE(ATOL(NEQ),Y(NEQ),C2nd(KC,K2nd),Z2(KC,K2nd))
CALL

NInit(CN,Y,MeanInit)
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Vol=0D0
DO I =1, KC
Vol=Vol+Y(I)*pi/6D0*(1000D0*CN(I))**3D0
ENDDO
!Calculate the total drop number
NTot=alpha/(V ol* 10D0**(-9.0))
Y=NTot*Y
Vol=NTot*Vol
CALL

N2ndInit(C2nd,Z2,Y)

OPEN (11, File="C:\result.xls")
OPEN (12, File="C:\volume.xls")
OPEN (13, File="C:\result2nd.xls")
WRITE( 11 ,’(F 14.5,<KC>F 14.6)’)0.0,(CN(K)* 1000,K= 1,KC)
WRITE( 11 ,'(F 14.5,<KC>F 14.6)')0.0,(Y(K)/NTot,K= 1,KC)
DO 1=1,KC
WRITE(13,'(F14.5,<K2nd>E12.5)')0.0,(C2nd(I,K),K=l,K2nd)
ENDDO
DO 1=1, KC
DO J= l, K2nd
Y((I-1)*K2nd+J+KC)=Z2(I,J)
ENDDO
ENDDO
IFill out the look up table
DA=0D0
CRA=0D0
GA=0D0
DO K=1,KC
GA(K)=G(K)
ENDDO
DO K=1,KC
DO 1=1,K-l
DA(I,K)=B(I,K)
ENDDO
sumtemp=0D0
DO 1=1,K-l
sumtemp=sumtemp+2D0*DA(I,K)*CN(I)**3D0
ENDDO
IF(sumtemp.GT.0D0)THEN
sumtemp=CN (K)* *3DO/sumtemp
ELSE
sumtemp=sumtemp
ENDIF
DO 1=1,K-l
DA(I,K)=DA(I,K)*sumtemp
ENDDO
ENDDO

DO K=1,KC
DO 1=1,KC
CRA(K,I)=CR(K,I)
ENDDO
ENDDO
!

lmax=es(0.0006D0,0.001DO)

ITOL = 2
RTOL = l.D-4
DO I =1, NEQ
ATOL(I)=l.D-4
ENDDO
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ITASK = 1
ISTATE = 1
IOPT = 0
MF =10
ML=1
IFOR JACOBIAN
MU=2
IFOR JACOBIAN
IF(MF.EQ. 10)THEN
ALLOCATE(RWORK(20+16*NEQ),IWORK(30))
LRW = 20+16"‘NEQ
LIW = 30
ELSEIF(MF.EQ.21,OR.MF.EQ.22)THEN
ALLOCATE(RWORK(22+9*NEQ+2*NEQ**2),IWORK(30+NEQ))
LRW = 22+9*NEQ+2*NEQ**2
LIW = 30+NEQ
ELSEIF(MF.EQ.24.0R.MF.EQ.25)THEN
ALLOC ATE(RWORK(22+l 1*NEQ+(3*ML+2*MU)*NEQ),IWORK(30+NEQ))
IW ORK(l) = ML
IWORK(2) = MU
LRW = 22+11*NEQ+(3*ML+2*MU)*NEQ
LIW = 30+NEQ
ENDIF
T=0D0
DO IOUT = l.NLOOP
TOUT=IOUT*DT
CALL D V ODE(FEX,NEQ, Y,T,TOUT,ITOL,RTOL, ATOL.IT ASK,1STATE,
&
IOPT, RWORK, LRW, IWORK, LIW,JEX,MF,RPAR,IPAR)
IF (ISTATE .LT. 0) GO TO 80
DO 1=1, K2nd
K=KC+(KC-1)*K2nd+I
Y (KC)=Y (KC)-Y(K)*C2nd(KC,I)* *3D0/CN(KC)* *3D0
Y(K)=0D0
ENDDO

Vol=0D0
D3=0D0
D2=0D0
NTot=0D0
DO I =1, KC
IF(Y(I).LT.0D0)THEN
IF(I.GT.1)THEN
sumtemp=0D0
DO K=l,K2nd
M=KC+(I-1)*K2nd+K
sumtemp=sumtemp+Y (M)*C2nd(I,K)1',*3D0
ENDDO
Y(I-1)=Y(I-1)+(Y(I)*CN(I)**3D0+sumtemp)/CN(I-1)* *3D0
ELSE
sumtemp=0D0
DO K=l,K2nd
M=KC+(I+1-1 )*K2nd+K
sumtemp=sumtemp+Y(M)*C2nd(I,K)**3D0
ENDDO
Y(I+1)=Y(I+l)+(Y(I)*CN(I)**3DO+sumtemp)/CN(I+l)**3DO
ENDIF
Y(I)=0D0
DO K=l,K2nd
Y((I-l)*K2nd+K+KC)=0D0
ENDDO
ENDIF
NTot=NTot+Y(I)
Vol=Vol+Y(I)*pi/6D0*(CN(I))**3D0
D3=D3+Y(I)*CN(I)**3D0
D2=D2+Y(I)*CN(I)**2D0
ENDDO
Vole=Vol
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DO 1=1,KC
DO K = l, K2nd
Vol=Vol-pi/6D0*C2nd(I,K)**3D0*Y((I-l)*K2nd+K+KC)
END DO
ENDDO
WRITE( 11 ,’(F 14.5,< K O E 14.6)')dt*IOUT,(Y(K)/NTot,K= 1,KC)
WRITE( 11 ,'(F 14 .5,< K O E 14.6)')dt*IOUT,(Y(K),K= 1,KC)
!WRITE( 11 ,'(F 14.5,<KC>E 14.6)')dt*IOUT,(Y(K),K= 1,KC)
WRITE( 12,'(F 14.5,2E 14.6)')dt*IOUT,D3/D2* 1000, Vole
DO J=1,KC
I=(J-l)*K2nd+KC
I=(16-l)*K2nd+KC
WRITE( 13 ,'(F 14.5 ,<K2nd>E 12.5)’)dt*10UT,(Y (I+K),K= 1,K2nd)
ENDDO
WRITE(*,'(4F 12.8)')DT*IOUT, VOL, Vole, D3/D2

ENDDO

CLOSE (11)
CLOSE (13)
Pause
W RITER,60) IWORK(l l),IWORK(12),IWORK(13),IWORK(19),
&
IWORK(20),IWORK(21),I WORK(22)
20
FORMAT(, A tt(secK D 12.4,';T otalV olum e(m m A3)=',D14.6
&
,';C/B=',F8.5)
60

!)

FO RM A T^ No. steps =',14,' No. f-s=',I4,
&
' No. J-s =',14,' No. LU-s =’,14/
&
1No. nonlinear iterations =’,14/
&
' No. nonlinear convergence failures =',14/
&
' No. error test failures =',14f)

WRITER,85)ISTATE
85 FORMAT(///’ISTATE =',I3)

IF(ISTATE.NE.2)PAUSE
STOP
80
90

WRITE(*,90)ISTATE
FORMAT*///* Error halt: ISTATE =’,13)

IF(ISTATE.NE.2)PAUSE
END PROGRAM MAIN
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION

Es (d2nd,D)

USE PROPERTIES
IMPLICIT NONE
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION

d2nd, D
mtot, Ca, Ah
tempi,temp2, tc, alphaCr, temp3,sr

sr=20D0
temp2=2.22+l .51 *(muD/muC)**(-0.57)
alphaCr= 1D0-dexp(-temp2 *d2nd/D)
Ca=0.5*D’,'muC*sr/sigma
if (Ca>10.7D0)Then
pause
endif
temp2=muD/muC
mtot=( 1+temp2)/(temp2*( 1+temp2))’,"'‘0.5+95.0*temp2*( 19.0*temp2+16.0)
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+/(4.0*((19*temp2)**2D0+(20.0/Ca)**2D0))*(5D0+ (lDO+temp2)*(25DO*temp2**2DO+50nemp2-31DO)/(5DO*(
+ temp2*(temp2+2D0))** 1.5))
temp 1=mtot
tc=4D0*pi/(lD0-templ **2D0)**0.5D0/(e**(l ,0/3.0)*D**(-2D0/3D0))
tc=4D0*pi*mtot/(e**(1.0/3.0)*D**(-2D0/3D0))
tc=4D0 *pi *mtot/sr

Ah=4.88*10D0**(-21.0)
temp3=((pi*sigma*0.25*d2nd**2D0)/(2.0*Ah))**(-4.0*(1.0+temp2)/
+ (9.0*pi*mtot))
!Es=2.0*temp3*alphaCr/tc
Es=2.0*temp3/tc* 1.0
END FUNCTION

Es

DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION EsJ n c (I,J,Y,DYtemp)
!Birth rate and Death rate o f 2nd droplets
'.Due to escape and inclusion
USE Properties
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER I,J,K,N1
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION

DOUBLE PRECISION
EXTERNALES

Y(KC+KC*K2nd)
VI,V2,Vij
VTemp,Vol2nd,DYtemp

ES

K=KC+(I-1)*K2nd+J
Es_Inc=-es(C2nd(I,J),CN(I))*Y(K)
VTemp=0D0
DO N l= l,K 2nd
K=KC+(I-l)*K2nd+Nl
VT emp=Y (K)*C2nd(I,N 1)* *3D0+VT emp
ENDDO
c

Vol2nd=VTemp/(Y(I)*CN(I)**3D0)

Vol2nd=VTemp/Y (I)
!
DYTEMP=Es_Inc*C2nd(I,J)^*3D0/(CN(I)**3D0) !-Vol2nd)
IFCYCKJA'(I).LE.0D0)THEN
DYTEMP=0D0
ELSE
DYTEMP=Es_Inc/(Y(K)A" (I))
ENDIF
IF(I.EQ.l) THEN
DYTEMP=0D0
Es_Inc=0D0
ENDIF
END FUNCTION Es_Inc
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION Inclusion (N,Y)
!Birth rate and Death rate o f size D
!Due to breakage and coalescence
USE Properties
IMPLICIT NONE
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION

DN
VN
VO
Y(*)
DO
B
G
DK,VK,DJ,VJ

!Drop diameter o f N, m
IVolume o f N, mA3
IVolume o f Max(N&Stable), mA3
!Max(dc,d)
[Daughter distribution function
[Breakage frequency function
!VK+VJ->X*VN+( 1-X)*VN-1
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DOUBLE
DOUBLE
DOUBLE
DOUBLE
DOUBLE
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER

PRECISION
PRECISION
PRECISION
PRECISION
PRECISION

DN1.VN1
!D(N-1), V(N-1)
DN2.VN2
!D(N+1), V(N+1)
CR
ICoalescence
rate of VK & VJ
XI,X2
CTemp 1,CTemp2

N
K,J
IClass
NDaughter
IV
IHalfV
IComp
IStore

ISize Class

!=2 for binary breakage
!External Function
!Index of V/2
!Index of Compensary Part o f VI

EXTERNALB
EXTERNALG
EXTERNALIV
EXTERNALCR
DN=CN(N)
VN=pi*DN**3D0/6D0
NDaughter=2
Inclusion=0.0D0
!Death rate due to drop coalecence with this class
25 DO 20 K = l, KC
IF(K.EQ.N)THEN
Inclusion=Inclusion-2.0*CRA(N,K)*Y(N)*Y(K)
ELSE
Inclusion=Inclusion-CRA(N,K)*Y(N)*Y(K)
ENDIF
20 ENDDO
!Birth rate due to smaller drop coalescence
IF(N.EQ.1)THEN
CTemp 1=0D0
VK=VN
DJ=CN(2)
VJ=pi*DJ**3D0/6D0
X 1=(VJ-2D0*VK)/(VJ-VK)
C T em pl=X l*C R A (l,l)*Y (l)*Y (l)
Inclusion=Inclusion+CTemp 1
RETURN
ENDIF
DN1=CN(N-1)
VN l=pi*DN 1**3DO/6DO
CTemp 1=0 DO
DO 40 K=1,N-1
DK=CN(K)
VK=pi*DK**3D0/6D0
DO 30 J=1,N-1
DJ=CN(J)
VJ=pi*DJ**3D0/6D0
IF(VK+VJ.GT. VN 1.AND.VK+VJ.LE.VN)THEN
X 1=(VK+V J-VN 1)/(VN-VN 1)
IF(J.EQ.K)THEN
CTempl=CTempl+2D0*Xl*CRA(K)J)*Y(K)*Y(J)
ELSE
CTemp 1=CTemp 1+X 1*CRA(K,J)* Y (K)* Y (J)
ENDIF
ENDIF
30
ENDDO
40 ENDDO
Inclusion=Inclusion+0.5D0*CT emp 1
IF(N.EQ.KC)THEN
CTemp2=0D0
DO 60 K=1,N
DK=CN(K)
VK=pi*DK**3D0/6D0
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50
60

DO 50 J=1,N
DJ=CN(J)
VJ=pi*DJ**3D0/6D0
IF(VK+VJ.GT.VN)THEN
X2=(VK+VJ)/VN
IF(J.EQ.K)THEN
CTemp2=CTemp2+2D0*X2*CRA(K,J)*Y(K)*Y(J)
ELSE
CTemp2=CTemp2+X2*CRA(K,J)*Y(K)*Y(J)
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDDO
ENDDO
CT emp2=CT emp2

ELSE
DN2=CN(N+1)
VN2=pi*DN2**3D0/6D0
CTemp2=0D0

70
80

DO 80 K=1,N
DK=CN(K)
VK=pi*DK**3D0/6D0
DO 70 J=1,N
DJ=CN(J)
VJ=pi*DJ**3D0/6D0
IF(VK+VJ.GT.VN.AND.VK+VJ.LE.VN2)THEN
X2=( VN2-VK-V J)/(VN2-VN)
IF(J.EQ.K)THEN
CTemp2=CTemp2+2D0*X2*CRA(K,J)*Y(K)*Y(J)
ELSE
CTemp2=CTemp2+X2*CRA(K,J)*Y(K)*Y(J)
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDDO
ENDDO

ENDIF
Inclusion=Inclusion+0.5D0*CTemp2
100 END

FUNCTION INCLUSION

SUBROUTINE NInit(DropSize,DropN,Mean)
USE Properties
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER

I

DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION

DropSize(l:KC) IDrop Size Class
DropN(l :KC)
IDrop Number

DOUBLE
DOUBLE
DOUBLE
DOUBLE

Mean
Dev
XN 1
XN2

PRECISION
PRECISION
PRECISION
PRECISION

IMean dia, m
!Deviation o f dia, m
!T emporary variant
ITemporary variant

Dev=Mean/3D0
DO 10 1=1, KC
DropSize(I)=dDia*I !xkmg+I*dDia
X N 1=DEXP(-0.5*((DropSize(I)-Mean)/Dev)**2.0)
&
/(DSQRT(2.0*pi)*Dev)
XN2=DEXP(-0.5 *(((1-1 )*dDia-Mean)/Dev)* *2.0)
&
/(DSQRT(2.0*pi)*Dev)

!

DropN(I)=(XN 1+XN2)*0.5*dDia*NTot
DropN(I)= 1D0/KC*NTot

10

ENDDO

END SUBROUTINE NInit
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SUBROUTINE N2ndInit(DS2nd,DN2nd,Y)
USE Properties
IMPLICIT NONE
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
INTEGER K,J

!2nd Drop Size Index

DS2nd(KC,K2nd)
DN2nd(KC,K2nd)
Y(KC+K2nd*KC)
Dd2, Vd2

DO K = l, KC
DS2nd(K,K2nd)=fV2nd* *( 1D0/3D0)*CN(K)
Dd2=DS2nd(K,K2nd)/K2nd
DO J= l, K2nd
DS2nd(K,J)=Dd2*J
ENDDO
ENDDO
DN2nd=0D0
DO K = l, KC
Vd2=0D0
DO J= l, K2nd
Vd2=Vd2+DS2nd(K,J)**3D0
ENDDO
DO J= l, K2nd
DN2nd(K,J)=a2nd/alpha*Y(K)*CN(K)**3D0/Vd2
ENDDO
ENDDO
!

DN2ND=a2nd/Vd2

END SUBROUTINE N2ndlnit
MODULE Properties
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION

rhoC
rhoD
rhoM
muC
muD
muM
sigma
usC
usD
alphaD, alpha
dc

(Maximum stable drop size, m

(For Impeller
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION

P»
Web
vi
cm
WebCrit
xkmg

(Viscosity damping
(Coefficient for dc
(Critical Web number
(Komogorov length,m

DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION,
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION,
DOUBLE PRECISION,
DOUBLE PRECISION,
DOUBLE PRECISION,
DOUBLE PRECISION,
DOUBLE PRECISION,

NTot, BX
Meanlnit
!
ALLOCATABLE :: CN(:)
DMax
!Max. drop diamter, m
dDia
ALLOCATABLE :: GA(:) (Breakage Array storing G(I)
ALLOCATABLE :: DA(:,:)
(Daughter Dist. Array
ALLOCATABLE :: CRA(:,:) (Coalecscence Rate Array
ALLOCATABLE :: D32(:) (Sauter mean diameter
AllOCATABLE :: gl2(:,:)!radial distribution
AllOCATABLE :: CRATemp(:,:)!temp. matrix for coa

DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION

e
lmax

(Energy dissipation, mA2/sA3
(maximum eddy size

INTEGER, PARAMETER:: KC=30, BModel=4, DModel=8, CModel=l
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!2nd dispersion
INTEGER, PARAM ETER:: K2nd=10
DOUBLE PRECISION, ALLOCATABLE
:: C2ND(:,:) !2nd drop size categories
DOUBLE PRECISION, PARAMETER :: fv2nd=0.8D0
Imaximum 2nd size interms o f volume
DOUBLE PRECISION, PARAMETER :: Espara=lDO
Imaximum 2nd size interms o f volume
!
DOUBLE PRECISION Espara
DOUBLE PRECISION a2nd
!2nd drop total volume fraction
DOUBLE PRECISION, PARAMETER :: coa2nd=0.5D0
Iparameter o f 2nd droplet coalesence
END MODULE PROPERTIES
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION B_D (N,Y)
!Birth rate and Death rate o f size D
IDue to breakage and coalescence
USE Properties
IMPLICIT NONE
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE PRECISION
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER

IDrop diameter of N, m
DN
VN
IVolume o f N, mA3
IVolume o f Max(N&Stable), mA3
VO
Y (*)
!Max(dc,d)
DO
IDaughter distribution function
B
IBreakage frequency function
G
DK,VK,DJ,VJ
!VK+VJ->X*VN+( 1-X)* VN!D(N-1), V(N-1)
DN 1,VN 1
!D(N+1), V(N+1)
DN2.VN2
ICoalescence rate o f VK & VJ
CR
XI,X2
CTemp l,CTemp2

N
K,J
IClass
NDaughter
IV
IHalfV
IComp
IStore

ISize Class

1=2 for binary breakage
[External Function
IIndex o f V/2
IIndex o f Compensary Part o f VI

EXTERNALB
EXTERNALG
EXTERNALIV
EXTERNALCR
DN=CN(N)
VN=pi*DN**3D0/6D0
NDaughter=2
B_D=0.0D0
C

GOTO 25

IBirth rate due to larger drop breakage
DO K=N+1,KC
B_D=B_D+BX*NDaughter*DA(N,K)*GA(K.)*Y(K.)
ENDDO
!Death rate to this class drop breakage
B_D=B_D-GA(N)*Y(N)
C

Return

!Death rate due to drop coalecence with this class
25 DO 20 K = l, KC
IF(K.EQ.N)THEN
B_D=B_D-2.0*CRA(N,K)*Y(N)*Y(K)
ELSE
B_D=B_D-CRA(N,K)*Y(N)*Y(K)
ENDIF
20 ENDDO
IBirth rate due to smaller drop coalescence
IF(N.EQ.l) THEN
CTemp 1=0D0
VK=VN
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DJ=CN(2)
VJ=pi*DJ**3D0/6D0
X 1=(VJ-2D0*VK)/(VJ-VK)
CTemp 1=X1*CRA(1,1)*Y(1)*Y(1)
B_D=B_D+CT emp 1
RETURN
ENDIF
DN1=CN(N-1)
VNl=pi*DNl**3D0/6D0
CTemp 1=0D0
DO 40 K=1,N-1
DK=CN(K)
VK=pi*DK**3D0/6D0
DO 30 J=1,N-1
DJ=CN(J)
VJ=pi*DJ**3D0/6D0
IF(VK+VJ.GT.VN1.AND.VK+VJ.LE.VN)THEN
X 1=( VK+V J-VN1)/(VN-VN 1)
IF(J.EQ.K)THEN
CTemp 1C T e m p 1+2D0*X 1*CRA(K,J)*Y(K)*Y(J)
ELSE
CTemp 1C T e m p 1+X 1*CRA(K,J)*Y(K)*Y(J)
ENDIF
ENDIF
30
ENDDO
40 ENDDO
B_D=B_D+0.5D0*CTemp 1
IF(N.EQ.KC)THEN
CTemp2=0D0
DO 60 K=1,N
DK=CN(K)
VK=pi*DK**3D0/6D0
DO 50 J=1,N
DJ=CN(J)
VJ=pi*DJ**3D0/6D0
IF(VK+VJ.GT.VN)THEN
X2=(VK+VJ)/VN
IF(J.EQ.K)THEN
CT emp2=CT emp2+2D0*X2*CRA(K, J)* Y (K)* Y (J)
ELSE
CTemp2CTemp2+X2*CRA(K,J)*Y(K)*Y(J)
ENDIF
ENDIF
50
ENDDO
60
ENDDO
CT emp2=CT emp2
ELSE
D N 2C N (N +1)
VN2=pi*DN2**3D0/6D0
CTemp2=0D0

70
80

DO 80 K=1,N
D K C N (K )
VK=pi*DK**3D0/6D0
DO 70 J=1,N
DJ=CN(J)
VJ=pi*DJ**3D0/6D0
IF(VK+VJ.GT.VN.AND.VK+VJ.LE.VN2)THEN
X2=(VN2-VK-VJ)/(VN2-VN)
IF(J.EQ.K)THEN
CTemp2=CTemp2+2D0*X2*CRA(K,J)*Y(K)*Y(J)
ELSE
CTemp2CTemp2+X2*CRA(K,J)*Y(K)*Y(J)
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDDO
ENDDO

ENDIF
B_D=B_D+0.5D0*CTemp2
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100 END

FUNCTION B_D

!!!!

SUBROUTINE FEX(NEQ, T, Y, YDOT, RPAR, IPAR)
USE
Properties
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER NEQ,IPAR,NDAUGHTER
DOUBLE PRECISION RPAR, T, Y, YDOT
!
DOUBLE PRECISION TV1.TV2
DIMENSION Y(NEQ), YDOT(NEQ)
DOUBLE PRECISION dl
DOUBLE PRECISION B_D
DOUBLE PRECISION G
DOUBLE PRECISION NDrop,DYTEMP
DOUBLE PRECISION D tem pl, temp2,BR, te3, temp3, sumtemp
DOUBLE PRECISION DK,FK, FK2, F2nd,F2ndJ, df2nd, Pv2nd
DOUBLE PRECISION dk2nd
DOUBLE PRECISION FB, Pmean, Pdev, Pdis( 1:K2nd)
INTEGER I,K,J,M,N,L,H,Iv
DOUBLE PRECISION
EXTERN A L E sJnc

Es_Inc

YDOT=ODO
! go to 60
!
breakage o f mother drops which have secondary droplets inside
NDaughter=2
DO 1=1, KC
!death due to itself breakage
YDOT(I)=YDOT(I)-GA(I)*Y(I)
FB=DMin 1(GA(I),0.5D0)
!***
DO J=l,K2nd
K=KC+(I-l)*K2nd+J
YDOT (K)=YDOT(K)-FB *Y(K)
ENDDO

!
!

IBirth rate due to larger drop breakage
DO K=I+1,KC
YDOT(I)=YDOT(I)+NDaughter*DA(I,K)*GA(K)*Y(K)
DO K= 1,1-1
YDOT(K)=YDOT(K)+NDaughter*DA(K,I)*GA(I)*Y(I)
ENDDO
!2nd increase due to breakage o f big drops
DO J= 1,1-1
BR=Ndaughter*DA(J,I)*CN(J)**3DO/CN(I)**3DO

!

+

!— ????

DO K=l,K2nd
L=KC+(I-1)*K2nd+K
IF(C2nd(I,K).LT.C2nd(J,K2nd))THEN
M=1
DO WHILE(C2nd(I,K).GT.C2nd(J,M))
M=M+1
ENDDO
N=KC+(J-l)*K2nd+M-l
YDOT(N)=YDOT(N)+BR*FB*Y(L)*C2nd(I,K)**3DO/C2nd(J,M-l)**3DO
ELSEIF(C2nd(I,K).GE.C2nd(J,K2nd))THEN
sumtemp=0D0
DO M=l,K2nd
sumtemp=sumtemp+C2nd(J,M)**3D0
ENDDO
DO M=l,K2nd
N=KC+(J-1)*K2nd+M
YDOT(N)=YDOT(N)+BR*FB*Y(L)*C2nd(I,K)**3DO
/Sumtemp
ENDDO

N=KC+(J-1)*K2nd+K2nd
YDOT(N)=YDOT(N)+BR*FB*Y(L)*C2nd(I,K)"‘*3DO/C2nd(J,K2nd)**3DO
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YDOT(N)=YDOT(N)+BR*FB*Y(L)*C2nd(I,K)**3DO/C2nd(J,K2nd/2)**3DO
sumtemp=sumtemp+BR*FB* Y (L)*C2nd(I,K)** 3 DO
YDOT(J)=YDOT(J)-BR*FB#Y(L)*C2nd(I,K)**3DO/CN(J)**3DO
ENDIF
ENDDO

ENDDO
ENDDO
!
!
!

return
go to 60
escape o f secondary droplets

160 DO 1=1,KC
DO J=l,K2nd
K=KC+(I-1)*K2nd+J
DYTEMP=0D0
te3=0D0
IF(Y(I).LE.0D0)THEN
YDOT(K)=ODO
YDOT(I)=ODO
GOTO 50
ELSEIF(Y(K).LE.0D0)THEN
Y(K)=0D0
GOTO 50
ELSE
te3=Es_Inc(I,J,Y,DYtemp)
YDOT(K)=te3+YDOT(K)
YDOT(I)=EsPara*DYTEMP+YDOT(I)
ENDIF
!

!

!

Dtemp 1=(CN(I)**3D0-C2nd(I,J)* *3D0)**( 1D0/3D0)
Dtempl=(CN(I)**3D0-Y(K)/Y(I)*C2nd(I,J)**3D0)**(lD0/3D0)
IF(Dtemp 1.LE.CN( 1))THEN
YDOT(l)=-(Espara-l .0)*DYTEMP*CN(I)**3D0/CN(l)**3D0+YDOT(l)
YDOT( 1)=(-DYTEMP*CN(I)**3DO+te3 *C2nd(I,J)**3D0)/CN( 1)**3DO+YDOT( 1)
ELSE
M=1
DO WHILE(CN(M)<Dtemp 1.AND.M<KC)
M=M+1
ENDDO
IF(M>1)THEN
FK=(Dtemp 1**3D0-CN(M)**3D0)/(CN(M-1)•'*3DO-CN(M)**3DO)
YDOT(M)=-(Espara-l ,0)*DYTEMP*CN(I)**3DO/CN(M)**3DO+YDOT(M)
YDOT(M-l)=FK*(-DYTEMP*CN(I)**3DO+te3*C2nd(I,J)**3DO)
&
/CN(M-1)**3DO+YDOT(M-1)
YDOT(MMl-FK)*(-DYTEMP*CN(I)**3DO+te3*C2nd(I,J)**3DO)
&
/CN(M)**3DO+YDOT(M)
ELSE
YDOT(M)=(-DYTEMP*CN(I)**3DO+te3*C2nd(I,J)**3DO)/CN(M)**3DO
&
+YDOT(M)
ENDIF
ENDIF

50
ENDDO
ENDDO
!
return
!coalescence
60

DO I =1, KC
DO J= l, I
!for class I
YDOT(I)=YDOT(I)-CRA(I,J)*Y(I)*Y(J)
!future consideration
IF(CRA(I,J).LE.0D0)THEN
F2nd=0D0
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ELSE
F2nd=Dmin 1(CRA(I,J)*Y(I)*Y(J)/Y(I)* 1.0.0.99D0)
ENDIF
DO K=l,K2nd
M=KC+(I-1)*K2nd+K
!Y2nd index
YDOT (M)=YDOT (M)-F2nd *Y(M)
ENDDO
!for class J
YDOT(J)=YDOT(J)-CRA(I)J)*Y(I)*Y(J)
!future consideration on the fraction o f secondary droplets going with mother drop
IF(CRA(I,J).LE.ODO)THEN
F2ndJ=0D0
ELSE
F2ndJ=Dmin 1(CRA(I,J)*Y(I)*Y(J)/Y(J)* 1.0.0.99D0)
ENDIF
DO K=l,K2nd
M=KC+(J-1)*K2nd+K
!Y2nd index
YDOT(M)=YDOT (M)-F2ndJ* Y (M)
ENDDO
’the fraction o f creating secondary droplets
temp2==CN(I)*CN(J)/(CN(I)+CN(J)) [relevant diameter
df2nd= 1,0-Dexp(-0.50*(e*temp2)**
+
(1 D0/3D0)*(muD/muC)**0.2/sigma** 1.0)
df2nd=df2nd',‘coa2nd
!!

If there is no secondary droplets created
[careful for this when having inclusion
DK=(CN(I)**3D0+CN(J)**3D0)**(1D0/3D0)

+

+

+

IF(DK.GE.CN(KC))THEN
! if formed drop > largest drop
YDOT(KC)=YDOT(KC)+(l-df2nd)*CRA(I,J)*Y(I) !*
*Y(J)*DK**3DO/CN(KC)**3DO
DO K=l,K2nd
[for droplets from Ith mother drop
M=KC+(I-1)*K2nd+K
IF(C2nd(I,K).LE.C2nd(KC, 1))THEN
N=KC+(KC-1)*K2nd+1
YDOT(N)=YDOT(N)+(l-df2nd)*F2nd*Y(M)*C2nd(I,K)**3DO !*
/C2nd(KC,l)**3D0
ELSE
L=1
DO WHILE(C2nd(I,K).GT.C2nd(KC,L))
L=L+1
ENDDO
N=KC+(KC-1)*K2nd+L
[split the droplet
FK2=(C2nd(I,K)**3D0-C2nd(KC,L)**3D0)/
(C2nd(KC,L-l)**3D0-C2nd(KC,L)**3D0)
YDOT(N-1)=YDOT(N-1)+(1 -df2nd)*F2nd*Y(M)*FK2
YDOT(N)=YDOT(N)+( 1-df2nd)*F2nd*Y(M)*(l D0-FK2)
ENDIF

+

[for droplets from Jth mother drop
M=KC+(J-1)*K2nd+K
IF(C2nd(J,K).LE.C2nd(KC, 1))THEN
N=KC+(KC-1)*K2nd+1
YDOT(N)=YDOT(N)+( 1-df2nd)*F2ndJ*Y(M)*C2nd(J,K)**3D0 !*
/C2nd(KC,l)**3D0
ELSE
L=1
DO WHILE(C2nd(J,K).GT.C2nd(KC,L))
L=L+1
ENDDO
N=KC+(KC-1)*K2nd+L
[split the droplet
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FK2=(C2nd(J,K)**3D0-C2nd(KC,L)**3D0)/
(C2nd(KC,L-l)**3D0-C2nd(KC,L)**3D0)

+

YDOT(N-1)=YDOT(N-1)+(1 -df2nd)*F2ndJ*Y(M)*FK2
YDOT(N)=YDOT(N)+( 1-df2nd)*F2ndJ* Y(M)*( 1D0-FK2)
ENDIF
ENDDO
ELSE

!if formed drop is < largest

H=1
DO WHILE(CN(H).LE.DK)
H=H+1
ENDDO
!careful for this when having inclusion
FK=(DK**3DO-CN(H)**3DO)/(CN(H-l)**3DO-CN(H)**3DO)

YDOT(H-1)=YDOT(H-1)+(1 -df2nd)*FK*CRA(I,J)* Y(I)* Y(J)
!for drop H-l from Ith

!*

!2nd droplets re-distribution
DO K=l,K2nd

+

!for droplets from Ith mother drop
M=KC+(I-1)*K2nd+K
IF(C2nd(I,K).LE.C2nd(H-1,1 ))THEN
N=KC+(H-1-1 )*K2nd+1
YDOT(N)=YDOT(N)+( 1-df2nd)*F2nd*Y(M)*C2nd(I,K)**3D0 !*
*FK/C2nd(H-l,l)**3D0
ELSE
L=1
DO WHILE(C2nd(I,K).GT.C2nd(H-1,L))
L=L+1
ENDDO
N=KC+(H-1-1 )*K2nd+L
!split the droplet
FK2=(C2nd(I,K)**3D0-C2nd(H-l,L)**3D0)/
(C2nd(H-1,L-1)**3D0-C2nd(H-1,L)**3D0)

+

+

YDOT(N-l)=YDOT(N-l)+(l-df2nd)*F2nd*Y(M)*FK2*FK
YDOT(N)=YDOT(N)+( 1-df2nd)*F2nd*Y(M)*( 1D0-FK2)*FK
ENDIF
ENDDO
!for drop H-l from Jth
DO K=l,K2nd
!for droplets from Jth mother drop
M=KC+(J-l)*K2nd+K
IF(C2nd(J,K).LE.C2nd(H-1,1 ))THEN
N=KC+(H-1-1 )*K2nd+1
YDOT(N)=YDOT(N)+( 1-df2nd)*F2ndJ*Y(M)*C2nd(J,K)**3D0 !*
*FK/C2nd(H-l,l)**3D0
ELSE
L=1
DO WHILE(C2nd(J,K).GT.C2nd(H-1,L))
L=L+1
ENDDO
N=KC+(H-1-1 )*K2nd+L
!split the droplet
FK2=(C2nd(J,K)**3D0-C2nd(H-l,L)**3D0)/
(C2nd(H-1,L-1)* ",3D0-C2nd(H-1,L)**3D0)

+

YDOT(N-1)=YDOT(N-1)+(1 -df2nd)*F2ndJ*Y(M)*FK2*FK
YDOT(N)=YDOT(N)+( 1-df2nd)*F2ndJ*Y(M)*( 1D0-FK2)*FK
ENDIF
ENDDO
YDOT(H)=YDOT(H)+(l-df2nd)*(l-FK)*CRA(I,J)*Y(I)*Y(J)
!for drop H from Ith
!2nd droplets re-distribution
DO K=l,K2nd
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!for droplets from Ith mother drop
M=KC+(I-1)*K2nd+K
IF(C2nd(I,K).LE.C2nd(H, 1))THEN
N=KC+(H-1)*K2nd+1
YDOT(N)=YDOT(N)+F2nd*Y(M)*C2nd(I,K)**3DO*
(1 -df2nd)*( 1-FK)/C2nd(H, 1)**3D0
ELSE
L=1
DO WHILE(C2nd(I,K).GE.C2nd(H,L))
L=L+1
ENDDO
N=KC+(H-1)*K2nd+L

!*

!split the droplet
FK2=(C2nd(I,K)**3D0-C2nd(H,L)**3D0)/
(C2nd(H,L-l)**3D0-C2nd(H,L)**3D0)
YDOT(N-1)=YDOT(N-1)+F2nd*Y(M)*FK2*(l -df2nd)*(l -FK)
YDOT(N)=YDOT(N)+F2nd* Y(M)*( 1D0-FK2)
!*
*(l-df2nd)*(l-FK)
ENDIF
ENDDO
!for drop H from Jth
DO K=l,K2nd
!for droplets from Jth mother drop
M=KC+(J-1)*K2nd+K
IF(C2nd(J,K).LE.C2nd(H, 1))THEN
N=KC+(H-1)*K2nd+1
YDOT(N)=YDOT(N)+F2ndJ*Y(M)*C2nd(J,K)**3DO
*( 1-df2nd)*( 1-FK)/C2nd(H, 1)* *3D0
!*
ELSE
L=1
DO WHILE(C2nd(J,K).GT.C2nd(H,L))
L=L+1
ENDDO
N=KC+(H-1)*K2nd+L
!split the droplet
FK2=(C2nd(J,K)**3D0-C2nd(H,L)**3D0)/
(C2nd(H,L* 1)**3D0-C2nd(H,L)**3D0)

YDOT(N-l)=YDOT(N-l)+F2ndJ*Y(M)*FK2
*(l-df2nd)*(l-FK)
!*
YDOT(N)=YDOT(N)+F2ndJ*Y(M)*(l D0-FK2)
*(l-df2nd)*(l-FK)
!*
ENDIF

+
+

ENDDO
ENDIF
!!

Coalescence when creating secondary droplets

!

&

distribution o f secodnary droplets included by coalescence
temp3=0D0
Pmean=(0.5D0)**(l D0/3D0)*DMax 1(C2nd(I,K2nd),C2nd(J,K2nd))
Pdev=l D0/3D0*Pmean
DO Iv=l,K2nd
dk2nd=DMaxl(C2nd(I,K2nd),C2nd(J,K2nd))"‘Iv/K2nd !2nd droplet size
Pdis(Iv)=DEXP(-0.5D0*((dk2nd-Pmean)/Pdev)**2D0)
/(DSQRT(2D0*pi)*Pdev)
Pdis(Iv)=Pdis(Iv)*DMax 1(C2nd(I,K2nd),C2nd(J,K2nd))/K2nd
temp3=Pdis(Iv)+temp3
ENDDO
Inormaliz the distribution make sure sum to 1
DO Iv=l,K2nd
Pdis(Iv)=Pdis(Iv)/temp3
ENDDO
!careful for this when having inclusion
DO 55 Iv=l,K2nd
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Pv2nd=Pdis(Iv)
dk2nd=DMax 1(C2nd(I,K2nd),C2nd(J,K2nd))*Iv/K2nd

!2nd droplet size

DK=(CN(I)**3D0+CN(J)**3D0+dk2nd**3D0)**(lD0/3D0)
IF(DK.GE.CN(KC))THEN

! if formed drop > largest drop

YDOT(KC)=YDOT(KC)+df2nd*CRA(I,J)*Y(I)
*Y(J)*DK**3D0/CN(KC)**3D0*Pv2nd
DO K=l,K2nd

!*

!for droplets from Ith mother drop
M=KC+(I-1)*K2nd+K
IF(C2nd(I,K).LE.C2nd(KC, 1))THEN
N=KC+(KC-1)*K2nd+1
YDOT(N)=YDOT(N)+df2nd*F2nd*Y(M)*C2nd(I,K)**3DO I*
/C2nd(KC,l)**3D0*Pv2nd
ELSE
L=1
DO WHILE(C2nd(I,K).GT.C2nd(KC,L))
L=L+1
ENDDO
N=KC+(KC-1)*K2nd+L

!split the droplet
FK2=(C2nd(I,K)**3D0-C2nd(KC,L)**3D0)/
(C2nd(KC,L-l)**3D0-C2nd(KC,L)**3D0)
YDOT(N-1)=YDOT(N-1)+df2nd*F2nd*Y(M)*Pv2nd*FK2
YDOT(N)=YDOT(N)+df2nd*F2nd* Y(M)*Pv2nd*( 1dO-FK2)

!
!

YDOT(N)=YDOT(N)+df2nd*F2nd*Y(M)*C2nd(I,K)**3DO !*
/C2nd(KC,L)**3D0*Pv2nd

+
ENDIF

+

!for droplets from Jth mother drop
M=KC+(J-l)*K2nd+K
IF(C2nd(J,K).LE.C2nd(KC, 1))THEN
N=KC+(KC-l)*K2nd+l
YDOT(N)=YDOT(N)+df2nd*F2ndJ*Y(M)*C2nd(J,K)**3DO
/C2nd(KC,l)**3D0*Pv2nd
ELSE
L=1
DO WHILE(C2nd(J,K).GT.C2nd(KC,L))
L=L+1
ENDDO
N=KC+(KC-1)*K2nd+L

!*

!split the droplet
FK2=(C2nd(J,K)**3D0-C2nd(KC,L)**3D0)/
(C2nd(KC,L-l)**3D0-C2nd(KC,L)**3D0)

+

YDOT(N-1)=YDOT(N-1)+df2nd*F2ndJ* Y(M)*Pv2nd*FK2
YDOT(N)=YDOT(N)+df2nd*F2ndJ* Y(M)*Pv2nd*( 1D0-FK2)
!
!

YDOT(N)=YDOT(N)+df2nd*F2ndJ*Y(M)*C2nd(J,K)**3DO
/C2nd(KC,L)**3D0*Pv2nd

+
ENDIF
ENDDO

+

[secondary droplets created from I+J coalescence into KC
IF(dk2nd.LE.C2nd(KC, 1))THEN
N=KC+(KC-1)*K2nd+1
YDOT(N)=YDOT(N)+df2nd*CRA(I,J)* Y(I)
!*
*Y(J)*dk2nd**3D0/C2nd(KC,l)**3D0*Pv2nd
ELSE
L=1
DO WHILE(dk2nd.GT.C2nd(KC,L).AND.L.LT.K2nd)
L=L+1
ENDDO
N=KC+(KC-1)*K2nd+L
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!split the droplet
FK2=(dk2nd**3D0-C2nd(KC,L)**3D0)/
(C2nd(KC,L-l)**3DO-C2nd(K.C,L)**3DO)
YDOT(N-l)=YDOT(N-l)+df2nd*CRA(I,J)*Y(I)
*Y (J)*Pv2nd*FK2
YDOT (N)=YDOT (N)+d£2nd*CRA(I, J)* Y (I)
!*
*Y(J)*Pv2nd*(lD0-FK2)
ENDIF
ELSE

!*

!if formed drop is < largest

H=1
DO WHILE(CN(H).LE.DK)
H=H+1
ENDDO
!careful for this when having inclusion
FK=(DK**3D0-CN(H)**3D0)/(CN(H-1)**3D0-CN(H)**3D0)

YDOT(H-l)=YDOT(H-l)+df2nd*FK*CRA(I,J)*Y(I)*Y(J)*Pv2nd
!for drop H-l from Ith

!*

!2nd droplets re-distribution
DO K=l,K2nd
!for droplets from Ith mother drop
M=KC+(I-1)*K2nd+K
IF(C2nd(I,K).LE.C2nd(H-1,1 ))THEN
N=KC+(H-l-l)*K2nd+l
YDOT(N)=YDOT(N)+df2nd*F2nd*Y(M)*C2nd(I,K)**3DO !*
*FK/C2nd(H-1, l)**3D0*Pv2nd
ELSE
L=1
DO WHILE(C2nd(I,K).GT.C2nd(H-l ,L))
L=L+1
ENDDO
N=KC+(H-1-1 )*K2nd+L
!split the droplet
FK2=(C2nd(I,K)**3D0-C2nd(H-l,L)**3D0)/
(C2nd(H-l,L-l)**3D0-C2nd(H-l,L)**3D0)
YDOT(N-1)=YDOT(N-1)+df2nd*F2nd*Y(M)*FK2 !*
*FK*Pv2nd
YDOT(N)=YDOT(N)+df2nd*F2nd*Y(M)*( 1D0-FK2) !*
*FK*Pv2nd
ENDIF
ENDDO
!for drop H -l from Jth
DO K=l,K2nd
!for droplets from Jth mother drop
M=KC+(J-1)*K2nd+K
IF(C2nd(J,K).LE.C2nd(H-1,1 ))THEN
N=KC+(H-1-1 )*K2nd+1
YDOT(N)=YDOT(N)+df2nd*F2ndJ*Y(M)*C2nd(J,K)**3DO
*FK/C2nd(H-1,1 )**3D0*Pv2nd
ELSE
L=1
DO WHILE(C2nd(J,K).GT.C2nd(H-1,L))
L=L+1
ENDDO
N=KC+(H-1-1 )*K2nd+L
!split the droplet
FK2=(C2nd(J,K)**3D0-C2nd(H-l,L)**3D0)/
(C2nd(H-1,L-1)* * 3D0-C2nd(H-1,L) **3D0)
YDOT(N-1)=YDOT(N-1)+df2nd*F2ndJ*Y(M)*FK2
!*
*FK*Pv2nd
YDOT(N)=YDOT(N)+df2nd*F2ndJ*Y(M)*(lDO-FK2) !*
*FK*Pv2nd
ENDIF
ENDDO
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'.secondary droplets created from I+J coalescence into H-l
IF (dk2nd.LE.C2nd(H-1,1 ))THEN
N=KC+(H-1-1 )*K2nd+1
YDOT(N)=YDOT(N)+df2nd*FK*CRA(I,J)* Y(I)
!*
*Y(J)*dk2nd* *3D0/C2nd(H-1,1 )**3D0*Pv2nd
ELSE
L=1
DO WHILE(dk2nd.GT.C2nd(H-1,L).AND.L.LT.K2nd)
L=L+1
ENDDO
N=KC+(H-1-1 )*K2nd+L
!split the droplet
FK2=(dk2nd**3D0-C2nd(H-1,L)**3D0)/
(C2nd(H-1,L-1)**3D0-C2nd(H-1,L)**3D0)
YDOT(N-1)=YDOT(N-1)+df2nd*FK*CRA(I,J)*Y(I)
*Y(J)*Pv2nd*FK2
YDOT(N)=YDOT(N)+df2nd*FK*CRA(I,J)*Y(I)
!*
*Y (J)*Pv2nd*( 1D0-FK2)
ENDIF

YDOT(H)=YDOT(H)+df2nd*( 1-FK.)*CRA(I,J)* Y(I)* Y (J)*Pv2nd
!for drop H from Ith
!2nd droplets re-distribution
DO K=l,K2nd
!for droplets from Ith mother drop
M=KC+(I-1)*K2nd+K
IF(C2nd(I,K).LE.C2nd(H, 1))THEN
N=KC+(H-l)*K2nd+l
YDOT(N)=YDOT(N)+F2nd*Y(M)*C2nd(I)K)**3DO*
df2nd*( 1-FK)/C2nd(H, 1)**3D0*Pv2nd
ELSE
L=1
DO WHILE(C2nd(I,K).GE.C2nd(H,L))
L=L+1
ENDDO
N=KC+(H-1)*K2nd+L
!split the droplet
FK2=(C2nd(I,K)**3D0-C2nd(H,L)**3D0)/
(C2nd(H,L-l)**3D0-C2nd(H,L)**3D0)
YDOT(N-1)=YDOT(N-1)+F2nd* Y(M)*FK2
*df2nd*( 1-FK)*Pv2nd
YDOT(N)=YDOT(N)+F2nd* Y(M)*( 1D0-FK2)
*df2nd*(l-FK)*Pv2nd
ENDIF
ENDDO

!*
!*

!for drop H from Jth
DO K=l,K2nd
!for droplets from Jth mother drop
M=KC+(J-1)*K2nd+K
IF(C2nd(J,K).LE.C2nd(H, 1))THEN
N=KC+(H-1)*K2nd+1
YDOT(N)=YDOT(N)+F2ndJ*Y(M)*C2nd(J>K)**3DO
*df2nd*( 1-FK)/C2nd(H, 1)**3D0*Pv2nd !*
ELSE
L=1
DO WHILE(C2nd(J,K).GT.C2nd(H,L))
L=L+1
ENDDO
N=KC+(H-1)*K2nd+L
!split the droplet
FK2=(C2nd(J,K)**3D0-C2nd(H,L)**3D0)/
(C2nd(H,L-1)* *3D0-C2nd(H,L)**3D0)

YDOT(N-1)=YDOT(N-1)+F2ndJ* Y(M)*FK2
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*df2nd*(l-FK)*Pv2nd
!*
YD0T(N)=YD0T(N)+F2ndJ* Y(M)*( 1D0-FK2)
*df2nd*(l-FK)*Pv2nd
!*
ENDIF
ENDDO
!secondary droplets created from I+J coalescence into H
IF(dk2nd.LE.C2nd(H, 1))THEN
N=KC+(H-1)*K2nd+1
YDOT(N)=YDOT(N)+df2nd*( 1-FK)*CRA(I,J)*Y(I)
*Y(J)*dk2nd**3D0/C2nd(H,l)**3D0*Pv2nd

!*

ELSE
L=1
DO WHILE(dk2nd.GT.C2nd(H,L).AND.L.LT.K2nd)
L=L+1
ENDDO
N=KC+(H-l)*K2nd+L
!split the droplet
FK2=(dk2nd**3D0-C2nd(H,L)**3D0)/
(C2nd(H,L-l)**3D0-C2nd(H,L)**3D0)
YDOT(N-1)=YDOT(N-1)+df2nd*( 1-FK)*CRA(I,J)* Y(I)
*Y (J)*Pv2nd*FK2
YDOT(N)=YDOT(N)+df2nd*(l-FK)*CRA(I,J)*Y(I)
!*
*Y (J)*Pv2nd*( 1D0-FK2)
ENDIF

55

ENDIF
ENDDO

ENDDO
ENDDO
RETURN
END
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